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Note for the Record 

S'cientific Pro 
on erence o 

Summary 

As part of the IAEA's General Conference, a closed meeting was 
held to allow technical people to have an exchange of views. Thie 
naturally concentrated on the impact of Chernobyl and covered both 
Nuclear Safety and Radiological Protection matters. I was 
accompanied by Mr J Sheehan of the NII. 

Prof Konetantinov chaired the proceedings but Dr Rosen took the 
lead in guiding the discussions. 

The first item on the agenda wae the review for 1985 of the 
agencies activities in Nuclear Safety. Thie wae not presented in 
any detail as a full document wae handed out. Instead, Rosen 
outlined the current situation in the Agency vie a vie poet
Chernobyl expansion. He said that the chronology of events for 
the immediate future wae: 

1. An expert meeting in Vienna, probably to be held during the 
first week in November. Thie meeting would consider the 

.Priorities and resources for the various proposals made for the 
future work of the Agency. There are three sete of proposals" 

a. Those contained in annex VII oh the INSAG report 
following the information meeting. 

b. The proposal in GN(xxx)/777/Add 1 "The Agencies 
Programme and Budget for 1987 and 1988 - Expanded Nuclear 
Safety Activities", particularly areas Hand I (Nuclear 
Safety and Radiological Protection). 

c. Reeolutione and proposals arising out of the Special 
Meeting of the General Conference and the General conference 
itself. This would include, for example, specific proposals 
contained within national statements to the Special Meeting. 

Privately Rosen agreed 
nationalisation of all 
the November meeting. 
set of proposals to be 

that some kind of filtering and 
these proposals would be required 
He could not give a timescale for 
considered by the Expert Group. 

prior to 
a final 

2. There would be a meeting of the Scientific Advisory Committee 
of the IAEA in early December, which would consider the 
recommendations of the Expert Group. 

3. A further meeting of the Board of Governors would be called 
in mid December to ratify the new programme. 

Rosen emphasised that these meetings were not yet finalised but 
represented his 'best guess' at what will happen. 

He indicated that an increase in budget of $2M was being sought; 
this represents a rise ofn.130~ over the existing $6M budget. 



(Thie 
$4M). 
would 

dose not take into account voluntary contributions of some 
It was suggested that some 15 new professional positions 

be created in the Agency. 

In hie general introduction, Rosen pointedly introduced four 
papers (in addition to the Nuclear Safety Review). 

1. Safety Series No 75 - INSAG 1. Thie ie the Summary Report of 
the poet-accident review meeting on the Chernobyl accident. It 
represents the first in the series of reports to come from the 
INSAG group (the second will be on the source term). They are 
readily recognised by a striking purple cover. 

2. The bulletin of the IAEA, Vol 28, No '' autumn 1986 - this 
contains a preponderance of papers relating to Chernobyl, 
including articles by Petroeyante, Blix, Rosen and Lord Marshall. 

'· Radiation; Doses, Effects, Rieke. United Nations 
Environmental Progr.amme. Thie ie a literate laymane guide to the 
effects of radiation on man - rather along the lines of NRPB'e 
"Living Radiation". 

4. Rosen made a "heavy sell" of a paper by Risto Lautkaeki of 
the Technical Research Centre of Finland entitled, "Comparative 
risks from fossil and uranium fuel cycles - a literature review" • 

. Rosen said that this paper provided criteria upon which sensible 
comparisons could be made between the various means of generating 
electricity. He felt much more should be done in this area. 

Finally, Rosen reported that ae of"-'10 am on Thursday 2 October, 
some 50 countries had signed the two conventions approved by the 
special meeting. 

The remainder of the meeting was devoted to technical discussions 
ae indicated in the agenda (attached). The format was for invited 
presentations, either from Agency personnel, consultants or 
national delegates. Pre-prepared statements were made from the 
floor. There was relatively little round table discussion. There 
were ' sessions, each with a different chairman. During the final 
(open) session these Chairmen summarised their respective 
sessions. These summaries are available, or are described more 
fully in the main visit report. The following are very brief 
comments or highlights from the sessions. 

Operational Safety - Chairman Lando Zech, Chairman, USNRC. 

A detailed description of the OSART system was given by IAEA 
member Franzen. He indicated that Italy had now offered to host a 
mission to the LATINA reactor. Further, he pointedly said that no 
missions to other gas reactors, or to LMFBRs, HTRs, etc had been 
offered. Even though the scheme had been running since 1982, it 
was still too early to provide any general insights into 
operational safety •culture•. 

The IRS and ASERT programmes were described. More effort was 
needed to make the data from different countries compatible with 
other international agencies, eg. the NEA. The following ' levels 
of information were identified: 
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1. Detailed plant specific data 
2. Data relating to plants of the same basic type, perhaps 
operated in different countries. 
3. General data covering all plants and all operational 
practices. 

Most agreed that level 3 could provide only broad generic 
insights, but that this wae likely to be the principal type of 
data availble in the IAEA'e IRS. Cogne of CEA made the strong 
point that Franoe•e standardisation programme meant that their 
data was only really useful at level 1. It was generally agreed 
that the principal that the operator is responsible for his plant 
should never be forgotten and that any changes to regulation, 
whether national or international, could only be effective if it 
were actually transmitted into operational practice. Chairman 
Zech made the point very strongly that no amount of talk in 
regulatory meetings was of any value unless the plant operators 
were kept fully 'educated' in safety matters. 

est 

In his opening remarks, the Chairman expressed his belief that the 
response to radiological emergencies was more important in the 
public's mind than the causes of accidents. There was a strong 
need for authoritative and firm advice when the public asks "what 
do we do now?" following a radiological emergency. Discuseion 
centred around a description of the Swiss response to the 
Chernobyl accident. One problem encountered was that with many 
surrounding countries beaming TV channels into Switzerland, a wide 
range of conflicting and confusing information was available to 
the population. Thus, French TV projected a rather low key 
approach to the radiological consequences whilst the German TV 
took a much 'greener' line. When multi-channel, multi-national 
satellite TV is widely available, this problem will be exacerbated 
- hence the urgent need to come to both national and international 
agreement on intervention levels, etc. 

Carter - Vice President of IEAL in Washington gave a detailed 
presentation on US early warning systems. Finally, in this 
eeeeion, the NUSS (Nuclear Safety Standards) work was reviewed. 
Konetantinov said that he hoped the NUSS documents could form the 
basis of a 11 lefal·ly binding" set of standards. Thie was strongly 
resisted, fire by Bennlneon and then by other countries, 
indicating that the NUSS represented a minimum standard which 
could be achieved by coneeneue so that it did not embarrass any 
particular country. There was a great deal of interchange on what 
constituted safety standards or safety principles. The Swedes 
wished to have numerical safety standards set for international 
uee, which would be binding. Other countries took a less 
stringent view. However, there ie clearly going to be a good deal 
of further discussion on this matter before the proposal of INSAG 
(item 6, annex VII) on safety philosophy is resolved. 

Safety research priorities - advanced safety designs - Chairman 
Siderenko, USSR 
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From the chair Siderenko summarised that for most countries with 
safety related R&D programmes, the present understanding of the 
cause and course of the Chernobyl accident did not give rise to 
any significant new requirements to change the existing 
programmes. Some change in emphasis may be called for but no new 
phenomena had been identified needing research. Two areas in 
particular demanded more attention. First, on methods to reduce 
the consequences of severe accidents; second, on the man-machine 
interface. Many of his comments seemed to come from his own 
experience, rather than a consensus of the meeting.· Thus, he 
emphasised the need to consider further ways of stopping operators 
by-passing safety sytsms. Other western countries would not put 
this high on their list - arguing that there already exists a full 
appreciation of this problem. Containment was highlighted as it 
represented a final barrier to protect people from a severe 
accident. In private, Harrold Denton indicated that NRC 
calculations had shown that most US containments would have 
survived the explosions at Chernobyl. 

On advanced designd, Denton gave an overview of work in progress 
in the USA. There were two kinds of activity, evolutionary and 
revolutionary. The former were currently finding more favour with 
US utilities as they felt the need to build from experience rather 
than trust to brand new concepts and designs. The advanced PWR 
and BWR designs were described as being simpler. Simple to 
design, simple to operate and more forgiving of operator

5
error. A 

·design goal had been set of a core melt frequency of 10- from all 
causes. Other aims included a high capacity factor, a 60 year ~
plant life and a low occupational exposure (<100 man/rem/year). 
Siderenko described a small district heating reactor almost ready 
for commissioning in the USSR which had a very low power density 
and was intended for siting very close (2 km) to large urban 
areas. The Swedes included an advertisement-for their secure 
design - suggesting an international effort to design and build a 
prototype. This was not taken up for further discussion. Canada 
presented detailed information on their plans for improved 
automation and raised the interesting question of how much 
automatic control is appropriate? They are developing system 
oriented software which can optimise operational procedures from a 
given starting point - thus, an operator can test various options 
before trying them on the plant. The natural extension to this 
would be to give control to the computer to implement the 
preferred option. The operator is then reduced to a "watch dog". 
Clearly decisions concerning the amount of automatic control will 
need to be examined now that the equipment and software presently 
available have removed many of the systems constraints which 
limited such procedures before. They also described their 'slow 
poke' design for a small 2 - 10 MW plant, specifically for 
unattended operation at remote places in the Canadian arctic. 
Apart from the Swedish contribution, the discussions were not 
related to "inherent safsy" but rather covered a wide range of 
safety design concepts and advances. This, perhaps indicated that 
the discussions proposed by INSAG for agency activity in this area 
would be of wide use and less contentious than the more selective 
interpretation in terms of inherent safety only. 

Finally, the question of safety goals was addressed by the 
Chairman. In the context of severe accidents he said that there 
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wae general agreement that the moat important area wae the 
limitation of societal riske, particularly such topics ae land 
contamination and societal disruption. Individual risk wae a 
relatively eimple matter as there was a clear idea of what the 
hazards were and what could be done about it. 

M R Hayns 
Head, Nuclear Safety 
Technology Branch 

SRO 

6 O::tober 1986 
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IAEA ADVISORY SERVICES 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has a 
long-standing reputation for good management of 
technical expertise In nuclear safety for the benefit of 
its Member States. It provides various advisory 
services to Member States on request: 

• sending missions composed of a small number of 
experts for periods of time ranging from two or 
three days to a month, or 

• assigning Individual experts for periods of from 
about a month to as long as a year to the request· 
ing country. 

Such missions can be either very specific, addressing 
singled-out problems arising in siting, designing, 
constructing or operating a nuclear facility; or devoted 
to broad tasks such as the safety review and assess
ment required before grant of an operating licence. 
Individual experts are usually requested to assist In 
the resolution of specific problems. 

In the past, Member States have most frequently 
requested advice on such matters as: 

• organization of a regulatory body within the govern· 
ment structure 

• site survey, site evaluation and related topics 
• safety reviews required for licensing purposes 
• evaluation techniques to be used in safety 

analyses 
• emergency planning and preparedness. 

There were 374 power reactors in operation world
wide at the end of 1985, and the number is rising 
steadily as units which are currently under construc· 
tion come into service. Whatever the long-term impact 
of the accident which occurred at Chernobyl, in the 
USSR, in 1986 it was already clear that increasing 
attention should be paid to matters of operational 
safety. 

2 



ASSET: ANALYSIS OF SAFETY-SIGNIFICANT 
EVENTS TEAM 

Since 1982, the International Atomic Energy Agency 
has been sending, on request, Operational Safety 
Review Teams (OSARTs) to carry out evaluations of 
the operational safety of nuclear installations. Such 
evaluations have been performed successfully In 
Member States such as Korea, Yugoslavia, the 
Philippines, Brazil, Pakistan, France, Mexico, and 
Finland; and are planned to take place in other 
countries, among them Sweden, the Netherlands, the 
Federal Republic of Germany and the Republic of 
Korea. 

However, OSART reviews may be Incomplete, in that 
they may not deal In sufficient detail with abnormal 
safety-related events (deviations from planned operat
ing conditions, or incidents or accidents}. This may 
detract from the achievement of a good understand
ing of the condition of the plant as a whole, and 
reduce the accuracy of assessments. 

The prime responsibility for identifying problems, and 
for taking appropriate corrective actions to improve 
the operational safety of their plants, rests with the 
authorities in each Member State. They identify and 
analyse safety-related problems which arise at operat
ing installations day by day. However, even these 
analyses too frequently stop when the direct cause of 
a safety-related event has been Identified; and correc
tive actions are often limited to the Improvement or 
the replacement of the component (or the individual} 
which failed, without laking Into account the various 
root causes which could explain why a latent direct 
cause was not detected earlier. If analyses are to be 
done efficiently, the authorities need an additional tool 
to help them to evaluate more quantitatively both the 
operational safety of the use of their plants for 
electricity production, and the effectiveness of work 
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done to improve the feedback of operating 
experience. 

Human factors almost always contribute to the initia
tion of a safety-related event. ASSET investigations 
focus particularly on such factors. 

Feedback from operating experience has proven 
conclusively that the operational safety of a plant is 
highly dependent upon the people who operate it. 
Two units of the same design, but operated by 
different operating organizations, could exhibit com
pletely different performance. Some plants may 
exhibit better operational performance than others 
where designed safety margins are higher, largely 
because the performance of the personnel responsi
ble for their operation is better. 

The ASSET Service 

The International Nuclear Safety Advisory Group 
(INSAG) recommended that the IAEA should make 
available speeialized teams capable of performing 
in-depth analyses of operational experience related to 
the safety of nuclear power plants. The objective is to 
enable the IAEA to reinforce its contribution to the 
improvement of operational safety worldwide. The 
teams will consider operational safety concerns in 
general, but will focus especially on events 
categorized as deviations, incidents and accidents: 

• Deviations are events such as discrepancies or 
concerns discovered as a result of the surveillance 
activity carried out by the operating organization on 
equipment, on personnel qualification, or on the 
man-machine interface. Deviations may be precur
sors of incidents, and lessons learned from this 
kind of event are by far the most important for 
preventing incidents and accidents. 

• Incidents are events with consequences which 
affect either the availability or safety of a plant 
(such as a trip, transient, scram, unplanned 
shutdown, forced outage, violation of technical 
specification, or radioactive release), or the safety 
of personnel (such as contamination, over
exposure to radiation, or injury). Incidents may be 
precursors of accidents. 

4 
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• Accidents are events which result in significant 
damage to the plant, or to people. 

An ASSET analysis may concern, for example, either 
a single abnormal event which is considered to have 
very important implications for safety; or the whole 
record of safety-related events of lesser importance 
which occur more frequently; or any other safety 
Issue. Each investigation will be tailored to meet 
Individual needs. · 

Each ASSET analysis will be undertaken at the 
request of the national authority responsible for 
safety. Analyses will be performed by a number of 
experts who have long experience in the operation of 
different types of nuclear power plant. Their missions 
will last as long as is necessary, depending on the 
nature of the demand, the information available and 
the preparatory work that can be done in advance. 

ASSET investigations may also be initiated at the 
suggestion of Technical Committees associated with 
the IAEA, NEA, or other regional Incident Reporting 
Systems, which screen and assess Information about 
Incidents and accidents at nuclear power plants to 
derive "lessons learned" for dissemination to 
Interested utilities. 

ASSET OBJECTIVES 

The ASSET service aims to support responsible 
bodies in requesting Member States, helping to 
ensure that the required safety level is maintained at 
all times during nuclear power plant operation. The 
ASSET team will seek to work in close co-ordination 
and co-operation with all organizations and 
individuals concerned in the Member State, in order 
to obtain results which are as useful as possible. 
6 



The result of each ASSET analysis will be a compre
hensive report on the subjects ir. .ligated, identify
ing the direct causes of incidents or accidents and 
their root causes, and underlining the generic safety 
lessons learned and the appropriateness of any 
corrective actions which were taken. 

In this way, the national safety authority and the 
operating organization will receive the information 
they themselves need to evaluate the performance of 
operators and equipment within the plant, insofar as 
they relate to the problems which have been 
investigated. They can then check easily whether 
attention and resources have been oriented in such a 
way as to improve the operational safety of the plant 
concerned. 

The ultimate goal is to assist operating organizations 
In requesting Member States in their striving for safety 
in operating nuclear power plants. 

How an ASSET Is performed 

Other organizations see their main task as 
co-ordinating various national efforts in nuclear 
safety, arranging for information exchange, and 
organizing joint research and development projects. 
With respect to regulatory matters, they usually 
restrict themselves to giving general advice - for 
example, by developing standards. The IAEA is very 
active in these areas too, but was urged to supple
ment its activities by shifting emphasis from the 
production of standards, recommendations and other 
guidance material, to their implementation, · using 
feedback from operational experience as appropriate 
in the revision of the documents. 

Several Member States saw a need to supplement the 
routine inspection and enforcement activities of their 
regulatory bodies with action programmes, such as 
analyses of operational safety experience. 

Comprehensive programmes in this respect have 
been Introduced in some countries - and expanded 
after the Three Mile Island and Chernobyl 
accidents - in order to contribute to the feedback of 
experience in operational .safety matters which the 
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whole nuclear community needs if continuous 
improvement is to ' ensured. 

Important elements of these endeavours have been 
used in establishing the objectives and procedures of 
the ASSET service. 

The purpose of each ASSET mission will be defined 
in agreement with the organizations requesting it, in 
accordance with the needs expressed by the Member 
State. It may be devoted to different types of event 
investigation, always with the aim of identifying the 
direct causes and the root causes and of reviewing 
the appropriateness of corrective actions. For 
example: 

• The analysis of a safety-related accident: 
analysis of an accident sequence from an 
independent point of view 

• The analysis of safety-related Incidents: 
analysis of the whole population of the safety 
related incidents which have occurred in the past 

analysis of a single incident which is considered to 
be very significant for safety 

• The analysis of safety-related deviations: 
In the same way the technical and human implica
tions of other safety ifSSues can be investigated, by: 

analysing weaknesses in certain safety-related 
components - active components such as pumps, 
valves, and diesel generators, and passive compo
nents such as steam generator tubes, and 
safety-valves 

analysing the collective radiation dose received by 
the entire work force 

analysing the amount of radioactivity released to 
the environment when the plant is in normal opera
tion (whether it is in the form of solids, liquids, or 
gases) 

Composition of the team 

An ASSET investigation team comprises six experts, 
recruited from IAEA in-house staff and from outside, 
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and carefully chosen according to their experience In 
bo' 1e operation of nuclear power plants and their 
knowledge of analysis techniques. 

The external consultants may change from one team 
to the other but the team manager and the in-house 
members ensure continuity and uniformity in objec
tives, analysis methodology and performance of the 
ASSET. Feedback from one mission to another will 
ensure further improvement in the service. 

What advance Information Is needed? 

To enable an ASSET to perform as efficiently as 
possible, the regulatory body in consultation with the 
operating organization must submit to the members of 
the team all documents which they consider may be 
useful in familiarizing themselves with the plant 
whose operation is being reviewed. Obviously, 
comprehensive documentation concerning the plant 
itself, its licensing status, operating history and proce
dures, Instructions and so on - up-to-date, but not 
necessarily too detailed - serves the purposes of the 
investigation best and, therefore, is also in the interest 
of the operating organization and the regulatory body. 
The following list of documents, in one of the working 
languages of the IAEA (English, French, Russian or 
Spanish) should be considered the minimum informa
tion required in advance: 

• Plant description 
• Latest annual reports 
• Organization charts, identifying individuals filling 

key positions 
• Operating licensing conditions and technical 

specification 
• Most recent reports on safety-related events linked 

to the subject of the investigation, such as incident 
reports or deviations reports 

These latter reports are carefully studied by the 
experts before the mission. According to the scope of 
the Member State's request, a detailed programme of 
the investigation the ASSET team plans to make at 
the plant is sent in advance, so that the plant manager 
can make available appropriate counterpart experts. 
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Methodology of the safety events analysls 

Procedures are defined in detailed guide. The 
analysis methodology consists of the following steps: 

• Event review 
• Analysis of precursor elements and Identification of 

the direct cause 
• Analysis of contributory elements and identification 

of the root causes 
• Selection of areas needing improvement 
• Suggested corrective actions 

Event review 

Each event review begins with the completion of a 
questionnaire comprising more than 700 questions 
which are oriented particularly to the human aspect. 
The event review is the most essential part of the 
analysis, since it enables the ASSET team to acquire 
an accurate knowledge of what has occurred. The 
quality of analysis depends on the care taken in 
Information collection. 

Analysls of precursor elements 

This is conducted by establishing a "faults tree" (as 
a "series" diagram) which takes into account only the 
logical sequence of the various facts which led to the 
event. 

Why did the event happen? This basic question must 
be answered to properly identify the direct cause and 
then determine the necessary preliminary improve
ments, in the three following areas: 

• equipment area 
• design 
• manufacturing 
• installation 

• man-machine Interface area 
• work control 
• information 

• personnel area 
• qualification 

10 
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Analysis of contributory elements 

This is con ...... cted by establishing a "weaknesses 
tree" (as a "parallel" diagram), which takes into 
account only the various weaknesses which are consi
dered to have contributed to the direct cause of the 
event. A "weight" is assigned to each contributory 
root cause, in order to identify those which underlie 
the initiation of the direct cause having led to the 
event. 

Why was this direct cause not detected earlier? Once 
this question has been answered, it is possible to 
determine any necessary fundamental improvements 
in the following areas: 

• equipment surveillance programme 
• man-machine interface surveillance programme 
• personnel qualification surveillance programme 

This last step of the event analysis Is certainly the 
most important, because It Is specific to the plant 
which is being investigated. 

The experts in charge of the analysis must be at the 
same time knowledgeable in technical and human 
aspects of the operation of nuclear power plants, and 
in analysis techniques; and must feel themselves to 
be completely independent of the operating organiza
tion. This ideal situation Is often difficult to meet, but 
it is necessary If an in-depth analysis is to be per
formed without constraints. 

Selection of areas needing Improvement 

Areas needing improvement may not necessarily 
exhibit a one-to-one correspondence with the direct 
cause and the root causes of events. To address 
properly the areas needing improvement, two basic 
questions have to be considered: 

• How could the direct cause of an event be 
eliminated? 

• How could the root causes be eliminated or 
mitigated? 

11 



Suggested corrective actions 

The number of corrective actio. should not be 
limited, and several solutions are usually possible. 
However, ASSET teams will aim to make four sugges
tions for corrective action: 

• One addressing the direct cause of the event; and 
• three aimed at mitigating the influence of the most 

important root caus~s in each of the following 
areas: surveillance of equipment, man-machine 
interface and personnel qualification. 

FINAL PRODUCTS OF THE ASSET 
INVESTIGATION 

Analysis Report 

One of the final products of an ASSET investigation 
will be the analysis report. This will identify the direct 
cause of the event, and its underlying root causes. 
Generic aspects will be drawn from the lessons 
learned in connection with operational safety. 

It must be emphasised that the first draft report will 
propose only sample corrective actions, unless the 
IAEA is requested to make specific recommenda
tions. This draft report will be sent by the ASSET 
within 30 days of the end of the mission. The regula
tory body and the operating organization will then 
have an opportunity to comment on its conclusions. 

It is expected that the operating organization will 
respond to this initial report within about three 
months, informing the IAEA about decisions taken 
with respect to direct and root causes in order to pre
vent a recurrence of the events. 

The final analysis report will include both the conclu
sions of the ASSET investigation, and decisions of the 
operating organization. 
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The final analysi.. report will then be submitted 
through official ch. . 1els to the Member State, which 
will determine the internal and external distribution it 
is to be given. The IAEA will keep the report confiden
tial unless otherwise instructed. 

Analysis techniques and training 

Each national safety authority and operating 
organization will be able to take advantage of such an 
investigation to derive the information needed for 
improving their own analysis methodology. The 
opportunity to discuss the matter on a training basis 
between the IAEA experts and some local profes
sional observers can be envisaged. Such discussions 
would not disturb the investigation conducted jointly 
by the experts and their counterparts in the plant. 

Participation In future Investigations 

Professionals in the Member State requesting an 
investigation will be able, if trained in the IAEA 
analysis methodology, to take part as experts In an 
ASSET investigation requested by another country. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed ASSET service might seem to be a 
limited effort given the large number of units operat
ing worldwide; but by concentrating the service on 
those Member States that request it, assistance will 
be provided where it is most effective for safety In 
operation. The ASSET service could therefore be the 
starting point for a greater contribution to the improve
ment of op,erational safety worldwide. 
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Present status 

By the middle of 1986, the IAEA·IRS served 24 coun-
tries with nuclear power programmes, 15 taking part 
directly, six through the NEA-IRS, and three through 
participation in annual meetings. The IAEA-IRS data- I 
base comprised 250 incident reports. Additional 
guidelines for reporting and evaluation, which are 
being developed In co-operation with the NEA, were 
expected to become available during the year. These 
would expand the IAEA-IRS to include events which 
do not cause incidents - such as certain equipment 
failures, and operational difficulties. The Agency is 
also making available specialized on-site teams to 
conduct in-depth incident analyses, either in conjunc-
tion with the visits of Operational Safety Review 
Teams (OSARTs) or separately; and in other ways 
seeking to strengthen the IRS and related activities. 
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f 

I oil 

. . 
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.. 

IC(IJl,.,1)11 ..... . 
.. 

ll1H\1 ft• •"••ti.. •f lh.•IUt.J for anber •-.• , .. .,,., II 
t..,ortHt p\lea la atUolU11 t•t.U.. w U• la\eraeU••l "'d•U• •I 
••rl111 .,,.11ta or aae,.Hr :.,_, "''''' A"..,'' .. .,. ,,,.,., .... -.M to 
tltav '' l•t•raatloa11 loa•1 la1t,...a" i•.,.ral .. '"-•• .. ,,,,,, .. , , .. I•••• 
or tll• uurle2, •111 ••• ,.uuea1 .... ,. tH•td •r .. .ieu "'H"h '°' 
..t ,.t "" Hllillnur 1tlllll••1 Ula llH ffH1'td la ,,. .... ,, au ... 1.1 to •t• ... Of HcilHI' ....... ti lor ., .. u •• taaaloa UMI ....... ,, •••• 1.u ... 
.. w .. a 1t1te1. 

1t I• ..... u.1, I• "' .... , ., • ...:i. .......... ,, ,_ •wt.H ,. 
provl•• rr11 .. d1111 1uhtone1, kutlaa ... 1tbr .. hrlal ""°'" ,., Ult 
pop1l1tlon 1eae1r11d. A ,.111•1• .. ltll•t•r•l lal.or.atl .. •1 l•a•l la1t.,...•t. 
1ould ...... ,, U• Ualollttr of ltt.t. .. I•• ht1n1tl1Hl ._.,, la u .... er 
tit• tr111..,.adarr arr .. t1 •f a••l••r 111lt11at1, •• .. is •• tor .. a..rlal, ~•1 
••• ,.uu1a1 .... ,, ...... •r •w•nntn "" .. •ma ...... u. .. •"-' '' 
ttot.Mt.lon q1l1tt tit• th1et11Het1 ot 1HlHr Hll,.at1 CW.. 1 .. H4ia& •f 
••lrw• laf0f9atloa, l•t•ollluttl11 •f ~·•'Ill., ~•t•l•tl•• .. , .... ,. •'-·•· . .. ' . . . .. . . . . 

lldlr & t1U1•1• l'lllM fH U• •aft flnl.,...t el -lNI' ... ..., 
wlU Plt•lN eflol'lt all M1f .. \Ill tar\ ef llll at.at11 Ut-.doH, "-\ tlH 
of l11ttra1Uoaa1 or1aall1Uoa1 '" la1t1t.aU111 '''' ...it 11rn .. 10011 
polah I• tit• 1.,1 .. 1t.atln of ... 1 .. , ""'' .... ,.,.,, m UM 1a...H t.1n 
Ult l11d la Ulh lloltl. It II 11111Ua1 \1 4altuH t.llo .. 11 ... '°'9at.lal et 
tlll• ••l••• lat1n11tl111al ••t••l1atlo1, t. .,.14,. tll• ,,.,.,,, It.• ect.lrlt.r, 
••• to .. h ar .. t.t• ... or '' ,.,. .. 1 .. 11 ta ,,.,,, .. .,.,, .. , '""" •f , .. 
.. c11ar 11f1tr ,...111... · . 

... 
a.-el1U1.M 'llalt.H aa\loa1 q1HlU, lfflt at "9 VnJlll .. .SUI 

Dl'S•41Utloa, DllllN ll&tlOH lad-It. ... ,,_, -OD ... l'll'IMI 0UIM11 
eo•l4 MU 1 l•ll1t11U1I 111tfllllUM '6 t.111 rial .. fw Ult 11f1 HYlllJR al. 
of •oltH llll'lf· WI .. 1111'1 tllal t.111 W e-lt.ut 611 \Ito UIMt.t et Mtale 
adlaU .. 1 ... H .. •rt llUYI la lllltl .. \lit ...... tfllllM\, 

• .... , ,_., .. , .......... , ............. , ,,._ -,, ...... •"'" 
H11Ud .. t•t tfftl ..... l IP HelOH _., .... ,,. ''""'"' lllt ot\ll'O 
••Hlll,.UH If 11\.,lll\IHal .. a11l1atloH; IMll -Uer1 Aoiotd t .. l ... 
t111 r1110lrl111 

·-·-&·i;;·· ..... s ........ ""' , .... , ... , ....... , ...... 1 ...... 

..-.:~· ~· ·. .. . . . . . . ·.:· . . .. 

. - All•lr•l• af 1•11fttt...a .. , ... A114 ...iatt .. •• . .._,.__., slL-.t.t .... 
l11l .. laa • ,,.klolUt.' Mllfal11 · . . , . . . .. . . . .. 

...,., ........ .-.u ..... ..., ........... , .......... 
• 1 ... ..., ... ,., .... ; 

..... , ..... , If OflHtlft ._,_lU\lM ...... I .... lier, IM 

.. ,, .... , 11 .. u 11 MU111l1 •aa• In .. •tMt.I .. tNtl• 11alatt. 

...... u •• 

·. 
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eecU&..1111 .... . 
Ill• A&nor•• •r•t• for HllHr ,..., tlHt 1-.cHn\ "'°''l• II • 

IDCNI .. 11lt rer ••t••ll1•la1 a data •••k .... ,l•1r 1ttld1at1 t.o .. , ... •1 111 
avoltar ... ,., -•trl••. u h .. 1h1•h U.at. U.ll •r•'- N ,. .. kr 
llPlll•9' ... 4eYa1 ...... 

lllll.1 .7alat. a1alloratln ., • tr•.tHt or trt.t••t.• n1•~ t.a aaw 
a1n1r1t~11otor ,,,, ... •••eel ~U. .. t111,..1 ... I••• a11trot1 '°'1' "° .. 
b1port11t •1-at la f01•1taa t•• •Hartt ti '"1t.rlH •l•d et. •11rlq 
1111c1on tlant 11r1tr. !lton troJ••t.• •MU lae1.,...1t.1 ••• ••t. ,,..,e-dll• 
' ••tr t1cbno101r wit•• 4111111 wit• .,..1 ... •••• •• ,.•••laa \lie .... ttlrlt.1 
~. I ro1etor erat .. to o,.r1to• or.or, er, la .U.1r ...,..,, t.1kl11& l•to 111 .. at 
Ult ••-• f11tor•, r•docl11 t.111• .... 1111Utt.r of 1 MlW-, lad .. a1Lorl9f 
•r•r111•• ro1111t1 ... 

la n1aah1t1 .. a1 to ... , IHll a tr•.tMt. n ,,...,.,,, fer l•U•Hft 
r11nor1 or aneru H1tn1 cou1d k 111p1 .. 1t1• wltlll• \Ille UllA la 1111U1 '"' 
•- "'' at tllt lattra1tlna1 u.1-no1eu rtHMI' pr1l0tt. V.1\ h _.., t•• ro11w .. t -'&•acr ..,rkla1 llP6UP• ... 14 •••trlllel• t. tllo•• .. llrl\111. 

lllll• .u h .._, Ui• ••1l ... Hto '-''""'" .r aat1t1r ,_, 
tl11t1, .. 111re• raaelor• .. d ttller •l9ll1r l11llltl11 enld \rlaa•r 1 l'Ol•••• 
ot rMll01et.I•• .. t1rl111 ••d ••••• ••dloaotl•• ... ._1a1tt .. of ~ '9rtala. 

All tllll •lo- Uat, h \o,.. of 1t1 oHNU, Ula .. 1tn1Uo• of 
tHetfll .. ei.ar pllat1 ..... wu11 , ..... u .. 11 "''°"' -H. 11 , .. ~. .. 
t111,1MUt to 1 1uel•N' attaak, I.a. to 11u .. 1 tlla' \N u.1 ... •tloaa Ill• 
t1rtllJ '91er1-.. 11 ~ t•••••t •rl .. "alaat. ......_,,,, 

"' • .,,,., ""'" "'''°''' ,.,,, ... 1111111 ., ......................... , 
It .. eta l&llttt •1tl11r lt1t1ll1\ltll 1 ... ld k deltl..... It I• ot ... tl1l to 
•rk "' a .. i.rut l•ttn1Utall ... ,..,,.. _,.,, .. ,.., en ft1'61 -H 
•IMl•tt•kl .. , to 1tt.1•k ... 1 .......... f1tlllt.l ... 

la .... ii, .......... , ............. 141 .......... wit.It ....... " 
111c211r ...,,.,.... tll• ......... Uat. UYI •Mhl'flod ., ............ 11 ..... .. 
.. 1111r lad1elrl1t ,1 .. t1 11 .. 11 •• ••••• of "9 ....,, of •lalllr ...... ,,,.., 
11••1••••1• .. ,.,,.1. • ..... , .................. . 

fta. rldl•tl• llaaN'd .., Ill.. to1l•U1 .r ••1'" •kf&al.1 •lie tt 
1._..~.u •• lo ....... ••ll•H• fl'•k•\tw •I t.Mla .. ,,.,, ttlalu1 ... ,..,. u 
h -lln'1• tllat 1Hll Mt.rial•, H t1lMll, •l&" k •Mil " f11rrltt'9 -
IOI'\ of 1:l .. 1t.., Hilt ..... 1 .. lft •erlll ,., t.N ......... tll ........ ud 
hrrorla, '1aa ... n aH anortloa. tll•N 11 ,,. .. , ...,. .. '"'''' 1 
nlla•l• 11t ar ••11•11 t6 ,. ... ,, ur I•• ti t111111 ...... ,.. 11t .... 
Nldr t. wrk twtNI MHlll .. 1 ••t•nt:a, ta••t•Moat ..,, 11l • Wrh l•n• 
Ud .......... tllh ........ .. ,.,, ., ... ....u .,,.,... .. .... , 
lalln1ll111Ul t.tl'NrlM . 

.... ,, at.ti ••\ .. t.lllta \a .... " Mia\. tlle DM-"• .. ftl'1lnl 
trottotl• o IDD1•• .. twl•l• 11tor1 l1w llH• u .... •• fM•l•i.. a. 
IDYllt Vil• 1111 1lpH ... l'ltlflN ... 011-t.l•. .. Nll .... .W..• 
ltat.o• to ,...,u, lo11- nit •• t.llat tt eu .. _ oteft\1111&1 •• • ,,,.,,., 
fl'OllOtll& ... 1 ...... , ..... 

I! 

. . 
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llCCIPl .. Ull 
.... I 

111111? 

loWt•er, eYeD t•• "aoeful •••• •I t•• at.II ara l•••a•t wit• 
••••l••r••l• ••s•rd. till• It ••I•••••• •r t•• eff•et.1 or ••cld .. tl It •••l••r 
•••ttllt\loH. fll•t .... , tlle NH .... ~ ........ t.ll•t .n .... , ........ u 
work t.•a•t••r wltk 1 •i.w te ·•l•l•l1t11 a•r rl•t •I a •••1••• .. ,,,,., la u... 
wort• aad to 111utl•1 tll• ••f• ••w•l.,..at. or •••l••r ••••II• · 

ftlH tft tHU • ODHthl& tlle tafl\J •f t... ,.Hlhl •t•t ., IHllH 
111trsr ud rlddl•& "' pl•••t of 11clH.r "'''°'' - 11\l for 111t11d 
t1te~-•tlo111 eo-operatlon tad joint effort• •r 111 It.at.et, flr1t aid ''"'°'' 
--Jl , ••••••. •• ••••••••••••1 .. 11nl11tlna1 1n~ '' 111•111 -...&fl ll'l[f'''f 
la Ht1•lhllll1 a ••prtllHtlT• ••• reUallle •r•t.• of- 1t1ra1 OH 
•oenttr. na. 1nU11 .... u, to llotla tllo •-•l\r of .. uo111 11c1 11111 
'••l•l•••l lt1le. 

• • 
0 

&t tr••••t taer1 1r1 '"°'' t70 •••l••r ,..., rea1ter1 .,.r1\l1& la Ult 
•r1d. ., Ut• , .. , 1000 IDOlHr ...... " ......... t• "'"'' ,,, .,. \Ml . 
"'' •I Ute world'• total M•rar fl'ldntloa. la .- tftll\rlH nc1Nr. ,_,,. 
a11s1 .. • •~...,••• 1•••r•~• ..,~.LL •• Ill .f Ul.i. &la&l•l• "'"' ........ : ...... 
t.llH so r•ar• or 111perle110 ta oper1t111. a11l11•r ,_, · t111la / Ian•· " 
1101vlad111r proved tlltlr Yialtllltr, "._,, 1fH1lttttJ .., ... 1,.1111 11f1tr. '.· 

. . . . .. : : . ~ 

o • • • • ' ; "t I , 

II l'IHllt r••r• "' ....... ,., ,, ... 1 •• , ...,., ,,..,..u ......... . 
1n1ldanlllf ,.,,.,.,, •cl Hr '°"'' t1ut1 aM NH&Hta n11t.H IN "'la& · 
nn• ud o,.,.,.. h u.. ......1.,111 en•t•I•• or Atta, a.aua .-r111 .., . 
&l•I..... . . • · ... 

na tlM II•• auo ,_. t.e ,,... ., t.ai• ..,11t\1t1• or ... tnllllll 
\llafMllHltll' ....... fOl••tl•Ur •• la111a&Htlll11 ...... If ..... ,. 
•aU-taa &111 lalU1UT• ., Ult a .. ltt. U.I01 1 &Ml wltll "° ,.nltl .. U .. tf 
ttlntll\1 froa • .-... or U.tt ........ a ff•a\rl•• H tltll H Itta Ult 
VDl\N ltltH llld l1pu, .. h\tnaUtul 11111 .. renter tlln '"J11l 1 .._ 

•• utOI, 1111 .... •9d•r .., ta ~, ... , •IH• ltfl. hrt.Mr da'9lellilll er 
l1ton1tl0Hl ••...,.r1Un l• ne1,., IHI• ... u Ute l1t..rou1 1r , .. 
•n••1•l•1 •J"r1t1 nr •••~rl11 1r "' 1trlf ""'' ,a... tll• .. _, 
•tt .. uaa, are .swnr ,,,,,,,,,. 11 o'lltalalq aew '"''" o1 •""1· ,... 
wllat lf Of ltttitl U.01'\eHOo t.111• VoN llU H\lllq \t .. Wit.II Ill MlltlrJ 
•••· lt••11r 1l1alfleaat l1 &111 fact lll•\ t.lltl'llD9•ele1r ...,., will ,,.,. ..ir 
• •••r etl~l att&rt aa t.111 nwt.-1t. tRNrlf "'UI 9'Mt llHlll tf 
••aru. '"'' w ••• alNllJ I• a '°'"'" to ttltl Utat MlHI.. nu a 
•111'°' h fH1llll• aad U.1t I\ •r Uto .. 1, 1 nlaUwtlJ tllort '* ta tie to. 

. . 
..... h~ ........... •"- ·'" -~ " .... ,.,., u .... - .......... . 

., .. , tf 1111111:11• la •a1r1r rer ltMhl•~• aarlt•ll•re ... aal .. llll• ,., ...... . 

At .t"llll' ~rs lt at tUi.r .. 1lwa1Ht 11t.ftlttl'1'9 l• ... Itel• •I 
-rs. n • .,, .. , •• -· - .1-, ·- ----L 1-fl ll '" 011 II Illa .,".,' er dtnle1l•1 ... ,,.,. ....., .... ,.. l•ao• .._ , ... ,.. Ult '"• 
r-l•alll• fen• •r 11t •t .r ... trtl, 

, .. 

119 
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ICCM.Ull ... , 
lore U.aa 110 11clbata wlU ""Hut. rtdt•HUft leaba• "" fie•• 

r1nnnll1ll It .... ,... ,.... 1•--L LL •• _1. •• L ..s.. _.... - •• ,._ .. 
... 111 .. tt •• th -•u• ".t•••• r1111r11 .,.1111r nr 11n1111 m ft•n ••••111. 
u• naauJ •• ~rao"br'Y' , 1iawe -.ei1 ftrf IHI"' u• lltft IM w IHH 
tO•HtHICH e.111lq •e•••l• 1ad ..,, .. , ..... 1 •-••· IY•t• el "h lhd 
011 111 .. t 11l11111nrta1 "'"'" •• wu. ft•r ,,.., 111ow .. u. I• rut., I• Ut• 
wrl• ... Un ••• ""' IHI\ h ..... ,., .............. , ltl&el. , ... •Hllt.111 
., t.lle 1ulear ... •pee• llH .... O &..-rat.I" ror Ult fffplH to ••• 
•· ..... iv .... ..io.r. of ... r•llJ .. ,1 ... , lllft.ll, 

,.. 1Hehde11 tlaat tile Inlet U.IH ... •- '41, feUewl.. t.119 
Clleraoll7l' a1111dt1t, la Otar Ud 111ul1""11 t.h nl1Hr ,_, l.,Htrr 
•lloDltl ""•l•p •••• , tt1UHn1 .... ,, ...... ,_ Ht.tr , ... ,..,1. ... , •• 
1n1ro-at. ft• aeoldeat. 11n •"- t.llat wlN-1' ... laa la\erat\I0111 
10-0,.re\I•• ... jolat ertort• '" IKouur w 11..,utoa 11119" Hfttr I• 
t.11• lilroad ...... , .......... . . 

CelYSac•d or tll• ••••••ttr ta t.atllle, ... ...._, d•l•r .., I• a ,..1ctl11l 
aaa1er, t.11• tnlr. ., 11nrl11 "• ••I• ,.wlo ... at. er aH1Nr ...,u, tM 
loYltt 1111.. 1111111H t.o tntoH \0 t.111 latonttleaal a al\J or It.It.It t 
proar- or .. t.toa for ettul11lllq u lowna"••l Hal• ror t.M Hf• ,,.,.1.,...t of ndou IDll'IJ • t.111 •a1t1 .r •loH H 1per1tlea Mt•11 1U 
ltat••· 'lib •roar- 11•t•11n tllo crHtl• Of 1 •brlel, •tl•\trlc ud 
hcllt1oloalcal ll1H for tla• •do ••nl.,_.t of nel .. 11' ...,.,., 1on1-te11 
wl\11 latenatleaal r11ulatlo11 aad .. , ..... ta. 

11ll11 ;n If aoelHlll'J •o Ht Ito lo t.11• S-dltte '''°"' t IJIMm Of 
01~\1 tiiilfi••\IOI or a10111r •••l ... t• or llrtr.114 .... at ftlloar ,...... fl&•t.• 
tr: coas.ltt•t redloHthrt dhcllar1H Ult\ •I l1wl•o th tlN or a 
t.ru1liood&l'I' relo&H· fte elljootlwt of IMll • •r•'- Wild 111 w •hl8l11 
tM ........... , .r ncll ....... .,, ror otkr """''" w '° ..._ t'-lr 
........ .. trotaet .... ••alt.II ... ,., ... , ., .... ..,.i.u... •• wn· ., 
,,.,. ... , .......... ,., t. 

ft• .,..rt lau .. atlM&l '"""''• .. oulf 1MHl11tl" et a ullear 
1tclff1t, wrall "' et. Ulo uu .. u .. , ... 111 1•r tM lllUI• rw ncll o 
1r1t•. fte ... let lllllH h .......... W Mt•l PlttJ to t.llat ... watt•. It 
-ld 1t.rl1Ur 1 ... lr trltll Ill IU ..... l1t .. 1, taelllllll ...... W.et. .. ,,, .. , 
a1Hfl11tln of all •o-11ar HIHH\f, llftleo1arlJ, ••loar WlllH• ... 
•"loll' t.o1t-r1tat:M eed ... h, all It 1alle .,.. all Miier ltlMI t.o dv 
l&aew111 • 

..... ••t1latl1 .... 1t ,, .............. , •••• ~ ................ ~ 
.loftb la ... .. .. .- a"tl't,a.hal '"-. 1wld 111 M ... sOut uq •••t. of 
uat •1•t•, u-•r .. ,.1-uaa u.. o.....n••· tllH• ••to _,, 11o ••'4 
to .... ,. UI• orreot• of o flHl•l• wueln_..~, nl•aa• I• ... n.at er • 
b01oll' 1tel ... t, Dall ... u .. IOllHW ., Ut.lMll ........ IM 
•• ~,.. ... u, t.ru•ltW to 1 1111i• tatetaau .. ai ....... • -tnt. A 
ol1•Ulta•t role la till• -test 0 .. 1. M tllflll 111' tllo WWW al11r•l01llll 
Oqul11t.1oa. 
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18•119 

t• ,,,,., er tt•• , .. ,. , ... , , ... ,,.,. •f. "" "'"'''" .... ,., 11 
•• , .... , ... lllr \b •n1Htrat1D11 of r1•loutl¥1 n11>1t1H•• la tllt ••lre_..t., · 
t•tr• II a Hid \o •&re• .,.. •-• lahn1Ut11l tkMl•ri• for · 
ncld1n•·l1duee• eolieHtrltl"' er tlllltaHUfH lad ltYtl• tf HdlNttln 
cDDt .. loatloa or tll• ar111t•• ar11 .... 11·11t•rt11tl .. •llr ·~ 1t1ad1rd• ••• 
aoru cn1' Ill ••N !lot.II for tk adtt11•\e .,,1111U11 1f ,...uatl•• ., .. ,., · 
lllJ 111 lhh• 11 11111 H for tlll ~Htllloatln of alaW. fir ...... la 
~~aotetlon wit.II I \r111 .. ••d•rf r1l1111 ef radl111tlll'ltr. 

laAaaj1 '"'"• _.,, l\•l•• or• -t altS. '9 • ..,.. wltlt • -4•r ••••••' 
011 t111rr OW11, n " tr•J011ll to "' '' • ... n ,._...a .. tl4 .. 111aah• '" 
prnldlq aulatHo• h •H&HtlH 11• a .. Hnt1 •• a· • ..,.. .. , er tllll 
l1t1ra1tlo111 r11l .. for tll1 11r1 davtl.,..a\ If 111l11r .... .,. 

ftt• draft ooaYHUll o• 11d1\aao1 la '" tY11t of 1 ... i.1r 11old .. t 
or r1dlol11le1J ... r11aer worktd owt at tllt •Po•l•l IAIA ... ,,._ of a•••l'lllll•t 
11,.rtl e1111U 11>1 u lllf0rt111t ttrt. •I t111t ..,, ... 

. • ....... •If' ·~ •• ,,;-.··· • 

~ draftl•& or lat.traaU••l t••-••U"• M •\W1l11l11l · 
prlaolpl11 for 1Ual11tle1 tlll 11111111Htff of Hlllot Hllf .. \1 IN r1r 
-r11.eJ p1a11•h1 •H'l• .,. • tar• of t•• ••lluha fer, au lit ..... '° lkt..• · 
h lllal11t.h& llill coaHt11HHi If HlldHtl.o. , , '"' ·: ... ~ .·,·:. :. . . ' . . , .;, .. : 

Did• .aaot.lon e.,...011111t or U19 lattnau.9.i Nil• IH tlle Hf• 
lllew10,..11t of Holter •••r&r 1111• 1111 ,,,._., \llat all lta\o• 111 "911' 
IH1Hr aetl'lflt.ltt 1llnld k &ulfH llJ Wlo HI r1•1\ln1 l-11t.ed llJ Ult 
UIA M , .. ufet.r of •"hit htt11l1U .. 1. ftHt fH' llM1\1"1 e•ld 
, .,, ta tart11111r, n•• · ''""••• •• t111 1lUq of• taanu1, , ... '°-'••• 
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DRAFT ll!SOLUT10N Oii Till PROllllltlON OF 

ARM1.P ATTACKS ON ALL MUCLllJI lMSTAl.1.ATlOllS 

Bubniltt•d by M•alco on behalf of lh• Croup 0£ 77 

(a) aacalltna 1.lf:A C•n•r•l Conf•r•ne• reeolution CC(IOClX)/lllS/'4'• 
and in particular lt1 oporativ• p1r1arapba ) and 4, 

(b) Aware of tho fact that an a,,..d 1tt1ck Oft • nuclear inatollatton 
could rc1ult ln radioactive rclee1e1 with ar••• con••quenc•• within •nd 
bayond the bound•ri•• of th• Stato vfllch baa bean alt•cked, and 

(c) Convln<1d of th1 o••d to prohibit •noed ettaoka on all aucl11r 
in1tallatlon• and or th• u•a•noy •' eoocludlna an tntern1tlonal •ar•o· 
~nt in thl5 roaard, 

1. a.1ua1t1 th• Plrector Conera1 to conve,.. at an aerly dote a 
1uv•r1D1entaf axpart &roup to dtaft In lntOnlltlonll aaraa .. nt pro
htbili"& arw•i atta6~• an all ~uul••r Sa1tallatSon11 and 

'· Furthor reauo~t• th• Dir•ctor C.n•r•l LI k••~ lbw lk>ard and 
the Conoral Confareoc• in!or ... d aboul Lio• pru1T••• In tbl• reaard. 
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(f) &AArief1tln9 the role of -the Il'IEA in the arH of nucl•ar 

"'-tr and r1cliol09lc:•I protectll'lt 1nd the uHfulneu or ti. 
t•panded Nucl••r lafet, Progr- col'lt1lned tn doe11111nt 

tr~llllll~,l:t,,)A.JJ. 'I lllN 

(1) WpUnw that t.ho ahllri"I of relev1nt info..-tton on nuclHr 

1af•tr for aupplied ••c:llltl•• on • contlnul1"9, r-vul1r and 111ured 

ba•i• ._.,t""'•" tho 1uppller and ,..elpient f• a 1pecf1l · 
reapon1ibllit1 of the auppller, 

J, l!cu:.l. tho 1upplior lt•t•• to en1ur• an unlnterrupttcl 1upplr of 

relevant lnfo,...\lon on nuclear 11fetr to the reclpl•nt lt•t•t duel"' 

ti.. entlrt OPtr1tionat life of tho nu•l•ar fa~llltie1 1upplied b1 the•; 
• 

t. pecld!• to lnt•n•lfr effort• br the IAEA In pra.otll'll co-operation 

between Bt1t••· p•rtlcul1rlr b.tween aupplt•r and recipient tt.t•I, on 
t)>• HChal'lll• of ,..lnont info,..tion on nuelHr 11f•tr: and 

I. !rll!c'.!.111. the Dl.,..c:t.or 0.11e,.1l to •wp thtt l111rd and th• Cllneri.1 

Conference lrcfol"IHCI abouf ""' pt"tMJl'lll In thll Nganf. 

·. 

86 
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I 
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lntern1tlonel Atomic Energy Ageney 

GENERAL CONFERENCE 
first 1prclal ••••ion 

DRAFT RE90LUTtOll Oii THE SllllRilllG fJI:' 

lilUCLEAl-8ArETY-IEUl1FD lWFOll'IATlCIH 

Gr.(8PI . 1 )/6 
14 lept9111Mtr 1116 

QENClllL Dhtr-. 
Or-1111,..1: lltOl.llH 

(•) llec21nhlr19 that nudoar- .,......,. continue• to to. an l11p11rt11rit 

1nurr.P af ono'""y and j1 •n~reoslngl~ eontr-l!Mlting to olectriclty 

1ener•t: ion in • n.,....L,,., ... r .... _ .. LP l••, 

(b) h.C:l!l"ld.!19 ... •!!!! that nuclear .,_,. hat a potontfallr 

'"c,..••lfl9 role to plar for- tti. developing couritrl•• in their 

aoclol and oco110S1ic dov•loP1119n\, 

(c) ~!l!i!!f that ttatoa hovo the l°'ltl .. te right to develop 

and u•o nuclear ona,.,,. to Mil thelr trowing lll0"9!1' d-rd•. 

(d) !ill.DI not• or tho •- &nto,..•t of' all ttotH in on111,.l.1111 

tho 1afo o,.,..uon of nucloor- powll' plant• and other nucloaP' 

facillti•• OWOP'~ .... 

(•) 06•1rlN to 1trengthen lntomati-1 c_,,.retion in tho 

Hft d~tloPMnt t1nd UH of nite:J .. ,. ""°"'·'· 
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TIXT Of fl LETTEI TO THI OJHCTOll OEW•lllL 

FIOPI THE IESJDEIT IElllEIPTflTIVE: OF HM'tAltt< 

e• 

... . . WI th ,..,.,..M. to •r l•U•P' •f It •• ,, ..... ltH tD the Chal- DI' the 

ltffr'd of C:Ovemo,.1, I -wld Uk• fe,...nr to •~!\ the -•••Ml draft •• •n 

-nd .. nt to tho ,...,...,..pl\ on "lntel"fMIU-l eo-.,.,.atlon" in ti.. llNft tHt 

of • "rll'llll Ooe11111nt" tua..ltted to tt.. tpecial Hulen of the 0.MP'al 

Confe,.ence br tho loanf of Oovot'l'IDP't. 

"l. J would ltk• to undol"Hnt thlit tllh tullllinlon doe• """ MM that the 

Danlth d•l ... tlon It In dl•.,,...• .. nt with ti.. dl"aft te•t fP'Clll the lo..,, of 

OoVtl"nOl"t. It onl1 .. an1 that De,..,..k f .. lt that it •i1ht lie in the lnto,..1t 
of .. .,,,..1 ,...,"'-,.. ltatet if thll 11"9tnt 111ed foP' e-peNUon llebolffn 

nelthbou"ll'll ltatH could ... ttP'DtHd •!Id elaborated .'tn llOP'D conc,..to hl"llt. 

•1. tn the oplnlOll of the Oanish dol ... tlon, thl1 •ltht lie •ehiovod otth•P' 
.,, -ndl"I the dP'•f't ,,._ the loal"d of Govtl'flOP't or - if thh lt not 

convtnltnt - .,, pa11l"11 • tpoclal P'ttolutlon ~lth an ~J to nelfhbourlnt 

ltatt• on •ht ''"•"lthonfflO of' vtrtntt1 tn.oS111ratlon. "1 dal ... tion it 
prepared to dl1cu11 thet• e.oio aJtoN1&tlvo1.• 

'"''""ta,,,.1 •nd ytctnl\y SA Q''cttfpn 

AptMah fo,. a ttl"Oftfttlenl"I of i11to,....u-1 ca aperatton 

e1pociallJ loe~•n nel11*N.irhlf ltatH, at .. th the l>U•ttral and 

tho .,ltU•toral lev1J, '"°l~llll Che conclutlon of eon1ult.aUon 

ar,..,....nta for ••lttll'll lllld plaftnMI l'IUCI .. ~ actlvtttoa with 
"9•1"d to 11Uol .. r tafetr, f'lldlol01teaJ protection, tihltlcel 

IOCUl"St, and DftWll"Ollll9ntal 9Cltptab111tJ. 
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GC(IP~.J)/4. The ta•t of the letter t1 att.ched. 
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which have experienced 1afet1-1ignificant events will be initiated; this trill 

p•rmit the identification of eccident precursors and the carr1ing out of 

pr•ventive measur••· 

54. The Agenc1 will expand its activiti•s ai .. d at pr01Doting exchanges of 

1af•t1 infonnation relating to differ•nt reactor types - with a apecialists' 

meeting on aafety aspects of pressurized-beavy-water reactors. 

55. The Agenc7's role in the feedback and sharing of operational safety 

experience will be strengthened in co-operation vitb other international 

bodies, the existing Incident Reporting SJtem (llSl being expanded to include 

• broader range of events, th• in-depth enalysis of ••lected ev•nts with a 

view to learning generic lessons end a data base on the aain safety features 

of operating nuclear power plants and research reactors. Wider and aore 
. 

active participation by Member States will b• •ncouraged. 
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1tudy will be aade end a public1llon i11u1d on ••cbaninas for a1n1ging 11v1r1 

accidents at nuclear power plants lating into account national and 

international acllvlti•• on lhe 1ubj1ct. In order to f1cllit1t1 lh• 

international eschange of information from severe accid1nt analy11s, Including 

lb• latest results of the Chernobyl' accident anal11i1, t1chnlc1l ••changes 

will be initiated on fuel behaviour research, on tb• aodelling of reactivity 

transients and their consequences end on the behaviour of aat1rial1 under 

11tr1m1 1ccid1nt conditions. ln order to draw lesson• from lb• ChernobJl' 

eccident regarding source term esti&at11, a co-ordinated r1111rcb progra1111e 

will be initiated In 1988. 

48. The AgencJ will 1trengthen lt1 wort in prOtDOting and facilit1tlng the 

use of probabilistic saf1t1 a11e11ment (PSAl, by reviewing tbe techniques 

tveloped in Beaber States for lhe use of PSA, assisting in lhe formulation of 

guidelines for its use and helping Member States lo apply such guidelines in 

order lo enhance safety in all nuclear power plant operating aodes. In lbis 

connection, lbe Agency will promote an ezcbange of information on computer 

co~es availeble or being developed for lbe probabilistic assessment of 

accident consequences. 

Area of Activity I.3 

Safe Siting, Design and Construction of Nuclear Installations 

(see paras VII.A.2 (4, 7 and 12) in section VII of INSAG's report) 

49. Th• Chernobyl' accident underlined lb• need to r1-11a&lne all lfpes of 

•ccident sequences, incl~ding power escursions, and to consider lb• safety 

reatures necessarr In order to cope with them. Tbe accident 1c1n1rios 

considered in lbe 11fet1 designs of various reactor lJPes will be re-examined 

wilb a view lo atrengthening design features aucb as control capability, 

abutdovn capabilitJ, fire prevention and protection, degree of aut0&1tion 

<with particular emph1si1 on tb• balance between euloaation and direct b11&1n 

action and on tbe ne1d for additional operator aids in tbe nuclear povar plant 

control room) and conleinaenta capeble of withstanding aevere accidents. Tbi1 

will be dona in co-operetion with lbe Nuclear Paver progrllllllle <••• Table l in 

Al>nez 2). 
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36. On the assumption that the draft Conventions will be adopted bJ the 

Ceneral Confarance at its 1peclal 1a11lon and that tb•J will anter Into fore• 

1000, the AgencJ plans to ast1bll1h appropriate c011111unlc1tlon1 and data 

processing c1paclties and to enhance Its ezlstlng response capacllf bJ 

developing an ... ergency response unit in order to carrJ out Its functions 

under the two Convantlon1. Al10, the AgencJ will assist Bamber Slale1, on 

request, in e1t1bli1hing national .. chanisms relating to the Conventions. 

37. Th• first stage of laplaaentatlon of the Agenc7•1 plans, in 1987, will 

entail the consideration of Secretariat proposals bf azpert1 froa Bamber 

States and other International organizations. 

38. The AgeDCJ will develop technical guidance on the use of real-tlae 

aodels able to accept actual aeteorological and radiological 90niloring •Jslem 

ata in predicting the radiological consequences of a nuclear accident for 

persons and the environment and In determining what protective aeasures are 

necessary. 

39. The Ageoc7 will ezaaine the experience gained In sheltering and 

evacuating the public after lb• Chernob7l' accident with a view to determining 

the effectiveness of such protective aeasures, lbe probl .. s ar1oclated with 

their introduction end their applicabilltJ as • function of ti .. and 

environmental contaainatlon levels. 

40. On the basis of ezperience gained froa the Chernobyl' accident, tbe 

Agencf will, in collaboration with organizations such as WHO and FAO, develop 

additional guidance on intervention do1e levels and corresponding derived 

intervention levels appropriate to reducing tb• stochastic risk and collective 

,ose equivalent c01110itaent, especiallJ at distances be7ond tbe t .. ediate area 

of accident iapaet. 

41. Tbe Agencf will develop technical &Uldance OD criteria and procedures 

for radiological 1&1Dpling and aonitoring under eaergeDCJ conditions, wbere the 

tiae and accuracr requir .. ents, the radiation environment and tbe decislon

aaking needs differ from those a1soclated with routine radiological •aapllng 

and aonltoring. 

42. Tbe Agenc7 will develop technical &uldance for lb• rapid reporting, 

compiling and collating of large quantities of data after a nuclear accident 
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progr&11111e1 will be enhanced to ensure compatability witb the A&encJ'• 

recommendations in operational radiation protection. 

28. The Agency will initiate a progrllllDe for evaluating tba con1id1rable 

experience gained through accidents in the assessment, pr~gnosis and traataent 

of non-stocbastic effects in blghlJ exposed persons - particularly the acuta 

radiation syndrome and radiation-induced 1kin lesions. Alao, guidance will be 

developed for the establishment of basic therapeutic 1cbames and tba 

fon11ulatioo of correct prognoses. 

witb VllO. 

This work will be dona io co-operation 

29. The Agency will, in collaboration wilb other orgaoiratioos (for 

example, UJISCEAR, WHO, and NE.A/OECD), arrange for an excbange of experience of 

past epidemiological studies with a view to deten11ining the usefulness of 

their results for the development of a •etbodology (including procedures for 

the establishment of a data base and of registers of individuals> for an 

epidemiological study of the late effects in selected groups exposed in lb• 

Chernobyl' accident. 

30. Wilb a view to enabling pby1lciati1 to give appropriate advice lo 

members of tbe public concerning the health consequences of accidental 

radiation erposures and to provide early treataent to accidentally exposed 

persons, the Agency will initiate, in collaboration with VllO, a stady oo what 

needs to be introduced into the basic and post-graduate training of-physicians. 

Area of Activity H.2 

Radiation Protection of the General Public 

<see paras VII.B.2 Cl and 11) in section VII of INSAG's report) 

31. In order to improve predictions of the consequences of accidental 

releases of radioactivity, the Agency will, in collaboration with WMO, review 

and inlercalibrate •odels of atao1pheric transport of radionuclide• over short 

and long distances and of radionuclide deposition on terre1trial 1arfaces 

(10111, vegetation, buildings, etc.) end eatabliah a data b••• for validation 

atudies on auch •odels. In addition, it will carry out 1iailer activities 

with regard to .odel1 of the transfer of radionuclides through tbe terrestrial 



Ar•• of Activity 1.4 

Nutritional and Health-related lnviroNDental Studies 

19. lf assistance and inputs are obtained from WHO, UJjSCEAR, WllO, FAO and 

national health authorities, the Agenc7 will initial• activities aiaed at 

providing a set of reference aethod1 for aea1uring te7 radioactive 

cont1111in1nt1 in environmental s1111ple1 (such as air, rainwater, •oil and 

vegetation) and foodstuffs. In the first phase, advi1or7 and consultants' 

•••tings will be convened to identif7 which type of basic s1111ple 1bould be 

considered and which te7 radioactive cont1111in1nt ahould be .. asured. Once 

these substrates and anal7tes have been identified, current 1n1l7tical aethods 

will be cOlllpared and assessed in the second phase of tbe project. Siaple and 

detailed guidelines will be prepared on s1111pling aethods, anal7tical 

procedures and result reporting in order to provide health and radiation 

protection authorities and relevant international organizations with reliable 

and cOll!parable data. Laborator7 intercD111pari1ons using certifi•d reference 

materials will be the basis for qualit7 control. Developing Member States 

will be given help in setting up environmental aonitoring laboratories through 

technical assistance projects. 

H. RADlATIO~ PROTECTION 

70. The following activities are planned in connection with basic criteria 

for the radiation protection of the general public and workers. 

71. The Agenc7, together with lirlO, will co-operate in assessaents - planned 

by UJjSCE.AB - of the individual do1es and the collective dose resulting from 

the Chernob7l' accident. The Agenc7 will establish a comprehensive data base 

for this purpose (see Annez 7, Table 5, H.2 and para. VII.B.l (3) in section 

VII of IHSAC'• report). 

77. During the post-accident period the .lgenc7 received numerous inquiries 

from developing Member States from all regions •••king guidance on radiation 

protection, and it is expected that there will be an increased demand for the 

services of Radiation Protection Advisor7 Te1111s (RAPATsl in strengthening tba 
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the preparation Cin co-operation witb the SefetJ of luclear In1tell1tlon1 

pro&r&DDe - ••• Table 6 in Annez 2> of a S1fetJ Seri•• docu .. nt on •pent fael 

aanagemont after a nuclear accident. 

13. Th• accident 1110 relied a problem to vllicb little attention bid 

previourlJ been given, namelJ the b1ndling, conditioning, tran1port1tlon ind 

1tor1ge/dispos1l of fuel 1everelJ damaged during an accident. lzi1tlng 1pant 

fuel aan1gement concept• are not adequate for 1ucb 1ltuatlon1. It !1 

tb1refore planned to review tbe current tecbnologle1, ••thodolosl•• and 1afet1 

procedures and to i11ue a Safetf Serie• docusent. Tbia will be done in 

co-operation witb the SafetJ of Nucle1r In1t1llation1 progr&DDe (&e• Table 6 

In Annas 2). 

C. RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Area Of Activity C.2 

Radioactive Waste Disposal 

l•. The_damaged reactor at Chernobyl' ia being ent0&bed vitb cement grout. 

Construction of tbe tomb ir due to be c0111pleted this aontb. Kost of the data 

needed !or basic consideration o! tbl1 operatlcm (data on the design of tbo 

ent01tba>ent 1y1te111, waste characteristics, etc.) and inforaatlon about 

ezp•rience gained In constructing tbe toab will be available soon, and data on 

radionuclide aigratlon in the biosphere will be available in due course. The 

'tombment technologies and the radioactive vast• i1ol1tion •Jstem, Including 

their 11f1tJ aspects, will be reviewed. 

,lrea of Activity C.3 

J)!c011111>!11ionlng of Nuclear In1tall1tlon1 

15. A review will be aade of tba alternatives and spacial tecbnologi11 

r•qulred for the decoami11ioning and i•olation of nuclear facilitle• •fter a 

aajor accident, including t~e ezten•iYe n•e of r11aOt.elJ operated equipaant. 

Technical report• on technologies, aethodologie1 and safetf procedures will be 

i11ued in 1989 and 1990. 



1tudied in Kember States. Th• design and the technical and econosic viabilitJ 

of re1ctor concepts with enhanced 1afet1 features will be reviewed at an 

advisory group meeting in 1987 and at three technical cot11111ilte• aeetings in 

1988. Th• scope and objectives of a co-ordinated research prograane on the 

theMllal hydraulics of natural convection systems will be def lned at a 

consultants' •••ting in 1987. 

7. The status or nuclear power plant robotics will be reviewed and the 

aain near-tera development issues defined at a specialists' &eating in 1987. 

8. An eschange of inronoation on safet1-related core parameters 1uch as 

reactivity effects, control rod efficienc1 and core flus 1tabilit1 needs to be 

established in the light of the Chernob1l' accident in order to fecilitate 

better predictions or core behaviour under noraal and accident conditions. 

The creation of core dita files including neutron physics and theraal dynamics 

analyses is necessary for the modelling of reactors, for both operator 

training and safetJ analysis. Tb• status of work in the field of reactor 

physics and theMllal hydraulics will be reviewed at an advisory group aeeting 

and two subsequent specialists' meetings in 1988. 

B. llUCLE.il FUEL CYCLE 

Area of Activity B.l 

Resources and Supplt of UraniWll and Thorium 

9. The environmental radiation measurements perfoMlled in &any countries 

after the accident at Chernob1l' 1bowed that there is a need for reliable 

icformation on the natural radiation environment. The bigb-qualilJ airborne 

and ground redioactivilJ surve1s which have bean performed in aan1 countries 

for esploration and geological purposes have produced a wealth of infonoation 

on natural radiation backgrounds due to the radionuclide content of the 

earth. With a view to lb• e1tabli1haent, ia due course, of intern1tional 

standards for the collection, compilation and publication of aatlonal 

radionuclide distribution data, the AgencJ will arrange for a review of 



REVISED SUPPLEMENTARY NUCLEAR SAFETY AHD RADIATION PROTECTION PROCL'.J!!!E 

A. 11\.JCLE.Ai POWER 

(see paras Vll.A.2 (3, 4, 5 and 10) in section Vll of INSAC's report) 

Ar•• of Activity A.2 

Technical and Economic Perfonbance of Nuclear Pover 

l. The data bank of the Agenc7•s Pover Reactor Infor-sation S7stem (PiIS) 

ha• vntil nov aainlJ been used in anal7sing the technical perfonaance of 

nuclear pover plants, but it could also have other uses. A consultants' 

meeting in 1987 and an advi1or7 group meeting in 1988 vill consider additional 

potential uses of the data bsnk in 1tud7ing, inter alia, the probable - but 

complex - general link betveen high levels of plant perfor-sance and aafet7, 

the benefits of qualitJ assurance <QA> and the potential usefulness in 

connection vith OSI.BT missions of outage infor-sation as general "problea 

indicatorsM. Integrated use vill be aade of PRIS and other data banks and 

sources of information vithin tbe Agency, notablJ tbe International Nuclear 

Information System (lNIS), the Incident Reporting S71tem <IRS) and reports on 

visits to plants. Starting in 1988, PRIS vill be a~de accessible on-line for 

Bamber States in response to requests aade bJ a number of th ... 

2. ·The post-accident reviev brought out the iaportance of tbe aan--achine 

interface and of simulator training, subjects to which the International 

Working Croup (IWC) on Nuclear Pover Plant Control and Instruaentation bas 

been devoting an increasing number of specialist•' aeetings since 1982. EarlJ 

in 1987 the IWC will consider the implications of the post-accident reviev, 

and a specialists'.aeeting will be held in 1987 and in 1988 on subjects to.be 

rec0111111ended by the IWC, wbicb will also take into account the results of 

anal1••• carried out vitb the help of PRIS. At the fir•t specislist1' 

meeting, in 1987, •pacific aspects of experience with the aan--.cbine 

interface will be examined with a Yiev to pr01DOting improveaents in control 

room dHign. 
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regard to lhOdels of the transfer of radionuclides through the 

tarrestial environment and in food chains, their transfer through 

surface waters (fresh water and sea..ater) and their transfer in urban 

environments. 

(12) The IAEA should promote an exchange of information on computer codes 

available or being developed for the probabilistic assessment of 

accident consequences. 

(13) It is vary important to enable physicians, 1uch as 1pacialists in 

various fields and general practitioners, to give appropriate advice 

to 11111mbers of the public concerning health.consequences of accidental 

radiation exposure of various .. gnitudes and in various conditions. 

It appears an equally valid requirement that physicians who 111&y be 

engaged in inedical first aid and early treat11111nt of accidentally 

exposed persons should possess adequate education and training. 

Therefore the IAEA should initiate, in collaboration with WHO, a 

study of which subjects should be introduced, and to what extent, 

into the basic and postgraduate training of physicians to assure 

fulfilment of these specified needs and requirements. 

C. GENERAL 

Under the IAEA expanded programme in nuclear safety there are actions 

intended to help nuclear plant operators to 11&intain the highest possible 

safety level, with priority given to prevention of accidents. 

These actions ·are already ullder way in the Agency programme, but 

could be significantly expanded with a clear safety benefit for the 

international co111111Unity. 

In particular, provision should be .. de for the IAEA to provide 

spacial assistance on request, particularly in support of countries with 

li•ited resources. 
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and the decision-making needs differ from those associated with 

routine radiological sampling and monitoring. 

(4) The IAEA should develop technical guidance for the rapid reporting, 

compiling and collating of large quantities of data after a nuclear 

accident (including environmental cqntamination data and 

11ataorological data) to be used as input for radiological assessments. 

(5) The IAEA should develop criteria for re-entry into facilities 

affected by nuclear accident• and into off-site araa1 and guidelines 

for recovery operations. 

(6) The IAEA 1hould develop, in the light of the Chernobyl accident, 

tachnical guidance (criteria and specifications) for clothing which 

will protect against vary high lavel1 of airborne beta contamination. 

(7) The IAEA should develop technical guidance on as1es1ment1 of the 

large-scale contamination of people (external and internal 

contamination), equipment, facilities, premises, ground, water and 

air after a nuclear accident with a view to determining the scale of 

decontamination operations needed, and on radiation protection of the 

personnel carrying out such assassments. 

(8) The IAEA should develop technical guidance on radiation protection 

aspects of tha decontamination of a nuclear power plant and large 

areas of surrounding land after a nuclear accident. 

(9) The IAEA should formulate practical guidance for responding to 

releases of radioactive material into the national environment which 

originate outside national boundarie1 but nevertheless require 

11aasuras to ba taken for the protection of the public. 

(10) The IAEA 1hould develop technical guidance on the use of real-time 

llOdels able to accept actual 11eteorological and radiological 

111>nitoring system data in predicting the radiological con1equences of 

a nuclear accident for persons and the anviron111ent and in determining 
what protective 11M1asures are necessary. 

(11) In order to improve predictions of the consequences of accidental 

ralaase1 of radioactivity, the IAEA should, in collaboration with 

llllO, review and intercalibrate llOdels of at110spheric transport of 

radionuclides over short and long distances and of radionuclide 

deposition on terrestrial surfaces (soils, vegetation, buildings, 

ate.) and establish a database for validation 1tudies on 1uch 

llOdels. In addition, it should carry out similar activities with 
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epidemiol09ical 1tudie1 with a view to determining the usefulness of 

their results for the development of a ..,thodol09y (including 

procedures for the establishment of a database and of registers of 

individuals) for an epidemiological 1tudy of the late effect• in 

1elected groups ••posed in the Chernobyl accident. 
(J) The IAEA 1hould, t09ether with other international organizations, 

co-operate in the assessment of the individual doses and the 

collective dose resulting from the accident, planned by UNSCEAR as a 

part of its continuing asses111&nt of the impact of all radiation 

sources. 

(4) The IAEA should ••amine the e•perience gained in sheltering and 

evacuating the public after the Chernobyl accident with a view to 

determining the effectiveness of such protective measures, the 

problems associated with their introduction and their applicability 

as a function of time and environmental contamination levels. 

2. FURTHER IAEA AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

(1) Given the fact that the lack of internationally reconnended values 

for tha dose per unit intake (by inhalation or inge1tion) of 

radionuclide• as a function of the aga of the individual and as • 

function of the physico-chemical forms of radionuclide• found in the 

environment was a problem encountered in many countries in assessing 

tha consequences of the Chernobyl accident, the IAEA should promote 

the establishment of agreed values - initially for the most relevant 

radionuclides. 

(2) On the basis of experience gained from the Chernobyl accident, the 

IAEA 1hould, in collaboration with organizations such as WHO and FAO, 

develop additional guidance on intervention do1e levels and 

corresponding derived intervention level1 appropriate to reducing the 

1tochastic risk and collective dose equivalent COllllllitment, especially 

at distances beyond the ianecliate area of accident impact. 

(3) The IAEA should develop technical guidance on criteria and procedures 

for radiol09ical 1 .. pling and 110nitoring under e111&rgency conditions, 

where the time and accuracy requirelll8nts, the radiation environment 
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infonnation provided to the IRS 1hould be analysed more e•tensively 

with a view to learning lessons which can be made available to Member 

States. 

(10) The IAEA should organize a conference on 'The Interaction between 

Reactor Design and the Operator', with particular emphasis on design 

features which can assht operators in ca'rrying out their safety 

responsibilities and which provide automatic protective action when 

operator actions put the plant into a potentially unsafe state. 

(11) l'lember States, through the activities of regulatory authorities, 

1hould arrange for reviewing procedures for the 1afe operation of 

nuclear power plant during non-routine tHtl. Thh procedure also 

1hould be included in the NUSS programme. 

\•2) The IAEA should organize a symposium on fire protection covering: 
(a) The development of the 1cientific and technical bases for fire 

prevention and fire-fighting techniques, account being taken of 

1evere conditions such as high temperatures and of the nuclear 

materials present; 

(b) Improvements in fire prevention and fire-fighting equipment for 

nuclear power plants. 

It is a•pected that the results of the symposium would serve as input 

in developing possible new standards for fire prevention and 

fire-fighting (see point 7). 

RADIATION PROTECTION 

l. FOLL~P ACTIVITIES 

(1) The IAEA 1hould take the lead in evaluating the considerable 

experience gained through accident• in the as1es111Rnt, prognosis and 

treat111ent of non-stochastic effect• in highly ••posed per1on1 -

particularly acute radiation 1yndro .. and radiation-induced akin 

le1ion1. Al10, guidance 1hould be developed for the establi1hlnent of 

ba1ic therapeutic schema• and the fonnulation of correct prognoses. 

(Z) The IAEA 1hould, in collaboration with other international 

organization1, arrange for an exchange of experience of past 

: i 
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(3) The IAEA should devote special effort to promoting exchanges of 

experience, developing additional guidelines - in particular relating 

to the prevention of severe accidents - and giving assistance in the 

field of operator qualification, education and training so as to 

create a 'safety culture' in nuclear power plant operation. The 

feasibility of voluntary international accreditation of operator 

training programmes should be considered. 

(4) The IAEA 1hould increa1e its efforts to promote exchanges of 

experience concerning the 11an-tnachine interface, with particular 

emphasis on the balance between automation and direct human action 

and on the need for additional operator aids in the nuclear power 
plant control room. E•changes should include, in particular, the 

experience of nuclear power plant operators, and the IAEA should 

co-operate with international organizations representing such 

operators. 

(S) The IAEA should organize a programme of work including an 

international topical meeting on 'Quality Assurance Activities in 

Nuclear Power Plant Operation' with particular emphasis on control 

room procedures. The topic includes detailed prescription of 

procedures, required verification, shift turnover, confirmation of 

follo...-up actions and notifications to proper authorities. 
' (6) The Secretariat should provide INSAG with the support necessary to 

fon11Ulate in a 1elf-1upportinq document the basic safety principles 

for existing and future reactor types, with special attention given 

to tho1e principles which emerge from post-accident analyses. These 

principles should be common to all reactor types, even if some 

accommodation to specific design concept• i1 needed. 

(7) Existing international standards (NUSS) should be reviewed in order 

to ensure the incorporation of the lesions learned from accidents 

regarding important 11atter1 such as reactivity-initiated accidents 

and fire prevention and fire-fighting. 

(8) l'lember States may con1ider strengthening their co-operation with the 

IAEA through the voluntary invitation of OSART mi11ions and the 

provision of ••perts for such ais1ion1. The IAEA should enhance its 

capability to provide OSART service•. 

(9) The IAEA's Incident Reporting System (IRS) should be upgraded and 

expanded so as to broaden the infonnation input base, and the 

1 
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Section VII 

RECOl'l'IENDATIONS 

A. NUCLEAR SAFETY 

1. FOLL~P ACTIVITIES 

-Evaluation and analysis of the complex physical and chemical 

phenomena of the Chernobyl accident sequence and consequences are in their 

early stages. Further work is necessary in order to allow a more consistent 

evaluation of tha simulation of the accident. The IAEA should promote 

international co-operation to achieve this objective. It should make the 

necessary arrangements to do 10. It should disseminate tha corresponding 

technical information and facilitate the interchange of analytical methods 

a~ the results of the analyses. INSAG wishes to ba kept informed of the 

pr<""ress of these activities. 

2. FURTHER IAEA AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

(1) The IAEA should pro111Dte and, where appropriate, co-ordinate analyses 

of severe accidents for all reactor types and facilitate the flow of 

the necessary information. 

(2) The IAEA should strengthen its work in pro111Dting, a11i1ting and 

facilitating the use of probabilistic safety assessment (PSA), by 

reviewing the technique• developed in f'lembar States for the use of 

PSA, assisting in the fo,....lation of guidelines for its u1e and 

helping f'lembar Stata1 to apply such guidelines in order to enhance 

safety in all nuclear power plant operating modes. 
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room design. This was also a relatively small reactor of between 
400 and 600 MW. The power density would be 30% below current 
values and the number of components in the systems would also be 
reduced. 

In describing some of the more revolutionary designs, he mentioned 
the high temperature reactor, the prism design for a pool-type 
LMFBR and the SAFR design which is of a loop type. 

Brook of Canada then described some of the advanced design 
concepts being studied in Canada. Much of this was concerned with 
advanced designs for operator aids including an evolutionary 
design from their existing experience which they claimed had given 
them the lead in the use of computer systems in reactor control. 
A computer system will be devised to analyse trends in computer 
operations and will p.rovide the operator with a continuous update 
on information on these trends so as to give early warning if the 
operational parameters seem to be heading towards difficulties. 
They would also d~velop a means whereby various options for action 
could be tested on a computer before actually performing it on the 
reactor. He made the interesting comment that with the systems 
they envisaged, the machine could actually take over total control 
of the reactor with the operator just monitoring what goes on. He 
said this had raised some difficult philosophical problems on how 
far to go in having software control complex machines like 
reactors. 

He then described the development of a Canadian reactor called 
Slow Poke which was being developed for use in remote areas in 
Northern Canada. This was a very small reactor of between 2 and 
10 MW which would be able to operate completely unattended and 
provide heat and electricity in very remote _spots. 

Because of pressure on time there was very little discussion after 
this session and the closed part of the meeting was drawn a 
conclusion. 

The open session of the meeting 

Following the 1+ days spent in closed session, the meeting was 
thrown open to other attendees of the general conference, the 
public and the media. Not a great number of non-participants 
appeared to take part in this open session. The format of the 
open session was that each of the Chairmen summarised their 
session and Rosen and Konstantinov wound up. 
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a design, they made maximum use of what he called "internal 
devices' for safety and passive means. The design had been 
simplified to the maximum possible extent as had the power density 
in the core. The latter point he said was crucial to providing 
more forgiving reactors. He said that because of the low 
potential temperature levels, this reactor could not be used for 
the generation of electricity but he felt that their experience in 
designing this reactor would make a good basis when exchanging 
ideas in this area. He said that the risk to the public from 
these reactors was some 3 - 4 orders of magnitude less than the 
usual Soviet power reactors. He said that the prototype of this 
design was virtually complete and they expected commissioning next 
year. 

Harold Denton of the USNRC then gave a summary of the situation on 
advanced reactor designs in the United States. He said there 
would be some 120 plants in operation in the United States in the 
next few years and their prime task was devoted to running them 
safely. However, they had spent some effort in considering 
advanced designs. As an aside Denton said that they had recently 
licensed their 101st plant in the US at Clinton in Southern 
Illinois but this statement implies that another 19 plants or so 
will be licensed by the NRC in the next few years. 

He said there were 2 categories of advanced reactor design, they 
were: 

1. Evolutionary 
2. Revolutionary 

He said that the evolutionary concept was currently favoured by US 
utilities who felt more comfortable with the idea of moving on 
from familiar territory rather than starting again with untried 
systems that would need development. The basic principles being 
followed for the evolutionary designs of both PWRs and BWRs was to 
make them simpler. That is, simpler to design, build and more 
forgiving of operator error. The design goals for these reactors 
include the requirement that the core melt frequency is no greater 
than 10-5/reactor year from all causes. They should have a high 
capacity factor and a 60 year plant life. The occupational 
exposure targets should be less than 100 man rem per reactor year. 
He then described briefly the progress towards the Westinghouse 
advanced PWR - an evolutionary design which had a lower power 
density, a larger pressure vessel and a much larger inventory of 
water in the primary circuit. He said that in this design there 
was no need for boron injection and that there would be 2 diverse 
auxiliary feedwater systems. Furthermore, the pump seals will be 
provided with their own dedicated cooling water systems. These 
items seem very familiar following the Sizewell B exercise where 
the latter were identified as being of special importance. An 
interesting feature was the passive capacity to flood the core. 
Thus, even in the largest pipe break the core would not be 
uncovered. 

He also described an advanced BWR which had internal circulating 
pumps, better control rod systems and a better ergonomic control 
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passing of safety measures in the control systems of reactors. He 
said that such a risk had not been fully thought out. This, I 
thought indicated a very Russian view of the situation and would 
not necessarily be shared by everyone in the West. 

Professor Birkhoffer then related some of the safety R&D 
priorities of the FDR programme. He said that the TMI accident 
had had a very strong effect on safety research programmes and he 
did not see any major changes needed following from Chernobyl. He 
did believe that there was a need to see whether our systems had 
sufficient failure tolerance. But the whole area of accident 
management for controlling severe accidents was one that he 
suggested the Germans would be very active in in the near future. 
He indicated that they were planning to build a simulator to test 
procedures more effectively so that operational groundrules could 
be established for managing severe accidents. Other points that 
he raised as being particularly important were the need for more 
work on the problem of plant ageing, the development of loose part 
monitoring system~ and further automation of control systems. 

The remainder of the time on this topic was taken up with remarks 
concerning safety goals rather than safety priorities and this was 
highlighted first by Vorinen from Finland who said that the first 
requirement was to establish targets which society was willing to 
accept and then set the priorities on safety research once these 
goals are known. Beninson of Argentina indicated that the ICRP 
are setting goals on risk and this could form the basis of nuclear 
safety targets too. There clearly seems to be a requirement for 
the interface between the radiological protection community and 
nuclear safety people to be better defined as this is the same 
problem that arose during the earlier meeting under the Agency 
auspices in February between the RP and nuclear safety people. 

The Swiss made a strong point that from their point of view when 
setting safety targets the area of land contaminated is more 
important than the number of deaths. This he said came from the 
particular culture of a small country where a very high value 
indeed is placed on land and this provides a quite different 
perspective as to which attributes are important when trying to 
assess risk. 

The second part of the session was devoted to advanced safety 
designs. Introducing this session, Siderenko argued that the 
future development of nuclear power would require demonstration 
that enhanced safety levels had been achieved. However, it was 
important for safety requirements not to contradict economics. He 
then described some Soviet work in this area going back to 1976 
when energy sources for new uses were discussed. He explained 
that in Russia heat supply for domestic and industrial heating was 

·more important than electricity because of their very severe 
winters. Further, because of the large distances involved in 
transporting hydrocarbons, the problem was particularly 
exacerbated. Hence, there was a strong need for means for 
district heating. They have designed a reactor specifically for 
this purpose which is safe enough in their terms to permit siting 
very close to major urban conurbations. In order to provide such 
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4. Safety Research Priorities and Advanced Designs 

The third session was concerned with safety research priorities 
and advanced designs for reactors. It was chaired by Siderenko of 
the Soviet State Committee for the safe operation of nuclear 
plant. 

In his opening statement Siderenko suggested that for most 
countries with a significant safety R&D programme, there was no 
basis for changing our attitude or programme following the 
Chernobyl accident. He said that the on-going programmes should 
be seen as essentially correct with no need for radical review. 
No new phenomena had been exposed by the Chernobyl accident which 
would require significant research activity. However, there were 
several aspects of the accident and the existing R&D programmes 
which indicated that some change of emphasis might be required. 
His comments of course were based upon his Russian background and 
this perhaps offers some insight into the priorities of their own 
sa·fety R&D programme. The points that he particularly raised 
requiring further work were: 

1. The formation of Hydrogen and its combustion 
2. Mechanical damage and how it occurs in severe accident 
scenarios 
3. The development of diagnostic techniques 
4. The development of quantitative methods for safety 
assessment, including probabilistic safety assessment 
5. The development of what he called the risk concept 

This was not a full list but clearly represented, in the Soviets 
mind, the first items that come to light which they felt needed 
attention. In trying to express how priorities for safety 
research could be set he asked the question, what are the criteria 
against which safety R&D should be judged? He then invoked a 
paper from Professor Farmer dating back to a 1973 symposium, which 
discussed permissible levels of risk, both individual and 
societal. In the paper he produced suggestions for limiting 
figures. The Soviet interpretation of the paper was that in the 
sqcietal risk area, a limiting figure of something like 10-) - 10 
-4 for a major accident per reactor per year was the borderline 
between an acceptable nuclear power industry and an unacceptable 
one. Siderenko then went on to say that with 4000 reactor years 
behind us, the acceptable levels of risk were very near the levels 
that had been put forward by Farmer in 1973· Because of this we 
cannot admit the possibility of another accident like this in the 
near future and the criteria for safety R&D must be to ensure that 
non such can occur. He then identified two trends for priority 
items. 

1. The study of the cause and course of major accidents and how 
to reduce their consequences. 

2. A study of the interaction between man and machine. On the 
latter he emphasised the need to study the means of control for 
complex machines and how to neutralise mistakes made by man. He 
further said that there was a strong need to eliminate the by-
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meeting in June had indicated the need to set up a working group 
to further safety standards and that a re-examination of the NUSS 
system with a view to implementing lessons learned from Chernobyl 
was justified. Particularly they were interested to know whether 
the NUSS documents could be transferred into some minimum safety 
standards. There was a suggestion that the proposals in annex 7 
of the INSAG document, particularly those for a self-supporting 
document describing safety principles and those concerning the use 
of the NUSS in establishing the lessons to be learned, could be a 
useful starting point for discussions in this area. The INSAG 
document was considered to be extremely valuable as forming a 
basis and providing some of the nomenclature for further 
discussions concerning safety principles and the establishment of 
safety targets. 

The mood of the meeting was well caught I thought by Beninson who, 
having been so adamant concerning the inapplicability of the NUSS 
to international regulation, said that it was absolutely essential 
to find a compromise between the political requirements and 
reasonableness. There was a need for a coherent safety 
philosophy. Existing safety philosophies were not homogeneous and 
it was important to put effort in to make them so. He indicated 
that the original idea of the INSAG group was to do what ICRP have 
done in the area of radiological protection and that is to evolve 
a homogeneous set of standards which can then be used by all 
countries but taking into account ·national needs and 
organisational practices. The ICRP does not give regulations, 
they give guidance. The idea is that national bodies can then use 
this guidance in setting their own regulations. This has been 
remarkably successful and the majority of countries adopt the ICRP 
guidelines for their own national regulatory requirements. This 
was the aim for the new work in homogenising nuclear safety 
standards. 

There was much support for this view and the discussion was 
finally summarised by Rosen and he used the analogy of standards 
which had been achieved in other spheres which could give some 
guidelines as to how it may be achieved in nuclear safety. He 
referred to the operation of international airlines, marine 
transport and the post office, as having trans-boundary 
implications. He also said that closer to home the agencies 
guidelines for transport of radioactive materials and the 
requirements on transport flasks had been widely taken up by a 
number of countries and implemented in their own regulations. His 
point was that international standards could be laid down but they 
always had to be implemented by national governments. There 
seemed to be, at this point, a difference in semantic 
interpretation on what was meant by a binding standard and 
regulation. Clearly, one of the first activities of any group set 
up in this area will be to establish an understanding of just what 
is meant by international regulation and standards and if it can 
be established that the practices evolved in some of these other 
spheres are relevant to nuclear safety then my view is that there 
is a good chance that internationalisation of nuclear safety and 
homogenization of standards is a real possibility. 
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3. Design 
4. Operation 
5. Quality assurance 

Some 60 documents have now been produce.d over a period of 10 years 
which represent a major source of information on safety standards. 
Furthermore, these documents represent the consensus of all the 
countries that were involved in their preparation. This was 
ensured through the operation of SAG (Senior Advisory Group). The 
requirement to get consensus made for a very lengthy process 
producing these documents, 4-5 years was not unusual in order to 
get agreement. The SAG held its final meeting in 1985 and came to 
the conclusion that there was no need for any substantial revision 
of the documents at that time but that future developments of the 
technology may mean that some revisions are necessary. They set 
up the NUSSAG group which was intended to oversee any 
implementation and revision of the NUSS documents. Some countries 
use the NUSS outright in their regulatory processes whereas others 
take them purely on an advisory basis. For example, Italy and 
Argentina have adopted the quality assurance procedures lock, 
stock and barrel and Pakistan for nuclear regulation. There is no 
requirement of course that these documents have to be included in 
any national regulatory process. 

Konstantinov summarised the situation concerning NUSS and 
essentially made the proposal that these documents form the basis 
of a binding requirement on countries for .a minimum set of nuclear 
safety standards. This proposal caused a great deal of 
interesting and heart searching discussion amongst the delegates 
concerning the question of whether there should be binding 
international standards. This may be summarised by saying that 
there are two differing and apparently irreconcilable requirements 
in this area. The first as expressed very eloquently by Beninson 
from Argentina, no country can be expected to give up its 
sovereign right to determine the safety standards which it would 
require of its own plant. He said that it was inconceivable that 
a national authority would take the NUSS as an international 
standard. He said that the NUSS represented a minimum so far as 
safety requirements were concerned and that certainly his country 
would never consider these to be adequate as a means of regulating 
safety. However, the opposite view was put by the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Here, Ragod from the FRG said that whi.lst 
for the professionals the idea of international safety standards 
might be very difficult, from their political standpoint it was 
absolutely vital that the public saw that there was an 
internationally accepted level of safety standards to which all 
plant were designed. Furthermore, it was important that that 
level be the highest level possible. He did say that a consensus 
meant that that represented the minimum standards but of course a 
politician would actually express that as the highest level 
possible. This difficulty between the technical requirements for 
standards and the need to demonstrate public acceptability was not 
resolved of course at this meeting. But the discussion at this 
level at least indicated that all facets of the problem were well 
understood and that there was a will to make progress in this very 
difficult area. It was pointed out that the Board of Governors 
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the decision making process involved those first early decisions 
during the acute phase of a serious accident. He was very firm in 
indicating that the most important requirements were for 
considerable thought to be given to specific intervention levels 
which must be set up before an accident occurs. This is so that 
the people involved on the spot in dealing with the acute phase of 
a very serious accident have specific guidelines laid down for 
them which then they can implement immediately. Coming through 
his presentation seemed to be a story that they had had difficulty 
themselves in knowing what to do because no-one had seriously 
thought about what sorts of radiation dose levels should form the 
basis for extremely serious and wide-ranging intervention 
activities. It is extremely important to recognise that the 
intervention levels have to be geared to the practicability of the 
measures and other risks involved. Thus, if intervention at a 
very low dose level is easy to implement and involves no risk to 
people then that intervention can be taken at a very low dose 
level indeed. Examples of this would be issuing iodine tablets or 
interdicting part~cular items of food. However, at some point 
very serious intervention may be called for, for example, mass 
evacuation or the banning of very large amounts of agricultural 
food stuffs. In that case, the level at which intervention would 
be instigated would be higher than if there were little risk in 
the implementation of the intervention levels. This was a point 
taken up again by Beninson who said that there should never be a 
reference to intervention levels without the practicability of 
those levels being implemented and being stated at the same time. 

An interesting presentation on the environmental impact of the 
Chernobyl accident on Poland was given and the data was made 
available in the information for the meeting. In this discussion 
it was interesting to note that whilst the countermeasures put 
into place in Poland only reduced doses by about a factor of 1 .5 
in adults and were therefore questionable, reductions of about 4+ 
times in dose to children and infants were indicated and this was 
felt to be a very worthwhile reduction as a result of 
countermeasures introduced in that country. 

Carter from IEAL, USA then gave a presentation on early warning 
systems for accidents at nuclear power plants. Thie was a very 
professional presentation giving the background to the siren and 
tone alarm systems being implemented for all US nuclear power 
stations. Again all the information is available on overheads 
which were handed out at the meeting. A number of NUREG documents 
referenced in that material indicate the basic requirements for 
emergency planning and particularly for local implementation in 
the US. These include the establishment of the 10 mile zone for 
warning and the design objectives of the early warning systems. 

Review of the NUSS 

The NUSS (Nuclear Safety Standards) was established in 1974· The 
aim was to provide an integrated set of standards for: 

1. Government organisation 
2. Siting 
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were exceeded. Quite a bit of the discussion was based upon how 
to interpret upper and lower levels for intervention but one of 
the talks later brought this into sharper focus. 

The discussions on this general topic of administrative response 
to radiological emergencies centred around interpretation of of 
ICRP limits and the need for emergency plans. The latter was the 
subject of a separate discussion later. There was a suggestion 
that the Agency could host an exchange of information on local 
planning activities so that a beneficial exchange of views could 
be held. There was much discussion concerning difficulties in 
evacuating people, particularly from rural areas where there were 
quite different aspects and the psychology of evacuation other 
than in urban areas. In fact it was suggested that it was 
essential that plans were laid to evacuate animals as well as 
people from rural communities. A further point of discussion was 
how essential the response of the media was in defining the public 
response to accidents. This may not be important in the acute 
phase of evacuation or emergency intervention close in to a plant, 
but would certainly be important in the long term or long range 
implementation of intervention levels on milk or other foodstuffs 
for example. 

A presentation was made by Harry Aitkin of Canada who advises the 
Government of Ontario on matters related to radiological 
protection. This was a rather pedantic and long winded lecture, 
the overheads of which are available. He tried to advertise the 
use of decision theory in applications to emergency planning but I 
suspect had not been properly briefed on his audience and was 
pretty well torn apart, particularly by Beninson who proceeded to 
instruct him on what the ICRP had done on these topics over a 
large number of years. 

A very interesting presentation was made by Vorinen from Finland 
in which he described intervention level discussion within the 
Scandanavian countries which had taken place at a convention in 
Reykajavik in Iceland and which had led to consistent intervention 
levels being laid down for the Scandanavian countries. This 
again, is available on overheads referred to in the annex. His 
presentation was augmented by that from the delegate from Sweden 
who then indicated the consequences to Sweden from the Chernobyl 
release. He indicated that the total collective dose in Sweden 
was estimated to be approximately 3000 mSv with the most exposed 
group receiving a few mSv. He did indicate the particular 
difficulties in the Laps where their consumption of reindeer meat 
was so high that if nothing had been done their dose could have 
gone up to tens of mSv per year, hence the need to ban reindeer 
meat. He said that confusion in peoples minds had been introduced 
by having different action levels in different countries and the 
fact that an interdiction level had often been interpreted as an 
absolute level and this had led to worry when people failed to 
understand this. He called for more education for the public so 
that they could understand the position being taken by local 
authorities when it came to interdicting foodstuffs. 

Siderenko indicated that the moat difficult and important part of 
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trips led to failures of equipment in addition to the trip and 
that this was something that required further consideration by 
utilities. 

The final discussions included a suggestion from Sweden that since 
they had agreed to an Osart mission to the Baresebeck plant in 
September, would it not be possible to extend the concept of Osart 
missions to include regulatory authorities. This proposal was not 
followed up by any other delegates at the meeting at the time and 
it will be interesting to see whether the secretariat include this 
in their reporting of this meeting. Finally, Konstantinov 
advertised the fact that a large conference on the man-machine 
interface had been arranged by the agency to be held in Japan in 
1988 and this would form an important aspect of the agency's 
programme in this particular aspect of operational safety. 

3. Radiological matters and emergency planning 

This session was chaired by Danyich from Budapest. In his 
introductory remarks his main point was that the public were not 
interested in the intricacies of the accident itself, why it 
happened and what went on in the reactor, they were more concerned 
with what to do in the case of emergency. Experience had not been 
good in that in many countries there had been confusion and 
conflicting advice to the public. He said that he thought that 
this aspect of reactor accidents was the most important. 

The first formal presentation in this session was by Pretre from 
Switzerland. He described the Swiss response to the Chernobyl 
radiological emergency and in a very comprehensive series of 
overheads he showed the breakdown of Swiss arrangements to deal 
with such eventualities. They have 9 labor~tories which_ were 
brought into play and did some 10000 - 15000 samples during the 
period April - June. They have a series of automatic continuous 
air measuring systems around the borders of Switzerland and also 
close to their nuclear power plants. The dose rates in 
Switzerland lay in the range 20 - 180 _,u.R/hr and their problem 
really was what action they should take. This was described quite 
extensively on overheads which were made available and are 
included in the list in the annex. He indicated that the maximum 
doses in the Swiss population were between 1 and 2 mSv whilst the 
averages doses were of the order of 0.15 mSv. The latter being 
equivalent to approximately 1 medical X-ray. He made an 
interesting comment at the end of his presentation and that was 
that Switzerland, being surrounded by several other countries, was 
inundated by information coming from outside media sources, 
particularly foreign television stations. He said that they 
received very conflicting information from this source where, for 
example, in France the whole thing was played down whereas in 
Germany and Austria minute details of information concerning the 
effects of radiation on people were presented night after night. 
The speaker made quite a strong attack on the ALARA principle 
since this he believed was not understood by the public and it was 
very difficult indeed to explain that intervention levels were 
there for administrative reasons and not because there was a 
serious risk of deleterious health effects if the minimum values 
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systems currently in operation should aim at the third level where 
general trends could be identified and this might be particularly 
important when it came to human intervention and operator actions. 
The transportability of experience was the basic topic of this 
presentation and forms really the heart of the possibility and 
practicality of any IRS system set up for the pooling of 
international experience in reactor operations. 

Professor Birkhoffer from GRS then presented reflections on 
operational experience and indicated that a whole range of 
incidents and reports had led to specific design changes and 
operational practices on plant in Germany. To implement further 
work he said that the Federal Government had ordered a review from 
all operators to ensure that plants meet the required safety 
levels and particularly that any modifications which had been made 
to the plant since they were constructed, had been adequately 
considered so far as safety implications were concerned. 

Several further interventions and discussions then took place, 
emphasising the basic requirements of operational safety, 
supporting Cogne's contention that understanding was more 
important than strict regulation and that the overall safety 
culture was really vital in ensuring the safe operation of nuclear 
plant. 

Voregnen from Finland introduced a new insight into the Osart 
visits when he said that when Finland had.been visited last March, 
they had discovered that an Osart mission was extremely time 
consuming both for the utility and for the regulatory body, 
especially for a country like Finland which had very limited 
resources in this field. Notwithstanding that he said that 
afterwards they still considered that it had been a beneficial 
experience. He also indicated the changes that had been made to 
the Finnish nuclear programme in the wake of the Chernobyl 
accident and these are referred to in the list of documents in 
annex III to this report. 

Jennekens from Canada then introduced a rather more formal note by 
saying that whilst Canada supported the conventions which had been 
signed the previous week, they noted that a resolution had been 
placed before the Committee of the whole to set up a group to 
examine the question of what was meant by significant events in 
the context of the notification system. 

Siderenko of the USSR raised the rather detailed question of 
spurious trips and the design of the logic of reactor protection 
systems. He indicated that this had been a particular problem in 
the USSR and this could provide some insight into why the tests 
were being done on Unit 4 at Chernobyl. He admitted that the 
Soviet Union had had difficulty with the problem of spurious trips 
and the design of the logic systems for RPSs and this could be an 
insight into some of the problems they have had with their nuclear 
power programme in general. 

Denton of the USNRC supported the view that spurious trips were 
important and said that in US experience, 1 :10 of all spurious 
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strong point that with a standardised programme of reactors the 
requirements for operational safety were rather different from 
countries where there were many different kinds of reactors and 
indeed made the international problem of intercomparisons between 
different reactor designs and national practices even more 
difficult to utilise properly. He explained that in the French 
system they assume that the operators are motivated to be involved 
in the whole spectrum of activities relating to the safe operation 
of the plant and in particular that they have to understand the 
processes going on in the reactors and not just implement a series 
of instructions which have been set up by others. He explained 
that he thought that the real problem was setting up a considered 
screening system so that out of the very large amount of 
information which could be generated only that which was really 
pertinent and important to operators was presented to them. He 
went on to say that even within the OECD system operating as it 
did a wide range of different reactors, the usefulness of data 
when transmitted across reactor types and national practices was 
very limited indeed. 

Medina from Mexico described their experience as a developing 
country with Osart missions. They are currently building two 600 
MW boiling water reactors and they are planning fuel loading in 
1987. They are following very closely the IAEA guidelines as laid 
down in the NUSS series of documents. The operators in Mexico 
have degrees in engineering and are considered to be highly 
educated. He reported that a simulator was being built. He said 
the IAEA had played a very large part in assisting the 
preparations for this country's embarkation into the nuclear power 
era. The Osart missions had been helpful and another Osart team 
was due to visit the country next January. On the question of 
safety goals, he intimated that for most developing count.ries all 
they could do was to take on board the safety goals or criteria or 
standards from the vendors home country. 

Sennis from Italy spoke principally on the incident reporting 
system. He indicated the need to learn from experience and the 
possible usefulness of data concerning abnormal occurrences if 
they were properly interpreted. This included the detection of 
precursors to accident situations. He indicated that there were 
three levels of information which could be exchanged on an 
international basis. 

1. On a detailed level data relating to the operations of 
particular plant were available. These were really only of value 
to plant identical to each other and operated under the same 
overall procedural rules. 

2. Plants with similar technology or design. He said that after 
some screening it could be possible for useful information 
transfer between such plant. 

3. The wider use of data bringing in more diverse plant to form 
the data base was much more difficult. Here, only the most global 
or generic lessons could be expected to be transferrable from one 
plant or country to another. He indicated that the international 
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say however, that Italy had offered the Latina plant for an Osart 
mission in 1988. However, it was pointed out that there were no 
plans for Osart missions to other gas reactors, LMFBRs, HTRs, etc. 
It was difficult to know whether the presenter of this talk was 
trying to make a particular point or was simply making a statement 
of fact. He said that although there had been missions now over a 
period of 3 years it was too soon to give general insights and 
conclusions as to differences which the teams had found in the 
safety culture in the different countries that had hosted Osart 
missions. 

The second topic introduced by the IAEA secretariat was the 
incident reporting system. Here the need to make full use of the 
4,000 or so reactor years of experience now available had become 
highlighted by the Chernobyl accident. However, in order to make 
the data more useful it had to be compatible with that used by 
national programmes and with other international activities 
particularly that of the NEA. In 1985 it was reported that 51 
reports were issued for inclusion into the IRFs but that it was 
now important to consider the identification of generic issues 
which are of use for all plants out of the large number of pieces 
of data which are rather plant specific. This point was taken up 
by several interventions from the floor later on. 

The meeting then continued with a series of pre-planned 
presentations from the floor presumably which had been agreed with 
the Chairman beforehand for presentation .. The first of these was 
by Helander from Sweden. He was the Director General of the 
Nuclear Power Inspectorate in Sweden and he chose to introduce his 
personal views on the strengthening of international collaboration 
on nuclear safety matters. His principal point was that safety is 
a matter of attitudes and this depends upon the management, the 
operational crews and the whole range of people and activities 
involved in running a nuclear power station. Regulation itself 
cannot make for the safe operation of plant. He said that since 
there was no competition between utilities in different countries 
then they should be able to co-operate very fully. It was pointed 
out that there are various groupings of utilities which do do such 
co-operative activities. He went on to indicate some of the 
activities in Sweden for example the reliability evaluation 
programme to indicate collaboration between Government and utility 
in trying to improve the general safety standards both for 
regulators and for operators. His principal point was to indicate 
that Sweden wished to see the setting up of international safety 
levels and he interpreted the INSAG proposals for basic safety 
principles as meaning quantitative safety goals. Later in the 
meeting he tended to retract from this very hard line and this is 
covered in the sections concerning the use of the NUSS system of 
the IAEA. Finally, he made a very strong plea for international 
efforts for the design of a new generation of power plant 
utilising inherently safe features. This was due as an item on 
the agenda for the second morning and was not taken further at 
this time. 

Cogne, Director of IPSN then made a presentation from the floor on 
the operational safety approach in France. He made the very 
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the special meeting and the Board of Governors meeting. He was 
confident that by the November meeting of Experts a smaller number 
of proposals would be available for discussion. He was not able 
to say when this smaller set of screened proposals would be 
available for national consideration prior to the meeting of 
experts. 

Rosen said he was pleased to note that out of 33 countries 
currently operating nuclear power stations, 26 were actually 
represented at this meeting and that in fact only 5 countries 
would not be represented in practice because neither Taiwan nor 
South Africa would be expected to be present at such a meeting. 
The representation around the table was at quite a high level, the 
USNRC were represented by Chairman Zech, the USSR by Siderenko, 
Deputy Chairman of the Soviet State Committee on Nuclear Safety 
and most other countries were represented at a similar sort of 
level with France for example, fielding Cogne, the Director of 
IPSN. 

The Russian video ·of the Chernobyl accident was shown again and in 
response to a request from the floor for information on the 
availability of this tape, Konstantinov indicated that 
difficulties with copyright prohibited the further dissemination 
of the film outside the IAEA. However, he said that any groups 
meeting within the IAEA auspices could ask to see the video which 
is worth noting for UK staff when attending meetings in Vienna 
that they could seek permission to see this video during those 
visits. It is certainly well worth seeing to bring home the 
enormity of the accident. The question was raised concerning the 
status of Unit 1 at Chernobyl. Rosen indicated that he believed 
that it was now back on power but Siderenko was unable to confirm 
this. This was a strange exchange with Rosen's source seeming to 
be the newspapers but this could not be confirmed by the very 
senior USSR delegate from the Committee. 

2. Strengthening International Co-operation - Operational 
Safety 

The Chairman for this session was Zech of the USNRC. He 
introduced the session by highlighting the importance of 
operational safety as it underpinned all aspects of the safe 
operation of nuclear plant, including the concept of the safety 
culture. He took advantage of announcing that the US had recently 
licensed its 101st plant. (Denton later confirmed to me that this 
was the Clinton Illinois plant). Zech chose to illustrate his 
belief in the importance of operational safety by saying that he 
had personally visited some 64 nuclear power plants during his 
time as a Commissioner for the USNRC prior to his elevation to 
Chairman of that body. 

The first presentation was by an IAEA staff member concerning the 
Osart programme. This is outlined in a document which is referred 
to in annex III which lists all of the documents presented at this 
session and is not repeated here. He indicated that the calls 
upon the IAEA for Osart visits was increasing and these had 
concentrated primarily on the PWR and BWR type reactors. He did 
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interpretation of the uncertainties in the data. 

Rosen went on to explain that the expanded programme of the Agency 
was for about $2 million more which may be seen as an increase of 
about a third over the existing budget of $6 million (not 
including voluntary contributions). Thie expansion he said would 
involve hiring 15 new professional staff to cover nuclear safety 
and radiological protection. 

He indicated that the two conventions ratified at the special 
meeting of the Board of Governors in the previous week, had now 
been signed by over 50 countries. 

He announced that a new response unit would be set up which would 
have 3 main areas of work: 

1. To compile lists of competent authorities and available 
resources in member nations. These resources would include both 
materials and experts. 

2. The collection and dissemination of data. 

3. Co-ordinating assistance if required - possibly extended to 
sending experts to sites for specific systems. 

Rosen explained that the discussions concerning the expanded 
programme were not yet finished but that the Board of Governors 
had indicated that it would support this increase in the programme 
at least in principle. He then went on to specify the timetable 
for further meetings during the autumn which would finalise the 
decision making process. 

1. There would be a meeting of experts in November and this 
would look at the priorities and the resources required 
internationally to implement the proposals. Thie would include a 
wide range of topics some of which were discussed in more detail 
later in this meeting especially that concerning the unification 
and homogenization of safety standards. 

2. The Scientific Advisory Committee of the IAEA would meet in 
early December and consider these proposals. 

3. There will ~e a special meeting of the Board of Governors in 
mid-December specifically to approve the identified programme. 

You made it clear that any further comments on the programme and 
the proposals could still be introduced into the decision making 
process. I spoke to Rosen privately and _he confirmed that the 
draft terms of reference which had been circulated during the 
special meeting had not been ratified but in his opinion would not 
be changed significantly for the expert meeting in November. A 
draft version of these early proposals is included as annex II to 
this report. He also said that prior to the November meeting 
there would be some rationalisation of the proposals coming from 
the INSAG document, the expanded work programme as proposed by the 
IAEA secretariat and any resolutions and suggestions coming from 
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Note for the Record 

S ecial Session for of 
Governors o e 

This meeting had been overtaken by the intense activity of the 
Agency in post-Chernobyl activities. M Rosen explained that the 
original plans to have an afternoon scientific session on 
decommissioning and decontamination had been planned before the 
accident at Chernobyl in April. However, that session had gone 
ahead and a series of papers were presented. I was not present at 
that meeting but have a full set of papers, the titles and authors 
of which are given in Annex 1 and are available in request. Rosen 
continued by saying that the review of the nuclear safety 
programme of the IAEA which formed Item 1 of the agenda, would be 
taken rather quickly and that most of his introductory remarks 
would be addressed to the post-Chernobyl activities being planned 
for the Agency. He began by introducing several documents. 

1. Introduction - Nuclear Safety Review 

The INSAG experts report following the information meeting is now 
available as a printed document in the IAEA safety series No 75, 
INSAG-1. This he said, would be the format for future INSAG 
reports, this being the first. They are readily recognisable by 
the fact that they have a garish purple cover. He said that the 
second document in this series would be an INSAG report on the 
source term. The second document he brought to the meetings 
attention was the 1986 bulletin of the IAEA. This in fact is 
volume 28, number 3. This he said had been produced with 
particular emphasis on safety and included many interest.ing 
articles on that topic. · 

He introduced a document by UNEP (United Nations Environmental 
Programme) entitled: Radiation - doses, effects, risks. This was 
meant for the educated public and seems to be quite a good 
exposition of the effects of radiation on man. It is along the 
lines of NRPB's "Living with radiation" but rather more 
comprehensive in its coverage. 

The third document he introduced was a Finnish report concerning 
itself with the comparative risks between nuclear and fossil 
fuels. Whilst the title indicates that it is a bibliography, he 
suggested that it was far from that and it actually lays down the 
guidelines showing the basis upon which comparisons could be made. 
This he said was particularly important to avoid comparing apples 
with oranges. The document was based upon comparisons between the 
supply of 1000 MW of electricity. The basic conclusion to the 
document were that occupational risks were relatively small and 
this applied to coal, nuclear and oil. However, it showed that 
the public health effects of electricity generation are not 
similar for these different sources of supply and that the gap 
between nuclear and other forms of producing electricity is very 
wide indeed. Rosen seemed very impressed by this document, 
particularly because it gave what he thought was a realistic 
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THE IAEA INCIDENT REPORTIN~ SYSTEM 

Although the nuclear power industry has an excellent 
safety record, the accident at Unit 4 of the Chernobyl 
nuclear power station, in the Ukraine, gave evidence 
of the severity of unusual events which can occur in 
nuclear plants. Efforts to assure the safe operation of 
nuclear facilities of all kinds continue to be a prerequi
site for the widespread utilization of nuclear energy; 
and it is always possible to make improvements. 
Attention Is therefore focused worldwide on 
mechanisms for utilizing the growing body of 
experience of nuclear power plant operation: the 
accumulated lifetime of power reactors which are 
already in operation Is about 4000 reactor-years. 

It is recognized Increasingly that the feedback of 
experience In the operational safety area provides a 
unique opportunity to improve nuclear safety. Eve,Y 
accident or abnormal event and situation must be 
carefully screened and, where appropriate, rigorously 
investigated to assess its Implications for existing 
system design, equipment design and quality, opera
tor training, computer models of the system, operator 
training simulators, plant procedures, safety systems, 
emergency measures, management and regulatory 
requirements. Implementation of the lessons learned 
from operational experience improves not only plant 
safety, but equipment reliability and plant avaHability. 

Systems have been set up in many countries to 
collect, analyse and disseminate information on 
safety-related events and situations in nuclear power 
plants. The International Atomic Energy Agency has 
recognized the advantages to be derived from joining 
in the various national and international efforts to 
exchange operational experience worldwide, and has 
established an international Incident Reporting 
System (IAEA-IRS) to complement national systems. 
In a two-fold approach, the IAEA is assisting Member 
States in establishing, Improving or harmonizing their 
2 



national systems for collecting, assessing and dis
seminating safety-r .ed operational experience; and 
operating the IAEA system for reporting unusual 
events with safety significance. The IAEA-IRS is 
described In detail in the IAEA document The IAEA 
Incident Reporting System, published in March 1983. 

The end goal of the IAEA-IRS is the reduction in 
frequency and severity of safety-significant unusual 
events occurring in nuclear plants. Information about 
such events is shared with all participating countries. 
The reP,Orting arrangements include an effective 
system to ensure that information is used only for 
official purposes; it is not available to unauthorized 
persons. A participating country may classify any part 
of the information it sends as confidential, thereby 
imposing further restrictions on its distribution. The 
IAEA-IRS is operated in co-operation with regional 
organizations such as the Nuclear Energy Agency of 
the OECD, which has its own system (NEA·IAS). 

The routine receipt and distribution of reports on 
incidents form the basis for in-depth studies on 
implications and remedies, and also assist In the iden
tification of issues common to certain or to all nuclear 
power plants. Identification of generic issues 
commences with national assessments, and the 
issues are then studied in depth by experts at meet
ings convened by the IAEA. On request, the IAEA will 
assist Member States not only to establish and main· 
tain suitable national reporting systems, but to review 
operating records and to perform assessments of 
safety-significant events. 

lt.ilt' ····-'~ 
. ·-"~ '1· . ,,,,.* ·: 

Participation 

It is assumed that a Member State which wishes to 
participate in the IAEA·IAS: 

• will have embarked on a nuclear programme; 
• will have established or Intend to establish a 

regulatory body with the authority necessary to 
regulate the safety of nuclear power plants (as 
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described in the IAEA Code of Practice, Govern
mental Organization for the Regu. Jn of Nuclear 
Power Plants, Safety Series No.50-C-G); 

• will have established or intend to establish a 
national system along the lines set out in IAEA
TECDOC-278, National Systems for the Collection, 
Assessment and Dissemination of Information on 
Safety-related Events in Nuclear Power Plants, in 
which it is recommended that the regulatory body 
of the Member State require operating organiza
tions to report safety-related unusual events; 

• will give or have given an appropriate organization, 
usually the regulatory body, the responsibility for 
sending information on incidents to the IAEA. 

The IAEA would consider proposals to vary the 
interpretation of the basic IAEA-IRS document if not 
all these assumptions held true in the case of a 
particular Member State, as long as the fundamental 
principles of that document were not compromised. In 
such a case, the IAEA would inform all participants of 
the agreed interpretation. However, a Member State 
should seek to participate in the IAEA-IRS normally 
only after It has made satisfactory arrangements to 
meet all requirements of the system. 

A Member State in which there are no nuclear power 
plants in operation, but which plans to participate in 
the IAEA-IRS, should contact the IAEA about a year 
before Its first nuclear power plant enters service for 
advice on the arrangements it should make to set up 
its own national incident reporting system, and on the 
way In which information should be sent to the IAEA. 

Prlnclple1 

If the IAEA-IRS is to function effectively, each 
participating Member State must commit itself to send 
to the IAEA relevant information about safety-related 
incidents which occur in nuclear power plants In its 
territory. 
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Incident reports to ""' sent to the IAEA should be 
selected on the ba!. .hat they are considered likely 
to be of general interest to the international nuclear 
community - whether this is because important 
lessons can be learned from them, new aspects of 
safety have been discovered, or hitherto unsuspected 
inter-relationships between events have been 
revealed. Further guidance on the selection of reports 
appropriate for distribution through the IAEA-IRS may 
be derived from a study of reports actually distributed 
by the IAEA. 

The IAEA expects reporting organizations to send 
incident reports as soon as the necessary data are 
available: in general, not later than about four months 
after an incident has occurred. The IAEA passes on 
requests for supplementary information to the 
appropriate co-ordinator for action. 

The IAEA passes on incident reports or follow-up 
reports to all participants In the IAEA-IRS as soon as 
they are received. All such information is channelled 
through a national co-ordinator, designated by 
reference to his position in the national organization. 
At their discretion, co-ordinators distribute information 
to governmental and non-governmental organizations 
for official use. Recipients of such Information shall 
not distribute it further. 

If a participant wishes to place special restrictions on 
the distribution of any part of the information it sends 
to the IAEA, it may mark those portions confidential. 
~ational co-ordinators are required to ensure that 
such confidential information is distributed only to 
organizations specified by the participant sending the 
information. The IAEA removes restrictions placed on 
the distribution of information only with the consent of 
the participant sending the information. 

To review the Information received in the IAEA-IRS, 
and the operation of the system in general, the IAEA 
convenes a Technical Committee meeting at least 
once a year. Reports are first considered by a 
Working Group, then passed to the Technical 
Committee for further consideration. The Committee 
selects for further analysis reports of those events 
which it considers to be of particular interest to the 
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international community. Its conclusions are dis
tributed to all countries participatir i the IRS. 

Joint IAEA/NEA meetings for the exchange of Infor
mation on abnormal events have been held annually 
since 1983. These meetings have an important role in 
strengthening mechanisms for the exchange of 
experience in the assessment of incidents and in 
improvements made to reduce the probability of simi
lar events occurring in future. 

National systems 

The IAEA·IRS can exist only in close connection with 
national systems through whictJ operating organiza
tions can report unusual events to their own 
regulatory bodies. The IAEA issued guidelines for the 
establishment of such systems (IAEA-TECDOC-278, 
National Systems for the Collection, Assessment and 
OiSSBmination of Information on Safety-related Events 
In Nuclear Power Plants) in 1983. 

National reporting systems are an important element 
in work to improve the safety of nuclear power plants, 
because they help regulators to evaluate the 
performance of operating nuclear power plants. In 
turn, feedback from regulatory organizations can be 
made available to organizations which are 
responsible for operating, designing and manufactur
ing nuclear plants, and for safety research. The objec
tive In both cases Is to reduce the frequency and 
severity of unusual events, and to give added 
assurance that structures, systems and components 
which are important to safety will perform adequately. 

National systems should therefore be designed to 
make it possible to: 

• identify, assess and report on unusual events, and 
to ensure that appropriate organizations receive 
feedback enabling them to enhance operational 
safety 
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• correlate unusual Avents which may not be signifi-
cant individually, . taken together indicate that a 
problem of significance to safety may exist 

•by applying lessons learned, reduce the frequency 
of unusual events, and hence increase nuclear 
power plant availability, and 

• reduce the probability of severe accidents which 
might have consequences which could be signifi
cant to public health and safety, or the economics 
of power plant operation 

Reporting requirements and procedures should 
specify the types of unusual event reports which 
should be recorded; channels of communication; and 
formal requirements, such as formatting and the time 
intervals within which reports should be made. 

The operating organization should report to the 
regulatory body any event that it judges to be safety
related, in the following categories: 

1 Exposure to radiation or release of radioactive 
material: 
a exposure to radiation that exceeds prescribed 

dose limits for personnel on site, or mem~rs of 
the public, or 

b releases· of radioactive material that exceed 
prescribed limits whether they are confined to 
the site or extend beyond it. 

2 Degradation of items important to safety: 
·a fuel cladding failure, or 
b degradation of the primary coolant pressure 

boundary, main steam or feedwater line, or 
c loss of containment function or integrity, or 
d degradation of systems required for reactivity 

control, or 
e degradation of systems required to control sys

tem pressure or temperature, or 
f degradation of essential support systems. 

3 Deficiencies in design, construction, operation, 
quality assurance or safety evaluation 

4 Events Indicating generic problems 

5 Events requiring significant consequential actions 

6 Events of potential safety significance 
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7 Unusual events of either man-made or natural 
origin that directly or indirect! ffect the safe 
operation of the plant 

8 And, optionally, events that attract significant 
public interest. 

There is no formal requirement for a certain number 
of events to be reported in any given year: the number 
of reports obviously depends on the frequency of 
events, and may be affected by factors such as plant 
design, plant age, and operating practices. In some 
Member States where a reporting scheme similar to 
that described here is in use the number of reports 
ranges from 1 O to as many as 50 events per year per 
operating unit. It is envisaged that a report of an 
unusual event at an operating unit will be considered 
important enough to be sent to the IAEA only once a 
year, or once in two years. 

Unusual event reports are required to be comprehen
sive, and to be set out in an orderly and consistent 
manner. Each report should include: 

1 A cover sheet giving basic information such as the 
name given to the event, date, name of plant, 
abstract, basis for reporting 

2 A narrative description (with relevant plant data 
and drawings) 

3 An assessment of the causes, consequences and 
implications of the event 

4 And a description of corrective actions taken or 
planned. 

The regulatory body should store unusual event 
reports in such a way that the information they contain 
can be easily sorted and retrieved for evaluation. It 
should be possible to make searches for: 

1 Similar fault modes, events with similar sequences, 
multiple independent faults and so on 

2 Similar events or occurrences at similar units 

3 Faults by system or component involved 

4 Trends or patterns 
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5 Events having ~irnilar consequences to the 
environment or p Jnnel 

6 Common-mode faults 

7 Events involving similar personnel errors. 

Unusual event reports should be screened at the 
national level to select those which warrant detailed 
evaluation and comprehensive study, to identify 
valuable "lessons to be learned" and to enable this 
information to be fed back to personnel engaged in 
nuclear power plant operation, construction, 
manufacture, design, safety analysis and research . 

• The assessment of unusual events should be suffi· 
ciently thorough to give confidence that their safety 
Implications have been fully understood, that their 
causes have been correctly established and that 
appropriate corrective actions have been identified. 
Each event should be assessed as soon as possible 
after it occurs, and in more detail later. Assessments 
may be carried out by plant personnel and by 
personnel from other parts of the operating organiza
tion, by system or component designers, and by the 
regulatory body. 

Corrective actions could include those related to: 

1 Operating, testing, calibration, maintenance or 
inspection procedures 

2 Operating margins 
3 Component design or location 
4 System configuration or location 
5 System or component reliability 
6 Safety analysis methods and assumptions 
7 Safety design standards 
8 Regulatory processes 
9 Design methods 

1 o Construction methods. 

To ensure that each national system Is as effective as 
possible, information concerning unusual events, 
including evaluations, should be disseminated to 
such other interested groups as: 

1 Governmental organizations with responsibilities 
related to nuclear power 
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2 Utilities planning or already runriinQ nucle~r power 
• programmes 

3 Vendor companies (design firms, engineering con-
tractors, manufacturers and so on) 

4 Research establishments 

5 Technical universities. 

The organizers of national reporting systems should 
consider co-operating closely with other existing or 
planned unusual event reporting systems, estab
lished by international orgal'lizations or in other 
countries, in order to benefit from other Member 
States' experience. They should make appropriate 
provision to store reports which they receive from 
other countries or international organizations, in a 
form compatible with that of national and international 
systems. 

l·\. 
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Selectlon and transmission of significant safety. 
related unusual events to IAEA-IRS 

Participants should screen reports on safety-related 
unusual events which have been prepared to meet 
the requirements of the national system, identify 
incidents which are of general safety significance, 
and transmit them to the IAEA as quickly as possible: 
the more important the incident, the sooner the report 
should be sent. Each report should indicate whether 
the urgent attention _of other participants is recom· 
mended. Follow-up reports should be sent as soon as 
possible if it is necessary to add or to modify details 
previously supplied. 

Incident and follow-up reports sent to the IAEA-IRS 
may be written in a free style, edited only enough to 
make them comprehensible to readers not familiar 
with terms and abbreviations used locally. Preferably, 
the language used should be English, or one of the 
other official IAEA languages (French, Russian or 
10 



Spanish). In any ca~-. the abstract should be in 
English. If translation .m other languages is neces
sary, but may cause undue delay, then the report 
should be sent in the original language with an 
abstract in English. In such a case, the translated text 
should be sent as soon as possible. 

If information is already in a form suitable for 
computer storage and retrieval, the participant should 
discuss with the IAEA methods by which the national 
system may be harmonized with the IAEA-IRS. The 
IAEA may then be able to accept information sent by 
the participant in this form. This would facilitate the 
exchange of information and reduce the effort 
needed. 

Receipt and distribution of Information 

As soon as the IAEA receives an incident or follow-up 
report, it sends it (observing any restrictions) to all 
participants in the IAEA-IRS. Supplementary informa
tion requested by a participant is normally passed on 
in full only to that participant, but an abstract is sent 
to all participants. 

The incident reports received by the IAEA include all 
the information listed earlier as being required for the 
effective operation of a national system. Additionally, 
it is now recommended that incident reports should 
include a separate section on lessons learned, and 
indications of the cause of the incident, the effect on 
operation, type of failure and oth~r characteristics of 
the incident (watch list). 

There are special procedures for the confidential and 
restricted handling of IRS information in the IAEA. Full 
reports and supplementary documents are stored in 
written form. Essential information is also stored on 
the IAEA computer, in such a way that analyses can 
be performed to identify problem areas. 
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IAEA ADVISORY SERVICES 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has a 
long-standing reputation for effective co-ordination of 
the exchange of nuclear safety technology between 
Member States. It provides various advisory services 
upon request: 

• sending missions composed of a small number of 
experts for periods of time ranging from two or 
three days to a month, or 

• assigning Individual experts for periods of from 
· about a month to as long as a year to the request-
ing country. 

Individual experts are usually provided to assist in the 
resolution of specific problems affecting nuclear 
safety. They may help, for example, In the review of 
construction quality assurance programmes, or in the 
preparation of a commissioning test programme. The 
larger missions are generally devoted to broad tasks 
such as making independent safety reviews of plant 
construction or licensing preparations. 

In the past, the most frequent requests for IAEA 
advisory services concerned matters such as: 

• organization of a regulatory body within the govern
ment structure 

• site survey, site evaluation and review of site
related design bases 

• safety reviews required for licensing purposes 
• evaluation techniques to be used In analyses of the 

safety of nuclear facilities 
• general conclusions to be drawn from Incidents 

reported and assessed to avoid recurrence 
• measures required to arrange for appropriate 

emergency planning and preparedness. 

Today, however, the number of new nuclear power 
plants under construction Is decreasing (Fig. 1 ). At 
the same time, as new plants come on-line, the 
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cumulative operatinr •ime of reactors Is increasing 
dramatically (Fig. 2). ,erefore, the attention given to 
nuclear safety is shifting from constructional and 
design concerns toward operational safety concerns. 

In 1982, to meet the Increasing needs of Member 
States in this area, the IAEA announced the avail
ability of Operational SAfety Review Teams 
(OSARTs). 

.. 
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OPERATIONAL SAFETY REVIEW TEAMS 

The Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) 
programme was created as a mechanism to provide 
useful advice with an international perspective to 
nuclear power plant managers on how to enhance the 
safety of their plants. The teams are usually com
posed of ten to 15 very experienced individuals, often 
managers from other nuclear power plants, who travel 
to the plant site and perform a three-week in-depth 
review of local operating practices. These interna
tional experts are recruited from external organiza
tions such as nuclear power plants, utilities or 
operating organizations, consulting firms, and regula
tory bodies as well as from the IAEA in-house staff. 
The external consultants are selected to bring in 
plant-specific expertise In, for example, operations or 
maintenance. The external consultants may change 
from one mission to another, but the regular in-house 
members ensure continuity and uniformity in objec
tives, criteria and performance of the OSART teams. 
Continued Improvement in the OSART service is 
assured by the holding of feedback sessions in which 
members of the OSART and representatives of the 
operating organization and the regulatory authority in 
the Member State take part. 

OBJECTIVES 

An OSART looks Into the operating history of a plant, 
checks how routine operations are actually con
ducted, explores the planning and preparation of 
future work, and verifies the approach taken to cope 
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with unusual events including accidents. The result Is 
a comprehensive , uatlon of the overall safety 
strengths and weaknesses of the plant. 

The review is aimed at assessing objectively the 
plant's safety practices against other successful 
international practices and to exchange ideas tor the · 
improvement of safety at the working level. It is not 
intended to be a regulatory type Inspection that 
checks compliance with national requirements. An 
OSART review is performance-based; thus, it does 
not seek to Impose one proven approach to safety in 
all plants reviewed, but accepts different possible 
approaches insofar as they reflect good practice and 
contribute to an operating organization's quest for 
safety. In the long run it Is hoped that an internatlon. 
ally agreed level of operational safety may be 
achieved - not through direct administrative actions 
but Instead by the spontaneous acceptance of 
successful, cost-effective safety practices. 

Another Important aspect of an OSART Is the mutual 
exchange of knowledge and experience between the 
experts and plant personnel In the course of the 
review. OSARTs are also utilized as a means for 
training personnel in developing countries, through 
assignment alongside experts as observers. Regula
tory personnel, who may be assigned to follow the 
OSART review, also benefit from the Information 
e!<change. 

' 
L 

SOME POINTS OF INTEREST 

How the review I• performed 

The members of an OSAAT study information 
provided in advance by the nuclear plant operating 
organization to familiarize themselves with the plant, 
its main design features, operating characteristics, 
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history, basic records and Instructions; and the 
organization of the plant, key persor and regula· 
tory provisions. A preliminary outline of the review 
programme Is prepared in advance (as shown in 
Table 1). 

Simultaneously, the operating organization and the 
regulatory body make the necessary arrangements 
for the smooth performance of the review. These 
include scheduling the review so as to cause a mini· 
mum of Interference with the operation of the plant. 
Periods when the plant Is shut down for refuelling, 
maintenance, repair or modification are usually not 
well suited, because the plant personnel have a heavy 
workload at such times. Other Items to be arranged 
are the clearances necessary for team members to 
enter the plant, the provision of appropriately 
equipped office space, the establishment of a review 
co-ordinator on site, the designation if necessary of 
liaison officers to assist the members of the OSART to 
overcome language barriers, and so on. 

During the first week on site the team members 
complete their familiarization with the plant, assisted 
by plant personnel, and finalize the review 
programme. It takes then about two weeks for the 
team to acquire sufficient detailed Information to 
make it possible for them to arrive at sound findings 
and recommendations which will enhance operational 
safety. OSARTs use three basic techniques which 
supplement each other: 

• examining the plant's records and documentation 
• discussing technical and administrative details with 

the competent plant personnel; and 
• observing personnel in the course of their 

activities. 

The last days on site are used to discuss the team's 
principal findings with the operating organization and 
regulatory body, to eliminate any errors or misin
terpretations before preparation of the final report. 

What advance Information Is needed? 

To enable an OSART to perform as efficiently as 
possible while on site at the plant under review, the 
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TABLE 1: STANDARD OSART SCHEDULE 

DAY 1 2 3 4 5 

ORGANIZATION OVERVIEW& SITE QUALITY QUALITY DOCUMENT 
ANO HP COURSE & ORGANIZATION ASSURANCE ASSURANCE CONTROL 

MANAGEMENT MEET COUNTERPARTS PRINCIPLES PROCESS SYSTEM 

TRAINING TRAINING CONTROL ROOM CONTROL ROOM 
TRAINING ORGANIZATION SUPPORT & OPERATOR OPERATOR . & ADMINISTRATION RESOURCES TRAINING TRAINING 

OPERATIONS SHIFT CONDUCT OF CONDUCT OF 
OPERATIONS TOP ORGANIZATION ORGANIZATION & CONTROL ROOM FIELD 

& ADMINISTRATION ADMINISTRATION OPERATIONS OPERATIONS -
MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE MAINTENANCE PREVENTIVL 

MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION ORGANIZATION PROCEDURES MAINTENANCF: 
& ADMINISTRATION & ADMIN. CONT'D PROGRAMME 

RADIATION R.P. RADIATION R.P. EQUIPMENT EXTERNAL 
PROTECTION ORGANIZATION PROTECTION INSTRUMENTATION RADIATION 

& ADMINISTRATION PROCEDURES & FACILITIES PROTECTION 

CHEMISTRY HOT LAB COLD LAB RADIOCHEMICAL 
CHEMISTRY ORGANIZATION EQUIPMENT & EQUIPMENT& MEASUREMENT 
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operating organization must submit documents 
considered useful for the advan familiarization of 
the team members with the plant. It is obvious that 
comprehensive documentation concerning the plant, 
Its licensing status, operating history, procedures, 
instructions and so on serves the purposes of the 
review best, but may not always be readily available 
In a condensed form. To ensure the most effective 
transfer of advance information, a brief one- or two
day OSART preparation meeting is usually arranged 
between the IAEA's OSART co-ordinator and the 
appropriate representatives of the Member State. 
Planning and logistic details of the mission are also 
reviewed during this meeting. Typically the advance 
Information will include such things as: 

• schematics of the plant and site layout 
• organizational charts or diagrams 
• descriptions of functional responsibilities and staff

ing levels 
• the index for plant procedures 
• copies of recent monthly and annual management 

reports 
• descriptions of selected facilities In the plant 
• brief descriptions of selected administrative 

controls. 

Areas reviewed 

The overall review programme can be broken down 
as requested Into several areas. A typical breakdown 
~as~~: . 

1 Management, organization and administration: 

12 

This includes checking the organizational structure 
for clearly defined functions, assignments and 
responsibilities in implementing and controlling 
plant activities with emphasis on safety Implica
tions. Attention is paid to the fulfilment of regulatory 
and other requirements Imposed. Important 
aspects are management involvement and commit
ment, the personnel planning and qualification 
programme, principles and objectives of the 
station, the quality. assurance programme, Indus
trial safety efforts and the document control 
system. 



2 Training and q1•,.lification: The major elements of 
this are the t .1nization and administration of 

, training, the training facilities, equipment and 
materials, and the various training and qualification 
programmes. This concems all staff members, 
managers and engineers, shift advisers, licensed 
and non-licensed operators, maintenance person
nel and general employees. 

3 Operations: The main topics are operations organi
zation, staff size, qualifications and motivation, 
operator working attitudes, knowledge, experience 
and performance, procedure implementation, oper
ating history, plant status control, and log-keeping 
practice. The OSART Is also Interested in subjects 
such as information transfer on shift turnover, work 
authorization, temporary modifications, tagging 
policy, labelling system, cleanliness and order. 

4 Technical support: This covers the activities of the 
technical and engineering groups involved In 
surveillance testing, in-service inspection, operat
ing experience feedback, plant modification and 
reactor engineering programmes including the use 
of plant process computers, control of computer 
software and programme verification. 

5 Maintenance: Important aspects here are the 
organization of maintenance and related adminis
trative systems, the upkeep of the plant, the work 
control system, the manner In which maintenance 
Is performed, the role played by preventive main
tenance, In-service inspections, the equipment 
available, the maintenance history of the plant, and 
procedures and documentation for maintenance. 

6 Radiation protection: Among the Items covered are 
organizational and administrative arrangements, 
the training and qualification of radiation protection 
personnel, general employee training, control of 
external and internal exposure, contamination 
control, radiation protection Instrumentation, 
equipment and facilities, personnel dosimetry, 
solid waste treatment and disposal, and radioactive 
contamination control. 

13 



7 Plant chemistry: This includes organizational and 
administrative features, personn training and 
qualification, laboratories, equipment and instru
ments, procedures, reporting and record keeping, 
plant review, chemistry status, and chemical and 
laboratory safety. 

8 Emergency planning and preparedness: This 
relates to the operating.organization's responsibili
ties for preparing for nuclear accidents and radio
logical emergencies, both on-site and off-site, and 
the necessary liaison with public authorities. Also 
Included are matters of planning, training, facilities, 
equipment and resources, accident assessment 
and notification, personnel protection and public 
information. 

How plant performance Is Judged 

The IAEA carefully selects experts who have exten
sive experience In nuclear safety, and come from a 
variety of Member States. Each OSART expert uses 
his experience, supplemented by the IAEA Nuclear 
Safety Standards, to evaluate the plant performance 
against successful and cost-effective safety practices 
that he has seen elsewhere. If the expert feels that 
superior methods are available elsewhere regarding a 
certain safety practice, he will bring it to the attention 
of the operating organization In the form of a finding 
and a recommendation. Likewise, if a safety practice 
Is observed which Is markedly superior to those avail
able elsewhere, he will also make note of it to ensure 
the practice is preserved and perhaps made available 
to other nuclear power plants. The findings are not 
final safety judgments In themselves but rather consti
tute advice from an objective International expert 
regarding particular practices that warrant further 
consideration by the local organizations. 

To ensure that the evaluations are comprehensive 
and uniform, the IAEA has developed OSART guide
lines to assist the experts in the topics to be reviewed. 
Additionally, daily meetings are held at which each 
expert's findings and recommendations are dis
cussed with the other experts on the team. This 
14 



ensures that the process is balanced and that oppor
tunities exist for alte. :ive solutions to be brought 
forward. Lastly, it should be noted that the expert 
works on a daily basis with a local counterpart to 
ensure that he develops a proper understanding of 
plant practices, and to ensure that the operating 
organization fully understands his findings and 
recommendations. 

Reporting policy 

While at the site, the OSART members develop and 
prepare a set of detailed Technical Notes regarding 
their findings for use as a working document. The 
notes are first discussed with counterparts in the 
operating organization, then finalized and presented 
at a plant exit meeting. A draft Summary Report is 
also prepared for high level management and is left 
with the local organizations for comment. After incor
porating any comments, a final Summary Report Is 
submitted through official channels to the Member 
State which requested the OSART. Distribution of 
both the Technical Notes and the Summary Report is 
restricted to the IAEA and the organizations involved 
in the mission. Any further distribution Is at the 
discretion of the requesting Member State. 

What are other organizations doing? 

None of the other International organizations active In 
nuclear safety - the Nuclear Energy Agency of the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
Development, the Commission of the European 
Communities and the Council for 'Mutual Economic 
Assistance - offers a directly comparable service to 
its Member States. They see their main task as 
co-ordination of various national efforts in nuclear 
safety, arranging for information exchange and 
organizing joint research and development projects. 
With respect to regulatory matters, they are not 
usually involved in individual procedures, but restrict 
themselves to giving more general advice - for 
example, by developing standards. The IAEA is very 
active in these areas too, but was urged to supple
ment its activities by shifting emphasis from the 
production of standards, recommendations and other 

16 



guidance material, to their implementation, using 
feedback as appropriate In the iision of the 
documents. 

Several Member States saw a need to supplement the 
routine inspection and enforcement activities of their 
regulatory bodies with voluntary safety improvement 
programmes. The most comprehensive programme in 
this respect was introduced in the United States in 
1978 by the Institute for Nuclear Power Operations. 
Important elements of this endeavour have been used 
in establishing the objectives, procedures, review 
areas and schedules of OSART. 
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TABLE 2: SOME RS=•~ATED IAEA PUBLICATIONS 

1 IAEA Safety Series No.9 

Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection (1982 edition) 

2 IAEA Safety Serles No.SO 

Codes of practice 

50-C-0 Safety in nuclear power plant operation, Including 
commissioning and decommissioning 

50-C-OA Quality assurance for safety in nuclear power plants 

Safety Guides 

50-SG-01 Staffing of nuclear power plants and recruitment, 
training and authorization of operating personnel 

50-SG-02 In-service inapection for nuclear power plants 

50-SG-03 Operational limits and conditions for nuclear power 
plants 

SO-SG-04 Commillloning procedures for nuclear power plants 

50-SG-05 Radiation protection during operation of nuclear 
power plants 

50SG-08 Preparedness of the operating organization (licensee) 
for emergencies at nuclear power plants 

50-SG-07 Maintenance of nuclMr power plants 

50-SG-08 Survelllance of items Important to safety In nuclear 
power plants 

SO-SG-09 Management of nuclear power plants for sale 
operation 

SO-SG-010 Safety aspects of core management and fUel han
dling for nuclear power plants 

50-SG-011 Operational management of radioactive effluents and 
wutas arising In nuclear power plants 

SO-SG-OA2 Quality assurance rec0tds system 

SO-SG-OA5 Quality assurance during Operation of nuclear power 
plants 

50-SG-OA5 (Rev.1) 
Quality assurance during commissioning and opera
tion of nuclear power plants 

50-SG-OA.7 Quality assurance organiZation for nuclear power 
plants 

3 OSART Guldellnes 
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TABLE 3: OSART PROGRAMME ,. 'RTICIPATION 

Country OSAAT 

Argentina 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Brazil 
Canada 
Switzerland 
People's Republic 

of China 
Czechoslovakia 
Cuba 
German Democratic 

Republic 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of yea 
Spain yee 
Anland yea 
Franca yea 
United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland 

Hungary 
India 
Iran, lelamlc Republic of 
Italy 
Japan 
Korea, Republic of yea 
Mexico yea 
Netherlands yea 
Philippines yea 
Pak Iatan 
Poland 
Romania 
Sweden yea 
Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics 
Taiwan, China 
United States of 

America 
Yugoslavia 
South Africa 

Totals 

• AB at 31 December 1985 

18 

Number of rellCtora • 

Opentlonal Under 
construction 

2 1 
8 
4 2 
1 1 

18 6 
5 

1 
5 11 

2 

5 6 

19 6 
8 2 
4 

43 20 
38 4 

2 2 
6 4 

2 
3 3 

33 11 
4 5 

2 
2 

1 
1 

2 
3 

12 

51 34 
6 

93 26 
1 
2 

374 157 



TABLE 4: MEMBEP c;TATES' PARTICIPATION IN 
THE OSART PROC.. .MME 

Member State Expert• + (Observers)" 

Argentina 
Belgium 
Brazil 
Canada 
China 
Cuba 
Finland 
France 
German Democratic Republic 
Germany, Federal Republic of 
Hungary 
haly 
Japan 
Korea, Republic of 
Mexico 
Pakistan 
Philippines 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United Kingdom 
USA 
Yugoslavia 

Total external experts 
Total IAEA staff 

• Numbers In brackets denote observers 

2 
1 

2 + (2) 
2 

(2) 
(1) 
2 

10 
1 
5 

(2) 
1 
2 

2 + (1) 
(1) 
(2) 
(1) 
2 
4 
1 
1 
6 

3 + (2) 

47 + (14) 
39 
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Reactor [ output ··-· I Commercial 
at ! Reactor Cycle 

I coolant I MWe • I operation 31.12.85 I I umts · 
~ 

net 
t· •· f + ... 

APS-1 (Obninsk) : Indirect · Pressurised 5 1 1954 water 

Troitsk ; Indirect I 
Pressurised 90 6 l 1958-1963 

All I I ! water 
in 

service I ! I Boiling water Beloyarsk-1 i Direct ; 

102 1964 ... I I & sup'd steam 1 : 

Beloyarsk-2 Direct I Boiling water 175 1 1968 
l & sup'd steam 

Bili bi no Direct Boiling water (1) 11 4 ! 1974-1976 



Status at 

31.12.85 

In 

service 

Station 

Novo Voronezh 

Kola 

Armenia 

Rovno 

N1kola1ev 

Kalt nm 

Bala Kovo 

Zaporozhe 

Unit output 

MWe (net) 

265 

338 

410 

953 

440 

370 

420 

953 

953 

953 

953 

No of 

units 

1 

1 

2 

1 

4 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

Commercial 

operation 

1964 

1970 

1972 - 73 

1981 

1973 75 1982 84 

1976 . 1980 

1981 . 1982 

1984 1985 

1984 1985 

1985 

1985 



Status at 

31 .12.85 

Under 

construction 

Station 

Zaporozhe 

Khmelnitsk1 

N1kola1ev 

Aktash 

Tatar 

Volgodonsk 

Rovno 

Bashkir 

Odessa 

Balakovo 

N1zh1nekamsk 

Unit output 

MWe (.net) 

953 

953 

953 

953 

9S3 

953 

953 

953 

9S3 

953 

953 

No of 

units 

5 

4 

2 

'2 

1 

4 

2 

2 

? 

2 

1 

Commercial 

operation 

1986 . 1991 

1986 - 1990 

1987 1989 

1987 

1987 

1qa1 c 1990 

1qaa . 1990 

1<)88 1989 

1988 1G90 

1(}89 1<J90 

198q 



Status Unit 
at Station output 

31 12 85 MWe (net 

Leningrad 950 

In Kursk 950 

service Chernobyls 950 
Smolen k 950 
lgnallns 1450 

ursk 950 

Under 
lgnal1nsk 1450 

construction Chernobyls 950 
Smolensk 950 



o of Commercial 
units operation 

1974 1981 
3 1976 1983 

1978 98 
2 1983 1 85 
1 1984 

1 1986 
1 1986 

2 1987 1989 
2 1988 1989 

2 1988 
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'!he information presented here ia bued en ccnclusions of the 

Govermant Ccmnissicn on the causes of the .ocMent at the fourth unit of 

the Owmlobyl • ~lea.r Power Staticn ~ was prepuwS by the following 

experta azployed by the USSR State Camd.saial carmit.tee en the Uae of Atanic 

Energy: 

Mlagyan, A. A. MyMnkav I A. I. 

Amlolcw, v. G. Pavlankiy, o. A. 

Gus 1lcovA, A. IC. hb:O\l'.1 V. N. 

Dlain, V. F. Pilcalcw, V. It. 

Il'in, L. A. PxotMnko, A. N. 

Izrael', Yu. A. RyuantMv, Ye. P. 

ICal.ugin I A. J(. Sivintaev, Yu. V. 

J(Qnvi%, v. s. SUJcho%w:hkin, V. K. 

Jtuz'min, I. I. Tolcarenko, v. I'. 

JWnUevic:h, A. D. IChml.v, A. A. 

Legucw, V. A. Shakh, O. Ya. 

Malkin, S. D. 

Material• cbtAined frcm t!w following argan.izaticma ware med in 

preparing the infOXIDlltiau -n. I. V. l'Urd\&tDI Inatituta of Atanic F.nargy, 

the Scientific Reae4rch and Design Inatitute of l'clwer rquipmnt, the 

V. G. JQ\lcpin ladi\11\ Institute, the S. Ya. ZlUt "Bydrcduign• Institute, the 

All-union Scientific Research Institute m Nu.clear Power StAticna, the 

Institute of Biophysics, the Institute of Applied Geq:ibyaica, tbe 'tat.e 

C.mmittee cin Nuclear Energy, the State Cclllnittee m ~logy 

-



) 

2 

Ministry of Health, the State carmittee on Nuclear Safety, the Ministry of 

Defense, the Main Fire Protection Mnin:istration of tl)8 Ministry of Internal 

Affairs and the USSR Acadsay of Sciences. 
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-------·--· ---------·- -----· -

An accident occurred at the fourth unit of the Olerncbyl' Nuclear Power 

Statioo oo April 26, 1986, at 1:23 »1 with da'aage to the active &ale of the 

reactor and part of the blilding in "'1ich it was located. 

'Dw accident occurred just before at.oppinq of the. pcwuplant for 

achldul.ed mintenance during tasting of the operating m::dea of c::me of the 

mlmply, ~ led to damage to the reactor and di8Cha.rfJing of part of the 

.i;adioact.ive p%Cducta ammulated in the active. za. into the atm:>1sphez:e. 

1'le nuclear reaction in the reactor of the fcurth pcwmplant stepped in 

the process of the accident. The fii:e which b%Oke out wu mctingui.shed, and 

cperatials wre begun for"containing and eliJuinatinq the cxmequences of thil 

accident.. 

1he pop.ilatioo was evacuated frara areas immdiately edjacent to the 

area of the nuclear power plant and fran a saw with a radius of 30 km 

. ~it • 

In view of the extnma cbaracter of the accident Wddl occuaed at 

a.mcb:fl •, an cperaticns CJraJp heeded Pi Prim M1niater of the u.s.s.R • 
•• I. Ryzhkov WU organized at the PolitbD:o of the a: QISU (Central 

camd.ttee of the Ccmluniat Party of the Soriet O\ien) far ooo.r:clinating the 

activity of ministries and other gcwemmnt ~ in eliminating the 

cc:mequences of the accident and rmSering aid to the pcpilaticn. . A 

Gcwerment Ccmnissicn was fcml81 and antruated with atudyi.DJ the cames of 
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the accident and ca.aying out the necessary 11Del'9ency and reocnstruction 

PMms. '!'be necessary acientific, technical and eoonanic capabilities and 

resources of the country were provided. 

Repxeaentatiwa of JWal\TE were invited to the USSR and given the 

qJpOrtUni.t.y to familiarize thenselvea with the at.ate of affairs at the 

Qiemcbyl • Nuclear Powerplant and meuuru far ovarccn1ng the accident. 

'Jhey infoxam the world cx1munity amit their u1e•--nt. of the situation. 

'lhe goveznnants of a IUllber ot='~, JD1DY cpvexmental, aociAl. and 

private organizations and individual citizens ·frcm various cmntries of the 

world appealed to various arganizaticms of the USSR with pxopoul • 

ccaceming participatial in averocminq the aftar-effecta of the .ccident. 

Sam of these proposal a were accepted. -

In the thirty years of its develcpMnt, nuclear pcwar enqi.neerinJ bu 

occupied an essential plaOi in ~ldwide p:iwer prcxhJct.icn and, en the whole, 

has displayed high level.II of aafety far man and the emrirtnnent. cm cannot 

imagine the future of the lllCrld eocnmy with:lut nuclear power. llcJwr,rc', its 

ther develqmmt Jlll8t be accx:np.nied b'f 8till CJJ:Uter efforts en the part 

() of 9Cim1ce and engineering for enaurtng its qcaticnal reliability and 

safety. 

!be accident at 01emcbyl • wa the iuult of coincidencu of MVeral 

.vents of law pxdlability. 'lhe Soviet Unien draws the piapar ocacluaicNI 

frail this accident. 

I 

I 
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Rejecting nuclear power llQJ%CeS '°11.d require a ccnaiderable increase 

in prcducticn aid c:xiablsticn of 01"9anic fuels. 1'bia '°1ld ateedi.ly increase 

the risk of hma.n diseases aid. the loss of water and forests due to the 

oontinuoua passage of hu:mful chatdcal llUbstances into the ~. 

!he develqnent of the world'• mx:lear power naources brings with it., 

in addition to gain in the area of the enel'9:l' wpply and the p:uervation of 

natural ruomces, dangers of an internaticmal c:haracter. '1'hue dangers 

incl.udAS transfers of radioectivity acs:oas borders, especially in l&rge-15C&le 

radj·•.icn accident.a, the prcblem of the aprud of nuclear WMpCllS and the 

danger of internatiooal ten:orian, aid the .pecific danger of mclur 

inatallatialS under oonditicna of war. All this dictates the fumamant:Al 

necessity of deep intematiCl'lal cocpraticn in the field of d8velq:aent of 

nuclear power systems and .ensu.rin9 of their Afety • . 

SUdl are the realitiea. 

'!be saturation of the mXlem world with potentially dangerous 

i.nduat:riAl proouaes, in significantly intensifying the effects of JDilitaiy 

op. -ticns, places tht! quatian of the aemelessnus am unacceptability of 

Q war under lllCdem ccnlitia\s at a new plane. 

In a speech at Soviet televiaicn c:n May 14, K. s. Gorblc::Mv stataS: 

-n. indispitable lessen of Olemc:byl • for u liea in the fact that under 

cxnlitions of further upanaic:n of the 1eimtifi.c and t8chnicAl nvolutial, 

queations of the reliability of equipnant and ita Mfety and quut.ic:ns on 

-
; 
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discipline, order and org&ni.zaticn Uke en primuy importance. 'IM 

strictest requi.rments are needed everywhere. 

FW:thel:m:n"e, we cansider it necessary to m:we tawud a aerious 

daepaning of cooperation within the frallllWOrk of the lntemat.ianal ~on 

Atanic Em!r9Y. • 

--



""'b. 

CIAP'l'ER l. DESCRIPI'IW OF THE OIERtOYL' wc::LE.1\R PCMER STATI~ 
w.rm J81K-1000 REla'ORS 

1.1 Deaign Data 

"1he planned power of the Olerncbyl' a Power Statiai (01AES) , was 6Cl+l, 

and Cll January 1, 1986, the power of fcur WU.ta of the AES w.s 400C»M. '1'he 

third and fourth uni.ta belcng to the Mccnd phue of the Q\AES and to the 

MCCmd qeneraticm of tha• Nuclear Powe.t' Station& (AES). 

1. 2 Ducripticn of the Reactor In8tallatial (RU) 

of the Fourth Unit of the OlA!'S 

,J 'ft'8 basic design features of EMK reactors are u followa: 

1) verticcJ. c:hannels with the fuel and the heat-tranafei aqent, which 

permit local reloading of. fuel with a wrldng nactorJ 

2) fuel 1n the foi:m of bmdles of cylindric fuel elanenta of uranium 

d.iaKi.de in zirocxli1n shell tubesJ 

3) a graphite ncderator betwaen c:hannel•J 

4) a low-boiling' heat-t.ransfu maclim in the forced ci:r:eulatia'l 

Q rrcirculatian m:de (JQG'l'a) with direct feeding of atemu to the tuxbine. 

!hese design deciaima in cad:>inaticn ccnliticn all the baaic features 

of the nactar and the AES, both edvantages an&! ahartcaDinga. '1'he 

advantages includes the abMnca of nactor vea1ela, tlhic:ll are~ to 

p%Cduce cm the powarplant IDIXinuD capacity anl! en the ps:aductJ.m bueJ the 

absence of a mrplax and expensive atMm genar&torJ the pouihility of 

ocntinuala nloadinq of fuel and a good nmtrcn b&lancei. a flaxil:>l8 fuel 

cycle, 1llhic:h is euily adapted to variat.ialll in the fuel maxket. CCblitiaus1 
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the possibility of mclear aupubaating of the atemnr high t:hencdynamic 

reliability of the thannal equiprmit and vi•bility of the iuctor due to the 

cx:nttol.ling of the flaw rate for each channel Mparately, m:initoring oJ, the 

integrity of the channels, llDnitcring of the parmmtera and~~~ 
of the heat-transfer mdi.um of each channel and nplmnt of daaw;red 

channel.a While xunning. 'lhe ahortcaaillqa include: the p>uibility of the 

develcpmnt of a p:ieitive void ccefficiant of nactivity due to the phue 

change in the beat-transfer ~t "'1c:h datem:inea the t:ranaimlt MUtzaUc 

behaviorJ high Mnllitivity of the neutral field to nactivity di9t:mbllncea 

:tJ~fmm. kinda, neoeaaitating a ce111>lec ~l systm far-~~----
- -- ----- ---~----.. 

0 ta• diatribltian of the rel.ea• of energy in the active zcneJ ccmplAlxity of 

the inlet~tlet piping aystan for the hut-transfer aqent of ucll chamel.1 

a large amunt of thmnal ena.rqy accmulat.ed in the mtAl. strucb1na, fuel 

el.menta and grapute block structure of the ructorJ allghtl.y nd.iomctive .. 
•team in the turbine. 

I~ lv.._U ~ 
'!be J&«-1000 reactor with a power of 3200 IM (tJvmnal) (Fig. 1) ia 

equipped with two identical cooli119 loops 1 840 parallel vertical channel• 

with heat-rel.euing as&lll'blieS (TVS) are ccnnected to each locp. 

A cooling loop bas fair min parallel circul.Aticn pmp (thne ~ 

0 pmp fealing 7000 t/h of water each with a bead of about 1.5 Mb, and cme 

badt-up p.111>) • 

'1118 water in the c::bannels i• heated to bolling and puti.ally 

evaparatea. '1'he water-at:Mlll mixture with an avenge lltAllD ccntmt of 14t by -
••• ia bl.eel through the top put of the channel and a vater-llt.Mm line into 

~ft:--~ °'" v.. .... J two horizontal gravity 88pll.Rtora. '!be dzy stemn (with a miatm9. ccntent 

less thin 0.1') NPSRtm in tl9' puMa frail Md\ Mpar&tor at a preuure 
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of 7 MPa in two steam lines into two turbines with a power of 500 KJ 

(electrical) each (all eisht •team lines of the fcur 8epllratora are jointed 

by a cxmron •ring•I, and the water, after mixinq with atemu ccmdensate, is 

fed by 12 down pipes into the intake collector of the main cooling pmps. 

camnaate of the ateam ahausted fran the turbinu is returned by f-.1 

water pmps... thxcugh eeparatora into the top part of the dawn pipes, creating 
........... w c.boJ\""" 
· ~ting' of the .water to the aaturaticn taspratm:e at the 1111.in cooling 

•' , . 
"Jhe :reactor as a whole is JDICle up of a •t of vertical dwmels with 

) fuel atld the heat-transfer lledium b.lilt into cylindric apertmes of graphite 

colmns, and top and bottaD protective plat.ea. A light cylindric hcuaing 

(casing) encloses the 8P"C8 of the graphite blcck lltnlCtW:e. 

'nle block stxucture cxnsiat of graphite blccks with a aqua.re c:ro1s 

section with cylindric apertures aloog the axis uamblad into oolLmJS. '1be 

block atxucture rests on the bot:tan plate, which tnnlll\ita tha weight of the 

reactor to a concrete shaft.. 

About 5\ of the reactor pier ia released in the grapute frail sla.d.ng 

down of neutrons and ab8o%ptim of gm quanta. For nducing' the thermal 

·:) reai.atance and preventing graphite axidatial, the .block ~ is fillecl 

with a alcMly circulatinq mixture of belim and nitrogen, vh1ch .erves at 

the sane time for naU.toriJ¥J the integrity of the channel.ti by maasuring the 

tunidity and tazprature of the 9u. 

'lbere are spaces under the bott.an and over the tcp plates far placinq 

hf=at carrier pipes on xout.es frail the aeparator dNllS (IS) and di~ 

collectors to each channel. 

-

t 
• 
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A robot - a loading and wU.oad.inq JMChine (RZM) - after ran::rvaJ. of the 

apprq>riate eection of the plating and after being llOVtd to the coordinAtes 

of the channel linka with its head, balances its pressure with the pressure 

of the channel, unseals the channel, nmMta the bm'ned-c:lut (fuel elmants 

('l'VS) and xeplaces than with a fruh one, ..ala the channel, uncc:uples 

iualf and transpnta the irradiatad '1VS to a hol..cling tank. NU.le the~ 

is camected to the C&Vity of the channel ('DC), a anal.l fl.cw of pire water 

pas1ea fran it tlv:clugh a thmldlyckaulic wl into the s, cnating a 

•tmrier• to the penetraticn of the m.M by bDt, n4ioectiw wter fran the 

m 

'l'he ayatau for control And ~ (SUI) of the 1:uctor is ba-1 en 

llE:IWnmlt of 211 90lid abaoxbar rtda in specially holated channela cooled -with water of an ~t duct. 'Dl8 systau pxovidu; autamtic 

adjusu.nt to a specified power level; a rapid reduct.icn of the power level 

~ adju.atmant to ~both zoda of autmatic regulators (AR) mS mSa of manual 

regulators (RR) according to inalfunction aignals fran the buic -iulpaent; 

0 

~ interrupticn of the chain naction by ~ ptOtectic:I\ --8 
~@...accordinq to signals of ~ deYiaticaa of the pmmetera of the 

\T • t ar mlfunct.ima of the ~paentJ ccmpnsaticn far nactivity 

variatims in beating up mw! 9Dexgence at pcwerr ngulaticn of the 

di.nributim of the release of mergy CMar the cticn saw. 

JBHK react.on are equipped with a 1az9e nmtc of ~ ccntrol 

918tana, which are being acved into the -=tive sme at a rate of o.i& ml• in 

functicning of the AZ. in.. low rate of DIMlmnt. of tbe cmtrol ayatma is 

carpensat.-1 for by the large llLllblr of myatma. 

-

f 
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'lbe SUZ includes submyat.erna for local autcmatic Caltrol (u.R) and local 

emergency protection (J.AZ). Both operate according to •ignals of ionization 

c:hmd:>ers inside the reactor. 'l'he UR autanatically atabilizes the 

fundamental hamli.cs of redial-uinuthal di.atribltion of the releeH of 

--=9Y I while the ~ pm'l'ides amrgency protection Of the nact,or agaiJ\st 

exceeding the specified power of channel c:utridgea in nactor in4ividual 

areas. Shortened abeorber reds (USP) intn:duced into the zone f%al1 the 

tiottan (24 Rda) are .inclul5ed for ccna:ollinq the pcwar fialds along the 

height of the nactoE'. 

• 

• 

• 
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'Ble RBMK-1000 reactor includes the folladnq buic Da'litoring and 

cent.rel aystans in additioo to the SUZ: \-;~ .. 
--- ~ 1>~ .___.,, r 

1) a syatan for physical aautoring of tha field of the nileue of 

energy along the radius (m:>re thin 100 channel.a) and the height (12 

c:bannela) by mans of direct char9in9 picJcups r 

2) a •tart""UP llClnitoring .yatam (nmtxai nux lllCnitora, •t&rt""\JP 

fiuian chmllbera) J 

3) a syatan for llDlitoring the water flow rate almg each chamel with 

m: .fl.Ollll8tera1 

4) a .ystan for nalitoring the integrity (J{a)) of the fuel ellmenta 

baWS m neasuring the abort-time activity of volatile fiuim pccductB in 

watc-ateam l.ima (PIK) at.the outlet frail each cbm1nel; the .:tivity is 

detectecl NqUent.ially in each channel in appropriate q7tilun energy ranges 

("windows•) with a photalultlplier, which 19 llOled fran cm PYK to anothar 

by a special c=a.rriage; 

5) a system far mcnJ.t.oring the integrity of the channel& (msrx) by 

muurinq the 1uniclity and the t.mpratm'e of the cau fiowing in tbe 

All the data pua to a caipiter. 'l'he infomatia\ ia 91-wn out to the 

cpratcra in the fozm of deviat.ia\ aigna1a, in4ic&tic:ma (en eall) and data 

~ RH<-1000 power units c:iperate primarily in a tue-loa4 ae (at. 

ccnatant power outpu.t) • 

-
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In view of the great ioer of the unit, a full autaatic shut~ of 

the react.Or occurs only if indicators of the powar level, preuure or vater 

level in the aeparator pus beyond acceptable limits, in a cue of a CJl!Mral 

cut-off of electric current, dilCCnneCticn of two turbogenllratora or two 

main ccoling pmp1 at cnce, a drop in the feedwater flaw rate by a factor of 

11me than 2, or full cmas-secticned mpmre of the aain cutlet pipeof 

ccoling PJ1118 with a diameter of 900 m. In other cues of equipnent 

failuxes, only an autanatic cc:ntrolled nductim in power (to a level 

c::orrapond1ng to the p:Mar of the equipnent which bu nmainld in operat.icn) 

ill enviaged. 

1. 3. Basic fhysica.l Olaracteriatica of the ~ 

'lbe JUM<-1000 nuclear power reactor is a ~ the2:mal channel 

recactor, in which uranim.Oiaxide wakly enriched in agard to urai..J.n-23S 

is used .. fuel, graphite is used .. amerator and boiling llCjlht water is 

Wied as the heat-tranafer mediml. '1'he nactor bu the foll.owin9 basic 

characteriat.ic&: 

'1be.mal power 

Fuel enrichlll8nt 

uranium mu in a cartridge 

lbiJer/diamatar of fuel 
•l.amnta in '1'VS 

Depth of bl bumup 

Coefficient of ncn-unifarmity of 
releue of energy a1.cxVJ the 
radius 

Coefficient of ncn-wdfaz:mity of 
teleue of er.rgy alQNJ tbe 
beiqht 

3200 * 
e 
11'.7 kg 

18/13.6 -

20 * dayfq 

1.48 

1.4 

-

I 
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C-1011.ated JQILYimim power of 
channel 

i.otq>ic carposition of 
imJoeded fuel: 

uranim-235 
w:anim-236 
plUtcni\D-239 
pl.utaU.\m-240 
plutaU\D-241 

Voi4 nactivity ocefficient 
ata~point 

8 

Fut power- nact.ivity coefficient 
at a wm:king point 

Coefficient of expanticn fuel , 
taaptrat:ure coefficient , = 

Q>ef ficient of expant.ion grapute 
tmperatu.re coefficient 

MiniJaD •wi;ht• of l'Ods of Stn, 4C 

3,250 kW 

4.5 Jg;J/t 
2.4 lcg/t 
2.6 kg/t 
1.8 kl;i/t 
o.s kg/t 

-fit 
2.0 x 10 /vol.t steam 

... ) -o.s x 10 '* ( Y'-c! ~ 
·.__ 

-· 0 -1.2 x 10 I c 

Effective.nus of reds of RR, Alt 7 .5, 
Effect. of replacanenf ·(cn the average) 0.02• 

of the burlq) '1VS with fresh 

~ iJrp:>rtant physical charact.eriatic frail the point of vi.8W of control 

and Mfety of the reactor is a value called the cperatirag nactivity ~in. ... ~ 

'Dw operating reactivity wgin aew the specific :allbtr of Sl1Z rods 

plunged into the active zone "'11.c::h are in a ngicn of bigh diffcwnUal 

ficiency. It is detemimd b'f ncalcul&tian fm: fully am:aer914 am EOda. 

. 
'Die value of the na.c:tivity Slll9in for llM<-1000 nactora ia gmerally 

accepted as ~ ~ xoda. In this case, the rate of intrc:ductim of a 

negative n.ct.i.vity in functicning of the AZ llllCIUDta to 1 •t•/a (•(' is the I 
prq>Ortia\ of del.al'ed neuuona) , vhicb ia sufficient. far ~ticn far 

i:ositive nactivity effec:ta. 

.. 
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'1be character of t.he dependence of the effactivelbreedJn;j coefficient 

Cl'1 the density of the heat-transfer aidim in JlM( reactors is c1eteminad t.o 

a great ~ l::rt the preaence of abaorbars of different kinda in the active 

ICl'W!. In initial chuqinq of the AZ, which incl\Jdu alxut 240 borcn- t:J "itJ 
\ V\- \. ~ 

cxntA:ining .sdit.ialAl .mot'bera (DP), dahydraticn resulta in a neqative i">~.) & 

reactivity effect. 

At the.- tim, a 1111&11 increase in the steam a:mtent at nanlnal 

p:iwar with a reactivity -.rgin of 30 rocSs ruulta in an incrMlle in 

rea.ct.ivity ( •2.0 x l(f"*Jwl.• atelm). 

") l'or a boiling vatar-cp'aphita nactor, th& buic paranateril whidl define 

its abWty tD properly operate and safety in the re;ud to tbmnal 

equipnant uea the t.mpe.rature of tbe fUel elalenta, the 11m1in befoxe the 

a cd•ia of heat trana~s, am the 4JnPUte tmptratuaa. 

A Mt of CXllplter fXldea which .U. it psible to cc:muct ~ating 

calcul.aticns Cl'1 ataticn CCllpltara for enmrincJ plant nUaMlity of thermal 

equipmmt of the powerplant in a lllXle of ccntinucua nlo84i.1¥J of bl at any 

poaiticn of the ait-off mS ccntrol valve• at the inlet to Md\ channel bu 

been &Ivel.oped for RH< reactors. 'ttl.15 the pouibility of detemining the 

0 l aical paramete:ra of the reactor at variable uequmcy of the ad.juatmant 

of c:h&Mel fl.CM rat.ea end different cmtrol cri•iA (based m ~ -e.. ~ ~e.lf" 
outlet stamn quality or cn the mrgin of the critical power) and alto u a 

function of the thzDttlJ.ng of the -=tiw sa. is pttNided. 

For definlllg the fields of the nlee• of seigy CMlr 1:ba stiw zone 

of a reac:tor, indicaticns of the P\Y•ic&l mcnitaring systm, baMd en 

meuurmenta of the neutral flow al.on; the radius end baight of the ective 

.. 
I 
I 
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zone taken inside the nactor, are ~. In aMi tion to inllic:aticns of the 

physical m:>nitoring system, data characterizing the cazp>Sitim of the 

active zone and the energy 9eneratim of each '1'1(, the arrangment of the 

regulating reds, the distril:uticn of water flow rates alalg chlmel• of the 

active zone and readings of gaqea of the ptUWre and t.91»ratw:e of the 

beat-transfer mdian re alao entered into the atat:icn cazpiter. As a result 

of 011lcul•~ by the PJUDU\ progrmn perfQmad perialic:ally by the 

cmpiter, the operator nceives infaDDllt:icn en a d.1'Jital ~device in 

the fcmn of a cartcgrmn of the active r.cme, YU.ch indicates the type of 

lOllding of the actiw zcne, the urangenant of ngulatim ftda, tha natwcrk 

the uranqment of pickups inaide the react.ar:, and the diatributicn of 

p:Mllr level.a, water flow rates, ruexvea up to critical powers and naexwa 

up to the maximn aa.ptabla themlal lolida Clll the fuel elA!llenta in agaz:d to 

uch fuel channel of the ~. '1be atatian CXllp1ter abo CXllplte8 the 

overall thezmal power of the reactor, the diatril:uticn of flolll rataa of the .. 
atemn-water mixture am:mg the aparatora, the integral generat.im of power, 

the ateam ccmtent at the cutlet fran each 'l'K Ml! other parmetara necessary 

for m:mi taring and cantrollinq the inatallat.i.Cl'l • 
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'l!M! eq:erimce of q:ieration of active RB« reactors indicates that with 

the means for monitoring and CDltrol available en thue reactors, maintain

ing tarprature ccnditicna of the fuel and the graphite and ftMX'V8& before 

a c:dsi• of c:cnvective heat transfer at an acoeptable level cawiea no 

difficul.t.iu. 

1.4. Safety Assu.rance Systms (Figs. 2 and 3) 

1.4.1. Pxota:tive Safety Syatw 

'11lie system for ~ ocolilvJ of the nect.Or (DOR) ia a piotectj:ve 

saf~ ~ and is intendsd for providiDJ ~t.J.m of tha ruibl 

release of heat by p.rai¢ feeding of the nquired mlPmt of wter into 

xeactar channels in accidents amarpmied by diarupt.ion of ecoling of the 

.. 
SUch accident.5 include: rupture& of l.uge-diaaieter JCMPTa pipelinas, 

.rupture& of steam lines, and ruptures of feec!water pipali.nm. 

'1'he syatem for protection against an exceaa of preaun in the main 

heat carrier duct ia intended for providing en aceapt.lble pnuun i.v&l in 

the duct due to rmcval of steam into a perforated sprayer tank far ita - -- ------ ~----,;: 

J a enuti<ln. S"-X?'e(f1.- l)ot.I 
D18 ayatem for protecticn of the reactor 9PI08 (W) is ~ far 

ensuring that an ACC8ptAble pt9UU1'8 is mt ~ in thl IP in mi 

mm:gency aituat.icn with xupture of one operating channel 4'18 to nm:w&l of 

the at:.en-gaa mixture frm the IP into thl -=-rl of steD-9U 4i8chazges of 

the sprayer tank and then intO the sprayer tank with aimlt:aMc:ua 

extinguiah1ng of the chain reaction with the AZ facilities. '!bl SPOR and 

-
I 
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the .yatan for cooling the wactor apace can be \1HCl for int.reducing the 

apprcpriate neutron absorbers (a&lts of boron and He). 

l. 4. 2 localizing Safety SyattlDS 

1he systm for lcxml j zaticn of accidanta (SIA) nalized m the fourth 

unit of the OlAES i• intended for Joc31 i zin; ndiaactive 4bcbargea in 

acc:identa with wweallnq of any pipalinaa of the reactor cooling duct except 

the PJK pipelines, the tcp tr.cu of the c:pmtinq channels and that part of 

the down pipu which ia lccawe! in the -.rat.or dr\lll ocapra.nt, and 

pi- 'line• for at.M1D-9u d.bcharges fran tba IG'. 

1be min ccrtp:aent of the localizatim syatm. ia a syst.n of airtight 

cxmpartmmta, including the following carprtmnta of the nactor clivisial: 

- tightly packed cell.a arranged ~ly in relatim to the . 
react.or a.xi& and designed for an aoeas pnuure of 0.45 MP&: 

- ~ta of eeparator group oou.ctan (IG<J and bott.m water 

lines lNV1Q J these oc:aprt:menta do not. imnit an ~ in excess pnasure 

abov8 0.08 MPA acx:onlinq to the ccnU.titm of atnngth of CC14U18nta of the 

rP·~ •t..tuctur• and are designed far tbia valm. 

Calprtmenta of tightly pacbd cells an4 the stem ~ emridor 

are ccnnect.ed to the water 11pace of the perforated ~ ocndenuticn 

device by •tum mt.let channels. 

'!be eut-off and aealing amature aystan ia :t.ntenW far pmviding 

airtightness of the zcxw of J.cx:al j zaticn of accidenta b'J cut;ting off 

camunicating line• cannecting the 1oe1.s m:1 mwlld ~· 

-
f 

i 
l 

I 
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'.lbe tlul:i>ling ccndensatial device is intended for cxn5enuticn of steam 

foined: 

- in the proceas of an accident with wwealing of the reactor ccmtoort 

- in funct.icrUng of the main aafety valves (GPK) r 

- in leaks ~ the GPK in a nm:mal operatinc;J m:de. 

1.4.3. Security Safety Sy•tans 

1!le MS ~ Q.wly 
·' . r ·• 

on the xequinmenta placed on the rellability of the power mpplyi 

1) u.ers who cannot pemit inten'Upt.ion of the feed far fncticn& of a 

lleOOnd up to a few 890CllndS"Wlder any oon4itial8, inclu4ing ccnditicna of a 

total diAR*'rance of alternating current vol~ frail ~king am back-up 

transfoners for &yatc naeda, and who require the abligatmy puence of a 

power supply after funcUoning of the reactor AZJ 

2) UMr• wm C4n accapt a power interrupticn of tena of MCCllda up to 

tens of mirmtes under the AlD8 ccnditicaa and require the Clblig&tmy 

Q pi.eaence of a pcwaz: supply after tunctiming of the nector M_i 

3) uaers ~ do not require the pruence of a powar suwly in cxnli

ticms of a di upperance of voltage fmD 'WOdd.ng and bac:k-q> tnnafozmn 

for 8Y8t8ll Meda and in a normal m:del of operatica of the unit can pemit 

intenuptim of the supply for the tim of transfer fz:m a WClddng to a 

back-up tnnafonner for 91atm needs. 

• 

• 

• 
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1.4.4. Coot.J:olling Safety Systesns 

Control..llR] &a.f ety mystems are intended for eutallatic ~t of 

devices of pmtective, localizing and aecurity safety ayatms and for 

aali.tcring of their qeratian. 

'!be AES radiation aaU.tadng 8)'8tAID is a ~ (mub9y.Bt.ta) of the 

AES autamtad caitrol ayatan and ia intmded for collectiai, procusing and 

display of infoz:maticn ccmceming the ndiat.icn aituatim in caaprtmnta of 

tlY 'IS and in the external envircnaent, the ci::n!iticin of q>er&ting 

facilities and duct.a, and irradiaticln doaea to pertlClMlal. 1n eccmdance with 

active ncmns and leqialatial • 

.. 

-
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1. 4. 6. MS Ocnt.rol Points 

Olntrol of the MS is carried en at two lwel.s: ataticn and plant. 

All the control &y•tana \lhich ensure afety of the MS are loc&ted at 

the plant i.vel. 

1.5. Deacriptim of the Area of the ~l' AES 

and the Areas in lllich It is Ia::at.ed 

1.5.1. Oeacripticn of the R8iJial 

. ) 1'tl8 Owrnobyl • MS ia located in the eutem part of a laJ:9e region 

kncwn u the Belarusaian-Ukra:inian AlhJVial Plain, en the ban1ca of the 

Pdpyati River, 'Which flows in the DMpr. 'ltd.a regicn ia characterized by a 

nl.Atively fl.At relief with very alight wrfKle al.opes in the dincticm of 
,•• 

the river ana its tril:Jutariea. 

'Die total length of the Pripyati up to ita flow into the Dnepr ia 

748 Jani the area of the drainage basin at the MS •ite ia 106 thouAnd km , 

.m the width ia 200-300 •• \'he avenge flow~ ia 0.4-0.5 JA/•, m1d the 

avw~e water flc:M rat. Oller uny yura is 400 rl / 11. 

, .. , 
_.' b water-burinrJ l.vel, which h U..S for daDutic and drinking va.te.r 

need.a of the n¢on in quuticn, liea at a ~ _of 10-15 11 in nlatim to 

the QUnftt d8pth of the Prip/ati and is aepuai:.d fmn t\Jatemuy del?Oaita 

~ clay nu:la *1ch are nlatively iqwmweble to wtar. 

-' . 

J 
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'ltae regial of the Belorus&ian-Ukrainian Alluvial Plain u a lilhole is 

characterized bJ a low pcpllaticn density (before the beginninq of 

CCl'l&t:ructial of the 01emobyl • A&S, the averaqe JX'P>l•ticn density in the 

ngial in question was approximately 70 people per Jcm ) • 

At the beginning of 1986, the totAl p=p1l •tion in a lo-k.U.c:mwter zcne 

a.rwnd the MS ammted to abalt 100 th::IUsard people, of wban 49 t.hausand 

liwd in the city of Pripyati, located w.t of the ~ Mnitary---- . -
protecticn zcne of the AES, wu.l.e 12.5 t:bcalAnd Uwd in the nqicnal 

canter, the city of Olemobyl •, located 15 km to the llCIUtheut of the AFS. 

1.5.2. Descriptioo of the MS Areas. ml Ita Stl\JCt:mU 

'!be first phue of the Qwrncbyl' AES, oe»'io.c! of two p:Mer units witl\ 

RBMK-1~0 reactor&, WU milt in th& s-ricd of 1970-1977, m5. ccnauuction . 
of two p:Mar wlits of a Moord phase was catpleted at the ... aite by the 

ez¥! of 1983. 

Consb:Uction of ailQtbar two power uni.ta with nact:ora of the..., kind 

(the thizd phue of the MS) wu begun 1.5 km ICIUtheut of this aite in 

1981. 

© '1'o tbe 80Utheut of the AES •it.a, right in the valley of the Pripyati 

Jliwr, a 111ater ccolin9 pon4 wu b.iilt with mu.. of 22 m2
1 the pni 

provides ccol.in3 of t:mbina ccndenaers m! other hMt excblnger8 of the 

firat four pcwer units. 'l1w ncaal ntain1n; i..v.i of wt.er in tba ccoling 

pcnS vu adcpted u 3.5 a below the gre4in; ..m of tha MS •it.a. 

-
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'1W high-capacity cooling towers (a hydraulic load of 100 thcu.sand m /h 

each), WU.ch can q>erate parallel with the cooling pend, are being b.lilt as 

part of the thiJ:d phaae of the MS. 

'l'o the west and north of the site of the first a aeccnd pbues of the 

MS ia the area of tbe CCNtiuction bue and the .upply department. 

1.S.3. Data on the Nmber of hr.amial at the MS 

Site During the Accident 

'Dlm8 were 176 duty q>erating penamel and, aho, otbE wxkers of 

~ioua shops and repair ..rv:ices at the •ita of the first and wxn:l phuea 

) of the ~1 • AES an the ni9ht of April 25 and 26, 1986. 

In addition, 268 CCl'l8UUct.ion wxtcera and aammblera wxe 'WDridng on 

the night shift at the site of the thim phase l')f the MS • . 
1.5.4. Informatial About the F.quipnent at the Site 1IU.cb Operated 

Together With the l>anlaged leactor ard Abait. tbe lquipl9nt 

Used in the Proculi of the OITerccaing the Accident 

Consuucticn of the O\eJ:nc:bjl • AES is c:arrW cut in -pbue1, whid\ Md\ 

ccnsiat of two pow8X' \lllita and bave special wt.er purificatim 91stana 

0 CClmDn to the two units and have mpecial water plri.fic&ticn syatms ™' 

-

l 
I 
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to the bo units aid auxiliary •uuetures am the induat.rial site 1iihich 

include: 

- storage for liquid and .olid radio.active wutea1 

- cpen cliatribltor devioea1 

- gas equipnentJ 

- back-up cli ... l venerator IQMr plAntaJ 

- hydraulic engineering am other •tzuct:una. 
'1be atoraqe for liCllid racUoactiw wastes, milt u put of the li8CCbi 

~ of the us, ia 1ntermd for,~ and ~ ~ of liquid 

r- •toactive wast.ea arriving in operaticn of the thUd and fourth uni.ta and 

for collectial of water fran operaticnal flu9hing and iu rtJOCNerY for 

repzcceaaing. Liquid radioactive wastes pus f%an tba Min b:::uin9 by 

pipelines laid en the bottcm level of a 9C4ffolc1, while tl1e 901.id 

radioactive wastes cam to·the storage by the tap corridor of the IC&ffold 

by electric UUCk&. 

A nitrogen-axygen •ta.ti.en is intended for ~tiafyiaj the nMC!a of the 

thU:d and fourth uni ta of the AES. 

1'he gas equipaant is Jl8ISe up of~' electxolyaia, balim\ and 

0 .. Pl tank equipnent intended for pmvWng the third and fouith units of 

the MS with carp:eaMd air, bydxogen, beli\ID and ugcn. Jeceiwra for 

storing nitrogen and hydrcgen are loc4t.i in q.n ..... 

A mck-up diesel power plant Ula) ia an ~ ~ llQm)e 

of electric power for ayatma bpm:ant to tha Afety of .-ct\ unit. bwe 
"" " 

-~l ~tors with a unit paw8Z' of S.5 IM ware instAll.ec5 en each~ of -the third and fourth uni.ta. Intemec'iate and bue diMel fuel dtlpOta, pmp 

.. 

-! 
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transfers of fuel, and mm-gency fuel and oil drainage tanks are included 

for ensuring cperatian of the R>ES. 

~ acurce of the technical water supply for the third and fourth units 

ia the coolin:i pond. 

"- water ' "' the circulatial JU1fi> bcwle, Md.ch is unified for the third 

and fc::mth unita, is fed into a delivery tank, frail Wdd1 it paa&es by 

gravity flclW into the tmbine CCl1denM:ra. 

Separate water wrka of the dlizd am fc:mth unita are includm for 

s lying t.echnical water to ~t uaera who nquire an uninten:uptacl 

) water .upply. A back-up power suwly frm clieMl qenarator& is available 

0 

for these water wmks. 

All fem' power unit.a.of the firat and seoc:n5 Pla&e• and auxiliary 

systml& and industrial area facilities involved with their J'lOmal operation 

~ WMtc.ing al April 25, 1986. 

-. 
• t 

~ 

I 
' 
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OW'l'£a 2. OIR.KJl.OOY OF 'DIE D~ Cf' THE NXD>ENl' 

'ftw Cbernobyl' Powupl.ant No. 4 was p.it into cperaticn in December, 

1983. By the time of stopping of the plant for a medh111 repair', WU.ch was 

plamwd for April 25, 1986, the active zaw oantainad 1659 TYS with an 

averaga tmnup of 10.3 11t1 day/kIJ, 1 DP am 1 unJoede' c:hannal. '1he main 

part of the TVS (75') .xe cartridgea of the first loading with a blmu.p of 

12-15 * dAy/klJ. 

Testa of turbcgenerator No. 8 in a xuncut .ma with the wxiliery 

·'J ccnsmptJ.ai load only intemal nMda wre pl.arad just befan .topping. '1'he 

purpose of these teata wu to experimantally YKify the poull>illtiea for 

using mat.aJBnical inlrt.i& ~ of the xot.or of a tmbcgenerator dieccn

nected frCJn 8temQ 8\JWlY I• j.n order to genllr&te electricity fgr mJXiliuy 

Jmtora what may be required if the tunxqenarator is diaccxmectec.\ f1'aa an 

electric grid. '1'hi.a m:de ia uaed in cne of the aubaystmlB of the high-speed 

aystm for &llU9ClCY cooling of the reactor (SM:lt) • Wi~ the proper Older l 
of perfmmance of the teat.a and additional aafety _.suru, tha perfoz:manoe 

of teats of this kind ma working AES ws not pr;dUbitad. 

Such tests bad alrudy been perfara.s prwioualy at this 81:.atian. It 

.-. utabllahad at that tim that the voltage en the 99M0tor b18•• drop& 

much before tha aac:hanical (inertia) 11Wxgy of tha rotor in mnning dawn. 

Jn the teata llC:heClu1ed for April 25, 1986, the ue of a aped.al syata to 

a:nt:rol ngulat.or of the magnetic fie14 of the gmerator, vb1ch wa t.o have 

e.Umina.t-1 this ahort:allling, ma planned. acw.ver, the "liz1d.ng Program of 

'1'ut8 for T\ld:x:lgenerat.cr No. 8 of the Cblmcbyl • MS• :l.n accozdancil with 
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,.m!ch the tests were to have been ocrducted wu not prepared and approved in 

the prcper way. 

'1he quality of the progrmn proved l.CM; the 8eCtion on safety measures 

included in it was Clelrl>Oaed p.irely as a matter of foan. (It pointed cut 

only that in the pxccus of teata, all switching ill dale with the 

authorization of the •tat.ion llhift director; in case of develqment of an 

..rgency aituaticn, all perscnnel 11USt act in acoomance with local 

inauuctionai and 'just before the beginning of the teat.a, the teat ]Mder -

an electrical enginMr, who is not a apecialiat en nactor inatallAticn.s -

briefs the watch en duty.) In addition to the fact that the programs 

J eaentially included no addit.i.cMl afety amuures, it prucribed 

diaengaging the systan for t11m9ency cooling of the reactor. 'ftlia meant 

that ~t the period of the tests, i.e., about 4 hours, the Mfety of 

the reactor appear& to have been lowered. significantly. 

On the atrenqth of the fact that the propar attenticn wu not devoted 

to the Mfety of these test.a, the persamel wa not reedy for than and did 

not know about the possible Clangers. In lldditim, u me will be able to 

Me fran what follow&, peraamel deviated fran c:arxying Q1t. the P%0CJrBm, 

f rel7j creatinq the ccnditia\S far de'Yelapmnt of an mergency aituatia'I. 

'!tie personnel started to nduat the p::Mer output of the reactor, which 

had been operating at nauinal par-tars, at 1 aOO '1 an April 25, and at 

1105 JM turbogenarator No. 7 (TG No. 7) was cU.8ocnnected fmD the CJrid at a 

reactor thezmal autplt of 1600 Mi. '1"be electric pcMer aupply for the 

r 
• 

• 

I 
~ 
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auxiliaries (4 main caoling p.mps, 2 feed water pmps) was transferred to 

the blsMS of turbogenerator No. 8. 

'J.be SliOR was disengaged fran the JIMP'l's at 2:00 ff4 in accordance with 

the teat program. However, tak1nq the wU.t cut of cpsraticn w.s delayed 

~to a request fxm the dispatcher cent.xe. Operaticn of the plant 

ccntinued at this time with a diaenga«i)ed S1IDR in violation of the 

regulations. 

The tuxb1:>9enerator was continued at 11:10 PM. In accordance with the 

o· test prcqram, the rwx:JUt of the generator with a load of the plant 

auxiliaries was to be conducted at a reactor power of 700-1000 IM (thaz:mal). 

However, with diHnCJA9ment of the IM (tocal autanatic ccntrol) systan, 

which was neceasa.ry for operaticn of the reactor at a low plWU' output, the 

operator wu not able to el.iminate the inbalance of the muurment part of 

the AR (autanati.c regulator) which developed quickly enough. As a result, 

the power dropped to a level below 30 Iii (themal). Only by 1:00 »1 on 

April 26, 1986, did the per.amel manage to stabilize it. at a level of 200 

IM (thez:mal) • In couaae..""tion with the fact that ·k~i£&'1 ''d£ the 

0 
_"4C'tor continued during thi• period, further raising of tlw plWU' was 

nmered difficult due to the llllall q.rating nactivity margin, which WU 

9Ubatantially below the required leVel by this 11D11Bnt. 

Nevm'theleas, it wu decidac! to perfom the tests. At 1103 and 1107 

M, Git> DDre main codJ.ng pmp, ana fran eadl aide wre qaged in ac5ditia'l 

to the six p.mps which had been operating, 110 that after the end of the 

experiment, in which four pmps were to operate to support the runOut mode 
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of cperation, four p.irrps '°'1ld ranain in the forced circulation loq> (ICl"PT) 

reliable cooling of the active zaie. 

Since the wactor p:Mer end, oon.aequently, the hydraulic naistanoe of 

the active wne and the JQel's were substantially below the planned l8vel and 

all the eight pmps ,. -e in '-. "'.'&ticn, the total flClllli rate thnJu9h the 

reactor increased to (56-58) x 10 m"' /h and the rate in regard to an 

Individual pmp increued to 8000 m'l/h, vhich is a violaticm of the 

operating regul.aticms. Buch a lllCde of cperation ia prddbited due to danqer . 
·' . 

of intenupticn of the pmp ope.raui:n and the poaaibility of davelopnent of 

"ibraticas of the main feed water lJnes as a z:uult of cavitation. 

comecticll of the additiCNl pmps and the increue in the water flow rate 

thrcugh the reactor caused b'J this result-.ad in a decreaM in steam 

generation a d.rcp in the f~ pressure in the meparatar• w changes in 

other parmeters of the reactor. 'l'he operators tried to maintain the 

foll.owincJ basic reactor parmreter• 11W1ually: the steam pl'UWl"e and the 

wt.er level in the M!p&r&tars however, they were not able to aa:aspllsh this 

fully. Dips in ataam pressure b'J O.S-0.6 MPa and dipe in the water level 

below the ~ point were cbauved in the separators during this 

·dod. In o%der to avoid shutdown of the reactor under llUCh CXl'ditims, 

0 per80Mel bl~ the ~ pxotecticn aignala in ngud to theae 

pe.ranetera. 

Memlmile the nactivity of the reactor CCl'ltinued to drop al.owly. At 
~---- - -

1:22130 AM, the operator nat:.imd en the print.cut of the prog1a for q'1ick 

evAluaticn of the reactivity 1Mr9in reeene that the cperating nactivity 
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111ar9in wu at a value requiring shutdown of the reactor. Nevertheless, this 

did not stq> the personnel, and the tests began. 

At 1:23:04, the shutdown ocntrol valves (SRK) of turl::logenerator No. 8 

ware cloaed. '1be reactor ccnt.imed operating at a power of al:xlut 200 floi 

(theDaal). 'lhe available ema:rgency protectJ.m for closing the SRK of the 

tMo tw:bogenerators No. 7 had been diMngaged during the aftexncon of ~ril 

25, 1986) vu blocked in order to have the poeaibility of npaating the 

tut, if the first atta'lpt pnwtd unsucceuful. 'ftlUs another departure bad 

'Win nde fran the tasting program, 11ttdch did not envisage blocking the 

0 · ema:rgency protection of the reactor with nspeet to diwlgaganant of two 

turbogenerators. 

A sl<M increase in power began sase time after beginning of the test. 

At 1123: 40 the ahift JlllUW381' of the; plant gave the 1XUMnd to press 

pushbutton AZ-5, an a signal fran which all ccntrol roda and amrgency 

protection rods are in&ertad into the active zme. 'lhe rods wnt ct:iwn, 

althouqh inpct& were heard, and the operator uw that the ab&orber rods 

.opped without raachiilg the bottan ends. '1'hen be cut off the Mnedrive 

0 couplings, so that the rods fell into the act.iw zaw 17J their own weight. 

According to the evidence of witneuea 1ltX> wxe outaide the fQlrth 

plant, blo explosiaw were heard, cna after another, at 11241 9Cllle kind of 

hot fragments and mparka flew up above the fairth plant, .am of WU.ch fell 

m the z:oof of the turboge.nerator roan and started a fire. 
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QW"l"ER 3. ANALYSIS CF THE PKCESS OF '1'11£ m:vEl.OPMENl' C»' 'mE 

ICCIDENl' ~ A M1mi09alo.L KDEL 

tft'8 •Skal.ll11 centr&lized mcnitoring ayatem (S'l'sK) of the lUHt-1000 

:reactor includes a prggram for di.agnostic reco%ding of paraneters (l)~) , 

aocording to WU.ch several hundred analog and discrete parameters are 

examined and atawd periodically with a specified cycle (the JDinim.ml cycle 

tine i• 1 •>· 

In connect.ion with perfOl:IMnee of the teats, only t:hoM par-ter• 

tmi.ch were important fran the p:>int of view of analysis of the result. of 

the teats beillg perfcmmd ware recorded with high fnquency. 'l'herefore, 

recmsU'Ueticn of the proecaa of developnent of the accident waa perfcmned 

by calculation an a mathanatical lllCdel of the p:iwer unit with the UM not 

only of printouts of the DRm program blt also of Wadinga of inst:t\mlll!nta 

and the resul ta of questiaiing of pena\nel. 

An integral mathanatic&l m:>del of a p:iwer unit with an RBMK-1000 

0 r~ -'1:01', realized by CCl1p.lter in Ral time, was Wied for prori41ng 

accelerated analysis of variaticms and versial& of the .-rgency aituatial 

in questim. Dependenoes of reactance on the atMID ccmtent and lllDYllD8llt of 

the ~~ber rm. wre defined eccarding to ruulta of calculaticms en 

diatdb.lted, incl.udi.n&J three-dimnsicnal, neut.ra.-phyaica del a. 

In cal.culatioo ROal8trUcticn of the proceaa of d8velc::pant of the 

accident, it was extranely inp'tant to make mre that the athematical 

-
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lll:>del of the power unit accurately describes the behavior of the xeactor 

and the other equipmnt and systems under just those conditia'lS making up 

the situation ju.st before 

the brealcdawn. As already mentioned in the previous aecticn, the reactor 

was operating in an unstable manner after 1:00 »I on April 26, 1986, and 

the operators ware introducing •cliat:urbancea• into the control object 

practically ccnt.inuou.sly for stabilizing ita paranetara. 'nds mde it 

pouible t.o caspare actual data recorded with adequate reJ:lability by 

ncom.ing devices t.o data cpt:ainad in JUDerical aimlaticn for quite a 

,arge time interval under various effects on ~ reactor installation. 'l'he 

ccnpriaon results proved quite satisfactory, which attaata t.o the adequacy 

of the mathematical Bldel and the real object. 

In order to present the effect of prehlltory on the character of . 
developrent of the accident more clearly, we shall analyze the caJcnJatian 

data beginning fran 1:19:00 AM, i.e., 4 minut.es before the beginning of the 

tut with rundown of the '1'B (Fig. 4.). 'l'h1& aammt is CCllVenient in that 

the operator began one of the operations for replenial'llent of the separator 

drums (the seoood Since 1:00) I which int.rcdw:ed atronq disturbances into 

+he regulat.icn object·. At this manent, the DRm prcq%ml nooxded the 

0 posit.icns of rods of all three ARJ i.e., the initial cxnliticma for the 

calo1l•t.ion were clearly recorded. 

'1be operator began nplenislmmt of the Mpllr&tor dNDB to awid 

allowing a dip in the water level in thlm. He ~ in maintaining the 

level in 30 a, having il1creued the flow rate of ~at.er by a factor of 

1110re than 3. '1be operator appanntly decided not ally to maintain. the 

water level but to raiae it. Therefore, he ccntinued increasing the water 
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flcr.i i-ate, and it exceeded the original flow rate by a factor of 4 in just 

~t a minute. 

As aoon as colder Wiit.er fran the separating drmls reachad the llCti ve 

~1 8taanl ;enera\ios) 1-=r.u.4 not:icubl)', GMWi.ng A decrease in the 

vol.metric stamn cc:ntlrl4t, which ruulted in 111C1Vment of &l.l the AR reds 

~· In about 30 e they merged at the top eds, and the operator was 

~cad to •he1p• di8' with manual conttol roc!a, thereby recb:iilg the 

~ating reactance~R&eJ:Ve. (1'hi.8 cp&ratian WU not recorded in the 

-,·. · 't&tial log, bl'b it wculd have been Ulplssible to maintain power at a ) ~ 

• 

la'vel of 200 K-1 i.ithwt it.) '1be opemtor, having aoved the nnual rods 

W• achievad n.xmpmsation, and cne of the CJIOUPS of AR rods was lowerecl 
~- . 

~ 1.8 Jll. 

"111e deo'.:cease in steam generation led to a small pressure dec::reaae. 

After abc:J!t~ a minute, at ls19:S8, a bigh-speed reOuctia\ davice (BRO-IC), 

thrwgh /bi.ch steam surpluses were nlea&ed into the~. was cloaed. 

'lbis F,.aoted aane decrease in the mte at which the pressure was dropping. 

JbleV ..r, the pressure cxntinued to ~ slowly up to the beginning of the 

test. It changed by Dm"e than 0.5 .MPa durinq this period • 
• ........ " ••• •.If"" ~ •.• ·; ' 

~ rr~~f ~ ~- ~. ~ielt!s of releues of 8l181'9Y an4 the 

p&iticu of an st- '.Mit-~ JCda was obtained Q'l the ·Skala· 8Talt at 
' , : ~.: .• ~ ~ \ ~ I : • It~· c '· • '. ~·. ·t ~ . 

1&2~:~P,~. ~ ~f~ ~ '*1l ~ ·~ ·~ together• the C4lculated and 
. . . .- . .... . ' •. -~ .. ; .· . . .. 
~ated .,eu~ ;~14· !1t just tlii• lllJIB\t • 

• . :· .: .. :: -~ ._· ''l \ : •. . : . ~· . ~ i ~· . . . .: · .. :' . 

.. -~ . 
~ overall c:tm'acteristic.:- of the nwtrcn field at this aanant were 

~ . . . ', ... , ·. : ~ . 

u toiiowi~· ·~t wU Factically uched in a ndialazinutbal dinct.ia\ and 
• it • • • .. • .. , • 

• ; . ". . . • .. !.• ~ 

~aked, :on the average, in reigai:d to height, with a higher release 

.. 

• 
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of enerw in the top sectia\ of the active zcne. SUc:h a field cllstribltion 

is 

quite natural for the •ituation of the reactor: a depleted active zcne, 

alm::>st all. the regulation J:Cds up, a wl\118tric ateam ccntent significantly 

hiqher in the top part of the active zcne than at the bottan, ccntaminaticn 
tJa 

with Xe higher in the central .parts of the reactor than in the peripheral 

parts. 

'1'he reactance ruerve mncunt:erf t.o ~- total of 5& b rtds at 1: 22: 30. 
"."'~ 
...; 'lb.is value was at leue two timB l.oar than the miniDun ac.ceptable reserve 

established by technical ~ating regulaticns. '1'le reactor wu in an 

unusual, nooregulation condit.iCX'l, and for evaluating the .ubMquent 

developrent of event.a, it. was extrmely inp)rtant t.o detm:lldne the 

diffuent.i.Al efficiency of red» for ngulaticn and ~gency prot:ectioo in 

real nwtron fields and the fission c:hAracteristica of the actiw ZC11e. 

!Ulerical analysis indicated high aensitivity of the error in determining 

the efficiency of the J.'8gUlaticn rods t.o the error in :raccNtruct.icn of the 

vertical field of releases of enerqy. If cna takes into ACCOUDt in 

additioo that at suc1'l l<M pcwar lavela (about 6-7') , the ml&ti• field 

. 
the need for analyzing an_ extrmely large mrber of calculatim veraiana to 

uoertain the reliability or inaccuracy of 1C1De veraicn ~ clear. 

'l'he reactor parmnetera wre cl.omest to stable for: the tina ped.cd in 

question by 1:23, and the tuta began. A minute befcxw this, the operator 

sharply reduced the feedwater flow rate, which occaaialed an increUe in 

tbe water tarperature at the inlet to the n.ctor with a delay equal to the 

• 

• 

• 
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time of passage of the heat-transfer JDed.im frao the aeparator dn1ll.s to the 

reactor. 

At 1:23:04 the operator closed the OK of 'ro No. 8 and began mndClwn of the 

t:uxbogenarator • Due to the decrease in the fiow rate Of steam fran the 

meparator dr\IDS, its pressure beqan to incraue slightly (at a rate of 6 

kPa/a, an the average). 'Dl8 total water flew rate thrCUJh the reactor 

began to drq> due to the fact that fcur of the eight G'hN were wcrking off 

the t:urbcgenerator Vdch wu •rwvUnq &Mn.• 

3 ~ 1ncreue in the •team pxeasure, cm the cne hand, anc5 the decrease 

0 

in the water flow rate through the reactor and lllJlo in the feedwater supply 

to the meperator dlUll&, oo the other, are CXllptting factors 'Which detexmine 

the vol\IQetric steam ccnu:nt and, ccnaeqwmtly, the power of the reactor. 

It aho.lld be mphasized in part.icWA:r that in the ccnditim at MU.ch the 

reactor arrived, a llllilll change in the power results in a aituatioo ~ 

the vollmltri.c at.um ccntent, 'Which directly influence& reactance, incxea&e 

JMnY times acre sharply than at naninal power. 'lbe cacpetitim of these 

factors led in the final analysis to a power increue. Just this aituation 

cculd be the cause for pressing b.ttton AZ-5. 

Puahtutt.cn M•S waa p:reued at 1:23140. Inaert.iCa of enmgency 

protectJ.cm reds began. 8'J this tima, the AR ioda, in partially 

c:::arpensating for the previcua 1ncreUe in p:Mer, wen a1mady loc&ted in 

the l:lottan part of the act.ive zale, ~the work of pencanel vi.th an 

unacceptably law cperating nactance naerve naulted in a aituatial where 

practically all the other abllarl:ler mis ware located in the tcp ee¢im of 

the active zme. 

• 

• 

• 
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under the c::ooditials ""11.ch had been created, the dismptions pemitted 

by the personnel xesulted in a significant decrease in 

the efficiency of the anerqency protectioo. The total positive reactance 

developing in the active zooe beqan to increue. After 3 a the power 

• ..,..,., 530 Iii, and the :runaway period cane to be auch leas than 20 s. 

'lbe positive •team effect of raactance pralDted deterioration of the 

aituaticn. Qlly the Doppler effect partially cx:q:iensated for the reactanoe 

intrm.lced at this tine. 

1'he continuing decrease in the water flew rate through the operating 

0 channels of the reactor under ocnditiona of an increase in power led to 

intan.&e ataam fcmnatian and then to a crises of ccnvective heat transfer, 

heating up of the fuel, its disint.egraticn, rapid boiling of the heat

transfer agent, into whi~ particles of disintegrated fuel were fallinq, a 

sharp increase in pressure in the operating channels, rupture of the 

channel• and a t.heJ:mal explosie11, MU.ch destroyed the reactor and part of 

the sttuctural cuaponenta of the building and led to the nlease of active 

f iaaioo prcducts into the envira'lnent. 

Disintaqratian of the fuel was aiml.ated in the matblmatical ncdel by 

0 a 8harp inCJ:aue in the effective heat-transfer .urface area, where the 

specific relea&e of energy in the fuel exceedec5 300 cal/9. At just this 

time, the preuu:re in the .cti.ve Zale incnued to the extet that. a sharp 

dacreue in_ the water flow rate fmn the G'hN occurred (the check valvea 

closed). 'lbis can be Mer\ clearly both fraa nsulta cbtair.s an the 

mathmatical a:del and fxan D8U\lr81118nt results noorded by the mm 

program. Rupture of the gperatincJ chamels al.cm led to putial . 
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reconstruction of the flow rates fran the G'l'sN, although water passed fran 

than into the reactor 

space as well as into the survivinq d\annels. 

"1he steam fcmnation and the &harp tq:erature increase in the active 

zcme created the Otllditions for ateam-zirccnim and other exthennic 

chanical reactions. Witnesses d:>l1e%Wld their iip'Eearance in the form of 

fireworks of flying bot and 91.cJwin9 fr~ta. 

A mixture of gases caitaining hydrogen and carbon llOnCDCide capable of 

thumal explo&ioo in mixinq with air oxygen WAS fQDllild as a result of these 

.. eact.ions. 'lhls mixing oculd occur after W'Uiealing of the nactor space. 



As the analysis preaented above dlm:ln&tratad, the accident at the 

fc:urth unit of the OlAfS bel.ong's to the class of accidents involved with 

intrcductian of excess zeactanc:e. The design of the reacticn installation 

included protection against accidents of this type with oansideration for 

the physical feablres of the reactor, including the positive ataam 

coefficient of nactAnce. 

'1Ml tedmical pmtection facilities include syataDB for cantrol and 

protection of the reactor against a power excess and a decraa&e in the 

0 nmaway paricd, bloc1c.inq and protection againSt malfuncticna or M.t:dli.ng 

;, the equipnent and systems of the power unit, and a systm for mmgency 

ocolinq of the xeactor. 

0 

Strict .nilea and an order for caiduct.ing the qierating prooua at the .. 
AES, defined by power unit operating regulations, were al.80 included in 

addition to the technical protection facilities. ~ta ccncemi.nq 

the W1a00ept.ability of a decreue in the operating reactance resuve belo-r 

30 rods are among the Jll)St ml.es. 

In the prooess of preparing for and caducting teats of a 

turbogenerator in a rUndcam BX3e with a lOld of syat.lm mxili•ries of the 

n'lit, the personnel diaenqaq.S a mmber of technical pmtectial dimvice& and 

violated the inportant CXllditiana of the operating regulatiais in the 

aect.ian of safe perfozlnance of the operating proceaa. 

!he table preaenta a llat of the 111>at dangucus violat.icn& of 

q>erating ccnditial& camd.ttm by perKm8l of the fcmth \mit of the 

alAES. 
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No. Violation Motivation JUW.ts 

l Decrease in the Attaq:>t to 9et ait &nerqency protection 
operareacta.nce of "icdine pit" of reactor pIOVad 
reserve ineffective • significantly below 
the aa:eptable value 

2 Power dip below Operator error in J.eactor proved to be 
value envisaqed by disengagment of I.AR in hard-to-control 
testing pi:oqran state • 

3 camecticrl of all FUlfillJrent of Tmprature of heat-
G"l'aN to reactpr with requirerients of transfer Ndiwn of 
exceeding Of fiCM tastin:J program IOG'l's cane close to • 
rates established by Aturation 
regulations in •' t:mptratw:'e . ·-
regard to individual 
Ql'aN 

3 
' Bl.oc:kiB3 of nactor Intenticn to repeat loss of possibility 

protect.icn an signal experiment with of autanatic 
for amtdown of two disengagement of '1'G amtdawn of nact.or 
'ro if necessuy 

5 Bl~ of Attenpt to conduct Protectioo of 
protection in regard tests despite reactor in ngard to 
to water level and Wl&table operatial theJ:mal "paraneters 
steam pressure in of reactor was diaen9Aged 
separator dNll 

6 Dimengagment of Attarpt to avoid IDss of possibility 
systan for f alae response of of reducing acal.e of 
protectim against SM'.>R durinq accident 
maxiJrum theoreticAl perf onrence of 
failure testing 
(disengagement Of 

SADR) 

0 
'l'he basic 1110tiw in the behavior of tha peracmel was the at~ to 

c:xq>lete the tests 1110re quickly. Violaticn of the eatabliahed mder in 

prepa:raticm for ar.s perfcmnance of the taata, violation of the testing 

program itself and careluanass in ccmtrol of the reactor inat&llaticn 

attest to inadequate wmrstAndinq en the put of the persmnel of the 
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fea~ of accarpli&hnent of operating processes in a nuclear reactor and 

ti:> Uwair lo&s of a eense of the danger • .,. : ~ ·. ,. . 

'n1e develope.rs of the reactor installatial did not envisage the 

crMtJ.on of p~iw Mfety ayat99 capable of prwant.ing an 

.xi.dent in the preaenoe of the aet of prtmedi.tated diversions of technical 

protactiai facilities aid viol.Atials of qierating regulatiCl\S \olhich 

occurad. •ince they CJDn&idered sud1 a Mt of events iqx:>&sible. 

An exu:mely iD:f.tCbable c:x:11t>lnatia\ of pmoer!ure violations and 

cprating cooditiCJIJS tolerated by pencmnel of the pcMer unit tma was the 

~i9inal caU&e o~:the &eeident. 

'nle acci,&ft took on catastJophic clinensions in connection with the 

tact that thF .. react.or was brcugl1 l7,,t tlle personnel to a conditiai llO 

contrary tc:regul.ations that the effect of a positive reactanee coefficient 

an the pc'f8r tuild-up was intensified sign.if icantly. 

~. . '"! ;.·!· ....... ·- .... _ .• -· 

-
! 

I 
! 

I 

... 
I 
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5. INITIAL ~ 'ro m::REASE NOCIZAR PClolER P1ANl' 

SAPmY Wl'm RBMK RE1CroRS 

A decisiat has been made to reset tm:minal breakers of ccnb:ol rods on 

woning nuclear power plants with EHi< react.ors such that in the cutez:m::>st 

p:>aitiCl'l all rods are inserted into the core to a depth of 1.2 m. '1'hU 

DBASUre increases the respoose efficiency of pmtectian and precludes the 

possibility of the 1111.ltiplicatim prcpertiea of the core fran increasing in 

its lower part wben the rod mcves fran the upper end piece. At the aane 

time a number of ab80%ber roda CXll&tantly in the core increues to 70 - 80 i 

this xedi1ces the steam void effect· of reactivity to an allowable value. 

is is a Urrp:>rary nasu.re and in the future it will be replaced by 

ocnverting Jao1lC reactors to fuel with initial en.riclm!nt 2.4\ and placing 

additional absorbers in the core which ensure that positive coast.down of 

reactivity not exceed ncre than one beta for any chanqe in coolant density. ,_ 

A mznber of 41dditicnal &iCJnAller& of the cavitatiCl'l resm:ve of reactor 

coolant p.mps and an autanatic system for carpitinq nacti.vity reserve with 

cutput of an esrergency reactor shutdown signal ~ the reMrVe drops below 

a given level are beii19 installed. 'ftwse meuures have a 8Clll8What adverse 

0 effect cm eocnanic indicators of nuclear power plants with RE!MK, bit 

guarantee the necesa.a.ry ufety. 

In additicn to technical amuures m:ganizatiaW. emu to strengthen 

plant discipline and increa• cperatinq quality am being ~l.amnted. 

• 

• 
• 
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6. PREVENl'ING DtvWJPMfNI' CF AN MXmENr AND Rf.JXX:ING rrs ~ 

6.1 Fire Fightinq oo a Nuclear Power Plant 

'!be primary task after a reactor accident was to CXlltrol the fire. 

As a result of explo&icna in the reactor an ejection of core fragrrent& 

heated to high terparature mto the nx:wes of certain blilclin9s of reactor 

sectia1 MrVioes, tha deaerator, •tack and t:mbine roan more than 30 fires 

were started. ~ to damage to iJ'ldividual oil linu, short circuits in 

lCt.rical cables and intense thama.l radiation fran the reactor fire foci 

"'8re foz:nad in the turbine roan above 'IG No. 7,in the reactor roan and the 

partially destroyed catplrtllents adjacent to it. 

At ane hcur 30 minutes, fire fighting units for nuclear p::Mtr plant 

protection fran the cities of Pripyat • and ~l arrived. 

n. to the direct threat of the fire spreading over the a:wer of the 

tw:bine man to the adjacent third unit and its rapid intensification, 

primary measure& were directed at el.im:inating the fire in this MCtor. 

0 ~..res arising within catprtnanta were fcught using fin exti.N;ruiahers and 

wide stat.iooary fire cranes. By 2 bcura 10 minutes moat of the fixes had 

been pit. cut en the roof of the turbine roan and by 2 bcura 30 minutes en 

the roof of the reactor b>i tdjng. By 0500 the fire had been p.it out. 

6.2 Estimating fuel cxnlitim after the accident 
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'nle accident led to partial destruction of the react.or core am 
c:arplete dest.ruc:tion of its cooling system. Unc!er these conditions, the 

state of the environnent in the reactor &haft was determined by the 

follcwinq processes: 

- residual heat nlea.&e of the fuel due to decay of fission pn:ducts 

- heat release due to different d1f'Dical reacticxl& takinq place in the 

reactor llhaft (hydrogen cari:lustim, grapii.te and zin'a\ian oxidation, etc.) J 

) - heat discharge fran tl"ae reactor &haft due to its cooling by flows of 

a~ic air through holes fomed in wled (before the accident) shells 

surtQUnding the C01'8. 

To solve the problem of preventing accident developnent and limiting 

its ccnsequenoes, during the first hcurs after the accident major efforts 

were devoted t.o estimatinq the fuel state and ita possible change as time 

passed. 'lo do this, the following analyses had to be dale: 

- estimate p:>Ssi.ble acales of melting (due to residual. heat zelea.&e) of 

0 fuel in the reactor shaftJ 

- atuc!y prooeases of the interaction of 111>ltan fuel with reactor 

at:rw:::tural materials and reactor abaft matarial.1 (IPletala, cx:n:rete and so 

forth), 

-

I 
I 
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- estimate the possibility of melting of a::ostructioo materials of the 

reactor and the shaft due to heat release frau the fuel. 

Initially oarputati.on& were dcne to estimate fuel state in the raactor 

abaft with allowance for leakage of fission p%1:)ducta (PD) depend1nq Cll time 

aince the accident began. 

Study of the dynamics of PD cli&c::harge fxan the reactor during the first 

few days after the accident atlOWed t.Nt tbe fuel ._..,.rature change as time , . . 

p--.sed was nam:motonic. It can be u&\lred that there were .everal at.ages 

0 in the t.arprature mode of the fuel. 'D18 fuel heated up at the instant of 

exploaicm. 'l'arperature est.imatial fran the moount of nlative leabge 

(fraction of the isotope diecharginq fran the fuel fxan its total ccntent in 

the fuel at a 9iven point m time) of iodine radimuclidea ahcwad that the 

effective tarperature of the fuel ranaining in the reactor tw.ldinq after 

the explosim was 1600 - 1800 x. During the next several dmen minutes, 

fuel tatprature dropped c:lle to release of hut t.o the grapute Rl:'UCt:U%e 

and reactor structures. 'l'hia led to a c!%op in leaUge of volatile PD fran 

the fuel. 

0 . 
Here it was considered that the lllD.Jnt of PD di.achu9e frail the reactor 

shaft was det:ez:miMd during this tine minly by proces•• of grapnte 

canblsti.Cll and associated procuau of migratian of f inaly diaperlNld fuel 

and PD intza1uoed into the grapdte by the .a:ident mcploai.Cll in the 

reactor. SUbeequently, the tenptrature of the fuel due to residual heat 

releue began to riae. Aa a rewlt, lWJ199 of volatile radicnuclldes 

(inert ques, iodine, tellurim, msiml) fJ:aD the fuel inr:reued. With the 

• 

' ' • 

• 
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subsequent taq;erature increase of the fuel leakage of other so-called 

nonvolatile radimuclides 1:>e9an. By 4 - 5 May, the effective tetp!rature of 

the fuel ranaining in the reactor wlit atabilized and then beqan tD drop. 

'Im results of theoretical an&lyses of fuel atate are shewn in Fig. 5 

1l4U.c::h lists results which characterize residual radionuclide content in the 

fuel and also the tmperature change of the fuel with allowance for leakage 

of PD frail it depending on the time aince the accident began. 

1 - maximm\ fuel tarperature cannot reach its neltinq pointr _, 

- the PD 8118t9es on~. the fuel cin::uits in batches; this can lead aU.y 

to local heatup on the fuel-envi.roment bcund.ary. 

'Dl8 PD escaping frm the fuel fall on s~l and other materials 

aurrcunding the reactor in the reactor unit aocoxding to condensation and 

precipitation tarprature& of the fuel. Here radicmuclidea of lc:ryptcll and 

zenal escape fran the reactor unit a.lDDst cc:mpletely, the volatile PD 

(iodine, c:eailn> to 8CJle extent and the others nr.iain alm:ist entirely within 

0 the reactor building. 

1t1Us the enerqy of the PD is 4iuipated throughcut the whine of the 

reactor unit. 

I 
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As the result of these factors melting of the medim aurroonding the 

fuel and fuel DDYenent beoa1e of lo.1 probability. 

6. J. Limi.tin9 the Accident Qmsequenoes in the Raact:or Core 

'Jhe potential of cx:noentrating part of the m:>lten fuel am establishing 

cxn:litiCllS far fm:matim of critical mus and a aelf~t:aining chain 

nactim required measures against this danger. In edlliticn, the destroyed 

reactor was a 80m'C8 of aniasims of a larqe mount of ndioactivity into 

:) the envi.roment. 

Jmnediately after the accident, an attmpt was IMde to remce the 

tmp.rature in the reactor ahAft. and prevent CXld::lustia1 of the C)raphi.t.e 

atn1ctW:e using mergency-and auxil~ feedwater pmp to auwly water to 

the core space. 'l'hi.s attarpt was unsuccessful. 

Inmedi.Ately one of t\oD decisioos had to be made: 

- Localize the focus of the accident by fillin9 the reactor shaft with 

0 heat clischazging and filtering lllilterials; 

- AllcM oarblstion pR)08Ase& in the reactor abaft to end naturally. 

'l'he first apticn WU taken lince in the leCald thl danger Of 

radioactive damage to cx:insiderabl.e areas with the thraat to the health of 

the p-p11ations of luge citiea aroee. 
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A group of specialists in military heliccpters began to drop boroo 

carpamds, dolanit.e, acmi, clay and laid onto the damaged reactor. Fran 

27 April to 10 May alm>st 5000 tons of materials ware mopped, DDSt fran 

28 April through 2 May. As a result, the reactor Wft was OOl7ered by a 

layer of lcoae mas& ..mich intensely abaorbad aaroeol particles. By 6 May, 

the cliacharqe of radJ.oactivity CM_, to be a major factor, having dropped 

to aeveral ~ and by the em of the llalth dozens of curies per hour. 

At the Ml'lll tine, the p.tablElll of reducing fuel beatup wu aolvad. To reduce 

tmpratu.re and C»C.Y99Xl ocnoentratim nitrogen fran a cc::apreuor atation was 

ment into the space under the reactor 8haft.. 

) 8'j 6 May, the ~ature increase in the ructor abaft stoppeCJ and 

began to drop due to fomation of a stable ccnvective air flow thJ:'cugh the 

core into the free a~e. As insurance against axt.rmely iq>robable 

(but possible during the first fflW daya after the accident) fail.um of the 

lower tier of structures, it was decided to inndiataly establish an 

art.ifici.Al heat discharge horizon under the buil4ilq fcundatial in the foxm 

of a flat heat exchanger en a CXl'lCrete slab. By the end of June the planned 

work WAS finished. 

Experience llhawed that. the decisiaia made were primarily the right 

l'J:a1l early May the ait:uatioo had largely abbilized. Deat.rcr.fed put.a 

of the reactor t:W.Mh\CJ were in lltable piticnll. '1t'8 ndiaticn aituatial 

following decay of the ahort. lived isotopu ~. '1'he axpo9UX9 nte was 

single roent:'Jens per bcur in c:aiprt:nents Ullder the reactor, in the tw:bine 

xoan and control panel ~ta. Eac,ape of radioactivity fmn. the unit. 

-I 
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into the at:m::J&i:here was due mainly to wind entrail'lnent of aerosol&. '1'he 

radioactivity of the mleases did not exceed dozens of curies per day. 

Tsperature cxn:litions in the reactor 8haft were stable. MaxiJutl 

~atures of various sectialS were several hwldred deqraes c with a 

steady trend towuds dropping at a rate of roughly O. 5 degrees c per day. 

'l"he lower al.ab of the reactor &haft had been pre&el'Ved and fuel was 

localized mainly (rcughly 96') in the reactor 8haft an in a::aprtmmta of 

steam water and lower steam aervice lines. 

6.4 Measures at First-'lhlrd Blocks. 

!JM foll.Mng maasures were taken on the first - third blocks after the 

accident an the fourth bloc.k: 

-
- 'l"he first and aeoolid blocks were abut down at 0113 hcura and 0213 

hcurs on 27 AprilJ 

- 'l"he third block MU.ch was closely c:amected to the cSamaged fourth 

block but hardly wffered at all fran the explosion was shut down at 0500 

hairs oo 26 AprilJ 

- First. - thi%d blocks were prepared for prolcmged cold &b.lt&Mn1 

- ~ nuclear power plant equipnent follawinq the accident was ahifted 

into the cold reaerve at.ate. 

'lbe first - thizd bl.cck.s and IXJWBr plant equiprent ware c:hec1ced by a'l

duty perlCIMel. 

-

~ 
r 
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Considerable radioactiave ccntaminaticn of aquipent and ~ts 

of the first-third power plant blocks was caused by entry of radiOilctive 

substances thorugh the ventilatial system which ccntinued to operate for 

sare tine after the accident. 

Individual MCtians of the turbine roan had major radiation levla since 

it was ocntaminated thr'c:uJh the destmyed roof of the third block. 

A goverrmant cx:mni ttae waa usi9J18d to organize deoontaminatial and 

other operation& ca the firat - third uni.ta. 'D1e objective was t.o prepare 

the units for startup and opera~; 

Decontaninaticn was done using special aolutioos. '!heir o:a1\C1&it.ion 

} wu selected with all.owance for the material to be washed (plastic 

carp:unds, atael, cx:mcrete, various coatings), the nature and level of 

surface ccntmninatial. 

After deoontaminaticm, qanrna radiatim lwels dropped by a factor of 

10-15. Jadiatim dose rate for carputnents of the first aid MCCn:i units 

in June was 2-10 DIR/hr. 

Final deoontmlinatica and stabillzaticll of the radiatioo aituatial oo 

the first - third units can be ensured ally after cxq>letinq daocntmdnation 

() oo the mclear power plant grounds and mthballing the ~ unit. 

6.5 Monitoring end Diagncn.ics of the Ccndition of the Ollnaged out. 

Diagnostic ineasurenmnts Jlllde it possible to mol.ve the foll.c:Minq main 

prcblans: 

- establish reliable aadtoring of fuel DDYmmtJ 

-

t 

' 
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- detenni.ne contamination scales oo terrain adjacent to the powe.r 

pl.anti 

- esti111ate scales of damage and carry Dit dosimetry within the unit, 

detemina the potential for ~ in undamaqec! oarpart:ments; 

- detexmina d.istribltion of fuel, fi.ssial products and others to 

generate raw data for design of l'IDthballinCJ facilities. 

~primary neasunaenta JllOnitoring of reactor state frail the air wa.s 

set- up together with estimaticna of the radiation aituatioo m the plant and 

) uauld it. ~tion measurerrents, photographs o~ the damagm reactor 

bli.lding and its cellp:lnents in infraxed radiation were &me frail helicopters 

and the chesni.:al ccnp:>Si ti.on of gases di8charged fxtlt'I the aactor abaft was 

anal:yzed1 a n\J'llber of other neasuratents were also taken. After it was 

established that carpartmants and equipient had sw:viwd in the lower part 

of the reactor tuilding, it became possible to take Wt.ial na.surments and 

inatall Hte:[9ency mcnitoring inst.nnenta. Fir•i; ~ing ~ta to 

measure neutral flux, 9azrma radiation do• rate, t.mperature and theDllill 

flew were aet up in the drained pressure suppression pool. ~ture 

11 mring equipmnt was aet up a1 a ndunl:Sant buia. Bvaluatim of the 

J situaticn in the preslJUt'e suppressicm pool ~ the ab8ence of any 

irmaliate danger of structures aelting thralgh. 'lhia c:cnfi.xmd the safe 

a:nSitic:m for wr:k to establiah a lower protective slab. 

'D\e ouerall nea.surement. strategy ws as fol.laws: 

- Doaimetric and visual xeoc:maiasance within the damaged unitr 

-
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- Radi.anet.ric and visual cbsenation fran helicopters; 

- Measurement of the m::>st inp:>rtant parameters (radioactivity, 

tmperature, air flew) in &ulViving at.tuctures and accessible carpartments. 

Primary measuraqent efforts at the init.i.&l at.age were directed at 

chacking possible m:::weaent of fuel downward. 

Solutial of diagnostic pmblans becane catpli.c:ated for the follCMing 

- ~s fran sensors "4U.ch nay have sw:vived were not acoaasible to 

) persamel; 

0 

- Informatial on the atate of CXllplrtllenta and the racliatial aituation 

in them was limited. 

At the next. ataqe lcx::aticns of fuel diacharge fran the J:eactor abaft in 

the b>ilding had to be d"1:eJ:mi.ned and its ~ture and heat c:ut:put 

cxmditicns estimated. 

'l'o aolve this prc:blem, traditional. doaimetric Dethcds were Wied, and 

tViving pipelines for delivering lllBUUJ:ment prd:Jea were cpenad. As a 

ruult, fuel c:liatrib.iticn within the bll.lding wu largely establlahed. 

1'tle tmpen.ture in ~ta W'lder the reactor did not exceed 45 

mgreea c beginning in June1 thia indicated good hMt output. 

Monitorilv;J and diaCJn09tic aethods wue refined with allowance for this 

infonnatian. 

-
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6.6 Deocntami.natioo of the Nuclaar Power Plant Site 

During the accident radioactive materiAls were diacharged over the 

plant grwnds and fell onto the roof of the turbine roan the roof of the 

thizd unit, and net.al pipe supports. 

~ grounds of the plant, wall.a, and l'OOV88 of the buildirlqs had 

calSiderable ccntaminaticn due to precipitaticn of radioactive aerosols and 

r•cUo.cative d.u&t. c.cntmninaticn of the CJJD1ld was ncn-unifcmn. 

'1'o radw::le clisperaicn of racUoactive dust Cll the grounds, roof of the 

turbine nx:m building and ahculden of mads went treated with different 

(} : '.yaerizing soluticns to atabilize upper 9011 layers and PEeclude dust 

formation. 

'.\ 

'1'o establish conditims for oarprehensiva deccrltaminatia\ operations, ·-
the grcunds of the l'llClear power plant were divided into individual zones. 

Dacontami.natian in each zcne was done as foll.mm z 

- rtm:MU of trash and ccntaminated equipnent fran the grcunds1 

- decontaminatiCll of rooves and outside blil.d.ing surfaces1 

- rlllDVal of 5-10 an of aoil and hauling it in ccnt:Ainer& to the 110lid 

~ atoraqe pit of the fifth unit• 

- pl.acan!nt of oc:u:rete al.abs Cll the gmmd, if necessary, or clean 

moilr 

- covering slabs and unooncreted grounds with fil fcmninq ocmpounds. 
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· Ae a result of carpleted measuxe•, the total gmma background in the 
; .,,. 

area pt the first wdt was reduced to 20-30 llfVhr. 'nli.s residual background 
;.·. 

,-. due minly to external sources (damaged wU.t) • 'fhi• irdicataa the 

~tive efficiency of decontamination of grCWlds and l:W.ldir¥Js. 

6. 7 1"'l9 TeDll Mothballing of the FClurth Unit 

Mcthballlng of. the fourth unit llhwld ensure noxmal radiaticn 

•ituat.i.cns cin the.~ territory and in the air as •ll u prevent 

escape of ra4io4Ctivity into the emircnlllnt. 

.. .. . . . 

.. 

-
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To lll)thball the wU. t the following structures shculd be erected. 

(Figs. 6 - 8): 

outaide protective walls along the perimater~ 

inside OCllCrete dividers in the turbine roan between the third and 

the fourth wU.ts, in wU.t "V" (Cyrillic Alphabetical equivalent our 

-c•) , and in the deaerator along the mrbine roan and Cl\ the side 

of the barrier near the tank •S1£>a•1 

netal divider in the turbine roan betwen the secaid and thlld 

W'lita; 

protective ccver aver the turbine roan, and in additim the central 

hall and other reactor cx:rrpart:nenta should be &ealed, the barrier 

near the tank ·~a· and cmprtments of the ~ Gl'sN for 

DDthballing the barrier CXXlCreted, and protect:ica establillhed 

against radi.atiai ai the reactor wU.t aide. 

'.ftle thickness of the protective ccncrete walls is 1 m and greater 

depending on designs and the radiation situation. 

'!here are two versions in the ventilaticn outline: 

open ocrif iguratioo with air pirificatial using aerosol f iltars and 

discharge into thlt atnmphere thrCUJh the cd.R.ing pipe of_ the 

ventilation centerJ 



0 
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.. Cloaed ca\fiquration tori.th heAt diachuge in a heat exc::han:.:ler 

located in ~ upper part of the vent.s volme, 'illhile maintaining a 

partial Vac\Ull in the t:uildlng volume VU.ch is ensured by exhaust 

of air fi:an the upper part Gf the volme and it.a d.i.&cha.rqe through 

filters and pipe iato the atmcsphere. 

'Dle a.forauentiawd cperatioos &'9 caJ:Ti.ed out u follows. 

1. cm the~ adjacent to the Ulit the .urface layer of aoilis rmaved 

on local teetialS uainq a special technique. 

~· 'lbe.-9rwnds are Cl:Xlcreted with the aurface leveled; this allows aelf

pq>elled cranes and other equipaent to m:we easily. 

3. '1'he roaves and walls of the l:uilding are decontaminated. 

Special polyner adhesive past.ea of varied CXJtpo&itim& are u88d in 

areas with high radiation. 

. .. 

5. ~ ~l ~.~ are erected 1llOrk i8 dcne to Mt up the main atructurea which 

~ catplete JllOthballing the the fourth unit. 
I' 

.... 6. 8. Decontaminatial of the 30-lm zcme 
.: ... ~, . 

.. ,. .· .· .. 
~ ~·J~ to econatd.c activity 

.. , :.; :·' ··~· . 
. . · . /·; 

., 
· .... :·. 11•1. 

I 

I 
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Major radioactive contamination of areas adjacent to the nuclear power 

plant made it necessary to JMke a nuntier of extrme decisiais regarding the 

establisment of controlled zooes, evacuation of population, prohibition or 

limitation on agricultural use of aoil and so forth. 

A decision was made to introduce three c:cntrolled zcmes: special, 10 

and 30 Jml. Strict dosimetric mcnitorinq of transport was set up and 

deca'ltamination points deployed in than. cm ZClle boundaries the wrW's 

were transported fran cne Dede of transport to others to reduce transfer of 

radioactive aubstances. 

'Dle radiation situation within the 30-lcm zone will ccntinue to change, 

~Uy in reqia\S with a high gradient of 0cntaminaticll level.a. 

Radicnx:li.dea will be dramatically ndistriblted CNer lardscape elments 

accanling to relief c:hancteriatica. 'lbe questicn of xe-evacuaticn of 

pqiulation can be posed ally after the radiation situation has stabilized .. 
over the entire territory of the centaminated zone: tiurial of the fa.irth 

block, deoc:lltamination of the nuclear pcMer plant site, and atabilizaticn 

of radioactivity in areas with elevated ccntlminatian level. 

Beginning in J\me a ce11plex of hydraulic facilitiea began to be built 

to protect grcmvS water and surface water in the vicinity of the ~1 

plant fran oontaminat.ial, including: 

antifiltration wall in the aoil along the partial perineter of the 

nuclear power plant aite and drawdawn weU.J 

curtain of the coolant pcndJ 

c:utof f drainage curtain en the ri9ht bank of the Pripfat' 1 

I 

• 

• 
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intercepting drainage curtain in the SOl.lthiestern sector of the 

nuclear power plant; 

drainage water purification facilities. 

By this time, hued on caipleted estimates of the situation with 

regaxd to ccntaminaticn of the soil-vegetative cover of the 30-km zooe, 

special agritechnical and decontamination mauures were developed and 

iaplatented which made it possible to~ the contmninated earth to 
_, 

eqrocultu.ral Wie. 'l'hese neasures,. included: changing the traditional 

) m. acda of working the aoil in this region, u8e of mpeciAl cc:m:p:»sitials to 

suppress dust fomation, changing nethods of harvesting and handling the 

harvest and so forth. 

0 

7. H:mito:ring radioactive contaminatial of the 

cenvimment and the health of the pq:ulation 

7.1. Estimating aarcunt, cacp:>siticn and dynamics of fiasicn product 

release fran the damaged reactor. 

The following results were used as raw data far this estimates 

systematic at.udies of radionuclide CC!lp)sitim of uroilol unples 

collected above the damaged power plant unit fmn 26 April 1986 J 

analysis of precipitatim ADt>leaJ 

-
i 
;,.. 
t 
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systematic data fran nat.iooal. weather Btaticm measurments. 

Discharge of radionuclides Qltside the dmllged block of the Owmlobyl 

plant was a lcm; tez:m process consisting of &Wer&l. •tages. 

In the first stage dillper&ed fuel fran the damaged reactor was 

discharged. 'nle radionuclide at this •ta9e of eac:ape correspcn:Sed roughly 

to their CCDp:>Sition in the irradiated fuel, l::lut mlridwd with volatile 

nuclide• of icdine, tellurim, c:eai\1111 and inert gues. 

ln the aecxnS •tage, fran 26 April ~ 2 May 1986, the 1n1gnitude 

of diac:harge outside the damaged unit. decreaaed due to muurea taken to 

) prevent Wminq of the graphite and to filt.er tbe d.acharge. ~this 

period radicnuclide caip>aiticn in the diacharge was also near their 

cx:mv>•ition in the fuel. At this stage finely disperMd fuel wu 

di9cha.rqed fran the reactor by a fiCM of bot air and by CJraphite CXIDb1&tion 

. product.a. 

'Dle third stage of discharge is characterized by rapid increue in the 

mgnitude of fission product eacape beyald the reactor unit. In the 

predcminant entrainnent. of volatile caip:>nenta was cb&erved, in particular, 

iodine, w then the radionuclide cx:ap:>aiticn again epproached their· 

CXl!p)Sition in the irradiate fuel (en 6 May 1986). 

J 'l'his was due to heating of the fuel in the core to tarprat:ures 

exOMding 1700cC by residual beat :releue. As a result of the uapratme 

dependent Jnigratial of fusion product.a and dwmie&l tnnafcmmtima of 

uraniln oxide fiasicm product.a leaked fra11 the fuel matrix and wre 

entrained in aeroaol fann Cll graphite cc:abusticn pmb:ta. 

'Dl8 last, fcw:th stage ~ch began after 6 May wu cN.racterized by a 

rapid drop in disch&rqe (Table 1) • !his was thl result of speci •]° DB1aures 

which had been taken, fcmnaticn of higher melting~ of fiasicn 

r 
• 
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pm:!ucta as a nsult of their interaction with intrcdi>red materiAls, 

-.bilizaticn Andsubeequent drcp in fuel ~tw:e .. 

l'U:lide cca:p:>siticm of the dil!Charge ia stDnl in Table 2. 

In air and precipitatial amples fiasi.al prcducta were famd in the 

fmm of iD:lividuAl ndiCDJClide& (Im.inly volatile) alV1 in fuel par:Ucle 

CXllP*it.ial. ln thia cue, puticlea (uK1Ciate1) wre found vi.th 

incnued a:lltent of in:lividu&l ndicn.x:Udes (Cs, JU, and 80 forth) famed 

~ miCJr&ticn of fiasicn producta in the bl in materi.als of the backfill 

and atruct:uru, w ampticn cm surfaces. 

TotAl cliac:har9e of fiuicm products Cwithait radioactive inart CJ&MS) 

was roughly 50 negacurieaa thia carmmpcma xoughly to l.St of the total 

~ -.mt of ndia'lUClides in the nactar at the tiJDe of the accident. 'l'hese 

data ware CCl1p1ted for 6 May 86 with &llowanoe for rlldiaactive dllcay. 

Disc:bu1Je of radioactive ntarial.s wu auentially ccnpleted by thia t.ille. 

~I =~01 ..... ® 
11.0C 0 II 
11.0C l t,o 
•. oc I ••• 11.oc I 1.1 
IO.OC • 1.0 
01.0I • 1.0 
02.01 • • •• 01.0I ' 1.0 ..... • T.O 

•••• • 1.0 
M.01 IO ••• Ol.OI H -···· II.GI • IO.IO .. 

'table 1. Daily di8Chm)e q of radioactive wmtanoes into the at:llDSphere 

fraD the dmllged unit (withcut r~w inert gaas*) 

.. 
* - error in estimating ~ + sot. It ia detel:mine4 by tbe error 

of binetrlc inatNmnta, radie1111tric 111U\Jn1181\ta of n4ic:nx:lide 

CCJ'l{X>Sitim of air end IOU uq>l.M, and alS> by tha error CID'"" by 
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** - values of q we.re carplted on 6 May 86 with all.owanoe for 

radioactive decay (at the time of r~lease 26 Apr 86 activity wa.s 20 - 22 

1n19acuri.ea). See Table 2 for the caip:>aition of the cliacharge. 

• 
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·Table 2. Est.imiltim of radionuclide CCill\:c>8iticn of releue fran damaged 

unit of Ole.rncbyl nuclear p:Mer plant•. 

Ccl.\lll'l 1 - lb:llde ** 1 col.mils 2 and 3 - ac:ti vity of releue, ~acuries i 

col.mil 4 • pumntage of radioactivity cliachuged fnn the zuctor by 6 May 

16. COlmn t, line 1 - pcaaibly up to 100. 

1 .. ,._ .. , 
"

1 xr • a ...... - ... 100 ... "' 0.15 
.. 

••1tr 0.1 ... , ... 1,3 10 

"'1r • 1,:1 II ....... .... '·' 10 
I J ,,., o.:a 1.0 u 
.... It .... 1,0 1.3 
••ir .... I.I l.t 
••••• • •• a.t 1.1 

••••• t.I l.f l,I 
.... A . o.t 4.3 ... ... ,., 0.4 I.I 1.3 ... ,., 0,0 1.4 IJI 
••5, O.H I.I 4.0 
••s, o.o" t,IZ 4.0 , .... •.1.10·• 0,1.10··• a.o 
••••• o.uo·• 0,1.10·• 1,0 ... ,. 0.1.10·• uo·• 1.0 ..... 0.02 0,14 1.0 ... ,. . ., ..•.. uo·• 1,0 ..... 1.a.10·1 1.1.10·1 J.O ..... , 1.1 I.I I.I 

* - estimate error + 50', .. rmiuka to Table 1 far explanation. 

•• - data are cited far K'tivity of main n4ic:nx:U.du a.uured in 

*** - totAl nleue by 6 May 86. 

I 
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'lhe catp:>aiticn of radionuclides in the accident release roughly 

ex>rresponded to their oarp:>sition in the fuel of the damaged reactor, 

differing fz:an it by the increased cootent of volatile iodine, tellurium, 

cesim and inert gases. 

7.2. M:lnitorinq system 

At the time of the accident the regular ayatan of· meteorological, 

nd.iat.icn &nd sanitary-hygienic monitoring began to opera1:8 aCcoming to 

the mergency plan. Aa 1100n as the 8C&l~ of the accident became clear the 
·" . 

mmtoring aystan began to expand·~ enlisting additicmal groups of 

'M:ialiats and aquipnent. ~ing the first few days after the accident 

primary attention was focused en imecUate prci>lans of r&diatial, unitary

hygienic and medical-biological m:initoring. 

At the aame time the m:mitoring aystan began to expand with . 
ex>n&ideration of lcng texm probl.mls. Organizations fran GoskaD'i1idxanet of 

the USSR, the Ministry of Health of the USSR and union repmlica, the 

acadmdes of sciences of the USSR, Ukrainian SSR, Byelmuuian SSR, the 

GKAE of the USSR, Gosagroprau and others were involved in it.a foz:matim. 

Specialized nadical facilites in lbsccw and Jtiev ware enlisted to 

treat izradiat.ed individual.a. 

0 Toqet:hex with fcmnat.icn of the llalit.oring syatan a progr~ of 

radioecological, nedical-biological m1 other mcientific pxd>lans of 

estimation and predicticn of the effect of !adzing ndiation cm man, flora 

&nd fauna was aet up and began t.o be -..cut.ed. 

!he prlJnary t.uka of ncnitoring wre: 

• 

• 

• 
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estimating the possible level of intemal and exteJ:nal irradiation 

of Olemobyl power plant personnel, the p=ip1lation of the Pripyat • 

and the 30-km zone1 

estimating possible level of irradiatim of the p-ip>latial in a 

mmt>er of ngicna cutaide the 30-km zaw, with a level of 

radioactive ocntmdnaticn whid\ CD1ld 8'«Wd allowable limits; 

develqnent of rec:x:mtwndatians for aa.a.surea to pmt.ect p-ip>l aticm 

an4 peraamel fran irradiatim .ixwe established limits. 

prchibitit.ion of limitation on UM of focd product& with inereased 

content of r.Uoactive aubstanoesJ 

recamendatioos for behavior of the p::1p1laticn in houses an4 in 

open terrain. 

To aolve these initiol pxablsna ayataDatic aadtorlng of the following 

was dcrws 
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CCl'\Centratioo of biologically significant radicmucli.des in the air 

and water of reservoirs, in particular those used for drinking 

water supply; 

density of rh - · o-cti. _ ccntamination of the ..uil and vegetaticrl and 

its ndicnuclidlis carposition; 

content of radioactive sub&tancea in food products, in partiailar 

ic:dine-J 11 in milk; 

radioactive contamination of apecial clothing, persavlel clothing 

and foot .. war, transport resoorces and so forthr 

acamul&tian of rWoouclide& in the internal organs of individuals 

and &0 forth. 

7 .3. Main characteristics of radioactive 

contmninatiai of the atm:>.p.rt: 

and locale, pouible ecological oon.MqU8nCeS. 

Wioactive cx::nt:aminatim of the envirc::nDent u a result of the 

accident at Olemobyl unit No. 4 wa detezmina4 by the dynamic• of 

radioactive nl.eue and wather ccnditiala. 

'1'be rwioactiwly contaminated &intrea llpl'8ad initially in the 

weatem and northem MCtcriil, during the two or thne cSaya following the 

accident in the northem MCtar, f%an 29 April for .everal daya in the 

llCUthem Met.or. '1'he ocntaminated air muses then .-.ad gnat distances 

~the territory of the Byeloruasian SSR, Ukrainian ssa, and the asFSR. 

• 

• 

• ' 
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~ 27 April the height of the stream exceed 1200 m, the radiaticm level in 

it at a distance of 5 - 10 km frail the accident site wu 1000 d/hr. '!be 

stream and radiOACtive trace which foz:mad wre regul&rly photcqraphed by 

Aircraft of the Gosk.an;idraiet equippe with 9i111i>ling, roentgenamtric, and 

gamnupect:ranetric equipmnt, and in the network of weather statia'la. 

Fiasiai prcducta as well as prcducta of induoed activity Np-239 and 

C.-134 were detected in the air aanples. 

The main zones of terrain c::ontam:inatial following the accident fmmad 

in the wstei:m nort:hwutem and nort:heutem directicns fxan the power 

0 olant, and cm a maller scale in the IQJthun direction. Radiation levels 

near the B.1Clear power plant exceeded 100 d/hr, in the wstem trace 

JMXialn radiation levels 15 days after the accident ware S d./hr at a 

distance of SO - 60 km frail the accident zcne bnaxiDun distances), in the 

north at a distance of 35·- 40 Jan. In Kiev radiation level.a early in May 

reached o.s - 0.8 ldVhr. 

0 

In the near zone of the traoe plutaU.m iaot:qles (their prq>agatim in 

the locale was insignificant) were identified Un addit.icn to those 

nenticmed above) • In this zaw fractia1aticn of the i80tapea wu not 

aignif icant, bit in the far trace n4ioactive prcduct& wre greatly 

riched by isotq>ea of tallurium, iodinu, and cui\lll. 

Integrat.icn of contaminated ax... llllilde it poa•ible to deteJ:mine the 

total activity of precipitated rediaactive materials (cut.aide the •ital. 

In the zcne of near end far precipitat.icll in the ~ put of the U$R 

it wu ~Y 3.St ( .- MCtiai 7.1) of the total activity of the fiuian 

prcducta arid activity &CCl.mllated in the nactor (in the near tnoe ~y 

1.5 - 2\). 

I 
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Mdition of the activity of radionuclides precipitated in the near 

trace and detemined by taking &oil Mnples yielded a close value, i.e. 

fran 0.8 - 1.9\. 

JAYela of ccntamination by plut.atlm botopes in the afonmenetiooed 

ICllU are not deciaive frail the point of vi8W of deoontminaticn efforts 

and. 1Mk1ng eocnanic deciaic:ns. 

dJtained by regular analysis of wter amrplu frail the Pripyat', Ixpan', 

and Teterev river• and the Dnllprovsk water mpply. Beginning fran 26 April 

1986 water unples wre taken aver the entin water area of the J(iev 

.. eaervoir. 

Die highest ocnoentrations of icdine-131 we%e fcund in the ltiev 

r:esenoir an 3 May 1986, i.e. 3 x 10-8 curie• par liter. It mat be noted 

that the spatial di&trihldcn of radialuclidea in the water was 

cbaracterized by great ncnunifoxmity. 

Monit.orinq of radionuclide ccntent in bottan sediment.a of zeservoir& 

bath inside and out.aide the 30-Jcm zone wa Mt up fran the first few day& 

of the accident. The rldialuclide ocnoentratial in bottan Mdinwnts in 

ac,l.ated eections of the Kiev J:Hel'VOir adjacent to the accident ngion 

V '\Jrinq the seconiS 10 daya of June was 10-7 - 10-8 c:udes/kg, in the water 

10-10 curiea/l. 

Irradiaticn of marine organisms in the Kiev naeivoir did not 

meriously aff..ct the pcp1l•ticn level. Significant ndiaticn influence an 

the marine eoo syatan can occur ml.y in the ecol.ant pend of the Clm:ncl:rJl 

nuclear p:iiwer plant. 

Water ecosy&tau which inhabit the c:oolin; pcm of the OJemcD;il 

nuclear pgwer plant ware expoMd to the greatest rediaticn l:lurdens. For 

aare type• of vat.er pants, doM rata of intemal irradiatian was 10 

I 

I 

I 
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rild/hr, and near the tot.tan of the cooling pond the level of external 

irradiati.oo was 4 rad/hr (at the end of May 1986). 

According to estimates of specialists level& of irradiation up to 10-2 

•co""''",..' rad per day do not not.iaHbly affect ground ••fe 8!{•t r111. Within the 

30-km zone a.mund the OMtmcbyl nuclear power plant higher irradiation 

levela wre d:>9erved in isolated aecticns cmtaminated by radioactive 

fallout. ~a can lead to a noticeabl• change in the atate of 

radic>Mnsitive types of plants in y.se. areas. 
#" · .. 

Irradiatial 1...,.18 outside the 30-Jcm zme the kilateter zone arcund 

© _/'le Olernobyl nuclear JXJWer plant cannot dramatically affect specie& 

CICl!p)aiticn of plant and animal cxmrunities. 

'1'haae result& are of a preliminary Ntture. '1'he study of the 

ccnsequences of the ~l accident m living orqanilms and ecosyatans 

7.4. Irradiatioo doses to the pc:p1l•tion 

in the 30-Jan zone around the 

nuclear power pl.mt. 

Analysis of radioact.i ve ccntamintlticn of the envircnrent in thia ZCl'le 

Jlllde it p:>nible to eat.imata nal and predictable irrad.iat.ia\.doMa to the 

pq:11latia\ of citiu, towns, villages and other p:p1l1tim centen. 

Bued en these utimatea deciaicns ware JDlde to evacuate the 

yp>l•ticm of Pripyat' am a IUli>er of other pip1l.ation C8lters. A total 

of 135,000 individual• were 8VBCUAted. 

1be&e and othar measures mDde it pouible to prevent irndiat.im of 

the p=p1l atial above the establilhai l.imita. 
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Radiological ccxu;equences for the pq:ulation in the next fw decades 

ware estimated. 'lbese oonaequences will be insignificant against a 

backgrwnd of natural neli;nant and genetic diaeases. 

7. 5. Data en ilTadiat.ial of power plant 

and anergency aarvice permcmnel. 

Treatment. 

As a result of parti.cipatim in accident ocnt.ml 1118Umes c:1urin9 the 

fir8t fw hclurs after the accident 8Cll8 individuala fran ammg plant 

.r:r personnel noeivad high doses (greater than 100 ) and &l8o blrna fmn 

~ •,hting fires. First aid was rendexad to all thoae affected. By 0600 ..... 
hcllrs en 26 April 1986 108 indiv;idua) 8 had been bollpitalized and during 

that day another 24 fnm am:ing those examined. Ona patient dieiS at 0600 

hem's on 26 April 1~86 frail NVel'e mms and ~ il1dividual fran ma-.g . . . . 

tbo&e working on the daDw;Jec' unit was not found. His work site may have 

been in the zooe of debris and high activity. 

Based m criteria of early d.ia;ncsia edcptad in tbe USSR, by the Btut 

of the first 36 hours in'lividuala were aelected for :hm:iediate 

hospital i zatian for 1lh::ltl developmnt of acute radiat.ia\ aiclcneaa (OL8) was 

pmlictid with g%UteSt probability. Cl.inical facilities in Ki8V near the 

0 ~i dent aite and a specialized hospital in Moaoow 1IMl'9 •lected for 

hospital i zati.oo in arder to provide a ma.vinn mo.mt of uaistAnce and 

carpetent analysis of cbeervaticn ruulta. 

lming the fint t.\C> days 129 pat.imta wen ment to iiaccw. rxm 

amcng than, &Iring the firat three days 84 wre di~ u having CU of 

II - IV degree of MVerity and 27 u having CU of dilgxee I. In IU.8v, 17 

individuals were diagnoMd u having OLB of degree II - IV, and 55 with OlB 

of degree I. 

I 

• 
• 
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Detailed infaxmatlan en nethcds and results of treat.inq these patients 

is given in the appendix. 

nie total IDlllber of those "4x:> died fran b1rns and OLB azrmg persmnel 

at the beginning of July was 28. Analg the ~>lation there was n0 one~ 

had received high doses leading to aB. 

8. texm1erdAtiCXl& for increuing the 

safety of nuclear power mgineering. 

8.1. Scientific and tec:hnical upacta. 

A ocnsultatioo camU.ttee for axmlinati.on.of acientific ruearch in 

3 the field of nuclear plant. Afety approved in 1985 a "liat. of priority 

efforts• which is t.h6t foundatioo for planning of e>eperiJNtntAl and 

theoretical re.search cn the safety of nuclear power plant engineering in 

the USSR aimed at more detailed valida.tia'l of safety 1'8qUirments, 

estimatioo of the actuAl aafety of nuclear facilities and bringing this 

level for nuclear power plants started before 1975 into agrement with 

established requi.rments. 

After the accident at the Om:ncbyl plant a rwiaia'l and evaluatia1 of 

the &tate of uperimantal and tham'etical research m ensuring nuclear 

.J ~- ..r plant safety were dale lllld ..asm:es out.linad and expand, inp:ove and 

intensify it.. 

'lbeoretical programs for analyaia of nuclear power plAnt ufe behavior 

in all possible transition and accident modes, includinq those for ~ch it 

i8 l'lOt design are being iDp:oved and the modelling aystma and ct119lacu 

developed. 

• 
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'!be search continues to expand en the possibility of wilding reactors 

with passive safety &ystans, so-called reactors with •internally inherent" 

&a.fety, with cores which cannot fail during any accidents. 

Pesearch will be intensified co quantit&tive-prababiliatic AnAlysis of 

Mfety, analysis of risk fran nuclear power, developlent of eanceptuAl and 

atbcXJological p-inciples of optimizing radiation safety and CCllpll'in;i the 

radiatial huud with other types of hazards fran .1.rdustrial activity. 

'Dle system of aupervisiai and standard doamenta which exist in the USSR 
.~ 
..,,, ' C111*5ses all Nin questioos of ensuring mcleax power plant safety and 

0 

cxmtinues to be ilrproved. Under the aegis of Gosa.~or, a 

ccnsolid.Ated li8t and plan for developne.nt of xul.ea 8lld regulaticna in the 

field of nuclear power Whi.d\ coordinate& and directs the activity of all 

the departnents in developrent and systanization of a corrupading 

scientific and tecMical doalnantation waa CCllJliled in 1985 in the USSR. 

Calpriaan of existing Soviet dccl.lllents en questicns of design and 

operaticm of nuclear pcwer plants with foreign analogs does not xwveal arrt 

Amdarnental differences. Existing atandaxd nqullanenta uaociated with 

Afety for the JIDst put do not require ze mraninat:Jm. HcwBver their 

tnini.ng and re-tn.ining of per11a1nel nust i. raiaed, llali~ of the 

quality of equipment, inatallation, and startup effort.a by bdJ.ders and 

designers and their nspcmibWty for mbMquant efficiency and safety of 

ru:lear p;Mer plant.a in q>eratiai Ill.Ult be intensified. 

After the accident At the Qiernobyl lllClear power plant orgWz&tiaial 

neaaures to increaM powat' plant afety w:e inpl.lllmlt.84. ~ can be 

divided into two at.ages. 
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~ first ataqe ~ch was carried out thra.Jgh detailed &eientif ic and 

technical analysis of the oairse of the accident fran result.a of Wtial 

information fran the site relates to working nuclear~ plants with 1'BMI\ 

type reactors and includes ope.ratialAl. measu.ru in ti0rking nuclear pc1ier 

planta with ll!HK develcped primarily to prevent the cxnlitima vhich 

imnadi.ately preceded the accident. 

'11w eeccrd ataqe, i.e. measures developed fran the xesults of 

ac:ientific and technical MW.ysis of the co.1ne of the accident, included 

11Nsure• to 1ncreue Mfety of all types in nuclear pcwer plants. 

These maa.sures will ensure safe q:ieratim of nuclear power plants with 

) IUH< type reactors. 

For nuclear power plants with other type• of nactora previols 

musurea to increue Afety a&liOCiated uinly with new -4\rance& in acience 

and techrDlogy, operatinq-f).-perience, capabilities for diagnosis Of the 

condition of metals in piping and equipnent, an:! devices for. autanatic 

. control of industrial procea1es are sc::heduled for inplanantatica. 

To increase the level of managenent end xespcasihility for the 

develqraent of nuclear power and inpmve operatim of mclear power plants 

an AU-union Minist.ty of Nuclear PcMar Ehginaaring vu famm. 
A host of naa.sures to intensi!y gcMmDtnt impuviaion of ufety in 

8. 3. Int.em&t.1.cm&l 1llBUm'U 

~ Soviet Uni.al, 1lhich cxmtrlbltaa ita ahare to intematicaal efforts 

in nuclear power afety and MU.ch ia guided by the desin to further 

9trengthen intamatimal Afety, in light of the Qmncbyl accident, came 

forward with initiatives for .. tablishing an intem&timal prog1an· for &afe 

develq:aent of nuclear power and expan11im of intematimal ocoperatioo in 

r 
• 
• 
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this &l'ea. These S1.199estian.& were 11et forth by the General SE!creta.ty of 

the cc asu, M.s. Gorbachev, cm 14 May and 9 JWle 1986. 

'nle intematiooal system for aafe developnent of ruclear power ia a 

aystan of intexnational legal doc\.llents, international organizat.i.ms and 

structw:es, and aao crganizaticnAl measures and activities to ptOtect the 

health of the pcpulatim and the envirmnant within the frmework of 

peaceful use of nuclaar power. Establi8bnent of this system cculd be 

aipparted by intematialAl 6gre111'1tnta, puticipaticn in corresponding 

internatiooal cammtion&, a&lltiai&l. aCoom.s, inplt118ntation of joint 

. oaordinated scientific programs Cl1 prablans of_ nuclear afety, exchange of 

scientific and technical infomation, and establisbnent of intemational 

data bank.& and equiptWnt necessary for llAfety pu:poses and 80 forth. 

With the direct participatim of int.ematicmal organizations funds 

could be created for rend6ting ilmmiate usistance, including immcliate 

support with the necessary special medical preparations, dosimetric and 

di.agnostic equipmnt and instlUDents, supply of fcodstuffs, foMer, and 

other material aid. A system of q>eraticnal warning and supply of 

infamaation in the cue of a ra;lear p::JWer plant accident, in particular 

CN;l with transnaticnal ccnsequencea, nuat be Mt up. 

a 'l'raatment of the prc:blan of material md peycholoqical dange in 

accident cases Aho merit.a attant.icn. 

'1bere is another upact. of nuclear Mfety, the prevent.icn of rmclear 

terrorilm. 'lhe extreae illpl%tance of the p:cbltm derives frcm Wa, i.e. 

develqnent. of a reliable 1Ystsn of auurea to prevent mclear term:i11n in 

any of it.a manifeat.aticna. 

A major role in est.abliahing the intamatimal syataD far aafe 

developtent of mcleor power will be pl&yed by the MM'iA'l'E. 
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At present it can be noted with satisfaction that initial steps have 

already been taken to inplanent suggestions relat.inq to establ.iahllent of 

the intematimal .ystan for safe develcpnent of nuclear power. Efforts 

have begun cn preparaticn for coocluding two intemiltial&l cxmventions 

•0peraticn WJ:ning of a nuclear accic5ent• and •Assistance in the case of 

mclea:r accidents an:S radiological energency situations•. Quest.ions of 

e>epandinlJ internatiala.l cooperation, in p&rticular research programs of the 
. 

~en l'IJClear &afety are beinq actively cliKU&&ed. 

Initiatives at establi.ahinq an internaticn&l systan for afe 

cr•elqnent of mclear power ue closely as&OCiated with prci)lems of 

.J detente and nuclear disummnent. The accident at the Ole:mcbyl rwclear 

power plant has ·again daronstrated the danger of unccntxolled micl6ar power 

and !':ighl.igtrt:ed the destzuctive CDlsequencea to which ita military uae or 

damage to peaceful nucleu·facilities during militA!)• operatims cnild 

lead. In addressing and solvinq problems of safe use of nuclear pa1t1er it 

"WCUld be absurd to develop llUJlS and methods of its lll:>&t dangerQls and 

9. Develcprent of nuclear power enqineerinq in the USSR 

Due to continued· develcpner.t of mJCleu power engineerinq a reduction 

0 in the inc:reue of ~ of m'ganic fuel by t:hexmal pgwer plants in 

the ~ put of the country ia cutlii.ied by the f1W1m1t pxogram of the 

USSR. '1'he llDJUllt of fuel oil i11 electric power generat.i.cn ahat.lld be cut in 

half. '1'he ruclear power will cover m:>st. of the incruaed ~at of 

electricity by the natialal ecx1na~1• J.laXimn p:>ssible use of mcl.aar fuel 

for centralized heating am indu.triAl hut supply ard establlstnant of 

nuclear-imust.rial c.arplexes are planned. 

.. 
-' 
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'!he Soviet Union is A pioneer in the use of l'llClear power for peaceful 

p.irposes. 'lhe first nuclear power plant in the world with a pressure tube 

uraniln-<Jraphite react.or has been cperat.inq for 32 years. '!he program for 

blilding so-called dmalstration power reactors for nuclear p::iwer plants 

with relatively ana.l.l electrical capacities ~ch inplananted at the tine 

mde it possible to eelect the DDst. pranising of these for further 

developnent and iJrprovarent. 

2'he existence of three types and adifiCAtialS of nuclear reactors 

MU.ch have been adopted in the tSSR for blilcllng up r41Clear p:JWer 

capacities allows great flexibility and reliability of energy wwly, and 

r 'ii 111>re carplete utilization of nuclear fuel nacuroea; it al.8o atches 

the characteristics of develqmmt of the power mac:hinez:y ccnstructim base 

to a utisfactmy degree. 

Nuclear power plants wXler ccnatructim in the USSR use react.ors of .. 
types WER, RBMK, and !N. 'the first t'WO are themoneutron reactors with 

cooling water. BN are fut neutrton breeder reactors With aodiln coolant 

currently beinc;I tuilt for industrial trials of designs YU.ch have been 

adopted and gradual develcpnent of a closed fuel cycle with plutcnim fuel 

m this fcunation in the future. 

'lbe basis of nuclear power engineering in the USSR is nuclear power 

') ).-ants with WER and JOH{ reactors. Installed capacities in the SOViet 

Uni.en have reached &lDoat 30 milllai kilowatts. &oviet nuclear power 

plant.a are distinguished by high cparatimal readiness. Utillzatim factor 

of installed power in a nuclear power plant has been rather hi9h over the 

lb.St few years. 

AcQording to the •Hain tnnda in eccnanic and aocial developmmt of 

the USSR for 1986 - 1990 and thro.1gh the year 2000" cx:at.inued develaprent 

of nuclear power engiNlt*ring in the European part of the msR and in the 

• 

• 
• 
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Urals is planned. In 1985 nuclear JXJWer plants generated approximately 170 

billim kilowatt hours of electricity am by the ytiar 2000 this will 

increase by a factor of 5 - 7. 

'lbis developrent. will All.CM nuclear ~ plants to occupy first place 

in teD\S of new capacities in power syatem& of the Dlrcpean part, havin; 

eliminated the ClalStructioo of new thez:mal power plant. using organic fuf:l 

to cover increases in the base put of the load curve. 

Davelqlrent of mc:lear 8alroes of heat supply bued oo high 

Ull(lerature gas cooled raa.ctors is underway in the USSR. Ccnatl'Uction of 

afe plants with the&e ntaetors will nke it possible to generate high 

@ npratu.re heat for a rurt>er of industrial technologies. 

!he soviet uni.Qll is actively iJwolved in intematiooal ccx:iperat.im in 

the field of nuclear p:JWet' engineering md collaborates in 8'JeDCias and 

cx:muitt.s of the United tf~tions, the WG\TE, the MimC, and others. 

Nuclear pcMer engineering in the USSR is developing in close coq;eration 

with CD5EXX6 countries. 
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Minzdrav SSSR - USSR Ministry of Public Heal th 

MIREK - World Energy Ccmgress 

IMC - bottan water lines 

CJL8 - acute radiation aiclcness 

~ - United Nations 

PVK - atum-water lines 

PD - f iaaian pn:ducta 

PEN - electric feeder pmi) 
... ~ - high-power channel reactor 

JG( - dist:rih.lt.ioo group collector 

RZM - un.1.oadiJlg-loading machine 

RlES - back-up diesel power plant 

RP - reactor spice 

~ - manual regulator 

IQ'SR - Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Replblic 

RD - reactor installatim 

SM:>R - system for tmmqeney cooling of the nactor 

SIA - accident localizaticm systan 

O ~- SSSR - USSR Council of Miniatera 

SIU< - atopper-regulating valve& 

soz - ayat.m for ccmt.ml and pcotecticm 

RV - c.auncil far llltual Eccncmic Aid 

'1VS - heat-releasing uamt>ly 

'l'G - turbogenerator 

TR - cprat.ing c:bannel 

lEP - shortened Ab&orbar reds 
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LIST OF ~IC EOJIPMENI' OF 'l'HE MAIN HOOSING OE' THE AES 

ltan Equipuent or Product Measurement Unit 'N\Jlnbex" • 
No. Units Mass per 

in Power 
'l'ons Unit 

1 graphite lining aet 1850 1 • 
2 •s• systan metal CX11p•umts • 126 l 

3 •oa• systan 1l8tal c:mp:ment.a • 280 1 • 
4 •ye• systan metal ocap::inents II 450 1 

5 "JCZh • systau metal carp;:>raents • 79 1 

3 •L• systan metal cawp:nenta • 592 1 ... 

7 "J)• aystan netal cx:qxXl81lt& • 236 1 

8 Water-steam aeparating dr\D itsn 2'?~ 4 

9 TsVN-6 Main Ci.rcu~ticn PLlnp • 67 8 

10 GT&N electric l'IDt.or • 33 8 

11 IXJ-800 main cut-off qate valve • 5.7 8 

12 intake collactor • 41 2 

13 delive:ry collector • 46.0 2 

14 distribution gxoup collect.or • 1.3 44 

0 
~- bott.an water lines (NVK) aet 400 l 

16 at.eam-water lines (PVJ() • 450 1 

17 W-300 down pipeline& • 16 l 

17a DU-800 pipelines of IG'Ts duct • 350 1 

18 unloa4in'J-l.ollding machine (IZM) • 450 1 

19 central xccm traveling crane Q 50/10 tf itan 121 1 

20 G'l'sN roa11 travel.inq crane Q 50/10 tf • 176 1 

21 forced-ventilation fan • 3.S 30 

22 exhaust fan • 3.5 so 
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23 organized leak water tank it.an 1.4 2 

24 organized leak water heat exchanger • 0.2 2 

25 achednled prevantiw maintenance vessels • 25 4 

26 netal ocmp:ments and pipelines of accident 

cantainnant zone set 270 1 

27 NVK CXl'lpU'tment c:heck valves • 2.5 11 

28 accident oonta.iment syatan overflow valve item 2 8 
~ 
.J .,,,, accident. containment. ayatan ccndml.Mrs • 3.7 36 

30 caitainer car • 146 l 

31 crane in UPAK (gas activity reduction 

system) carparfment 0 30/5 tf • 45 1 

pipelines of cubcrl steel aet 1170 1 

pipelines of at&inless steel At 760 1 

~IO>t 

32 K-500-65/3000 turbogenerator aet itan 3500 2 

33 SPP...500 steam aupmheater separator • 15 8 
.,. . low-pressure pnheater • 37.5 4 ..--. . . ._) 

35 first ext.ract.ial condenser pllp units • 2.5 6 

36 machine J:OCm traveling crane Q 125tf • 211 1 

pipelines of cuber\ st.ml •t 3825 l 

pipelines of at&inl.esa steel • 1300 1 

37 pa •tripper itan ,.s 2 
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. I EA POST ACCIDHNT REVIEW MEETING 

1986 

, R rRT BY DR JOHN H GITTUS (UKAEA) 

. I I 
Monday, 251 AuguJ • Plenary sessions 
10. oo to 1

1

1 .oo *: urs: Opening of the meeting 

The ~Udien e was divided between two rooms, one being 
provided 'fl th osed circuit te.levi sion. The meeting comm
enced at io.oo m, many TV crews being present for the first 
speech. I 

I 
Bl lx,. Dire tor General of the IAEA, opening the meeting, 

said the r\esult ·would be transmitted to the IAEA Board before 
its Septetfiber etina. He drew parallels with the Agency's 
response ~o t accident at Three Mile Island. Already, 
"'ollowing '.the hernobyl accident, at tne Agency there had 
oeen forml' lated·j schemes. for internat.ional a~cideJJ,t. notifica
tion and merge cy response. These were to be·rormally 
adopted i Sep ~mber. We would not be asked to endorse any 
resolutio~s. ·A factual report to the IAEA Board of Governors 
on the ou~come f the meeting would be prepared by the 
secretari~t an INSAG <the International Nuclear Safety 
Advisory ~roup) tn the week following the meeting. 

i 
Rome~sch, hairman of the meeting, spoke next. 

meeting had thr ~ objectives as ne saw it: 
I 

The 

I 
<1> To ujderst nd the lessons of Chernobyl 

(2) To a ply t em, where relevant. in our own countries 
I 

(3) To a~sist 
safe~y. 

uture international collaboration on nuclear 

Lega$ov, ead of the USSR de 1 egat ion. then addressed 
the meetthg. C struction of nuclear power plant was receiv
ing priority in the USSR since without it they would be 
"unable t~ mas~1 r" the next stage in the development of their 
society. ; The q ernobyl incident was a disaster.· on a world 
scale it was ading to a re-evaluation of the part to be 
played 1~ futu e by nuciear power. In the USSR since the 
accident ~here ad been an intensive development of accldent
preventio~ mea ures and a parallel analysis of the nature 
and effeqts o the accident itself. The work continues. 
The USSR 1fOUldie entirely open to suggestions about decontam
ination a~d ot r methods of limiting the impact of the · 
Chernobyl· acci nt. They would like to open up di scusslons 
on all p~ssibl ways of improving the reliability of nuclear 
instal lat ons, : f reducing risk and of mi tioating the damage 
done shou d an 'her accident occur. He listed the many 
eminent USSR e · ineers and medical specialists who were pres
ent at ttje mee tng, indicating their d.irect involvement with 
the prac teal ~sponse to the accident. His own work, apart 

1 
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I 
from Chetnobyl 1 .related reaponsibllities. was on the 
ment of he Hl h Temperature Reactor at the Kurchatov 
Insti tut . · · 

. . 
11.00 to 113.00ihours: overview of the Accident 

I ; 

003 

develop-

Lcg~sov n · pre:sented a v1f1Po of the sequ~rice of 
events ~n th Chernobyl accident. The reactor power had 
been teeiterinq on the brink of dangerous thermal hydraul le 
and neutronic instabilities because the operators had turned 
Off ui t~l "1Af

1 
,tY RY:iltftmR am1 b~c;\ too few absorber rods in 

the cor~. w~ n they diverted steam from the turbine this 
was the 1 last · straw. The reactor power rocketed up, steam 
pressure, burs the reactor and the overheated fuel then gave 
off many mill ons of curies of radioactivity. Within a day 
or so ttje 100

1 
ooo or so people 1 iving up to so km away were 

evacuater. I · . 
He ,went n to· describe the RBMK reactor. This has a 

graphi te
1 

mode tor pierced bY holes or channels. lined wl th 
ztrconiu~-nio um tubes and containing the uranium dioxide 
fuel. 'fater , n the channels ls bolled by the fuel. This 
produces, the steam needed to· drive the· turbo..:alternator·s 
and it ;1so k eps the fuel from overheating. by conttnuously 
removingi the lleat generated by nuclear fission. The rate 
of heat1oener ~ion is controlled by inserting or withdrawing 
neutron-~bsor ng rods. There are pumps to pump water into 
the bot~om o the channels and it boils as it rises up the 
channels. · A · lftlxture of hot water and steam emerges from 
the top. and asses through pipes to steam-separators. Here 
the steam · co ects above the water and is led by pipes to 
the turlf>ines .hilst the water is drawn off and pumped back 
through i the hannels to be boiled again. The steam from 
the tur~ines ~ condensed and it, too. is pumped back through 
the cha.

1
nels. ompleting the cycle. 

Le~asov mmarised the conditions of coolant flow. level. 
tempera~ure o steam-content which could. if allowed to 
perslst.

1 
lea to an accident and which therefore normally 

automat~cally;trigger a "trip" or cessation of heat-generation 
due to ifissi<j . If there ·are fewer than 1!5 neutron control 
rods i n19erteq in the reactor then the rut es require it to 
be tripped by 1 the operators. They Judged that the probability 
of the ~pera rs failing to trip lt in such a case was lower 
than the pro ~bility of fallure of a purely automatic trip 
system.· In he event it was precisely this error that the 
operatotts ma . They bad fewer than l !5 rods but did not 
trip th rea9 or. leaving it critical and poised on a knife-
edge. 

1
. 

: i 
Les;Jasov , on to describe the safety systems wn i ch 

take th~ heat, away should an accident commence: the emergency 
core c901 ing systems. Then h.e described the containment 
phi loso~hy: e steam separators. the pumps and the pipes 
leading 1 to 'd from the channels are separately contained. 
each i n1 1 ts . n concrete ce 11 or box. Tubes ·rrom e.ach ce 11 
t.t.re im"'erscd: 1 in a "bubbl 1 ng pool" anc:1 thR pressure in the 

~·11 1Q n~1.mnnr1 hu nnnnunn innmn n rn1mn1 ft nr.w11r1~ir 
CH' t;t :;:1~ l:lul I t. ~ ~ ~~ <:. pv,-,p J c,. CV-.,,. __ ~~J..Qr-

or °" '!<!... ~ ·~ 
I 2 

I Ii 
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I 
i j 

Monday, ~5 Aug st. 
15.00 toJ18.00 hours: overview of the Accident 
<cont1nu1d) 

In. :the I ternoon Legasov continued, now concentrating 
in great~r de . 11 upon the reasons for the accident and its 
progress. Al ough he followed quite closely the written 
report Wihich articipants had been given he added several 
importan' poi'l s. In particular he said that the operators 
felt tha~ tbe were under extreme pressure to complete the 
planned expert ent that night since they knew that it would 
be a fu' l ye : before they would have another chance. It 
was "a t;remen us psychological mistake" on the part of the 
designer; of . e RBMK reactor that they did not foresee that 
addition.I pr tective systems would be needed in the core 
in order: to : tp tne react.or and ke.ep it cool t:!v~u l f <ttl:j 

I 
occurredjin th Chernobyl accident>: 

I 

<a> th~ ope tors deliberately switched off the standard 
protection sys ems and in addition 

! . -
<b> <c~mplet ly disobeyed the safety rules concern~d with 
the,mlni~um n ber of control rods which must be inserted. 

Thi~, heJ id, was the case against the RBMK designers: 
"Now, w.th ht dsight we can see· that it could have been 
prevente~. tn 1 a very easy way using technical means" (by 
which hei mean · engineered safety features. not wrl tten rules). 
He illu=ttrate. what had happened by means of an analogy. 
It was. he · id, as if the pilot of a passenger 'plane 
suddenly star ed testing the 'plane in flight: opening and 
closing 

1
the d I rs and switching off safety systems. He went 

on to critici ~ the soviet nuclear community in these terms: I . . 

"We have star ed later than other specialists to think about 
the neer· to 

1

.rotect against this kind Of human StUpidi ty 
and it l our 
fault". 

' I 
\ ! 

As for e detailed progress of the accident: this is 
was as involved:. 11 

follows:) 
what Legasov says happened 

' l 
The oper tors tried to power the coolant pumps using 

electricJty om a "free-wheeling" turbo-alternator. As 
the alt~rnato slowed down. so of course did the pumps which 
1 t was \drlvi g and so the amount of steam being produced 
increasep. I was this that triggered the accident. The 
operator's tri to insert the control rods but the rods 
were mo~t 1 y far out of the core <only 6 were 1 nserted 
instead of t minimum of 30 required by th.e rules> that 
long before he rods could have shut the reactor down 1 t 
had run away.: he power rocketing up. The steam. now produced 
J.n VGsl. qua1~ ~Jes, bursl; E:}w IX~io\r~ .... ~~oJ• ··-··- -··-

uranium Jdioxi~ pellets disintegrated with a further explosive 
generatl.on of steam which blew the top cover (pi le-cap) off 
the rea~tor d exposed the hot fuel to the air. Hydrogen 
and car~on mo oxide were produced by the oxidation <in steam 

I 
I 3 

I 
I 
I 
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l 
I 

and air>: of g aph l te and z:i rcon 1 um. These gases burned or 
.e air. Volatile and gaseous radionuclides 
lved into the air by the overheated fuel. 

exploded , in 
were fre,ly ev 

Non~ of 
<by sw1 t(:hing 
about th~ mln1 
tile reactor Ju 
the thre~hold 

oevelop~~nt an 

The. atte 
1mmed1at! con 
the presjntatl 

The; inl ti 
town of Ji>ripya 
this say~ng t 
I ndet:!U l~JU::J~ 
the mas<;mry 
graphite, fl re 
continuetji rel 
vital. ft wa 

; 

The: amou 
the firs;t and 
pcalt ooqurrod 
to its imaxim 
resulted, in 
went up j into 
fire an~ sto 
sand. boron c 
face of; the 
was to ;preve 
was to :abso 
he l i copt~rs f 
to act as aer 
had cea~ed, o 
been re~ersed 
a forced flow 

I 
I 

No more 
noble g~ses> 
megacuriles. 

I 
Te~perat 

could not be 
ionic VrjllVe 
The rad1,at1on 
unreliat:tl e. 
radlatiqn fie 
per hour <th 
R per h~ur. · 

Re~ease 
per day:. as 
in the core. 
and 3 f~l l owl 

I 

his would have happened had the operators. 
ff vital safety systems and ignoring the rule 

um number of inserted control rods) not allowed 
t prior to the experiment to be poised on 
f Just such a reactivity-excursion. 

Consequences of the Accident· 

ion of the IAEA meeting now turned to the 
quences of the accident. Legasov continued 

n. following the written report once more. 

l release of radioactivity missed the adjacent 
Evacuation was delayed, but Legasov defended 

t they were initial lY safer where they were. 
n stone houses were forbiddon to leave since 
heltered them from radiation. However. the 

the increase in graph1 te temperat.ure ano t.ne 
se of activity soon.made evacuation.of Pripyat 
accomplished in 21 hours. 

t of radioactivity released was greatest on 
ninth days following the accident. The second 
when decav heat am1 f1J"P hAf1 ra1 RP.cl tne core 
m temperature of 2000 c. The graphite fire 

e production of a radioactive aerosol which 
he atmosphere. It was to stifle the graphite 
the escape of the aerosol that 5000 tons of 
bide and lead were dropped onto the exposed 
eactor from helicopters. The boron carbide 

t fission from restarting locally. The lead 
heat, absorb radionuclides· and shield the 

om gamma radiation. The sand and clay were 
sol filters. BY 6 May the release of activity 

virtually so. the rise in temperature having 
by natural· convection of air and by creating 
f cold nitrogen through the core. · 

han 3-6- percent of the activity <excluding the 
was released from the core: less than fifty 

e measurements in and around the reactor core 
ade except with simple devices such as therm
plifiers or materials of known melting point. 

fields rendered semiconductor instruments 
1th the exception of the reactor vault itself, 
ds have now fallen from thousands of Roentgens 

maximum recorded> to no more than one or two 

rom the reactor is now down to tenths of curtgs 
n aerosol. Temperatures are now below 300 C 
A priority task was to shut down Uni ts 1. 2 

g the accident. units 1 ana 2 have been decon-

4 
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I 
taminate~ and 
the opetators 
progress; and 

The soci 
31 <lead., coll 
29 mill~on o 
surround~ng 
recommen~e ev 

The. spea 
ments b~fore 
1 t was 1permi 
Wl thdraWp: n 
core. the m 
be elgh~y: it 
wl 11 be :raise 
greater 1amoun 
offset the p 
principEII d 
protect ton s 
place l~ss re 

I 

. sonie RB 
be brou~ht 
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by the year end wi 11 be back in operation, 
rehoused. As for Unit 3: a review is in 

y permit it to be brought back into use. 

losses comprise 203 seriously injured. 
ctlve doses of 9 million manrem in 1986 
r the next 50 years. Decontamination of 
nd should enable limited economic use 
tually. 

I 

and 
the 
to 

er now turned his attention to safety require
nd after the Chernobyl accident. Bef'orehand 
ible for some control rods to be completely 

none may be less than i. 2 meters into the 
nlmum number of rul ly-inserted rods must now 
was thirty. In the future the fuel enrichment 
from 2.0% to 2.4% which coupled with the 
of control rods permanently in the core will 

si tive void coefficient which was one of the 
ign shortcomings. Finally. the reactor 

tems wi 11 be more highly automated so as to 
tance on· the operators. 

reactors are sti 11 operating and others wi 11 
k Into operation following these changes. More 
be given to their operators. 

ntatlon ended to loud and prolongea applause 
t had been . a marathon performance. both open 

5 
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Qieroobyl Jlt.'cident 

sinplified Inteipretatlon of ~let's Ieported l!ccident ~C!e 

BacJoJround :lnfonration 

Large pc1W'er systems operate' on a pri.n<?iple of sitlnq ,P('Ner 9tatJ.ona at 
eoononlcally And t.ecmically acceptable 11it.a, feeding electricity into a grid 
aystan to JM.jor areas of damnd. '!he pc:Mer ata.tion e1t.es are not necessarily at 
or near to the points of supply deman<l - Which are prd::)eWly DDre m.meroua than 
the nllllber of power stations. 

Continuity of supply to the coneuuer i• a major ain\ of an1 electricity utility 
arXl to accamodate plant breakdowns, or transmieeion lln• fai.luree, the 
generating plant rWlning ard oormecl:ed t.o the system ia oot. all fully loaded and 
hence bas a 11B1:9in of t•spinning re•erve" to tak.• over genera.ting oapflCity lost 
by b.reakdCJNn. Similarly the tranan!eaion lines do have rout.ea ~ch have spare 
capacity to t.ake over fran the line Wich fails. 

R>twithst.andir'J the above, there are severe ccxxU.tions for exmple ~ li~tn.J.ng 
storm CNer a large area Which could cause fragment.at.ion of the tranamlasion 
ayetan into pocket.!J. 'Iheee ~t• if not e~ by 8Ufficient generating 
capacity ~c! be "blac!ked out". Another resUlt could be the dieoonnection of a 
p:M8r st.at.ion f:r:on the trananiaaion eyatem lea.\tlng it eui;pl.ying it.a awn load, 
and no other, that is only if the faUlt did oot cauae ~t• generator• to 
autatB.tical.ly shut dCMn. • 

A desirable feature of a ioodem p.:Mer atation then beoa••• its ability to accept 
an :lnst.antaneoua reduction in it.• total out.,pJt dCMn to house load wit:bJut. the 
transient causing the plant to trip autamtically. If the plant doe• trip 
during the tr.e.neient., nuel.ar pcMer etat.ima ~d have still availabl~ an 
eHttt\Ual elll¢lrkal 6Ul-\)l~ tty•Ltt.11 !td £r(.11\ Ui"'Ml ut ~lilt tucbil~ \JM)t.t'a.lorei t:.o 
naint.ain safe shut. down eonditicoe. · ·. . ... . . 
6coJ2! of Test 

. : . 
Al.trough the test at Clleroobyl Unit 4 was the initiator of the aooident its 
purpose hae mt been explicitly stated by the l\Jssiana. It is perceived to be 
concerned with the capability of the tulbogenerator in a running down Jlt'Jde to 
supply (for a abort. interval) eane power station auxiliary plent. Broadly · · 
speaking the teaUng ccn:Utione -were to bes-

. Peaotor at aboUt 25\ po..."er with Ole of its tw aeeooiated tUJ:bine shut. doim, the 
other sUpplying the grid arxl part of ~ unita &.uxillariee. 'Ihe rEm!lining 
auxiliary plant waa fed frcm tlle grid. 

'lhe running turbine was to be dieconnected fron the grid and ite steam !nlet
valves shut, bit with p!U't. of the unit. aux:l.U.ariea still being 8Upplied Whilst 
ruming. d<Jitlll. 

It '4S hqied that the r~ct.or would continue at pa.t.'Qr accepting the tran:elent .~ 
steam detand, with sane of it.a circulating and feed pll'lpa being driven~ the 
running down turbogenerator, with the other~ being fed fran the grid. 

'1be teat. procedure wae oot autb)rised by the proper authority, the eafety 
aspects had not. been tl\ou:iht. through, and depart.urea fran the procedure •re 
al.1<1fi'led during the teat. aa well a• violation• of the operat.ing rul.ea. · 
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oaaign features relevant to accident 

In oxder to urnerstand t.he sequence of events leading to the accident, it. is 
ne<:."e8sary to consider 80n9 aspect.a of the atK deeigll• 

'lb• Fuel· ,ii enriched urani\11\ dioxide, clad in zirooniun, a metal 'Whic!h does ·not 
absorb neut..rorls necessary for the chain reaction. 'Iha bl ie a:ntained in fuel 
channels (zirc:alloy tUbe•) with water coolant. Steam produced fran heating the 
water flc:Ming in the fuel channel• is oolleoted in steam/water aeparatcre and 
led directly to the turbine, the water separated being returned to the inlet of 
the fuel cbannels. 

'lb replace the water taken away aa st.earn, feed water i• introduced to the 
separators. 

In a thernal reaotor 1 8 •9 • JJWn Rm, .NlR, REH( A uol&'dbJ.t· i• required t.o reduce 
the energy of neutn:Jna released in fiasion eo that they can effectively c.aue• 
the next fission in the c:hllin reaction. 'Ihe moderator can be water, or 
graprl:te, or a mixture of the t\ttO as in the RBMK reactor. In the la« reactor 
thf!I ft~l c'ham•l• are led t.hrou:t1'a 9rQ,Pdu bloeka, the" a'llOL btia:.y pcsrt. of the 
•team/water circuit, but 11ur.rourXled by an inert gas at:noetiwr•· Niter a• wter 
and water as steam produce different. moderating resulu. In the RIM( reaetore a 
charJ3e frcm water to steam tends to pl'\?duce a pc:Mer increue and vice versa. 
'lhe technical jargon ii a "positive void coefficient. of reactivity"'. 'lbia ia an 

. Wldeairable dftnign feature thich Waat.em Designaro go to eane l~ to avoid. 

A reduct.ion in power aleo produoes a higher level of Xeilon, a decayed fission 
product. ~ch abeor'bs neutron•• 'lhe c'hain react.ion will slowly die away unless 
sustained by C!Qlltrol rod witMrawal. Qi an~ reactor, the ~ility of the 
ocntrol rods ia. oot sufficient t.o keep th• reactor critical if th• reactor power 
fall• to a lOtl level for more tl1an an bOUr or eo, In auc:h oircunatances, the 
operators sinply have to wait for 1-2 c:Saya until the Xett>n ha• deoayed away. 

~eof events 

'!'he sequence of the events leading t:o the accident were aa .follow r en the 
25th ~rll 1986 aternobyl UUt 4 m.a redllctd t.o about 50\ power and me of the 
'bo'o turbogeneratore wa.a shut do.m. 'lbe reactor and running turbine auxiliaries 
were now being aupplied pUtly fran the one running tw:bine lmd partly fra1l the 
grid. As it was envisaged that the test would cause laM diet.urbance• to the 
water level in the steam water separator•, a lcw level oondlt.ion of Which tllOUl.d 
initiate emergency cooling water injection, the operation of emergency C(X)l.ing 
was inhibited late on the evening of the 25th l\prll, and sane hJur• later, power 
was reduced to 25' for the cxmnencE&Tlent of the teat. Difficulty wa• experienced 
in regulating the reaotor, and ocntrary to requiranenta the cpet"ator tock over 
manual control. stabilised cxnlltiona war• eventually obtained at 71 p:MleX' ard 
oontrary to the experiment procedure it ws decided to start the test. 

At 0107 on the 26th l\pril in the belief of obtaining a potentially safe 
comitJon on the reactor at the end of the tat the ·~ fuel channel 
circulating PU1'9?9 were put int.o operatioo, making 8 putpa oparat1onal1 and 
producing a flow 'lrtdch infringed th• operatfn9 rules. '1he effect of tlds '411&8 to 
deatablise at.earn/water separator steam preHur• and water level. Oontruy to 
operating rule• the operator then rerdered irx.lperable the reactor trip 
capability fran theee parameters being outside Umite. Because of the le.rg• . 
water flcu in the fuel dumnels, •team praduced in ternm of voidage wa• 
minhn!ll, but the entire react.or C100lant was only juat bel.Qf its boiling point.. 
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rue to the time delay nan, initial power reduct.ion Xerx>n had built up and the 
control rod configuration was •uch that. operaUng rUle• requir"ed the unit. tD be 
ahut. d.awn. In apit.e of thie. it. waa decided. to continue wit.h the teat. . 

At 01.23 hrs the valves cont.rolling at.earn flair to the turbine were shut with the 
roiotor pa.ior it .tlout '1t. •brmllJ.r tho 1:1hutting of both hu:bin• tt••m n•hra1 
W'.luld have tripped the reactor. However, this safety flD1Ction had alao been 
negated. lilt.er nCM now reduced fran the pmps that are ccnneoted to the 
running dCMn turbine aJY1 the etearn pressure increased. 'lh• net effeot was an 
increasing steam voidage in the channGl which in turn led to pc;MBr increasing at 

. an aocelerailng rate. 

'lhe operator initiated a manual ehut down, because by tbie t.ima all of the 
autaTBtic trip parameter• that. oould have resporded had been negated. lkMeVar, 
sane absorbers did not. reach the fully inHrt.ed posiUon. J\ manual shut dCMn 
would drive the oont.rol rode in the CX)l'e. Sarvodriv• c:lutc!he• were disengaged 
t.o cause the abaorber• to fall into the eore U1'¥1er their own wight. uaw.ver, 
dry out had already occurred in fuel channel• leading to fuel clad rupture, fuel 
channel coolant pressure increaee, fuel channel rupture, and ll themal. 
explosion that destroyed the reactor and part of the •truotural oatpODeOt.e of 
the bU1ldinJ. . 

'lh• atearn formation together with the •harp tenperatur• increase led ui •team -
Eirooniun reactlona and the production of b~n gas, 'lhe h~•n wa then 
able to escape throu;Jh the breadh and to mix with air providlng an explO.ive 
mixture. '!his reaction wae observed a• fire'ltlOrk• of flying hot and glCMing 
fregnrants. 
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~UR~OUGHS ~EX3~00 I 

t 
BRITISH EMBASSY i 
3100 M1111ehuHtt1 Avenue NW W11hington DC 20008 

Tet.• DotMl1•C USA 19·23'10•11·2314 ll_· 
Tele• 1t11"n1tlollll 142241WUll1'40015UTTI .. 

Telephotlt 12021192·1340 

.... 
18 August 1986 

···-···------------------

1 n n r n 1 ~ 1 r 

For Mr W Mc~ill1n, AEA London 

l 1tt1ch th• Ato•ic Jndu1tri1l Foru~ "lnfowire" on the Soviet 
r1port on tht Chernobyl accident, as requested. 

1teg1rd1. 

Ptirdrt Watson (N1) 
Senior UKAEA L1111on Officer 

5 pages following ••••••••• 



eu~~OUGHS DEX3~ee 

ATTh: JOHN r•AhCE 

FJAST SEC•lT.\llY 

o\UGUST 17, 19$6 

TO All INFOWIRE sunSCRIRlAS (86-92>: 

4:00 Pfl! IDT 

THEAE JS NO HAAD 0.\TA CONClAUl"G THE CATASTROPHIC ACClDENT AT 

THl UUMAE• FOUR CHERNOBYL tEACTOA, AtCAUSE THE SKALA 

1NFORMAT10N SYSTt~ AT THE A~ACTOA ~AS SWJTCHEO O~EA TO AECOAD 

ONLY D•To\ FAOM THE CO.\ST-DJwW TEST UHICH LED TO THE ACCJDl~T, 

ACCORDING TO A AtPQOT ~llG~lTTED TO THl JNT~ANATIONAL ATOMIC 

k!llAGY AGENC! AY T+it !T•T~ ror1~ITT~~ F~~ THE USE OF ATORlC 

~UEAGY Of THE U~SA. THE t~FOAl1ATtON SYSTE~ CAN ACCOMMODATl 
OULY 400•50n PAA.\!IETEAS, INSUFFICIEHT TO RECORD BOTH NO~MAL 

RE.\CTOA QPEAATJNG OATA A~D DAT.\ FAOM THE TEST, 

AS A AkSULT~ SOVIET OFFICIALS HAVE Ho\D TO RESORT TO USING A 
RATHEnATt~o\l MOtlL OF THE Q~N~-ioon ALONG WtTH JNSTPUME~T 

IElOJNGS ANO INFORttATION PROVIDED BY OPERATING ~ERSO~H~l TO 
RtCO~STAUCT TtlE •CCJDEUT. 

111r. ire"U"I' 111Ltl.I IHt At.LlUtNI JT lHt. tHtRNOBYL·a·10MIC ENERGY 

STATION AMO JTS CONSEnuENCES, COHSISTS OF A 67-PAGE SUMMAAY 
AHD SEVEIAL TEC~MfClL APPEHOlCES. AT flDST GL&NCE IT APPtARS 

10 BE CO"PLETE A~D FRINK AND CONTAI~S A GAEAT AMOUNT OF DETAILS 
anour THE 1n~K-1nnD lkD ITS OPEIAT1011. 

AN OFFICJ&L TR&HSL,TtO~ OF TH~ DOCUHEMT INTO ENGLISH WAS 

UM~EIWAY OVER THE W~E(END, ANO IS EXPECTED TO BE AVAILA~LE 

AUGUST 18. IH THE ~ElNTT~E WE AAE &ALE TO PROVIDE THE 
FOLLOWING lHFOAttATIO~ fRQn THE •£PORT: 

•• OPE-&TO• EDROR IS GIVEN TOP BILLING AS A CAUSE OF THE 

&CCJOENT. COk""lr"fD IN THE tEPCAT ts A TlRLE LISTING S&FETY 

YJOLATJONS, THE MOTIVATION ro• E~CH, ANO THE RESULT. 

HIGHLl~HTt~ 45 Ttlt FUND&~~Nl&L MQfJV&TJOH FOR THE VIOLATIO~i JS 

A!I lLLEGEn tE51Al AV UOQKEOS TO ~tT THE TEST OVER WITH. 

•• Df!iPITf THF fll1R!iiri'Ctf 011 ontnlTOl"I tnno•, •11111! JJ.;. a111;v1H1 

. UNOE~cu••ENT OF OISSATJS,ACT?ON WITH THE WAY JN ~HJCH THE RULES 
WPtf PIE~E~TED 10 'NifT ~Ln&OMMtL~ AJ,Al!hTLY 11 WA~ ASSUMtO 
TMlT MANY S•FETY ''0CtPUMt5 WOULD nt FOLLOWED BY sHtFT 

IU~tAVISOA~, BUT T~E•E w~s CONSIDERABLE OUlSTJON °AS TO WHETHE• 
THlY WlA~ P•OPE•LY WAJtTtN DOWN. 

-- -- ·.---------~ .. -----: 
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•- JT lPPEAPS THAT EMlqGEUCY SYSTE~S INVOLVING TURBOGENEAATORS 

uu~AEP SEVEN AND trGHT, ~lllCH WEAE ASSOCJATED WITH CHERNOYBL 

UNIT FOUR, WERE BOTH TUAUlD orr IN VtOLATJON OF OPERATING 
nuL..tl. •.it l·•~•1.··• 1nv1.11.1111iU 1~u~1t1t1t t.JUHI WAS SUPPOSED TO Bl: 

TUt:lt~ED Off Jr~ CON!IECTICf~ WITll THE TEST. HOWEVER/· t10i:rKERS ALSO 

SH~T OFF NU~BEA SlVE~'S SYSTEM OECAUSE THEY INTENDED TO SHIFT 

THl TlST TO THAT ~tHl:AATO~ IF THCY DIV HOT IECklVE SATISFACTORY 
DATA F•On THl FIRST TE~T. THEJP AJM UAS ALLEGEDLY TO SAVE TJllE. 

-- i~ERE W~AE t0HS1D£OA~LE ~ATA TWAT 1~DltA1ED TH£ Ti&f SHOULD 
H~VE BEEN BROUGHT TO A SPEEDY HALT AT SEVERAL POINiS, BUT THESE 

WfUE IGN0Aln FOA RfASOttS NOT kXPLAINlD. FOR INSTANCE, DATA 

SEEnED TO 1untC•Tf A s~~klL JHBAL•~CE IN THE •EACTO•'S 

OPERlTION lT L01f PO~fa. RUT DY THE TIME THt SHIFT LEACER GAVE • 

THE OROEll 1'0 HIT Fl!JTTO!i A.2•S,. WUJCH PRESUllABLY WAS TO ~M THE 

REACTOR,. THE CO~TROL AODS FAYLED TO S£JT '~D THE•E VAS A SHARP 

REPORT FRO" THE ltGtO~ OF TkE REACTOR • 

.... ATTEMPTl~G TO SEAT THl ROOS, THE OPERATOR THEN CUT OFF TH£ I 
Sfqvn~FrKtUt~tt POw~a tunntl, 111 onocn TO Pt•"'' 'Ht 16~~ iv 

OESC~UD OF THklR CIJN WEJ~HT. TwE~TY $l(0WDS LATER EYEWITNESSES 

RtPORT~~ T~O EKPLOSIO~S FOLLOWtD QY FLYI~G HOT FRAG"E~TS AND 

SP~RK. ~IlHIU Tf1£ AlA.tTCA AUILDt~G. SOHl OF THE HOT ~ATERIALS 

L•:i~ln o~ f11t POOF AND 5T•9T~n ~ ~TAE . 

.... DESPJTl THE EMPllASIS ON OPERATOR ERROR TllEAE JS A SECTION I~ 

THE REPORT OlVOT~D TO QUJCK TtCH~ICAL FIXES PLANNED FOR THE 
An~K-1000. 1H£SE INCL~~~ LEHGTHENJHG THE COHTDOL •ODS JO 1.2 

"ETEDS CttE &PE U~CEATlIN er THEI~ PAE~EHT LEHGTH)/ JNC~~ASING 

lHt NU~~EP Of CCHTPOL •cos TO 70 OA RO (AT PRESENT THERE ,.~ 

l~O~T 5C11 AlJS1 11G Tl!l FUEL EHPJCHM~NT TO 2.~ PERCENT f'Cn THk 

PDtSE~T TW~ PEACEHT/ JNST•LLTNG lDDJTIONlL SIGNAL RECHAHJSllS 

AHO SE~SORS JN THE CONTROL ROOM/ lND INtRElSIHG PUMP CAPlCJTY. 

OF PARTJCULAA INTEREST JN COH4ECTJ0U ~JTH TME PLANHEO FlXfS JS. 

TH~ '~111M;_tiT RY Tt1f Rt'PORT'li •11THnili THftT Tw'~' M'•t11nr.r 11tLL 

~EGRADE Tttl EC0k0M1C$ OF THE DAM~ RUT ~tll GUltANTEE NECESSARY 
SlFETY. 

1~ ~DD!Ttcr:,. THE FOLL0l1 l4G SlHTE1;r~s lPPEAA JN TH£ IEPOAT'S 

FOREW IT TS IMPOSSIBLE TO 1MlGJNG THE fUTUIE WORLD 

ECOHO~Y ~tTHCUT llUCLEAA EHEAGY. NE~EATHELESS, JTi fUTUIE "UST 

OE ltCO~PANJlD BY Y£T LlAGE• INPUTS OF SCIENCE· •HO:~lCH~OLOGY 
TO E~SURE lTS •lLtAnlLlTY ~~n SAFE EXPLOITATION. 

·.: ,, 
fOLL0~1~G JS lN U~OfFJCJ•l T•ANSL•TJO~ OF THE SEQUE~CE OF 
EVE~TS OF THE CtlEA~O~YL ACCIDENT: 

~ :f' ._ .... 

-.- ;-------. -~\\:!!~:' . . ~ --.... ' - . ! .... - ' . • ~ 

-·~... .~ ... -... -
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eVRROUBHS DEX~~00 ..... 
·~·.•• w·• ..... ·•w•"'"' """' .,,,.,,.,, .. ._,, ,..,.,1..1;11 ur •"'"'" ~C.'fC.1'111-r!Vt 

P~PtE!IT WAS FROM THE fJOST FUEL LOADJUG AT RUANUP Of TWELVE T~ 

flfT£EU MUDIKG. THE RE~tTOI STATUS ALSO INCLUDED ONE CHANNEL 

.A9S0RAER 1 ONE CH~U~EL E~PTY. AVER'G~ RUINUP OF 10.3 MWD/KG. 

S~ffTY Pl0t£0UO£~ llSFD TU THF Tf~T WFRF UNRFVIFWED IN~ 

FORMALISTIC. TH~ T~ST 

Kff.iETtt lrj!RGYJ..0 

A~efo£c~•CULATJOI~ PUMP 
HEtr>1?ic:-Go1i;-- - -

AP&JL 2~, AT 1300 

.! ' r > .~u ,-

v "'"""\ 

WAS l~Tt~DED TO ~Sl TURBINE ROTOR 

£1\~~Gtl~(T 51$1~1!._ -~CLUO~f!~ PFEEO 
, WITH PLAHT DISCONUECTED F•~H 

WATER 7 
__j 

3S?ic> a.AW /1.. 
BEGIN tAMP DOW!.; fROH FULL PJWElf ~ / .. tr 
DJSCONNErT TUQ~IN~ GENERATORS FRO~ GRID 

AT 1000 HOURS <SOPERCENf) _SUPPLY IECIRCULATION 

P~MPS F•on TUR~JHE GENERATORS BUS '· 

ef F.P 

, '· 00 11ounc "'70 DLOCll OUT tMtnGCIH!Y 

(DJSCONNECT) 

/ 

f!l)lt[ C!OOLllf& .S'l'!ft::H · 6/~."' t..;b..Q C.-.o 
a....G~c«, 

2310 HOURS 

' -

0103 TO 0107 

\ 
L---7 

I 

POWER n 700 - 1000 MWT C22 - S1PEICEMT)' 

TURNED orr LOCAL CONT~OL SYSTEM. 

OPkAATOA T~E~ COULD NOT B4LlNCE 

TU&~J~F ~[~EllAT011 SUPPLY AND Df~aNn, 

lS POWER O•OPPED 30 ~~T (ABOUT 5PEACkNT OF 

CUAlf.NT VALUE' 

PO~~Q STABlLJZED 

HAlfUlL [Q~ITllOL. 

b o~ 
AT -~Q.0 ~CC.PERCENT> 

X£UOH BUILDING, CAUSING 
CCOLaNT Dt~SlTY DEC~EASEI OPERATOR ~UST 

THEAlrO~l USt lO~AL CONTAOLI LfAOS TO 

POWED DEPAEJSJOU AT CCAE CENTER, I.E. 
TWG-HU"PE~ AZ1"UTKAL POWEt DJS1A10UTJOU." 

STARTUP f';~ STAf~DBY AEC[ACULATJON 

PUMPS/ ALL EJGW1 PUMPING TOTAL CORE 
FLO~ Of 57,oao CLiAIC ~ETEAS PEP 

11n11n 
(:V.z ...... ) 

D1fFJtuLtY tO~TPOLllNG STEAM SEPlAlTOO 
LEVELS/ OPERATOR BLOCKS lMEAGENtV 

PROTECTION SIGNALS (PROBABLY LEVEL, FLO~ 

AND TEMPEAATUAE LIMITS) JNCIEASES 

FEEDWATkl lBOUT FOUR TIMES INITIAL 
VALUE. T~lS CAUSES LOW. COi£ JNLET 

Tt~PEQATUt~, RlDUCED OUTLlT DU•LlTY. 
THEA~fQtl• PQWlR DlSTIIRUTIOK UH~SUALLY 
HIGH JH UPPER COUE. StNULTANEOUSLY• 

SYSTE~ PRESSURli PROPS AHO ~l?_NT_!ROl •ODS 

AAISt f0' THIRTY SECONDS TO UPPER 
C.DNTAC.t_ WllERE OPERATi_Q TAK£$ ftANUAL 
~~~~~ .. !O .. !!!f __ :t,t;! ~ ... _:_ ... __ .=;..;.;;;..__ 

~) ~v _5t!...erc~ 
j_._ s {,n.,.,,e ._ 7,.; • 

' 

I 

.,J 

JB~ 
I ert=:z._,r " . 

J 
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,._" 
~:·_i::~;,.~ " ~'..;~,t~ 

- .... 1• •. 

HO~E.VE•, DUi .TO XENON BU lLOUP, 

RtACTIVJfY "lAGJ~ JS ONLY SJI TO 
£JGHT rON1AOL AODS VE•sus FIFTEEN 
Rl~lMUM llLOW4ALE. SHOULO HAVE SHUT 

DOWN. ANALYSIS SAYS HIGHEST, POSITIVE \ 
VOTO EFFECT. 

ftt~JN EXPEAIHENT (£0. NOTE; _tH FACE 

OF ABOVE DIFFlCULTIESX) ,!!!A.SS TUAIJNt: 

:: ··-~-'~ 

L 

I 
,, 

.· I 
~"-

e(~J.,~~ 
AND CLOSE ALL CONDlWSEq 9U"P VALVkS. 

te .,,ec._,-CJ.~~--
PAEs suaE OJSES AT A •ATE OF IJX ~ PAIS 

nY TOTAL OF 0.S MPA C73 PSI). TURBINE 
~lNEAlTOIS NOW POWERING PU"PS WJTM 
KINETIC fUEAGY ONLY. 

- y "''·-~, --d r>..,,.... -p_,.s, '---"' ' 

FLOW DROPS. 

NET EFFECT br PRf SSUA~ RISE ANO FLOW • 

DROP JS Jlllt:AEASED VOJD, THIN POWER (~1)(' 

01?3 

Hl1f 

OPEAATOP PUSHtS SCRAM BUTTON, CALLING 

FOP AZ5 PODS. RANGING UOISES "~ARD, 

ROOS DO NOT OCTTOM. POWER AJSES TO 

SlO "W(l) (17PEQCfHTl W1TK PEAlOD UND~q 

cos. 

POSITIVE VOID EXACEAOATES POWlA RISE WITH lNADEQUATE 
[0~PENSATIO~ FROM DOPPLER EFFLrT. t 

FLOW ODOPS (DUf TO lNCREASED CllA~~EL PDlSSUPE OAOP AND 
' TUARJkES RUNNING DOWN FAST~Q TH~N EXPtCTED). 

tOtTtC•L ~EAl FLUX cru•NOUTJ ro~ntTJCNS JM S!VEAAL CHAU~ELS. 

FUEL O'JEAHCATS. 

3r CALODt~SI~" EUE.A~y O~POSlTION caus~ SOME FUEL TO BURST, 
CAUSJ STE'n E~PLOSIO~S. 

SOHE fUE.L CHAN~ELS BURST. 

! •. 

FUELING MACHINE JU~PS UP AkD DOWN, fALLS ON liACTOI FACE 

· ......... . • .... I ..• 

I 

l 
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PEX3~00 ..... 
!· :-

'!., 

FLOU REVERSES, C~ECK VALVES CLOSE, PUMPS STILL PUMPJNG 
CAUS~ AtTUAh JU ~LOU TO !iOTH UllA~PTU~~D CHAUUELS AND AUPTU~tD 

CllAUNELS, H£~CE t~TO OPl~ ;£ACTOR FlCE. 

A(ACTtON or W'T~A UlTH HOT ZIACALOY AND HOT GAAPHIT~ 
PPODUCES HYCAOGtlJ, CARSON RONOXlDE AkD HEAT. 

EXPLOSIONS RESULT fPOM COUTACr df HYDAO,EU AND t••ao~ 

~OUO~l~E WITH ato. 

TO CO~TACl AU Alf STAFFER OUTSIDE Of HOAKIUG HOURS, CALL 

J01-9Ho-HJI. 

ATOl1JC lliDU'.iTIZIAL fCRUtl 

N l~!~=-1 

.t.lJG 17 19Rti 17: i? 

VIA CC? NYC 

" 
PllODAC~E A WSll 

• ,"', : .~: •I 

' 
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OONFIDENfIAL 
,,.~ ··~·· - . ,, ., .. 

NOCl.EAR OP£RA1'IONS SUPPORI' GROUP 

00/A'.£ 18th August 1986 

To: All on attached list 

From: A. W. Clarke 

Please find the attached list of principal contact nunbers for use 
during the Viema Conference on Chernobyl. 

~te that coma nun~r:; are ex-<lf.rectory and should not therefore be 
made generally available. 

'There are still a few blari<s which will be filled in during the. 
course of this week. 

~~· 
for A.W. Clarke 

c.c.... \-t:J\ 
WN 
fl\ i:: 
flNC. 

It >-I H i 
; SFr\ .. 

e, VV\ 
~e. 
I .(i 

i 
;1, 
" 
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Nl\ME OFFICE HOURS our OF OFFICE s:>URS 

Mr· A.W. Clarke Tele: 01 634 7109/6278 Tele: Bedford (0234) 58859 
(OOSG) Dexi 01 634 6973 Dex: Bedford (0234} 58859 

Mr. K.G. Steele Tele: 01 634 6182/5214 Tele• 0679 4645 
(NOSG) Dex• (l) 01 634 6973 

(2) 01 634 6628 

Dr. J.E. Gore Tele: 0453 810451 Bx. 114 Tele: Tetbury (0666) 52925 
(.BNL) Dex: 0453 912529 

-
k:lry Willrox Tele: 045265 2123 Tele: Cheltenham 

{GOCD) Dax: 045265 2776 (0242) 820846 

Mr. J. OJllier Tele: 045265 2000 
(Infonnation only) Dex: 045265 2003 

Mr. Mike Green Tele: 01 634 5719 'Iele: 01 278 6516 
(DIPA) Dex: 01 634 6629 

Mr. J. OJmer Tele: 01 930 6889/9 Tele: 'I\lnbridge Wells 
(BNF) (0892) 41092 

Telex: 264476 

Mr. R.R. Marshall Tele: 0565 3800 Tele: Wil.11\slow 
(NNC libothe Hall ) Dex: 0565 5467J. (0625) 523774 

Telex: 666000 

Dr. T. Hargerison Tele: 01 828 0116 Tele: 01 341 0435 
(NEIG) Dex• 01 828 0110 -

Mrs Price Tele: 01 829 0116 Tele: 01 305 0946 
(NEIG} 

Tele: '!\!le: 
(FMT) Dex: 

Telex: 

Mr. P. Woods Tele: 01 211 5907 Tele: 01 642 2663 
(NII) Dex: 01 834 5370 

Telext Energy IDndoii 
918777 
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l'IWIE OFFICE IDUR8 Wl' OF <FFICE KXlR8 • -

SRO Tele1 0925 31244 - Dex1 0925 76 3936 
Telex• 629301 

Or, F.R. Allen Tele1 Extension 7245 Tele• 0925 76 5017 
(Genera1 Policy) 

Mr. lf,J. Teague 
(Int l'btters - _ 
especially NFA) Tele1 Extension 7226 Tel•• 051 424 2994· 

Dr, W, Nixai 
(Atrnoep-.eric 
Dispersiat) Teles Extension 7284 Tel•1 0925 810592 

Hr. M. ~an 
(Alm:JGifleric -
Dispersion) Tele1 Exteneion 7373 • 

Or, P,N, Cl~h Tele1 Extension 7238 Tele• 4'nlll 4209 
Mr. I. t\Jrlbar Tele1 Extension 7365 
(Fission Product 
Release/ 
O::t1),x>ei tion) 

Mr. A.N. Hall Tele1 &ctension 7270 Tele: 0925 "fl& S-IH 7 
Mr, S.F. !Bll Tele• Ext.enaion-7313 · - · ~~le: 051 727 1238 (Accident eequence ··~· . 
interpretation & 
phencmenology) 

"Ir. G, Meggitt 
Radio~ical 
Protea on) Tele• Extension 7224 Tele1 I¥mi 5076 

Mr, P. Benell 
(Genera1 
Inquiries) Tele• Extension 1390 OIOI • C, 1.'a · I I O'S' 

Mr. D, Levey 
(overseas 
!elations) Tele• 01.930 5454 Ex. 200 '1'9le1 01 301 3507 



, 
CCNFIIENI'IAL 

N1\ME 

Or. R. Clarke 
(NRPB) 

Mrs J. N::1nak 
(Main contact) 
(D of Environment) 

Dr. Featee 
(D of Ehvirorrnent) 
(25/8/86 ' 
30/8/86) 

Mr. A.J. D!lniels 
(Dept of Energy) 

Mr. P. llqrell 

(M.\FF) 

Mr. D.N. ~lf 
lNFL) 

Mr. M. Hurp 
Mr. c. Clarke 
(UKAFA London) .,. 

Dr. Pexton 
(SSEB) 

Mr. Currie 
(if nr. Pexton 
not available) 

I 

Tele: 
Dex: 
Telex: 

Tule1 
Dex: 

Tele: 
Dex: 

Tele: 

Teles 
Dexs 
Telex: 

Tele: 
tex: 
Telex1 

Tele: 
Tele: 
Dex: 

Tele1 
rex: 
Telex: 

Tele: 

- 3 -

OFFICE 11:.llmS Ol1l' OF OFFICE OOURS 

0235 931600 No out of hOurs contact 
0235 833891 
837124 

01 212 4242/5663 Tele: 01 553 1888 
01 212 8707 

ledi.opage - 0893 372 772 

'IBle: 0491 39276 

l!adiopage - Message 
No. 4856896 

Tele Bureau - 0345 333111 
- Fran I.ondoo 

840 7000 

01 211 6683 'l9le1 01 337 1104 
01 834 3771 

01 211 5008 Tele: 0732 451840 

Tele: 

0925 835496 Teles 0925 755097 
0925 817625 
627581 

nity Sergeant 0925 31244 
(Ex 3780) 

for radiopage oon~ct 

01 930 5454 x 319/539 Dex: 01 930 7461 
01 930 5454 x 520/539 Tele: 01 5454 
01 930 5454 x 274 D.lty Sergeant/Police · I 

(Leave M3ssage) 

041 637 7177 Tele: 041 427 4327 
041 637 4583 
777703 

041 637 7177 Tele: 0786 72104 



URGENT FAX 

To: 
Mr A M Allen LHQ 
Mr RN Simeone 
Mr R L R Nicholson 
Mr MA II Baker 
Mr AW Hills 
Mr F Chadwick 
Mr w MacMillan 
Mr R N James 
Mr B C Carpenter 

Mr J Bretherton Dept of Energy 

Dr T N Mar sham Risley 
Dr B L Eyre Risley 
Mr A D Evans Risley 
Mr J R Askew Risely 
Dr G G E Low Harwell 
Dr D Hicks Harwell 
Dr J E R Holmes Winfrith 
Mr C W Blumfield Dounreay 

Mr HJ Teag~ SRO 
Dr M R Hayns 
Dr R s Peckover 
Dr F R Allen 
Dr G M Ballard 

From: Dr J H Gittus, SRD 

THE RUSSIAN CHERNOBYL REPORT 

An English summary became available yesterday, in advance of next 
week's meeting in Vienna. 

It shows that the operators were to blame. They had, without 
permission, "switched-off" the automatic reactor trip system and 
the emergency core-cooling water system together with other safety 
provisions. This information supplies the "missing link": hitherto 
we had been unable to fathom why the safety systems had failed to 
prevent the accident. 

The operators wanted to find out whether the reactor coolant pumps 
and other systems could be adequately powered by the main 
turbo-alternator when the latter was free-wheeling to a standstill. 
The coolant pumps, in the event, were not able to keep the reactor 
cool under the circumstances. It did not trip, since the operators 
had inhibited this safety provision and the emergency cooling did 
not operate since the operators inhibited this, too. 



Accordingly it overheated, the resultant high steam pressure burst 
the pressure-tubes and the flimsy containment; radionuclides, 
evaporating from the by now uncooled fuel, escaped. Both the 
zircaloy and the graphite were partially oxidized by air and steam 
and the hydrogen and carbon monoxide so produced burned in the 
air. 

The amount of activity released went through its second peak when a 
week after the accident the fuel temperature reached its highest 
value. The fuel did not melt but nevertheless released all the 
noble gases and three percent of the other radionuclides which it 
contained (over ten million curies). 

Apart from laying the blame on the operators, the main technical 
short-coming highlighted by the Russians is the positive void 
coefficient. They say that they intend to minimise this by raising 
the fuel enrichment and increasing the worth of the absorbers 
permanently located in the core. 

20 August 1986 
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COllFtl!>EllltltlL 
FM VASl\HIGTOll 
TO llMEIJtltATE FCO 
TELllO 2085 • 
OF 122200Z AUG 16 
llllFO llMMEO.IATE BONltJ PARil&.1 UKl\IS \\IENllA; .. MOSCOV 

VESTERll CONSULTAT1IOllS BEFORE 11.AEA POST-CHERNOBYL MEETolllG 
1. FOLLO'of.141G YOUR TEll0.11i20 COUllSELLOR (EllERGY) AND F1tf!Sl 
SECRETARY (ATOl\IC) ATTENDED THE MEETil•G Al THE STATE DEPARTMENT 
TODAY. 

2. DR CLAUS GEST ATTEllDED FROM THE FEDERAL GERMAN ENVlllONHENT 
l'IHtlSTRY. •UI AD!Jill,ION TO THE UI(.,• FRANCE AND CANADA VERE 
REPRESEllTED IY EMBAS&IES. AMBASSADOR KEllllEDY lltl~ NOT ATTEND AND 
THE MEET~~G VAS CH~IRED IY CONGDON OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT. 
DENTON OF llRC AND BRUSH OF USDOE ALSO ATTENDED. 
3, DR THEl\1$ SPE:IS (NRC) REPORTED VHAT DR SEl\INOV,• DEPUTY 

CHA.HlllAll OF THE USSR COHH.1.TTEE FOR THE UTolLISAT,fON OF ATOl\l.C 
UERGY._• HAD TOLD l\IM AND AMBASSADOR KENNEDY DURiltlG A RECENT Y•l-S>~l 

TO MOSCOV, SEl\UIOV HAD SAii~ THAT THE CHERNOBYL NO.Ii REACTOR HAD 
BEEM SHUT DOVll TO 1 PERCEllT POWER FOR Ml..t.tllEllANCE AND THE STAFF 
VERE PREPARllMG TO DO AN EXPER,IMENT. HE HAD L~ID GREAT STRESS ON 
THE EXPER1IMEllT'S IE1lfl6 POORLY PLANKED,• POORLY DE&IGNED AND POORLY 
EXECUTED, SHORT CUTS HAD BEEN TAKEll. THE EXPER1IMENT VAS DES.l'°NED 
TO TEST WHETHER THE 1lot1ERT11<A OF THE TUR&HIE COULD BE USED TO 
GENERATE POWER FOR SAFET't SYSTEMS FOR SHORT PER·IODS. SHORTLY 
AFTER THE EXPE~IMENT BEGAN THE REACTOR VENT 1l"TO AN EXCURSION, 
AT TH.IS PO.lflT THE REACTOR VAS •UI THE WORST POSS-IBLE cor1F1tGURAT ION 
FROll THE POINT OF 'NEV OF MAtl.IFESHNG 1ITS POS+HYE YOU> 
COEFFolt::IEllT. 
~. THE EXCUR~ION VAS VERY FAS~. AllD A LARGE KUHBER OF PRESSURE 
TUBES BURST• 11-NTERSE STEAM PRESSURE PUSHED UP THE UPPER PART Of 
THE REACTOR AND THE CRANE OYER THE REACTOR VAS Dllll·VEN THROUGH THE 
ROOF, ll•T VAS THilS,• RATHER THAN ANY HYDROGEN EXPL05'10N AS HAD BEEN 
PREY!IOUSLY THOUGHT1o• THAT CAUSED THE MOST V1IS:l,BLE DAMAGE, WHEN 
THE ROOF VAS PUNCTURED ALL CORE COOL•ING Pllf'ES VERE RUPTURED. 
,,000 TONNES OF SAllD.,• CLAY~· LEAD AND BORON VERE USED TO IR•lflG THE 
SUBSEQUEllT GRAPHll,TE FllRE UNDER CORTROL, 
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M" YflY Cltll THlT H - NW THE l'URPOIE OF THE FOllTHCOltltll ''";:'.'.·., 
llllll flEETll•I VAS FOi TN£ IOYllETS TO IMNE A FULL IEPORT e1 . . . . 

CllEHOl'tl AID IOT TO HAL Wini AIY OTHER '"'IC!t~UTS El. J.T Tl\11.0ll 
Wil•DSCllE. ARY IEFEREICE TO OTHER ACCll~EITS WOULD IE FOR 
D!l6CUSS401 OILYo TU WfW VAi IOT CHALLE"ED AllD,1 ltl'TH THE 
APPllEIT ACCEPTAllCE IT THE IOYllETS OF THE LATEST PROPOSED AGENDA/ 
TllE US SEEMED COllF~~EIT THAT THE IOY\IETS HAD QUOTE IOT THE . 
idSSllt UllQUm Oii TlllllS l'OM!To • \ 
f, AHllSSlDOR lEINEDY llAD ASSURED THE SOV11£TS THAT THE 1lflTEllTrlOll 
OF TllE US VAS TO IEEI A FULL SOlf llTllFllC IE'tdEV OF THE CHERIOIYL 
ACCIHlEIT AID IOT TO EKIAIRlSS THE IO~IETS 1141 AIY VlY • THE 

. IOVllETI HAD EXPRESSED APPIECllJATllOI OF T..iS APPROACH. ' · · . 

1. DEllTOll 1-1~ THlT THE IRC HAD COllDuCTED lt!TS OWll REYllEW Of THE 
SAFETY OF THE CHERllOIYL DE5'141f.,• DRA'°'lflG 011 ALL AYAlll..ABLE MATERo~L 
IUICLU~llC~ THE UK lllll!' I SAFETY ASSESSHEllT OF THE 1910S, TllEllE 
VERE A llUKIER OF llPS .. THE fl.HFORHAT1Klll BUT AT PRESEllT THE llRC 
llAD IRO\\lllQ CONCERNS &BOUT CA) THE REACTtlNlhTT CO-£FF1101£11TS.., 
(B) THE COllT~lflHEllTy (C) THE SAFETY SYSTEM&.• lllD (D) THE llEED FOR 
DEFEllCE 11111 DEPTH. 
8, THERE VAS l ll!ISCUS~H OF WESTERN OIJECT~YES AT THE n~EA 
H[ETllllG, ALL PARTt!ES AGREED THAT THE OBJECTtlVES HUST BE TO 
OBTAllH THE FULLEST POSSttSLE FACTUAL AND TECH~ICAL REPORT FROM THE 
SOVtl£TS..• TO KEEP THE MEETllllG llON-POL>hTolCAL..- AND TO lVl)l D ANYTIUlll 
lmlCH WOULD MAKE THE SOYllETS FEEL THAT THEY VERE ON TRllAL, lS 
FAR AS POSSIH!LE THE llRAVll•I OF CONCLUSIONS SHOULD BE LEFT UllT11t. 
.AFTER THE MEETllllG, 
9, OTHER POlltlTS R~1$ED IY THE US BUT llOT PURSUED AT THE MEETtlflG 
VERE (l) llS THERE A NEED FOR FOLLOW-UP EXPERT HEET11t1GS AFTER THE 
CHERNOBYL PRESENTATtlCNS BUT BEFORE THE GENERAL COUNCtllt,• {B) 
THE llEED TO OBTAllll SOVtlET DATE 011 EP11illEltlOL06'1CAL EFFECTS..• {C) 
THE FORM OF THE DOCUHEllT THAT THE ~J.El 11tNTEND TO PREPARE AS l 
RESULT OF THE CHERNOBYL PRESEllTlT•IOllS, 
SO, THERE VAS ALSO A Dl15CUS&l()N OF THE HAllDl.llflG OF THE PRESS, 
THE US REPORTED THAT THE ll"'El llAll ALREADY ANNOUllCED THE •UITEllT•IOll 
TO iltlV•llfE ACCREDl11fED PRESS TO THE F•UlST AND UST DAYS OF THE 
MEET~tlG, THE GENERAL Vi1£W VAS THAT tl•T WOULD BE UNREALtJSf!IC 
TO CHALLEllGE T~IS, ALTHOUGH SOME MISLEA~llG REPORTS VOULD 110 
DOUBT RESULT1o· THE WORST TlllflG OF ALL llOULll BE FOR CUr1MS TO BE 
MADE THAT t1t1FORMAT1IOll VAS BE•l>NG V.1,THHELD. THE US DELEG&T.1011 
!UITEllDS TO BE AVA.IUBLE TO THE PRESS ON A REGULAR BAS-1.S, THEY 
Vll..L ATTEMPT TO COORD1tllTE THE1Ul RESPO!iSES AND TO AVOID AS FAR 
AS POS&l~LE DRAV>ltlG CONCLUSIONS ON POl.llCY tlMPL1ICAT•IONS OR ON THE 
SOV1llT PERFORKANCE, THERE VllLL lLSO BE A QUOTE llAMAGE CONTROL 
TEAM UNQUOTE FROM THE US llUCLElR :UiDUSTRY 1UI VolENNA TO DEAL VHH 
SPECt1F1IC P()IJITS THAT HAY AllolSE RELAT1ING TO US NUCLEAR PLANT, 
11, ON DELEGAT1ION S>l.ZESt,• THE US PLAN TO HAYE n,• CAllAl>IJ.llS 9,,• 
AND THE GERMANS ti., NOBODY SEEl'IED CLEAR WHAT THE L•1'4HS ARE, 
12, ALL PART;lfS EXPRESSED V.1U.1lfiGNESS TO CONSULT DUR•I NG TllE 
V•IENNA KEEfllflGS. THE FRENCH J>.W NOT RllSE THE1lll tlDEA Of A 
FURTHER CONSULTAT40N HEET1l1NG fltl ADVANCE. THE AMERICANS VERE 
¥1Ll./ING TO ATTENll l 1).J.NNER 011 2i. AUGUST•,• TllOUGH TllEY DllD NOT VANT. 
TO BE.THE HOSTS. t:ruu•••••- ••-·-·-· ---· . 

\ 
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FM WASHlhNGTON 
TO 11.llMEl)l ... TE FCO 

TELNO 2085 
OF 122200Z AUG 86 

Confid~ntial 
y ·,,; 

i_ i l~ ·,.4 , .... -. '-,' ,,. 

11MFO lll4MEIM•ATE BON!f.,I PARUl&,I UKltl.S '111.ENNA>,1 MOSCOW 

WESTERN CONSULTAl\MINS BEFORE ll<AEA POST-CHERNOBYL MEEl\llNG 
1. FOLLO'olWIG YOUR TELN0.1420 COUNSELLOR (ENERGY) AND F11tRST 
SECRETARY (ATOMIC) ATTENDED THE MEEl\liNG AT THE STATE DEPARTMENT 

TODAY. 
2. DR CLAUS GEST ATTENDED FROM THE FEDERAL GERMAN EN~l~ONMENT 
l'll<ftl<STRY. 11ll ADDl~T1HlN TO THE UKy FRANCE AND CANADA WERE 

REPRESENTED BY EMBASSllCS. AMBASSADOR KENNEDY 1)1~ NOT ATTEND AND 

THE MEE1ll;NG WAS CHAlltRED BY CONG.DON OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT. 

DENTON OF NRC AND·BRUSH OF USDOE ALSO ATTENDED. 
3. DR THEl\MI SPErloS ( HRC) REPORTED WHAT DR SEltliNOVl,I DEPUTY 

CHAIWIMAN OF THE USSR COM'"TTEE FOR THE Ulltt.llSAT1ION OF ATOltl.C 

ENERG'll,1 HAD TOLD 1\111 AND AMBASSADOR KENNEDY DURllMG A RECENT Vllo&kT 

TO MOSCOW. SE""'"OV HAD SAii~ THAT THE CHERNOBYL NQ.4 REACTOR HAD 
BEEN SHUT DOWN TO 7 PERCENT POWER FOR MAlltllTENANCE AND THE STAFF 
WERE PREPARlliNG TO DO AN EXPERIU4ENT. HE HAD LAlhD GREAT STRESS ON 

THE EXPERl114ENT' S BE!IMG POORLY PLANNEl),I POO.RL Y DES1"6NED AND POORLY 
EXECUTED. SHORT CUTS HAD BEEN TAKEN. THE EXPElhl.f4ENT WAS DESlltGNED 
TO TEST WHETHER THE tl<llERT!liA OF THE TURBt\.NE COULD BE USED TO 
GENERATE POWER FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS FOR SHORT PERtl<lDS. SHORTLY 
AFTER THE EXPE1bl.f4ENT BEGAN THE REACTOR WENT •1.ffTO AN EXCURSlllON. 
AT THtl.S PO;HIT THE REACTOR WAS •lift THE WORST POSS>l·BLE CONF•l<GURAT1llON 

FROM THE PllliNT OF VlliEW OF MAl&ll'EST•MIG 1hTS POSlhllWE VlllJl 

COEFF•ICllCNT. 
4. THE EXCURSllON WAS VERY FAS1'.' AND A LARGE NUMBER OF PRESSURE 
TUBES BURST. •loNTEMSE STEAM PRESSURE PUSHED UP THE UPPER PART OF 
THE REACTOR AND THE CRANE OVER THE REACTOR WAS DRllNEN THROUGH THE 

ROOF. thT WAS THl!e,l RATHER THAN ANY HYDROGEN EXPLOSll<lN AS HAD BEEN 
PREVll.cJUSL Y THOUGHTt,1 THAT CAUSED THE MOST Vl1611d1LE DAMAGE. WHEN 

THE ROOF WAS PUNCTURED ALL CORE COOLIUIG ~N'ES WERE RUPTURED. 
~,.000 TONNES OF SANDt,,1 CLAYl,i LEAD AND BORON WERE USED TO BRoliNG THE 
SUBSEQUENT GRAPHlllTE FtlflE UNDER CONTROL. 

5. SPE•IS SAlloD THAT DURIHIG ltltS .\'INllhT AMBASSADOR KENNEDY HAD MADE 
1liT VERY CLEAR THAT •141 HlllS VlloEW THE PURPOSE OF THE FORTHCOlt1116 

' tltAEA MEETll<NG WAS FOR THE SOVllETS TO Git.VE A FULL REPORT ON 

CHERNOBYL AND MOT TO DEAL WIWTH ANY OTHER !IMQl.DENTS. EG. AT Tl'lh OR 
~DSCALE. ANY REFERENCE TO OTHER ACC.l•DENTS WOULD BE FOR 

ll16CUSS.ION ONLY. THl"5 'lllEW WAS NOT CHALLENGED ANJI.,• Wi~TH THE 
APPARENT ACCEPTANCE BY THE SOV\ICTS OF THE LATEST PROPOSED AGENDAV 

THE US SEEMED CONFtl.OENT THAT THE SOVll<ETS HAD QUOTE GOT THE 

MESSAGE UNQUOTE 011 THllrS POllflT. 

Confsd~ntial 
-.-·-.- -:---_-:;---; 
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6. AMBASSADOR KENNEDY HAD ASSURED THE SOVll<ETS THAT THE 1l~TEllTtlDN 

OF THE US WAS TO SEEK A FULL SO~E111'trlltC RE't\IEW OF THE CHERNOBYL 

ACCtMIEMT AND NOT TO EMBARRASS THE SOVllJETS 11M ANY WAY. THE 
SOVllETS HAD EXPRESSED APPREQllATllON OF THll'S APPROACH. 

7. DENTON SAl~D THAT THE NRC HAD CONDUCTED •hTS OWN REV11£W OF THE 
SAFETY OF THE CHERNOBYL DEStloGf'1o• DRAVllflG ON ALL AVAIH..ABLE MATERlllAL 

•MICLUDllllG THE UK llh~'S SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF THE 19705. THERE 

WERE A NUMBER OF GAPS tMI THE tMIFORl'IAllhOll BUT AT PRESENT THE NRC 
HAD GRmllollQ CONCERNS ABOUT (A) THE REACTtlMllTY CO-EFF11Qh£NTSl,I 
(B) THE CONTAIMIMENT•.1 (C) THE SAFETY SYSTEMSl,I AND (D) THE NEED FOR 
DEFENCE ti.ti DEPTH. 

B. THERE WAS A lllhSCUS$MlN OF WESTERN OBJEClllNES AT THE tt<AEA 
MEElll~G. ALL PARTllES AGREED THAT THE OBJECT1t1YES MUST BE TO 
OBTAllll THE FULLEST POSSlllBLE FACTU_AL AND TECH!tliCAL REPORT FROM THE 
SOVll<ETSl,I TO KEEP THE MEET1hNG NON-POutmt.CAl.y ~ND TO AVOll>ll AMYTIUNG 

WltlCH WOULD MAKE THE S0\'11£TS FEEL THAT THEY WERE ON TRll,AL. AS 

FAR AS POSStlillLE THE DRAIAllllG OF COllCLUStlAl"5 SHOULD BE LEFT UNT1ll.. 
AFTER THE MEETtNIG. 

9. OTHER PQNHS RAll<SED BY THE US BUT NOT PURSUED AT THE MEETlhNG 
' . . . 

WERE (A) tl<S THERE A NEED FOR FOLLOW-UP EXPERT MEETIMfGS AFTER THE 
CHERNOBYL PRESENTA1'l()NS BUT BEFORE THE GENERAL CQUNC.l(.t,I (B) 

THE NEED TO OBT~lll SO\'lhET DATE 011 EPtt.iEttH>LOQl<CAL EFFECTSl,I (C) 
THE FORM OF THE DOCUMENT THAT THE tl;AEA 111MTEND TO PREPARE AS A 
RESULT OF THE CHERNOBYL PRESENTATllCllS. 

10. THERE WAS ALSO A lllliSCUSSIMJN OF THE HANDIJNIG OF TllE PRESS. 
THE US REPORTED THAT THE 1toAEA HAD ALREADY ANNOUNCED THE •l'ftTENT1liON 

TO 1141V•llfE ACCREDlllTED PRESS TO THE F1t.11ST AND LAST DAYS OF THE 
MEElll~G. THE GENERAL VtloEW WAS THAT tiff WOULD BE UNREA~ll!C 
TO CHALLENGE THll-S. ALTHOUGH SOME ~l>SLEADHIG REPORTS WOULD NO 

DOUBT RE SUL 11.1 THE WORST TlllMG OF ALL WOULD BE FOR CLAll~S TO BE 
MADE THAT tliltFORMATll.ON WAS BElhNG llHTHHELD. THE US DELEGATtliON 

•loNTENDS TO BE AV Alt.LADLE TO THE PRESS ON A REGULAR BASlllS. THEY 

Wtll.L ATTEMPT TO COORDlollATE TllE1bR RESPONSES AND TO AVBW> AS FAR 
AS POSSIWlLE DRAWtltllG CONCLUSlltONS ON POutcY tltlPIJ!CATlhONS OR ON THE 

SOVtlET PERFORMANCE. THERE '*ILL ALSO BE A QUOTE DAMAGE CONTROL 

TEAM UNQUOTE FROM THE US NUCLEAR \IMDUSTRY 1141 'hl£NNA TO DEAL ,,_ltTH 
SPEC.lftl.C PC.WITS THAT MAY -ARl!tSE RELATllittG TO US NUCLEAR PLANT. 
11. ON DELEGAl\MIN SlllZESl,I THE US PLAll TO HAVE 111.i CANADltANS ~ 
AND THE GERMANS 14. NOBODY SEEMED CLEAR WHAT THE UloMtHfS ARE. 
12. ALL PARl\.IES EXPRESSED Wllt.U~GNESS TO CONSULT DURllllG THE 

V11.£NNA MEETlllNGS. THE FRENCH Dll.i llOT RAlllSE THEtW! 1ld>EA OF A 
FURTHER CONSULTAl\MlN MEE11IVIG , .. ADVANCE. THE AMER!ICANS WERE 
11\ILL.ilollG TO ATTEND A lllli!INER ON 21> AUGUSll.i THOUGH THEY "l)WJ NOT WANT 
TO BE THE HOSTS. COUNSELLOR (ENERGY) EXPLAIMIED THE Wtl~UMIGNESS 

OF THE UK TO ATTEND AT ABOUT 8130 PM OR LATER. •~T SEEMS L..lllELY 

''·· 



THAT THE GERMAN DELEGATil-OH llllLL HOST SUCH A Ul~NER FOR A SMALL 
NUMBER OF LEADllllG PEOPLE FROM WESTERN DELEGAT•IONs.· THE US 
DELEGAnt..oN i.t~L BE CONTACTABLE THROUGHOUT THE MEETd~GS AT THE 
HtU.TON HOTEU,t WHERE THEY ltM..L HAVE CONFERENCE FAQlt..hT1hES. THEY 
SUGGESTED SPEQlflltCALLY THAT SEl$.l'OR MEMBERS OF WESTERN DELEGATtOONS 
~t.GHT MEET ON THE WEDNESDAY MORllUI G (27 AUGUST) W~hLE TECH!lhCAL 
EXPERTS ARE PREPARllftG QUESTll(lHS. 
13. PLEASE ADVANCE TO DA!ltCLSl,I DEPARTMENT OF ENERG'l\I AND Q~TTUSl,I 

UKAEA. 
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&110 TO DESKBY 07090CZ DEPT OF EllfPCV 
lllFO ROUTINE U~REP ERUSSHS, l'OSCOW 

DEPT OF ENHGY FOR IE DIVISION 

. I• 

~y TELNO 15' (NOT TO lll)1 1&£A1 DRAFT COhVEllTIO~S 
SUl'MIRY 

/-1A..l4~ 
H ".'.(~·• M "' 

t. LITTLE CHINCF OF CO~CLUSION TMIS VE£k, PROPAFLE THIT ~ORK Will 
FllllSH ON TUESDAY 12 AUGUST, BULK OF lGREEMEllT ON ~UTUAL ISSISTA~C[ 

HIS DEEN FRCVISIOlllLY IDOPTEO IT FIRST RflDING I~ PLENARY, ~Al~ 

POINT OUTSTA~OlllG IS THE SCOPE ISSUE • 
. tEH IL 

2, &r,Rff'\ENT ON TH£ SCOPE OF THE SOTIFICATION COflVEnlON &WAITS ~E'1 

INSTRUCTIOllS FOR T~E SOVIET ilflEGITtON. AT PRESHT THE PUSSllNS Cll1 

ONLY IG~EE TO CIVIL llUCLE&R INSTlLLATIO~S ~EING CDVE~Ft, THF 
ll'ERICANS ClU &GREE TO CIVIL 'ND l'ILITlRY INSTlLLlTIONS lND RElCTORS 
(l~CLUDING sue:-"RINfS av IMPLIC'110N). lLL OTHERS, l!ICLUDlllG UK, 
FRlNCE l~D CHIN&, &GREE TO lllY NUCLEAR lCCIDFNT OR RIDIOLOGIClL 
H•ERGENCY·, av IMPLICITIOll lllCLUDINI; NOT vNLY l'ILIHRY lllSTlLLlTll)llS 
IND SUBµ&RINFS BUT ILSO V~IPO~S. TH£ MOST Ll~[LY UO~PRC~IS£ WOULD 9£ 
TO lDOPT THE Full SCOPE WORDING 1o'ITM THF us INil SOVIET u•;ic~ ~lKl~r. 

• : .. 4.. 
·,_.-,, _ _.};: D£CLlRlTIOllS TO THF EFFECT THIT TH£Y DID !lOT lllTFRH£T THIS &5 
(0:7'°:.~;'}: COVER ING WE IPONS, 
. · .. :.: ~:;.-;·:·:. 

J, INY SUCH CO!'PROMISE SOLUTIO~ WCULl.l llEED ClRCFUL CC~SICE~lTIOtl TO 
FllSUH THIT 1o'E AVOIDED I SITUlTIOtl \IH£REBY, SIY, THE UK HID 1:1 

·, OELIGlTIO~ TO NOTIFY OTHER STITFS IF l t?ITISH NUCLElR '<EAPON '*ERE 
· l~VOLVED IN &n lCCIOE~T WHEREAS THE US 010 NOT HlVf THIT OELIGlTION 

EVEN IF SUCH lN ICCIOENT OCCURRED OH ERITISH TERRITORY, 
~. NO SERIOUS llO?K H&S EEEU DD~( ON & CO~PROMISE &S ILL CONCE~NEO 
lRF WAITING FO~ l CHltlGE IN THF SOVIET POSITIOll, THE SOVIET 
DELFC:ITION SAY THAT THE IR HOPED FOR NE ... IUSTRUCT 10~5 ~UST BE 
APPROVED ev THE FOLIT6URO WHICH SHCULD MEET LlTER THIS WEEK. THEY DO 
NOT EXPECT TO RECEIVE TKEIR NEW INSTRUCTIONS REF.IJ;:E THE lFlERl:QCN OF 
8 IUGUST, TO lLLC'i Tt:•E TO PREPIRF l c·OMPROMISF 6!lC TO ClElR IT WITH 
Cl~ITILS THIS llEANS THAT IT IS UNLl~ELY TH&T WORK Cll THE CONVENTIONS 
1"1LL BE COMPLETED EEFORE TUESDIY OF NEXT WEEK, 
5. l PLfNIRY SESSIOIJ ON 6 lUGUST CONSIDERED TH£ l~CO"PLFTF TEX~ OF 
THE llUTUlL lSSISTU!CF COWENTIO•; lS AGREED n \:ORK(l:G GROUP R. SO"E 
lRTICLES WERE REFERRED TO THF LEGAL ~ORKING l;ROUP FOR CLlRIFIClTIOM 
CR TO (llSURE CC~SISTENCY WITH THF CCllVENTION ON NOTIFIClTIO~. ON THF 
W11Cl£ 1;0 POINTS OF SU\\STl:1cr IN THIS CONVEl;TICll lRE LEFT OUTSTlNDlll~ 

VITH T~E EXCEPTION OF1 
(ll IRTICLE 5 (FU~CTION OF THE IGE~CY), THIS WlS GIVF~ PRELl~l•&RV 
IGREEl'ENT 'SY THE UK DELEGATION oECIUSE, lll1E~ llll, ·THE lRTIClE OlllY 
~ECUESTS THE llEI TO Cl~PY OUT VlRIOUS ICTIVITIES. THE LfGtL WORKING 
GROUP HlVE EfFN lSKFD TO EXA~INF THE USE OF TH[ WCRO QUOT£ REJUE5TS 
UN:>UOTE WHICH SC~1£ THINK 100 .. [lk 1110 OTHHS 11'\~IK INlP~~vPRIATE. I 
REMl~OEt THf PLENlRY THIT THE ~6TTER WAS O~E OF sueSTANCE &Iii) 

l"PORTINCE TO US IND Tl'lT UK lGREf~ENT TO ARTICLE 5 WlS DEPE•DE~T .· ,_ 
Res·~·~-~.~-~··ed I UfCN . 

. ~--:-· ':~ ··-:-·.--~-----· .... -.__...... .....•... ···-··---·· •·· --·- -- . 
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UPON T~E Hll~TENl~CE OF THE WORD OUOTE FEOUESTS UN~UOTf. 
(8) IRTICLE 12 (£~TRY INTO FOPCE). THE C"AIR~I~ OF THE LfG&L WORKl~G 

GROUP PROPOSED ltl l!'lE~Cl'.fNl 10 lH( FIRSl PlRlSR&PH SO Tµ4T THE FIRST 
LINE WOULD REAO QUOTE THIS IGRfEMf~l SHILL ~E OPEN FOR SIGNlTURE ~y 

lLL SHIES lND l!Y llll'ISll REPRESE!HEll llY lME Ull COOU~CIL FOR Hl;.llSIA 
••• UNOUOTf, THE LIST TEN VOPCS WfPf PPOPCSEC TO ~&kf IT POSSIBLE 
FOR N6~1Bl6 (IS REPRESE•TEC ETC), WHICH IS lLRElCY I REriER OF THE 
llEI, TO HAVE THE RIGHT IS OTHEP l&fl "[~BERS TO SIG~ THE 
CCIVENTION, lFTER COllSULT&TIO~ VITH SCUTHERI AFRICAN D~PlPT~(NT I 
EXPRESSED l UK OUJfCTIC~ TO THIS A~EaC~E~T BUT SllV THAT I MOULD NOT 
PRESS THE DEJECTION TO THE POINT O~·SPflKl~G CO~SENSUS, hO OlMER 
OBJECTIO~S ~ERE ~lDE. I WIS THlllKEO FOR NOT PRfSSIHG THf ~lTTER BY 
HY NI Gf RI AN COLLE AGUE• I lL SO TOOK THE OPPO~TU!l 1 TY f)F PEM I ~D 1 tlll 

PLEIURY THH ARTICLE 12 IS STILL INCOl'PLETE &ND TH&T UISCUSSIOllS lRf 
CONTllll)INll Oil THE BEST WORillllG TO PEi'tllT THE lDHtRE~CE TO THE 
COIJVE NT I ON CF THE EUROPE l!J COf1'1U~ ITY. Oil TH IS PO I NT THE 0'1l y . ~ 

OBJECTIONS COM£ FROM lRGENTIN& &ND MOSCCW. THfY H&Vf NO CBJECTION TO 
EC ll>HHHCE 'OUT WISH TO PREVENT lDHEREllCE oY O~llllL ( THE 
CRGlNIS4TICN EST&BLISllED SY THE HEHY er TL&TflOLCOl •• SUIHEU 
\IOROlllG SHOULD H'ERGE \llTHIN THE NEXT DlY OR SO, 

.6. WORK CO~TIHUES IN llL THREE llORKING GROUPS lNO THE fXTR& TIME . 
PROVIDED BY T·HE SOVIET DfllY SHOULD, Ill F~CT, HOVE USEFUL urn 
P~EVENT l LlST MINUTE RUSH, 
7. TOD&Y'S PLEN&RY &GrEED UNlNl~OUSLY Tll&T BOTH TEXTS, HITµE~TO 

CILLED QUOTE lG~EE~E~TS UNQUOTE s~CULu IN FUTURE Bf C&LLED CUOTf 
CONVE Ill IOllS UNQUOTE. 
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DEPT OF ENERGY1 FOR lf DIVISION 
MY TELNO 1581 llEl1 DRlFT CONVENTIOIJS 
SUMMlRY 
1. TH'E T&RGET FOR COMPLETION HlS NOW BEEN SET as TUESDlY 12 lUGUST •. 
WORK CONTINUES ON POLISHING POINTS Of DETlll BUT nuTSTlNDING M•~TERS 
OF SUBSTlNCE lRE NOT LI KEl Y TO BE T&CKLftl UNTIL NEXT WEEK. 
DETllL 
2. lT l MEETING OF HElDS OF DELEGAllOllS ON 7 lUGUST THE CHllNllN 
SllD THlT THE BURElU HlD CONCLUDED THlT IT WlS NC LONGER ~ElLISTIC 
TO lTTEMPT TO CONCLUDE WORK ON THE TWO CONVENTIONS BY 8 OR EVEN 9 

. lUGUST. HE TlffREfORE PROPOSED THlT THE WEHE ND BE TlKEN lS· & BRE lK, 
WITH THIE FOR REFLECTION lND CONSULT&TION OF ClPIHLS, urn THAl THE 
T&RGET SHOULD BE CONCLUSION ON TUESD&Y 12 &UGUST, If NECESSARY &FTER 
l NIGHT SESSION. 
3. C&NlDl lND INDll {POTH FOR PERSONAL RElSONS) l~GUED TklT WOPK 
SHOULD CONTINUE THROUGH 9 lUGUST lND THE TlRGET FO~ COKPLETIO~ 
SHOULD BE 11 lUGUST. HOWEVER,THEY JOINED THE M&JORITY IN &GREEING 
WITH THE CHllRMlN. 
~. NO PROGRESS ON THE QUESTION OF SCOPE. lll STILL DEPENDS ON THE 
RUSS I &NS. 
5. THE QUESTION OF TRIGGERING l NOTIFICATION HlS NOT YET BHN 
SETTLED. THE US, SOVIET UNION, CHIN&, FRlNCf, INDll lN1) THE UK WISH 
TO REHlll THE IDE& IN THE ORIGINll lGENCY OR&FT TMlT NOTIFICATION 
SHOULD BE TRIGGERED BY lN EVENT OF TRlNSBOUNDlRY SIGNIFIClNCE. THE 
REMllNING EC MfMBfRS 4ND SCiNDIN4VllNS WISH TO SfT l TRIGGER OF 
PURELY N4TION4L SIGNIFIC4NCf, lND ITlLY IN FlRTICUL4R IS SEfKING l 

Restrictea 
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I VERY LOW TRIGGER POINT. DISCUSSIONS CONTINUE lND IT IS LIKELY THlT l 
SOLUTION TO THIS PROBLEM WILL BE TIED TO 6 SOLUTION OF THE SCOPE 
QUEST ION. 
6. OTHERW I Sf, \.'ORK I NG GROJ!.'.'.S CONT I NUE TO TI DY THE TEXTS 6 ND TO 
RESOLVE LESS£R PROBL£MS. 

WILMSHURST 
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RfSTRICTtD 

FM UKMIS VIENNl 

'TO PRIORITY FCO 

THNO 165 

OF l10B58Z lUGUST S6 

RESTRICTED 

l!ID TO PRIORITY DEPT OF ENfPGY 

IN~O ROUTINE UKR(P ERUSSELS, ~osrow 

FOR t:EPT OF fllERGY1 l( DIVISIO!< 

MY TELND 163: 14El1 ORlFT CONVENTIONS 
SUMMlRY 

1 •• l!S/SOVIET FON•UL4 01~ SCOPE IS t:ow UNf1£R DISCUSSIOI<. PROELE!'IS 

WITH TRIGGER lRE LESSElll~G. EC ADHERENCE HAS BfEU lCCEPTED. 

COMPLETION ON 12 lUGUST IS POSSlbLE &Ul l FURTH£~ D£LlY SEEMS 
LIHLY. 

DfTl IL 

2, TllE SOV I fT DElEGlT I ON REC£ I VEV THE IR LONG lWA I TH lllHRUCTI 0115 OU 

B lUGUST, THEY AND THE "-IERIClNS lRf NOW READY TO ACCEPT l FORMULA· 

ON SCOPE W~ICH WOULD COVER CIVIL ANO MILITlRY INST~LLATIONS lND 

REACTORS l!IO WHICll THEY SHTE WOULD COVER SUBMlRlllES urn 
SlHllliES. THE FORMULl ONL y EXCLUDES ..-Earo11s BUT THEY $6Y THlT Ill 
PRlCllCE THEIR GOVERNMENT WOUlil lLSO NOTIFY 111 THE £VPJT OF ll! 

&CC I OE llT CO~Cff<>l I llG \off lPC"'S, 

). lHEIR FORMllL' (lll E•QLY VEPSION or l/Hl(H w•s SENl llY rax ows 
lUGUSl) HlS SOME T£CHIHClL DEFICIENCIES (L ISlEll IN MfSSlGE SHJl EY 

FIX TO rco UlO DEP,PTMElll or £N(PGY 011 11 IUCUSl). NONETHELESS 11 

OFFERS. CON$il)[~'bL£ lOVlNCf OVER THE £An1r• SOVltT POSITION, n 

PRESENT INOll, lRGEMTINl lUO FRlllCE &RE COMPLLllll"G THAT THE FORHULl 

IS INSUFFICIE~T. I HlV[ BEE~ lSKEll BY MY SOVIEl COLL£1GUE l~O ~y MY 

NflHERLl~DS COlLElGUE (lLSO CHLl~KlN or lHf OPIFTING ME(llNG) NOT 

ONLY lO SUPPORT lH[ FO~!<UL l !>.UT 10 tllCOUPlGf OTHERS TO t'O SO. I HlV( 

S•ID THLl I EXPECl TO BE LBLE TO GIVE THE FOPMULl Uk suPro~1. 

fSPECllllY IF 11 IS lMEllDED TO llHT SOME ClF TH( TECHl:!ClL 

OEFICIENCIES BUl I HIVE SllD THIT I THINK IT UNLIKELY THAT~£ COULr 

BE lCTIV£ IN ENCOURIGING OTHERS lO SUPPOPl IT, 

4, lHE TrlGGE~ OUfSTION HlS 1101 oHN FOR~•ILLY PESOLl'tt:. ON e •UGUST 
THE lllllll! OEHG'11011 MIO£ IN f!-IOTIONlL SHlH1£1'T TO lHE HHCl 
THH lL THOUGH ITll Y WOUll' l:Ol BLOCK • CONSENSLIS, SHE ~·ouLD HIVE 1() 

MlKf I SHT£MHT '1 TH£· COllCLUSIO!I Of THE l'HTl~3 SllTINt; lHH ll:Y 

lGREEMENT OH TRIGGER OTHER THlN THE EXTREME FOoMULLTION THlT SHE 

flVOURS \IOULO l'EIN lHIT IHLY COUlll !IOl SIGN THE COl•VENTION, ~IY 

NflHE~lANDS COLLElGUE HAS ASSUREO ~£ lHIT IN THE lttTF~EST OF 

SECURl~G FINIL lGPE£MfNT HIS DEL£Gl110N ~ILL NOV DROP llS PROPOSAL .-
FOR l NLTIONl_L TPIGGH IND \.llLL"f.NCOURAGE THE OTHERS TO DO THE.SAME. HE 

RESTR l{;TEO /SUGGESTED 
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SUGGfSTED THlT THE UK lPPROlCH TH[ ITALll~ GOVERNMENT IN ROME AND, 
lS P?.ESIDEllCY, SHK ITlllAN lDHEPFIJCE TC1 l tOf\MUIHTY PDSITIDI<. I 
REMl~DEO HIM THlT l COMMUNITY MEETING ON 8 AUGUST HAD REVEALEC & 

COl-IPLETE PANGE or PCSITIO~S BETwHN IHLY AT ONE EXTPHI£ om THE UK 
&ND FPlllCE AT TKE OTHrR. I S&ID THAT I COULD IWT, AT PP(S(NT, Sf[ 

l~Y CO~MUNITY POSITION TO WHICH ITlLY COULD IE fUCOUPAGfD TD ADHrRE. 
5. PLENARY 011 e AUGUST GAV[ PPELIHl~ARY APPROVlL TD MOST OF T~r TEXT 
OF THE NOTIFICHION COll\'t~TIOll U~D TO l£GAL CLAU~ES COMMOll TO LOTH 
CONVElrTIOllS, OF MOST SIGNIFICUCE WAS AGREEMENT ON' TEXT WHICH Will 

ENAHE THE EUP.DPE&N C0~1'1UWITY TO SIGN THE COllVENTIOll (TEXT SEllT ~y 

FlX TO FCO lMU UKREP BRUSSELS). 
6. THE US/SOVIET FORMULA WILL ONLY ~E CIRCULATEt, FORMALLY, ON 11 
AUGUST. UK DELEGATION HAS BEEN IN COttTACT WITH THE AMERICA~S OVER 
THE WEEKEND &NO WILL CONTINUE TO DISCUSS WITH THEM POSSIBLE 
l"PROVEMENTS. OTHER DELEG4TIONS, SEEIN~ THE FORMUL~ FOR THf r1~ST 

TIM[, Will NEft TO SEEK INSTRUCTIO~S. TH[ MH1:1~·r, MlY WELL, 
THEREFO~E, HlVE TO EXTEND 11:10 WfDllE SOlY 13 lUGUST. 

WILMSHUl'ST 
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29 July 1986 

Mr A M Allen 
Chairman 
11 Charles II Street 
LONDON 
SWlY 4QP 

Dear Chairman 

70 

NOTES ON THE DINNER WITH MR GOODLAD 

5RD 
Safety and 
Reliability 
Directorate 
UKAEA, Wigshaw Lane, Culcheth 
Warrington, WA3 4NE, England 

Telephone (0925) 31244 Ext. 7206 
Telex 629301 ATOMRY G 

Mr Simeone asked me to put down my recollections. The Minister 
··ad been briefed by Manley and Morphet on the four issues which 
.. ere selected for discussion at the Chairmen's meeting which 
preceeded the dinner: Magnox, Emergency Plans, Regulation, 
Public Perception. Dealing with each in turn: 

Magnox 

Miller said that SSEB will probably not be able to afford to 
continue buying electricity from BNFL's Chapelcross reactors. As 
Morphet remarked, if BNFL then closed the reactors down on 
economic grounds the public will suspect they actually closed 
them because Chernobyl has made them think the reactors are 
unsafe. We will then be under increased pressure to close the 
other Magnox reactors.in the country. Miller surprised me when 
he said that the NII would not press for Magnox to be shown to 
meet current safety standarUS:- "Judgement" would come into it, 
he said. Later on the same tack we had WM's indictment of an NII 
Inspector whose over-zealous attitude on pressure component 
integrity, seismic issues and quality assurance (the three top 

ssues) was a major obstacle to the acceptance by NII of CEGB's 
Long-term safety review submissions. WM and DM were both angling 
for a relaxation of NII attitudes here. 

Private discussions have increased my conviction that neither 
SSEB nor CEGB would rue the closure of the early Magnox stations, 
which are seen as having given a good return. However, BNFL's 
investment plans presume, I imagine, that Magnox-reprocessing 
~ill suffer no such set-backs. 

~mergency Plans 

lorphet made the important point: increasing the evacuation 
·adius in response to Chernobyl will confirm the public in its 
·iew that we are lying when we imply that "Chernobyl cannot 
appen here", (HM has been widely quoted as saying just that). 



The UKAEA is going to upgrade its Site Emergency Plans, 
particularly to help our reactor operators to control an accident 
and stop it escalating. The French have their "U" and "H" 
procedures which do just that and in my view the UK industry must 
follow suit: "exploring the French approach", we would say, and 
the public, not being involved would not be so alarmed. 

All agreed that it would be very difficult to increase the 
evacuation distance in our tight little island. Far better to 
learn how to stifle severe accidents at their inception by 
developing these accident-management techniques and training our 
operators to use them. The UKAEA can set the example here. 

Regulation 

The main concern was BNFL's agreement, effectively binding on all 
of us, to spend these "grossly disproportionate " sums on safety. 
One would have thought that the way forward would be to agree 
what is meant numerically by gross disproportion (ten-fold for 
example?) and preferably to agree this via the scientific press 
and not in a Court of Law. NRPB could be approached by BNFL to 
help with this. NRPB are the fount of contemporary cost-benefit 
guidance. Christopher Harding might like to link this with the 
Halsbury Scale which is receiving so much attention at the moment 
and could ask the question: what can we afford to spend in order 
to move one step down the Halsbury Scale? He might like to 
invite Dunster to answer this or help to answer it. 

Public Perception 

Nothing very innovative emerged. It was correctly stated that 
the NEIG initiatives are slow to take off. Miller complained 
that things were no better than they had been twelve years ago 
despite all our publicity and efforts at public education. 
Privately, Flowers and I agreed afterwards that it was only the 
said efforts that had maintained public acceptability at its 
present "50/50" level and that had we done less we would be 
considerably worse off. 

Yours sincerely 

J H GITTUS 

cc Mr R N Simeone, LHQ 
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MEMORANDUM 

To MR A M ALLEN 

7206 
Sub(ec:t 

MEETING OF INDUSTRY CHAIRMEN, 28.7.86. 

These are my brief impressions of the meeting which you, 
Mr Simeone and I attended. 

Firstly, I wondered (as I mentioned to you afterwards) whether 
Manley and Harding had agreed before the meeting to try and 
persuade Walter Marshall to shorten the letter drastically and 
concentrate only on two or three issues which were obviously 
related to Chernobyl. 

Walter extricated himself by not agreeing to give special 
emphasis to selected items in the letter and suggesting instead 
that we emphasised selected items at the dinner later, 

On Magnox nothing particular struck me but on AGR, as expected, 
the SSEB were very sensitive and suspicious. I was surprised 
that they agreed to the section concerned with vented 
containments and offload refuelling. Ted Pugh was also very 
sensitive here and reflected on the NNC's real concern about 
their future workload when he asked that the CEGB should say in 
the letter that they might order an AGR for construction in 1988 

Walter capitulated rather easily to your demand to delete all 
reference to fast reactors: it raises the question, "Why is the 
fast reactor the only topic not mentioned", and no doubt we 
shall have to address that question quite soon. It is for 
consideration whether the Authority unilaterally advises the 
Department on the relevance or otherwise of Chernobyl to the 
Authority's fast reactor programme: a letter from you on this? 

The major campaign just being launched by the Royal Society has 
probably been prompted by the CEGB, I guess. Certainly they 
are funding the Watt Committee exercise with which Peter Jones 
and Frank Allen from the Authority are involved. 

The discussion on the "regulation" referred to the concession 
which has been made by BNFL. They have said that they are 
prepared to spend money on safety "in gross disproportion to 
the benefits achieved" (or words to that effect). It is the 
phrase "gross disproportion" which SSEB and CEGB find so 
unhelpful: the pass sold. 

ff '(1-i ~"~ ~ • 

J H GITTUS 

28 July 1986 

cc Mr R N Simeone 
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CCNFIDENI'IAL 

Mr. Alastair Goo::llad, MP 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State 
Depar-unent of Energy 
'Ihames lbuse South 
!'1illbank 
London SWlP 4QJ 

Dear Minister, 

28 July 1986 

n-,e other C1airmen of t.>ie Nuclear Industry and I have had a wide ranging 
discussion about the nuclear issues facing the UK and -.ould like to a:!vise yo~ 
of our thinking. We applaud the secretary of St.ate' s speech of 26 June 1986 
which reflects the unanim:ms view of the industry on the ~rtance of nuclear 
po..Jer in the UK. 

Considering first the Magnox stations, may we remind you that there are a total 
of 26 reactors operating in the UK with a total net capability of 415\M'I. In 
addition, there are single reactor stations of the UK design in operation in 
Italy at ldtina and in Japan at 'lbkai Mura. 

Electricite de France still operate 4 Magnox reactars in France and one reactor 
at Vandellos in &>rth Spain. All of these reactors are subject to a 
carprehensive safety review after about 20 years operation and the various 
Licences will each need to satisfy their respective licencing Authorities that 
continued operation is satisfactory in the light of m:idern practices and 
starrlards. Befm"e the accident at Cllernobyl, the conduct of the IDng Term 
Safety Reviews in the UK was being raised in sane quarters as a matter of public 
concern. 'Ihe Chernob¥1 accident has been used bY those opposed to the continued 
operation of Magn:>x stations in the UK to whip up concerns airongst the general 
population: a task that has been made that nuch easier because of sane 
superficial (and misleading) similarities in features bet~ Magnox and ™BK 
reactors. 

'Ihe pressures in Italy have been rruch greater however, and there is still the 
real possibility that the Italian Goverment will decide to "sacrifice" Latina 
in an attempt at reducing pressure on the rerain.ing nuclear programne. 'Ihe 
natter is likely to cane to a head at a O:inference the Government is arranging 
to review the nuclear issue in November or December. 

'Ihe Japanese are nervous but not un:ler any great pressures; the French are 
relaxed but have expressed a wish to discuss Ma.gnox safety issues with us. 
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'Ihe safety of the Magnox stations on a day to day basis is not in question; 
a position that is fully supported by the NII. lbwever, there are genuine 
technical issues to be addressed in relation to the longer term operation of 
Magnox stations. '!he NII 's requirement that we should make carparisons with 
rrodern safety criteria applied to the very latest stations has identified 3 
principle areas where detailed technical debate is ongoing between Licencees 
and the NII. 'Ihese are the integrity of the steel reactor pressure vessels, 
the seismic capability of the plants and the extent to .mich full mrnerical 
risk analysis techniques should be applied. Matters are carplicated still 
further by the fact that the current safety cases for individual stations are 
not identical. It is rrost inportant that this technical debate .mich is 
fundamental to the Licencing Process in the UK should be allo.ied to run its 
course to the conclusions that either the o.mers or the NII nay reach without 
being prejudiced by public fears or perceptions. 

'lb sumarise, the Magnox issues are carplex. '!he operation and safety 
assess:nent strategy, the approach to public responses and publication of safety 
cases adopted by one Licencee will restrict freed.on of action of the other 
Licencees. We recognise the inportance of providing you with coherent UK 
advice .mich takes account of possible external influences and we have therefore 
arranged to reinforce the existing Magnox Technical Group. A list of the 
revised tasks of this Group is appended at Attachnent l. We have agreed that an 
industry meeting, at Olainnan level will be held, if these Magnox discussions 
suggest one is needed. 

It is inp:>rtant to remember that these IDng Term Reviews are the business of 
the operators not sarething :inposed by the NII. It is therefore i.np::>rtant that 
the wain effort on these Reviews should cane fran the operators and the main 
justification in public for the continued operation of the Magnox stations 
should also cane fran the operators. '!he NII response to these Reviews need 
not be elaborate nor definitive, although to the public it 11Ust carry conviction 
and to the operators it is an inp:>rtant supplement to the regular NII licensing 
process .mich takes place at least once every t1ro0 years. Ulfortunately the 
public inpression is that these Reviews are sanething of vital inp:>rtance .mich 
determine whether the NII will permit the continued operation of the Magnox 
stations or not. Clearly we need to explain the philOSOiily of our regulatory 
system l'llrh rrore carefully and we the operators need to pay nuch greater 
attention to the presentational aspects of Magnox safety to the public. 

'Ihe AGR position is rrore straightforward. All parties agree upon the overriding 
need to obtain maxinun outp.it fron the operating stations as soon as possible. 
An irrp:>rtant part of this exercise is the establishnent of on-load refuelling 
at the highest achievable power levels on all llGR's. '!here is still llllCb 1ro0rk 
to be dale before the performance of newly cxmnissioned J\GR's at l>Jn:}eness B, 
Hartlepool and Heysham I reaches a satisfactory position. :Ebllorlng oo fron 
the Long 'l'eZln 143.gnox Safety Reviews we may possibly have need to look again 
at the early AGR's to cane closer to the Heysham 2 safety philosofily. 

As to a future JIGR, the difference in policy between CEGB and SSEB is "Well 
mo.m. '!here is good co-operation between the t1ro0 Boards with joint funding of 
NNC 'lolOrk aimed at preserving the J\GR option at least into the next decade. 

I ... 
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Particular aspects that are being examined by NNC as a matter of high priority 
are:- ~· 

(i) A dry, rather than 1o1et, spent fuel route at the reactor. 

(ii) A larger buffer store (to pennit discharge of a large part of the 
core to facilitate major repairs). 

(iii) Sane form of vented containment which could reduce the consequences 
of unlikely a=idents. 

(iv) The feasibility and econanics of an AGR refuelled predaninantly off
load. 'Ihis Study is requested by CEGB because this might sinultaneouS1y 
avoid the caiplications of on-load refuelling and sinplify tl•e safety 
case sufficiently to be econanically attractive. But those attractions 
have to be 1o1eighed against ackno.lledged benefits of on-load refuelling 
to see, on balance, if the present /\GR concept is best. 

CEG! judges that it '°"uld not be in a position to order a further AGR for sane 
time. 'Ihis is because, in the light of experience gained to date, it is CEGB's 
view that further optimisation of the balance bet1o1een safety and econc:mics '°"uld 
be prudent and a Public Inquiry, of "1hatever sort, ...,uid postpone start of 
construction to 1990 at the earliest. 

The SSEB take the view that a next /\GR should be based on Heysharn II/'lbrness 
whilst taking into account possible benefits from (i) to (iii) above, and that 
main construction could start in mid 1988 if an Inquiry could be avoided. 

Turning to the question of waste management, there is little that has not 
already been said. NIREX have the responsibility for developing waste disposal 
sites and they nust be all~ to get on with the job. NIREX are also exploring 
the "sea disposal" option which you will ai:preciate is a sensitive issue. The 
Industry is continuing its investigations for a central dry store for irradiated 
AGR fuel. 

en the PWR front, CEX3B recognises that Cllemobyl will raise additional questions 
whicr. nust be addressed. Up to the present mcrnent there is nothing abou':o the 
Cllernobyl accident will.ch '°"uld make us wish to change the design of Sizewell B. 
It is inplicit in the Sizewell B risk assessment that sane further inprovements 
might be gained if the contairment was vented or the concrete base mat cooled. 
We shall naturally look further into these optiais follo.iing Chernobyl, but 1o1e 

kna.> that the gain, if gain there is, will be a reduction from a level of risk 
lohich is already satisfact=ily lcw. In the Sizewell Brisk assessment 1o1e had 
already considered cases in will.ch the containnent is fractured and those in 
..nich the base l!B.t melts. 

I ... 
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J\n inportant issue brought into focus by the Olernobyl accident is the adequacy 
of current Emergency Planning arrangements and the public perception of these 
Plans. As w_:!th the Magnox safety issue,- We think it inF>rtant that you are 
provided. with a coherent view. Here too we are reinforcing existing 
collaboration arrang~s to ensure--that the consistency of energency planning 
arrangements across all UK nuclear establishments operated by CEXiB, SSEB, BNFL 
and UKAEA are systerratically evaluated and that views on the need for change in 
the light of Olemobyl are co-<:milnated. Attachnent 2 gives the tasks allocated 
to the relevant llbrking Group. We shall of course take advantage of the .....:irk 
of the Civil Contingency Unit and as individual managements will need to keep 
in close touch with NII thinking as it evolves. 

'lhe Industry as a whole has becaue very concerned about escalating regulatory 
demands on our operations. We do of course accept the need for a safety 
phil~y which demands of us constant vigilance and constant escalation of 
our proof of safety, tut that is quite different to the demands to reduce actual 
emissions fron levels which are already unimportant to levels which are trivial 
and where the demands up:>n us are more related to the popular perception of 
risk than the actual risk. 

Our final topic is the difficult one of public acceptance of nuclear power. 
We are pleased that you are taking a personal interest in this matter. 
Goverriment 'support for nuclear pcMer is vital at the present time. As you are 
aware the Nuclear Ehergy Information Group (NEIG) is active in the presentation 
of information to Trade Unions, Political Parties, and is developing lon;J tenn 
information prograimes. 'lhe Group also analyses public opinion through public 
attitooe surveys. BNFL are currently involved in an advertising carrpaign 
encouraging the public to ccrne and see for themselves the Q:xrpany's operaticns 
at Sellafield. As you kna.I the CEXiB will be launching a local advertising 
carrptlgn to provide information to local camllnities about the operation of 
nuclear establisbnents as an inportant way of informing the public about 
different apects of nuclear power. We also recognise the need to be seen to 
be open about all aspects of our operation although this may be uncanfortable 
at times. 'lhere is also a pressing need to tackle public concern and ignorance 
about radiation and its effects, particularly at l°"' levels of exposure, and 
we are considering hOOI best to do this. We recognise the inportance of gaining 
third party support since nowadays we fear that CEXiB and even NII spokesnen have 
no more credibility in the minds of the public than the most extrere anti
nuclear spokesnen. We have received a nunber of unsolicited letters of support 
fran academics and on an individual basis, we have been encouraging academics 
and industrialists to take o,RX>rtunities to present the facts about nuclear 
pcMer as they see them. 'lhe lOya.l Society is about to launch a major canpaign 
to inprove the general public's agireciation of science and to inprove the 
public's perception of risk.1_ 'lhe lOya.l Society will be seeking finarx::ial 
SlJR'Ort fran the nuclear industry as well as other industries for their new 
"high visibility" effort. 'lhe watt Oc:mni.ttee ~ch represents all the 
scientific and engineering institutions in the energy field are also anxious 
to take on a "higher visibility" role by prol7iding a panel of "third party 
spokesnen" on all energy matters, particularly nuclear matters. We are 
therefore encouraging the 10ya.l Society and the watt Omnittee to co-ordinate 
their activities closely and probably one will conentrate on scientific and 
the other on engineering matters. '!here are a few other groups that might wish 
to pranot.e the need for the nuclear ~ option but we do not expect rapid 
results. 'lhe most pressing need is to educate people to the fact that living is 
all about putting relative risks in perspective and that nuclear pooier ought to 
be at the bottan of the list of risks. 
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Fran within the Industry, we are examining haw we can best inplement the open 
infonration policy both in tenns of reporting and publiation of incidents and 
in te:r:ms of making technical infonration l!Ore widely available. It goes without 
saying that we are happy to defend the technical catpetence of our staff to 
anyone. We nust however find a way of doing this without adversely affecting 
the businesses that we are charged to run. 

We are in lively discussion with the Oi!partment of Energy and the Oi!partment 
of the Ehviromlent about the classification and publication level for incidents 
do.on to the rrost trivial kind. We hope that, in this way, we can inplement 
the Government's ccmnitment to an open infonration policy but not sinultaneously 
give grossly exaggerated weight to what are, in reality, uninportant events. 
We also hope to develop a "Halsbury Scale" as an inpartial way of signalling 
to the public the qualitative inportance of each event. 

We are looking forward to discussing these issues and any others that you may 
wish to raise with us on 28 July. 

Yours sincerely, 



Revised Tasks 

Magnox Technical Liaisoo Gra.ip 

( Olainnan: Dr B Ednaldson, CEXlB) 

1. To encourage consistency of approach to safety aspects of UK Magnox 
Stations. 

2. 'Ib examine in this context the progress of long Term Safety Reviews. 

3. To examine options for similar harnonisation with Magnox plant operators 
overseas. 

4. To identify problems, both specific and of general policy purport, 
starming fran Magnox plant safety issues. 

5. 'Ib resporrl to options for public dissemination of infonnation on Magnox 
plant safety. 

6. To encourage a consistent approach to p.iblic responses on particular 
foBgnox plant safety issues. 

7. 'Ib co-ordinate use of resources to these ends. 

a. To resolve such problems as lie within the caipetence of the Group, 
referring others for resolution. 

9. To Peport regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior foBnage:nent of the CEXiB, SSEB and BNFL. 



ATrACllMENI' 2 

CHERWBYL - TASKS REIATING TO REVllM OF 
UK NUCLEAR SITE EME:R:iENCY PLANS 

Mr R R ~tthews was requested to carry out a review of UK Emergency Plans for 
Nuclear Sites with the folla..>i.ng tenns of reference:-

"In co-operation with appropriate representatives of the organisations concerned 
to examine the Nuclear Site Emergency Plans of the a;x;s, SSEB, BNFL and UllAE'A 
with the folla..>i.ng objectives: 

l. 'lb encourage consistent principles and practices embodied in the 
Emergency Plans. 

2. Where any significant difference may be identified to bring it to the 
attention of the organisation ooncerned, with the intent that all 
interested parties should have available an explanation for use in 
public discussion and debate. 

3. 'lb collect views on the possible need to rncrlify or amplify the Plans 
as a consequence of infonnation and data derived fran the Chernobyl 
accident. 

4. 'lb Report regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior 1-Bnaganent of the CEGB, SSEB, BNFL and UKl\EA. 
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A Allen, <llainnan, UKl\EA 
F R Gibbs, Oiainnan, NNC 
C Harding, Oiainnan, BNFL 
D Miller, Oiainnan, SSEB 
J c c Stewart, Oiainnan, BNF 
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24th July 

Meeting of Nuclear Industry Chainren with Mr Goodlad 

''ou will be aware that an initial draft of a letter fran yourselves to 
,-1r Goodlad was circulated to your representatives who att.erXI the Oiernobyl 
Incident Management Heview Group. I enclose a revised draft Which has been 
circulated as the basis of the carments received. It is proposed that this 
should be discussed at 2.00pn M:xrlay 28th July. 

c.c. lord r-Brshall 
Mr H E Bolter, BNFL 
Mr R Pilling, BNFL 
Dr A Pexton, SSEB 
Dr D Hicks, AFA, Harwell 
Dr J Gittus, AFA Culcheth 
Mr B carpenter, AFA Iondon 
Mr D Snith, NNC 

Executive Jlanbers 
Mr G Hadley 
Mr J G Collier 
Mr P N Vey 
Dr B Fdrtondson 
Dr J K Wright 
Mr R R r-Btthews 
Mr F E Bonner 
Mr B Harrpton, D of E 
Miss B Beebee/Mr P Haslam 



DRAFI' LE'ITER TO MR G<X>DIAD 

Dear Minister, 

'ie have had a wide ranging discussion about the nuclear issues facing the UK 
.llld v.ould like to advise you of our thinking. 

a:msidering first the 1-Bgnox stations, may we remind you that there are a total 
of 26 reactors operating in the UK with a total net capability of 415~. In 
addition, there are single reactor stations of the UK design in operation in 
Italy at latina and in Japan at 'lbkai Mura. 

Electricite de France still operate 4 Magnox reactors in France and one reactor 
at vandellos in N:>rth Spain. All of these reactors are subject to a 
carprehensive safety review after about 20 years operation and the various 
Licences will each need to satisfy their respective licencing Authorities that 
continued operation is satisfactory in the light of modern practices and 
standards. Before the accident at 01.ernobyl, the conduct of the long Term 
Safety Reviews in the UK was being raised in sane quarters as a natter of public 
concern. '!he 01.ernobyl accident has been used by those opposed to the continued 
operation of Magnox stations in the UK to whip up concerns anaigst the general 
population; a task that has been made that ltllCh easier because of the 
superficial design similarities beO;een Magnox and RMBK reactors . 

• he pressures in Italy have been ltllCh greater however, and there is still the 
real possibility that the Italian Governnent will decide to "sacrifice" Iatina 
in an attenpt at reducing pressure on the rerraining nuclear programne. '!he 
matter is likely to cane to a head at a Cbnference the Government is arranging 
to review the nuclear issue in l!bvanber or Decanber. 

'!he Japanese are nervous but not under any great pressures; the French are 
relaxed but have expressed a wish to discuss Magnox safety issues with us. 

I . .. 
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'Ihe safety of the Magoox stations on a day to day basis is not in question; 
a position that is ful~y supported by the NII. H:Jwever, there are genuine 
technical issues to be addressed in relation to the longer tenn operation of 
Magnox stations. 'Ihe Nil's requirement that we should make carparisons with 
m::xiern safety criteria applied to the very latest stations has identified 3 
principle areas where detailed technical debate is ongoing between Licencees 
and the NII. 'Ihese are the integrity of the steel reactor pressure vessels, 
the seisnic capability of the plants and the extent to which full nunerical 
risk analysis techniques should be applied. Matters are ccnplicated still 
further by the fact that the current safety cases for individual stations are 
not identical. It is rrost .inportant that this technical debate which is 
fundamental to the Licencing Process in the UK should be allOo'ed to run its 
course without prejtrlice to the conclusions that either the a..oners or the NII 
rray reach. 

'lb sunrrarise, the Magoox issues are ccnplex. 'Ihe operation and safety 
assessnent strategy, the approach to public responses and publication of safety 
cases adopted by one Licencee will restrict freedan of action of the other 
Licencees. We recognise the inportance of providing you with coherent UK 
advice which takes account of possible external influences and we have therefore 
arranged to reii:tforce the existing Magnox Technical Group. A list of the 
revised tasks of this Group is appended at Attachnent 1. In the natural course 
of his responsibilities Wnorrlson will be reporting regularly to lord Marshall 
and we have agreed that an industry meeting, at Cllainnan level will be held, if 
these Magnox discussions suggest one is needed. 

'Ihe AGR position is more straightforward. All parties agree upon the overriding 
need to obtain maximun output fran the operating stations as soon as possible. 
An important part of this exercise is the establislnnent of on-load refuelling 
at the highest achievable power levels on all AGR's. 'Ihere is still llllCh w:irk 
to be done before the perfonnance of newly ccmni.ssioned AGR' s at Dmgeness B, 
Hartlepool and Heysham I reaches a satisfactory position. We may possibly have 
to backfit the early AGR's to cane closer to the Heysham 2 safety philoso:Ply. 
'Ihe NII have already raised this issue with SSEB. 

As to a future AGR, the difference in policy between CEXlB and SSEB is well 
kna.m. li:Mever, at a technical level, there is good co-operation between the 
tw:> !bards with joint funding of NNC 1-0rk aimed at preserving the AGR option 
at least into the next decade. 

!articular aspects that are being examined by NNC as a matter of high priority 
are:-

(i) A dry, rather than wet, spent fuel route. 

(ii) A larger buffer store (to pennit major repairs). 

(iii) Sane fonn of vented containment which could reduce the consequences 
of unlikely accidents. 

(iv) 'Ihe feasibility and econanics of an AGR refuelled predaninantly off
load. 

CEXlB judges that it v.ould not be in a position to order a further AGR for sane 
time. 'Ihis is because, in the light of experience gained to date, it 
is CEXlB • s view that further optimisation of the balance betlNeeil safety and 
econanics v.ould be prtrlent. 

'Ihe SSEB take the view that a next AGR should be based on Heysham II/'lbrness 
whilst taking into account possible benefits from (i) to (iii) above, and that 
main construction could start in mid 1988. 

I . .. 
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'!he interest w::irldwide in the early developnent of Fast Jeactors is diminishing 
at present. '!he West Gennans are in considerable difficulty over siting and 
it seems nost unlikely that they will be able to participate actively in a 
European collaboration venture in the foreseeable future. US Secretary of State 
Hetherington has stated publicly that the developnent of fusion J.)C'll'er is higher 
up his priority list than the developnent of the Fast Jeactor. '!he 
responsibility for fast reactor developnent in the UK lies clearly with UKAEA 
but, as you knew, CEXiB and SSEB have been providing limited financial SUH?Qrt 
as an eventual interested cust.aners. lbNever, the key to future UK 
participation lies in a Ellropean reprocessing facility at IX:>unreay. CEXiB have 
indicated quite finnly to EdF that the siting of the reprocessing facility at 
IX:>unreay is a necessary coOO.ition for the injection of CEG! funding into the 
next Ellropean reactor under international collaboration. "i'brk is in hand 
to provide a finner basis for fast reactor fuel cycle and construction costs. 
'!he position will be kept under review by the joint national and international 
bodies which are in various stages of evolution • 

• 'l::>ssible alternative paragraph proposed by the UI<AEA. 

"Progress in fast breeder developnent in Europe has been encouraging in teDllS 
of both safety and econanics and the collaborative arranganents envisaged in 
the Memoranda of Understanding beti.ieen Governments seem capable of providing 
the benefits hoped for at the time of the Government's 1983 policy review. 

'!here has, however, been a delay in agreement between West Gennany and France 
on the next derronstration project. Althou;ih sane Gennan utilities appear to 
be keen to proceed, there are political problems which make full Gennan 
participation less certain. Together with the Iepartrnent' s officials, """' are 
participating in efforts to resolve this problem. '!he responsibility for fast 
breeder developnent at this stage, in advance of firm projects, lies primarily 
with the AEA, but the generating boards, BNFL and NNC are continuing in 
appropriate areas. An early objective nust be for us to seek to have the 
European Demonstration Jeprocessing Plant at IX:>unreay and the public inquiry on 
this appears to be progressing satisfactorily. For the present, it is believed 
that the current policy should be maintained, with our continuing to participate 
~ly in the co-operative European programre and seeking to have all the 
.greements signed and fully implemented as soon as possible, thou;ih this may 

need to be reviewed in the light of developnents in West Gennany." 

Turning to the question of waste management, there is little that has not 
already been said. NIREX have the responsibility for developing ""1ste disposal 
sites and they must be allowed to get on with the job. NIREX are also exploring 
the "sea disposal" option which you will appreciate is a sensitive issue. 
Because of the importance of fuel cycle costs to total generation costs, there 
is a need for greater liaison between BNFL and the Generating !bards and it is 
proposed to extend the TernB of Jeference of an existing waste management 
working party to cover "thti !:lack end of the fuel cycle" in total. 

I . .. 
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en the !MR front, CEGB recognises that Olernobyl will raise additional questions 
Which Illl.lst be addressed. COOB is preparing a report to be available shortly 
Which will review the possible implications of Olernobyl for the Sizewell B 
design. J\mong other things, up to the present rocrnent there is nothing about 
the Olernobyl accident Which ll>Ould make us wish to change the design of 
Sizewell B. It is implicit in the Sizewell B risk assessment that SCine 
further irrprovements might be gained if the containnent was vented or the 
concrete base mat cooled. We shall naturally look further into these options 
fol100.ng Olernobyl, but we know that the gain, if gain there is, will be a 
reduction to a level of risk which is already satisfactorily 10r1. In the 
Sizewell B risk-assessment we had already considered cases in which the 
containment is fractured by internal assaults and those in which the base mat 
rrelts. 

An important issue broi.ght into focus by the Oiernobyl accident is the adequacy 
of current Emergency Planning arrangements and the public perception of these 
Plans. As with the M3.gll>X safety issue, we think it important that you are 
provided with a coherent view. Fere too we are reinforcing existing 
collaboration arrangements to ensure that the consistency of emergency planning 
;irrangements across all UK nuclear establishnents operated by CEGB, SSEB, BNFL 
dild U1<AEA systematically evaluated and that views on the need for change in the 
light of Olernobyl are co-ordinated. Attachnent 2 gives the additional tasks 
allocated to the relevant W::>rking Group. 

C>.Jr final topic is the difficult one of public acceptance of nuclear power. 'lhe 
Nuclear Energy Information Group (NEIG) is active in the presentation of 
information (e.g. to R:>litical Party Cbnferences) and in the analysis of opinion 
forrrers throtgh the media of public opinion polls. BNFL are currently in the 
middle of a major "pro Sellafield" advertising canprign. We reached the view 
that NEIG was setting about its job in a caipetent way and 'lie saw no obvious 
gaps in its "-Ork. We recognise the inp:>rtance of gaining third party suw=t 
since na..adays 'lie fear that CEXlB and even NII spokesmen have no nore credibility 
in the miOOs of the public than the IOOSt extreme anti-nuclear spokesnen. We 
have received a nllllber of unsolicited letters of support fran academics and on 
an individual basis, we have been encouraging academics and industrialists to 
take opi;ortunities to present the facts about nuclear power as they see them. 
'lhere are a few other groups that might wish to praOC>te the need for the nuclear 
power option but 'lie do not expect rapid results. The IOOSt pressing need is to 
"iucate people to the fact that living is all about putting relative tasks in 
• .arspective and that nuclear poNer oi.ght to be at the bottan of the list of 
risks. 

Fran within the Industry, 'lie are examining haw we can best implement the open 
infonnation policy both in terms of reporting and publiation of incidents and 
in terms of making technical information nore widely available. It goes without 
saying that we are hafpy to defend the technical caipetence of our staff to 
anyone. We Illl.lst however find a way of doing this without adversely affecting 
the businesses that we are charged to run. 

We are looking forward to discu'"<sing these issues and any others that you may 
wish to raise with us on 28th July. 

Yours sincerely, 

'· 



Revised Tasks 
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Magnox ';CeCliirical ,!#f'~ Grcup 

( Olaiman: Dr B El:llrondson, CEXlB) 

I 
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1. 'lb encourage consistency of awroach to safety aspects of UK Magnox 
Stations. 

2. 'lb examine in this context the progress of Iong Tenn Safety Reviews. 

3. 'lb examine options for similar hanrcnisation with Magnox plant operators 
overseas. 

4. 'lb identify problems, both specific and of general policy purport, 
stemning fran Magnox plant safety issues. 

,,,o{,\tV O•\ 

5. 'lb pursaef'options for public dissemination of infornation on Magnox 
plant safety. 

6. 'lb encourage a consistent ag>roach to public responses on particular 
Magnox plant safety issues. 

7. 'lb co-ordinate use of resources to these ends. 

8. 'lb resolve such problems as lie within the carpetence of the Group, 
referring others for resolution. 

9. 'lb Report regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior Management of the CEXlB, SSEB and BNFL. 

' , . 



A'ITACHMENI' 2 

Cl!EROOBYL - ADDITI~ TASKS RElATIN:> 'ID REVIEW OF 
OK &OCLEAR S11E &IERGEN:i PLANS 

Mr R R Matthews was requested to carry out a review of UK Emergency Plans for 
Nuclear Sites with the following tenns of reference:-

"In co-operation with awropriate representatives of the organisations concerned 
to examine the Nuclear Site Emergency Plans of the CEGB, SSEB, BNFL and UKl\EA 
with the follcwing objectives: 

1. 'lb encourage consistent principles and practices embodied in the 
Emergency Plans. 

?.. \'mere any significant difference may be identified to bring it to the 
attention of the organisation concerned, with the intent that all 
interested parties should have available an explanation for use in 
public discussion and debate. 

3. 'lb collect views on the possible need to roodify or anplify the Plans 
as a consequence of information and data derived fran the Chernobyl 
accident. 

4. 'lb Report regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior Management of the CEGB, SSEB and BNFL. 



Chairman 

Arithmetic Scale of Nuclear Accidents 

Following our discussion, the arithmetic scale would be measured in 
man. Sieverts. One hundred man. Sieverts causes one late cancer death 
if received by a large population. 

Figures for accidents are then: 

Chernobyl 3,000,000 

Windscale Fire 3,300 

Three Mile Island 70 

Sellafield release 0.64 

J Gittus 

24th July 1986 
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MTG/GOODLAD 14 90 12 40 

Meeting of Nuclear Industry Chairmen with Mr. Goodlad, 28 July 

Briefing Points 

At the meeting of Chairmen on 28th July prior to the dinner with 

Mr. Goodlad, a draft letter to Mr. Goodlad will be considered covering a 

broad look at the situation of the nuclear industry following the Chernobyl 

accident. There are also draft terms of reference for Working Parties 

both to be chaired by the CEGB - one to review the position on Magnox 

reactors and the other on emergency planning. The drafts are generally 

satisfactory although the initial CEGB draft of the comments on the fast 

reactor to Mr. Goodlad was most inappropriate. 

Magnox Reactor 

2. From Lord Marshall's conunents, it seems that the CEGB have strong 

reasons for thinking that the Italians are likely to close down Latina. 

3. At the recent meeting of Lord Marshall's Chernobyl Implications Review 

Group, the SSEB indicated that they were unlikely to make a robust case 

for continuing the operation of Hunterston A (should the safety of Magnox 

come under heavy attack) if its sacrifice seemed to be necessary in order 

to strengthen the position of Torness in particular and AGR technology 

generally. 

4. The NII are in the process of carrying out the Long Term Safety 

Reviews {the so called 11 20 year review 11
) of the safety of Magnox reactors. 

Reports on Bradwell and Berkeley are expected before the report on 

Hunterston. 

5. Within the CEGB it has been mooted that the future of Magnox could be 

subject to either the "domino theory" (if you close one reactor down 

because you are not sure of continued safety you will be asked to close 



them all) or the "sacrifice theory" (say that you've looked at all of the 

reactors and most are absolutely fine but you have decided on balance to 

close two down). 

6. It has to be recognised that a decision to close down a Magnox 

station (because although it continues to be safe in the short term, it 

needs money spent for the longer term which it will not be economic to 

find) could have an effect on the SGHWR. Pressure could be set up to close 

the SGHWR on the basis that it is a redundant reactor system nearly 20 

years old which shares some similarities with the Chernobyl reactors, 

unfair though such a line would be. 

7. The proposal that a technical group should be set up under 

Dr. Edmondson to keep the position on Magnox reactors closely under review 

seems to be sensible. It would be as well for the Authority to be 

represented to keep an eye open for unwelcome developments. 

8. No comments seem to be necessary on the passage on Magnox in the 

draft letter to Mr. Goodlad. 

AGR 

9. The draft letter to Mr. Goodlad indicates the current CEGB thinking 

that to keep the AGR option open it is sensible for the Board to consider 

with NNC what a new CEGB AGR would look like - whether features such as 

off-load refuelling, vented containment and dry spent fuel storage would 

produce obvious attractions in terms of safety benefits. Presumably SSEB 

may be unhappy with this and may wish to stress the advantages of current 

AGR designs. 



Fast Reactors 

10. The line taken on the fast reactor in CEGB's first draft letter to 

Mr. Goodlad was far too negative in tone and Dr. Marsham has suggested 

that the subject should preferably be omitted from the letter, as the 

implications of Chernobyl for the fast reactor are far from clear. An 

alternative draft has been proposed should it be decided, on balance, that 

the letter would be incomplete without reference to the fast reactor. 

Emergency Planning 

11. It is undeniable that the Chernobyl accident will have increased 

public awareness of the need to demonstrate, both nationally and 

internationally, that arrangements exist to deal with large-scale 

emergencies. International action has already started. Currently there 

is an IAEA meeting in Vienna to draft two conventions - one dealing with 

early warning arrangements by which the stricken country can inform others 

through the IAEA of an accident big enough to have trans-boundary effects, 

the other a mutual assistance agreement by which people and equipment 

could be provided through an international clearing arrangement. 

12. The CEGB have said that they intend to make their Site Emergency 

Handbooks available publicly. The Authority are preparing versions of the 

Handbooks for Dounreay, Harwell and Winfrith, omitting necessarily 

confidential information like telephone numbers, for the same purpose. 

13. It is necessary that the industry should meet together to discuss 

a number of important aspects, including: 

- how to answer demands to know what considerations have been given 

to the technical capability of dealing with an accident bigger than 

a design base reference accident; 

- is there, in reality, regional machinery in place for dealing with 

disasters, including large-scale evacuation, provision of health 

services, provision of food and water from other ~afer regions; 



what is actually known about the problems of decontaminating 

large areas of land; 

- do central Government arrangements need modification - is the 

current philosophy of appointing a Government Technical Adviser 

the right approach and is his role clear; 

- is there a broadly consistent approach to emergency arrangements 

within the industry. 

14. The reconunendation to form a Working Party chaired by Mr. Matthews 

seems to be a necessary step forward. Care must be taken by non-CEGB 

representatives to avoid proposals being made in a style which suits the 

CEGB's circumstances but not particularly anyone else's. The Working 

Party will also need to be aware of areas in which it may not be possible 

to make firm proposals without an indication of policy from Government 

Departments. 

Public Acceptance 

15. The draft letter to Mr. Goodlad refers to the joint industry 

programme carried out by the Nuclear Energy Information Group, directed 

by Dr. Margerison. It also refers to the need to encourage independent 

groups to express some support for nuclear power. Lord Marshall has some 

hopes in respect of the Watt Committee on Energy, a registered charity 

supported by some 80 professional institutions. The Watt Committee has 

formed a safety study group to consider issues arising from the Chernobyl 

accident. The first meeting was attended by Dr. Allen, SRO and 

Professor Jones. 



Incident Reporting 

16. Ministers have held discussions with industry Chairmen about: 

(i) more rigorous criteria describing incidents to be reported to 

Ministers within 24 hours; 

(ii) a policy of publicising more minor incidents, perhaps in regular 

bulletins from nuclear establishments covering a range of subjects 

of gen~ interest. 

The matter is still under discussion, primarily because of problems in 

covering the (different) needs identified by both the Department of Energy 

and the Department of the Environment. 

Post Chernobyl Authority Studies 

tq be . . 
17. Areas/covered in Authority studies designed to consider implications 

of the Chernobyl accident are: 

(1) Analysis of the accident to consider the lessons relevant to other 

types of reactor and any relevant to the operation of reactors in 

general; 

(2) the potential impact in the UK of reactor accidents overseas; 

(3) Accident consequences, in respect of likely health effects; 

(4) A study of the concept of intrinsically safe reactors - incorporating 

naturally safe design elements (eg. the fact that a reactor relying 

on water both as a coolant and as a moderator will shut down on 

severe coolant loss} with engineered safety barrierS. 



18~ The analysis of "lessons learned" will lead to a re-examination of 

the safety case for DIDO, PLUTO, the SGHWR and the PPR. Hopefully much 

more will be learnt about what happened at Chernobyl at IAEA Post Accident 

Review at the end of August, although it has become known through 

diplomatic circles that the Russians would prefer the conference to deal more 

widely with accidents rather than confine it to Chernobyl. This would 

undoubtedly reduce its value. 

BC/22/7/86 
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MEMORANDUM 

To Dr J H Gi ttus, Director, SRD 

Subiw "RICHTEll<lli&tUil' FOR NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS 
--------- ________ _._ ________________________________ _ 

l. The first point. and most fundamental, is the appropriateness of a 
logarithmic scale for comparison of accidents. Most technical people will 
feel, intuitively, that this is a "natural" type of scale to use. Probably 
the only logical reason for it is convenience in representing a wide range 
of possible consequences, analogous to using logarithmic rather than 
lrneargraph paper. Note that there is a difference with certain 
logarithmic scales like decibels where the logarithmic nature can be linked 
to the nature of physiological response. Use of a logarithmic scale will 
attract the criticism that it is a piece of whitewashing to reduce the size 
of the numbers at the top. Nevertheless, on balance, I think such a 

cale rould be defended for the reasons given earlier. '.h;_, analogy with 
th0 original Richter Scale of course can also be invoked. v 

2, Having decided on the form of the scale, what of the arbitrary zero' 
Intuitively, one feels this should have some recognisable significance. As 
proposed, zero corresponds to 1 man Sievert which would be 100 rems for 
an individual. I have used this in the past as a convenient "round 
number" boundary between immediate effects and stochastic ones. As such 
it represents the limit where calculations on Joss of life expectancy are 
appropriate whatever the size of the population. (The smallest population 
is one). Are there alternative zeros that could be chosen? One 
possibility would be the average background radiation receiv.ed in a year 
which would give a scale of log man Sieverts + 3: or one could take the 

lCRP limit for the general public which would give log man Sieverts + Z.3. 
All these are arbitrary and on balance ~would prefer to leave it as you 
ha--·e proposed. .+ 1- cl...,R:-... v 
3. On a point of detail, think your definition of the Sievert 
\ctually the definition of the Gray. The Sievert recognises that not 
nergy is equally damaging and derives itself from the Gray by using 

relative biological effectiveness (RBE) to multiply the absorbed dose 
Gray. Since the RBE for most of the radiation we are conce!J'led with 
1, the Gray and Sievert are for most applications identical. V 

is 
a 11 
the 
in 
is 

l.. Another small point relates to the dose which will cause immediate 
death. This depends on the constitution of the patient and on the 
counter-measures invoked to help him. It might be better to stick to the 
LDSO dose (ie that dose which gives a 50% probability of early death) • .......-

/.~ July 1986 
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To 
Dr J H Gittus~ Director, SRD 

_.~ .. -~~·~"-t::f .. 
Subioet "RICHTER SCALE" FOR NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS 

One important distinction you are making in your paper on a 
''Richter Scale" for nuclear accidents is that the scale should be 
a property of the consequences of the accident, not a property of 
the accident itself. This is clearly different from the Richter 
scale for earthquakes where the scale reflects the severity of 
the earth tremor not the consequences that resulted from that 
E:lVtwo. """"' ~ ~~·e- --· Ll.,,__..L_ ---- I_ I lllll(llOllnnn nnnrr1nrr 
from zero to many thousands of deaths depending on where it 
occurs with respect to centres of population, coal mines, etc but 
the size of the event and thus the scale value would be constant. 
By analogy a nuclear plant accident has a potentially large range 
of accident consequences depending on the detail of the event, 
eg. weather, population, etc, even if the size of the event 
(measured say in curies (becquerels) released) is the same. 
However, the scale will measure the consequence not the size of 
the event, in contrast to the earthquake case. Following this 
point it clearly is then important to distinguish between events 
with immediate consequences, ie. deaths and those with delayed 
consequences (Lord Marshall's point about "big nuclear 
accidents"). This could be done in the way you suggest in your 
paper by explicitly stating the number of deaths. I think this 
is the way that probably has most impact. However, one could 
consider modifying the consequence scale by say a ratio which 
reflects the proportion of early deaths to delayed deaths. t,.../" 

G M Ballard 
SRD 

22 July 1986 
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RICHTER SCALE OF ACCIDENTS 

Attached is the graph of the proposed accident scale for the 
instances mentioned in your draft paper. The values quoted there 
are essentially correct, viz: ,;_:c:it::.c·\·, 

-4.-n~~ 

Accident Delayed cancer man-sv LoglO (man-Sv) ---- Facilities 

ChernClbyl 30,000 
(1) 

3 x 106 6.48 

Windscale 33 
(2) 

3300 3.52 Fire 

TMI-2 0.7 
(3) 

70 1. 84 

Se1lafield 
0 (c,I<. (<.) -o· fCI ... 

Discharge 

c·Notes 

1. SRD estimate for USSR and Western Europe is ~20,000. This 
figure includes allowance for more remote regions. 

2. M J Crick and G S Linsley. NRPB Rl35 Addendum (Sept 1983). 

+- ~ 

'?· 4-'i" 

~·fi"'Z. 

l · ~4-

I • '61 

3. Staff Reports to the President's Commission on the Accident 
at TM~ Reports of the Public Health and Safety Task Force 
(OCT 0· 

4. Estimate by S Nicholson based on discharge of 45 T Bq of the 
103/106 plus some Zr +Nb activity in November 1983. 

Other comments on the draft: 

Top of page 3 - The energy dose u~quoted (lJ into l kg) is 
the Gray (equivalent to 100 Rad) • 

-C The Sievert (s 100 Rem/ takes into account biological effectiveness 
·also,/' 

Bottom of Page 3 - 1 man-Sv is a collective dose - t~refore cannot 
be compared with an individual smoking cigarettes.V""' 

If an individual receives 1 Sv, this is equivalent in increased cancer 
risk to him smoking 5 cigarettes~ 

1 chest x-ray = O.l mSv !/" 

Page 4 - Early deaths. It is worth noting that the 28 admitted 
early deaths at Chernobyl were mainly recovery workers - not members 
of the public - as far as we know ./ 

PETER CLOUGH/W NIXON 

22 July 1986 
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To SEE BELOW 

7206 Subf•ct 
A "RICHTER SCALE" FOR ACCIDENTS TO 
NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS 
BRIEF FOR THE CHAIRMAN BY J H GITTUS 

The attached paper is for immediate comment to me please (and 
checking of numbers quoted). 

Mr Allen has asked me for this brief and would like us not to 
mention it to others outside SRD at present please. ~-

I believe that to calculate the number of man Bieverts we would 
use CRAC (or our marine dispersion code) with the NRPB de 
minimis dose as a cut-off. 

J H GITTUS 

22 July 1986 

T01 MR H J TEAGUE 
DR M R HAYNS A • 

--OR R S PECKOVER ~LvVJ\ 
DR F R ALLEN '"f<.cJ 
MR G M BALLARD 
DR W NIXON 
DR P CLOUGH 

PS A typed version of the attached is being prepared. 

~<~t cLiJ,l(-~ v 
S C ·~:)<;(wccl( 



A "@ ; ""scl\.LE" FOR ACCIDENTS TO NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS 

Brief for the Chairman 

By Dr J H Gittus 2 4 JJ., '"' f( • 

Other Scales dismissed 

a) Curies released 

b) 

A Scale could be based on the number of curies accidently 
released from the nuclear installation. The drawback is 
that one curie from plutonium does not produce the same 
damage as one curie from cobalt. The proper unit to 
measure damage to living things is the Sievert. It takes 
account of the different between plutonium and cobalt (and 
all other radioactive substances, too). 

Sieverts / ; · ' /1 ~ 
,.._ u::;rc..~f d &<- "'-"Q<!! t:> I ii < ~ "l < ~ i:; J" • 

The Sievert is ~efiAed ets Ll1a0i1uet:1R'E gf r3dj at i OR 1:lte:t 
deli·:ere 1 ae1:2le Lo 1 kilogzeua of t.iesYe. We could 
calculate, therefore, how many Sieverts a person~ 
standard mass (sa1 75 ki 10grame~ would receive if situated 
at a fixed distance from the nuclear installation. For 
example he might be at the site boundary. However, 

a) On the site boundary to the North-West of Chernobyl he 
would have received much less radiation than a man 10 
kilometers further away, we calculate. This is because 
the radioactive "fumes" rose to a height of over 300 
meters above the reactor on the rising hot air from the 
fire before being caught by the wind and blown up 
country. Accordingly, the fumes 'skipped' the site 
boundary and did not begin to fall to the ground until 
they were some distance downwind. 



In other imaginable accidents this effect would be less 
marked or absent altogether. 

b) On the site boundary to the South-East of Chernobyl he 
would have received even lees radiation. Thie is 
because the wind was blowing the fumes away from him. 

If we are to use Sieverts as the Scale we shall also have to 
say what height the fumes ascended and what the meteorological 
conditions were. Four numbers at the very least (Sieverte, 
height, wind-speed and direction) are needed, whereas for -i!Ae
Scale we must only have a single number. The number to use is 
the Man Sievert: 

The Man Sievert selected 

Given: 

a) The 
any 

n~r of curies of plutonium, colbalt, 
o~~ radioactive substance released. 

b) The energy {height) of release. 

c) The meteorological conditions. 

iodine and 

We can calculate(given the population-distribution round the 
installation) "'What will be the total nwnber of man•Sieverte 
attributable ta the accident. ~ . 

C--~ Seal~ is now couched in terms of a single number. 
Mgree··ar, rea 1 (a Ad intagined) accide11ts produce a a1:11RBer gf 
ma 0 Sieverts whose logaFithm varies from O te Jlll!!I (ol!' 
t_bJU'AitbQ~f'- 10 

Th~~ ~a cei ilar rariget~ the Rich_ter--Scale agd so\ it _ _has ~ 
ri,~.1. famil' ari t ~-. '------------- '---~ '--

Equivalent indices of harm 

one hundred man Sieverts shared between some thousands of 
people will cause one of their number to die from a resultant 
cancer, some 10 to 40 y~ar11 later. 

I.? "' "'-"'- .-ecG..,q c, g~ It<.. /....e:::.-- "'- we~k 
Gae 111a'l(_sier,r1u;ti(_ is equiv~lent to 5 cigaretteeLin terms of th~ 
increase in cancer dea the w:~~h k~ P'fh~u'(::4 t/., r; ,(' S:t!llC•{ .) 

C:!Ae chest x-zay is eqt:u!Ll be zr =an 1i 1 1 ·a ( I zs u plnsa);I 

"Early" deaths 

Some people close to the installation may die early. That is 
to say within days or weeks of the accident. Twenty-eight such 
early deaths occurred at Chernobyl. Two early Qaa~Aa gge~rred 



in the accident to the esA reae~er Sb. 7 dA Dosef of more than 4~ 
Sieverts to an individual person cause:/f~arly death. 

J. orm of words to us 

~~Th e is no straigh orward relationship between the n~r of 
early deaths and th -~umber of man•Sieverts and so one would 
quote both figures. n ere are four examples of the form of 
words which one woul use: -f't _ ".$,:,00 

l) "The Windscale reactor a~iides>': measured ~ on The Scale. 
No-one died in the accident (ie there were no early 

deaths"). .~ M~.A lt;',f6 w-Ooo 
2) "The Chernobyl reactor accidentzmea~red on The Scale. 

Twenty-eight people died in the accident or shortly 
afterwards".,;._ /\JciJe.• bu iqeJ 

3) "The accident]which released activity from Sellafield 
measured ?ion The Scale. No-one was killed in the 
accident" '?O 

O• ~ a4' 
4) "The accident at Three Mile Island measured ~on The 

Scale. No-one was killed in the accident although their 
were two deaths due to road accidents in the evacuation 
which ensur~d". 
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I have spoken to NRPB and MAFF to clarify some of the points. 

1 ACTION LEVELS 

The 1,000 Bq/kg action level was taken from the recommendations 

of Article 31 Group of Experts and was proposed for a wide range 

of foodstuffs based on the ICRP's lmSv/year dose limit. It is to 

be contrasted with the Derived Limit recommended by NRPB which 

comes out at 9,000 Bq/kg for the isotope mix relevant, ie Csl34 

and Csl37. Thus the NRPB level would correspond to SmSv from a 

years consumption at fairly extreme rates. A factor in deciding 

on the 1, 000 Bq/kg action level in the UK was to ensure some 

harmony with what is going on in the rest of Europe and thereby 

protecting trade. The 600 Bq/kg figure quoted in the press is a 

number adopted by the CEC essentially for imports from the 

Eastern Block and imposed on all foodstuffs except milk and those 

intended for babies. 

2 PERSISTENCE OF ACTIVITY 

First of all on pasture. The opinion of both NRPB and MAFF is 

that by far the most important pathway is ingestion of activity 

directly deposited on pasture. This is washed off into the 

ground with a half life of about 14 days. It is also diluted on 

the pasture by the growth of grass. I mentioned in my previous 

note that sheep consume quantities of soil and that there is 

uptake of activity by the roots of plants. Neither of these 

pathways are really significant because the caesium becomes fixed 

to particles of clay in the soil. This is then not easily 

absorbed into the sheep's body and is not easily absorbed by the 

roots of plants. The conclusion is therefore that the available 

activity decays with a half life of a few weeks. 

Persistence of activity in sheep. Since the NRPB published their 

report DL7 they have reconsidered the model used there for sheep. 

The persistence of activity in muscles with a half life of 120 

1 
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days now seems an over-estimate. They now think about a month. 

MAFF have suggested that the appropraite figures are: for full 

grown sheep 50 days and for lambs 20-30 days. 

3 VALUE OF THE BAN 

The ban of 21 days is expected to roughly halve the levels of 

activity in lambs. The existing time period appears to have been 

the balance of consideration of the biological half life etc and 

of the fact that the Minister can authorise a ban of up to 28 

days without it needing to be discussed in the Commons. 

A further reason for imposing the ban was that it will give MAFF 

enough time to do further monitoring and establish more closely 

the existing areas of greatest concentration. 

The value of removing lambs from grazing, thus eliminating intake 

of Csl37 etc, seems to have been considered but, given the 

relatively short persistence time on pasture, there is little 

value in this compared with simply leaving them to graze 

normally. I understand that most of the lambs which were in the 

areas of highest deposition would not be slaughtered until August 

or September, so the contamination would be down by a factor of 

about 4 anyway 

4 CONSEQUENCES 

The NRPB level of 9000 Bq/kg is set on the basis of a 10 year old 

eating 20kg of lamb per year. This consumption rate is an 

extreme value; a more representative one would be 5kg/yr. If 

this more reasonable value is taken then consumption for one year 

of lamb contaminated at the UK action level of 1000 Bq/kg would 

lead to a dose of about 0.15 mSv. To reach this kind of level a 

person would have to deep freeze some of the most contaminated 

lamb around now and eat it for the rest of the year. 

background is about 2mSv/year. 
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ITEM IV THE USSR CHERNOBYL INCIDENT (NPWS 7/86) 
.:J l) L \..,/ I?:; & 

9. MR TEAGUE introduced the paper by remarking that although 
the information which it contained about .the reactor and its 
design features was well founded, the events and accident 
sequences were necessarily highly conjectural until more reliable 
information emerged from the USSR •. He described the reactor 
as typical of a large class of Russian reactors of which 
important features were·(i) its large size, (ii) spatial 
instabilities, (iii) complex control system and (iv) on load 
refuelling. In consequence, of the 1700 channels, nearly 
1/10 contained control rods. The reactor at times in its life 
had a positive void coefficient. The graphite was cooled'by 
conduction and gas convection with Nitrogen and Helium mixture 
adjusted to maintain temperature levels. Some of the graphite 
could reach temperatures as high as 760°C. 

10. The Russians were alive to the safety issues and had paid 
very considerable attention to such matters as emergency core 
cooling, effect of breaches in coolant pipes and employed a 
multi-compartment containment system of which the suppression 
pool beneath the reactor was a part. One design basis accident 
was single tube failure. The core box was then protected by 
a bursting disc discharging to the pressure suppression pool. 

5 
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13. The best information on the accident had been obtained 
through the Nuclear Energy Agency of OECD. Its Committee on 
severe accidents had been able to "back-track" from information 
received from its members in the early phases to a possible 
source term •. The reported information emphasised (i) an 
explosion occurred without warning with the reactor operating 
at 7% of full power followed by a power rise over 10 seconds 
to 50% during which the top of the core blew off and (ii) 
an intense fire with 100 ft flames ensued. MR TEAGUE conjectured 
that the most likely origin was an instability of flux pattern 
leading to a local power excursion. The ensuing rapid power 
transient caused overheating and a rapid increase in steam 
quality leading eventually to dry out and overheating in a 
number of fuel channels. Reaction between the steam and 
zirconium produced hydrogen and more heat and led to multiple 
tube failure, sufficient to cause top of core to lift off 
exposing tubes with fuel. The scale of the failure was too 
great for the pressure suppression system to cope with. Because 
this reactor has more zirconium than in a PWR, the potential 
exists for production of large quantities of hydrogen. The 
damage could admit air to a no't graphite stack which 'could 
ignite. 

14. This situation appears to have released 1-10% of cqre 
inventory within the first few days with subsequent release 
continuing over several days while. the fire continued. The 
mix of fission products seen was consistent with the reactor 
not being critical at power. The estimate of total release 
of volatiles was 20%, but a large proportion of the core has 
been affected. 

15. MR TEAGUE saw few direct implications for the Naval 
programme, especially since Naval PWRs had strong leak tight 
containments which could not be bypassed. UKAEA,' BNFL and the 
Electricity Boards see one major outcome, simply as greater 
public awareness of the potential consequences of severe 
accidents and therefore are considering fuller publication of 
accident plans. The fact that effects were felt at very long 
range came as a surprise, although it did not appear that any 
local population exceeded the whole body ERLs. The USSR 
accident arrangements were severely criticised and inevitably 
this casts doubt on those within the UK. The view is that more 
information will need to be made publicly available. The fact 
that a severe fire occurred, aggravated the initial response 
and posed questions about the means of fire fighting in a 
radioactive/high radiation environment. or the lessons 
learned, see para 6ix of the report, he emphasised the need 
to develop accident management by studying possible sequences 
of events and actions. The evidence from Chernobyl suggests 
that the operators were slow to diagnose what was wrong. 

16. MR DUNSTER was assured that,where ERLs were referred to 
in the paper, they corresponded to the lower values. DR MARSHAM 
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regarded the paper as an expression of view from SRD. UKAEA 
as a whole did not subscribe to all of its assertions. He 
queried whether any of the graphite would exceed 500°c at 
7% power. The figure of 700°c might be reached after full 
power operation towards end of life and he could not imagine 
temperatures exceeding 4oo 0 c if the reactor had only been at 
low power. DR MARSHAM pointed out that spatial instabilities 
and a positive void coefficient could be dealt with by appropriate 
design of the control system and were not inherently dangerous. 
The vital question was, "why did the means of controlling then 
not work?". He felt that the nub of the matter did not lie 
with the intrinsic properties of the reactor. Despite many 
problems, the fact that it proved possible to derive a source 
term and predict fission product composition had been an enormous 
success story. It showed that the major consequence factors of 
the incident were understood despite the fact that it had not 
been possible to validate the answers. He took strong exception 
to the suggestion in para 6viii that Chernobyl could be likened 
to learning nuclear safety technology by making mistakes. 

~ 

17. MR GITTUS argued that th"e mere listing of technical features 
which were possible contributory factors did not necessarily 
imply that they were the cause of the accident. An increase 
in reactivity may have been sparked off by failure of absorbers. 
It could not have occurred spontaneously. The Russians started 
to build reactors of this type in 1954 and were building a 
600 MW version by 1958. They had a vast fund of experience -
something must have triggered a sequence of events which _ 
culminated in the accident. DR MARSHAM repeated his view that 
the methods for controlling reactivity are known - why did 
they not work? 

18. MR GITTUS regarded paragraph 6viii as expressing a public 
perception. In the eyes of the public, having had an accident, 
they will find it difficult to believe that the nuclear industry 
is not operating this way. MR TEAGUE agreed and reminded the 
Committee that SL1, SPERT and TMI could be adduced to support 
this perception. DR MARSHAM pointed out that paragraph 6viii 
did not explicitly associate the remarks with a public perception 
of the situation and he still regarded it as unfortunately 
expressed. 

19. MR TEAGUE added that at an IAEA meeting during late August, 
the Russians had promised to provide further particulars. 
He regarded the statement that none of the papers on the cause 
of the accident would be available in advance of .the meeting 
as an indication that they were unlikely to be very forthcoming. 
THE CHAIRMAN deduced that if the Russians were continuing to 
operate similar reactors at full power they must either know 
the cause and are able to attribute the accident to a known 
error or they are being foolhardy. He could not accept the 
latter and thought the most likely cause was human error. 
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20. MR DUNSTER commented on the uncertainties associated with 
the source term, the changing wind directions during the 
release and the complex and uncertain analyses. The Russian 
ERLs were ten times those of the UK. He understood the need 
to evacuate was based on the dose from material on the ground 
and did not pay heed to the dose from inhalation during passage 
of the cloud. He suspected that there were places where the UK 
lower ERL would have been exceeded and where no action had 
been taken. MR TEAGUE reminded the Committee that the release 
had occurred at a high level. MR DUNSTER queried whether there 
had been an inversion layer at any time. He was sceptical 
of the somewhat cosy view expressed in the paper. It could be 
over simplified and therefore misleading. The UK would be 
unwise to accept unquestionly what the Russians say or publish 
about the effectiveness of the measures taken to protect people. 
Their perception of what was an acceptable risk may differ from 
that of the West. 

21. PROFESSOR FARMER commented that it would only be acceptable 
to the Russian Government to shut down a reactor type if the 
power supply network co~ld cope. He instanced situations wher.e 
the Russian practice with pipes containing liquid'sodium was not 
in accord with UK. He supported Dr Marsham's view that the 
situation would not necessarily be improved by doubling the 
amount of safety work, nor would all accident possibilities be 
covered. He advocated preparedness for all contingencies 
including evacuation and action to minimise possible thyroid 
doses. 

22. MR DUNSTER emphasised that one lesson MOD should pay 
heed to, was driven firmly home to NRPB by Chernobyl. There 
was a strong case for having a pool of quantitative information 
available to the public to be drawn on by a wide range of 
bodies. Each Public Authority, each Government Department, 
each Local Council expects to have immediate detailed monitoring 
and other information specific to its area on tap. He thought 
it would be essential in the next few years to establish this 
type of information, where it should be held and to whom issued. 

23. DR PANTON referred to the.CCU(N) meetings which are 
coordinating the reassessments forced on all Departments by 
recent activities. The aim was to report by October 1986 and 
to have re-examined all accident response arrangements. MOD 
was represented and CSA with other Chief Scientists were also 
looking at aspects of the aftermath. Failure of the third 
IAEA forum to generate a complete picture will create pressure 
for further diplomatic/political action in parallel with 
international protocol such as through IAEA which would have 
implications for MOD. In answer to THE CHAIRMAN, DR PANTON 
said this action had not spawned any new committees. DR MARTIN, 
DHSS, supported the view that there was a need to keep the 
public informed - Chernobyl had shown that even the term 
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"reassurance" was taken by some people to imply that real 
harm had occurred, not that the levels were trivial. THE 
CHAIRMAN agreed that some people· did not want to be reassured. 
He felt that a major difficulty was that Ministers would be 
subject to a whole range of new problems despite attempts by 
officials to rehearse by way of accident exercises. In MOD 
this could easily lead to a real security problem. In 
MR DUNSTER's opinion the media had behaved responsibly and 
had not indulged in scaremongering. · MR GITTUS thought this 
was because, when they did so, their switchboard was januned; · 
nevertheless they were the source of most of the hard 
information. 9 
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Defensive Brief on Paragraph IO 

Exposure of individuals to very high doses and dose rates of radiation (more 

than 5 sieverts, say, within a short space of time) is likely to cause 

serious illness within a period of a few days or weeks and/or death. Very 

much lower doses and dose rates, operating in a completely different way, 

may increase the probability of developing delayed effects such as leukaemia 

and cancers. 

For the purposes of estimating the total risk of such delayed effects in 

populations exposed to low doses, it is generally assumed that risk is 

proportional to dose, without threshold (the "linear hypothesis"): in other 

words, there is no difference in total risk between one individual receiving 

one very high dose, an individual receiving the same total dose over a 

period of may years, and a population receiving the same total dose shared 

between them in very small amounts. On this basis, the International 

Commission on Radiological Protection estimate from studies of survivors 

-receiv'ing low doses from the atomic bombs, and from analyses of the health 

of patients exposed to substantial programmes of irradiation in hospitals, 

that the toal risk of fatal radiation-induced cancers is about 1.25 x 

io-2 sv-1. This is the direct basis of the numerical analysis in 

para 10 and 11. 

The radiological protection system recommended by the ICRP, which is the 

basis of UK practice, has as its aim the limitation of occupational risk 

from exposure to radiation to levels comparable to those experienced by 

workers in "safe" industries: this is taken to be an individual risk of 

death in any one year, from occupational causes of I in 10000. The system 

of occupational dose limitation has three components: 

(a) no practice shall be adopted unless its introduction produces a 

positive net benefit; 

(b) all exposures shall be kept as low as reasonably achievable, economic 

and social factors being taken into account; 
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(c) the dose equivalent to individuals shall not exceed the limits 

recommended for the appropriate circumstances by the Commission. 

For protection against delayed effects such as cancers, the current ICRP 

limit is 50 mSv per year. Use of this limit, in conjunction with principles 

(a) and (b) above, leads in practice to the average exposure to radiation· 

workers being only about a tenth of the limit, ie 5 mSv per year. 

Combination of this average exposure with the risk factor above leads to an 

average individual risk of 6.25 x io-5 per year, or l/16,000; or, in 

other words, to a risk comparable to that in "safe" industries. Mortality 

studies among radiation workers, including Authority employees, suggest that 

the risk in practice is at least as low as this. 

The ICRP themselves acknowledge that the linear hypothesis underlying these 

calculations may well over-state the risk from very small doses, 

particularly when these are calculated by extrapolation from irradiation 

involving higher doses delivered at higher dose rates: "in these cases, it 

is likely that the frequency of effects per unit dose will be lower 

following exposure to low doses, or to doses delivered at low dose rates." 

Many radiobiologists believe that the body has active repair mechanisms 

which can operate at l:bw doses, and that the basic risk, for gamma rays at 

least, requires two or more coincident events to produce damage. On these 

assumptions, the same total dose of radiation will have less effect at low 

dose rates than at high rates. While these beliefs are being tested, at 

present regulations maintain the cautious approach. 

The Authority's response to requests for reassurance on radiation risk from 

employees with high total lifetime doses, or their Staff or TU Side 

representatives, should: 

(a) admit frankly that on any reasonable assumption employees with higher 

lifetime doses will run a slightly greater risk that those with lower 

doses 

(b) point out that even on the strict application of the linear hypothesis 

to the ICRP's total risk factor the absolute level of risk is very 

low. 

(c) stress particularly the probable conservatism of the linear 

hypothesis, quoting specifically the ICRP comment above. 



The Recommendations of the ICRP 

1. The International Commission on Radiological Protection was established by the 

Second International Congress of Radiology in 1928, and is widely regarded as the 

appropriate body to provide international guidance on standards affecting the whole 

field of radiological protection. The Commission's policy is to formulate the 

fundamental principles upon which appropriate radiation protection measures can be 

based; its basic recommendations, first published in 1928, have been reviewed and 

revised as required in the light of increasing knowledge and experience. The 

Commission is essentially different from other international bodies concerned with 

the effects and control of radiation in that its members are not national or 

Government delegates. Its authority is therefore directly related to the standing of 

ICRP members among their scientific peers. 

2. The most recent recommendations of the ICRP (1977 and 1980) set out three major 

principles underlying its system of dose limitation: 

(i) Justification - no practice involving the use of ionising radiation shall 

be adopted unless its introduction is judged to produce a net positive 

benefit. 

(ii) Optimisation - all exposures to ionising radiation shall be kept as low 

as reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into 

account. 

(iii) Limitation - the dose to individuals shall not exceed the limits 

recommended by ICRP. 

The system of dose limitation is formulated in terms of an "effective dose 

equivalent", measured in sieverts (Sv). This unit expresses the biological risk from 

radiation on the same basis for all types of exposure so that the risk can be limited 

to the same level whether it arises from ingestion or inhalation of radioactive 

materials or from external radiation, and irrespective of the type of radiation or 

its spatial distribution among the tissues of the body. The dose equivalent is 

derived by modifying the absorbed dose (in Gy) by a quality factor; Table 1 shows the 

values of the quality factor for different types of radiation: 



Table 1 

X-rays, gamma rays and electrons 1 

Neutrons, protons and singly-charged particles of rest mass 

greater than one atomic mass unit of unknown energy 10 

Alpha particles and multiply charged particles (and particles 

of unknown charge) of unknown energy 20 

2.3 Therm.al neutrons 

3. To ensure protection against non-stochastic effects the ICRP recommend 

for workers an annual effective dose-equivalent limit for any tissue of 

0.5 Sv. The exception to this is the lens of the eye in which opacities may 

be produced by irradiation. For this particular tissue the limit is 0.15 Sv. 

If these limits are observed then it is unlikely that, over a working 

lifetime, the threshold for non-stochastic effects will be reached. For 

stochastic effects, which by definition have no threshold, the ICRP has 

derived its estimation of risks in terms of dose-equivalent. These, for 

induction of fatal cancers in certain organs, and for hereditary risks* are 

shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Organ or tissue 

Red bone marrow 
Bone 
Lung 
Thyroid 
Breast 
All other tissue 
Any other single tissue 
Uniform whole-body 

irradiation 
Uniform whole-body 

irradiation 

Risk factor 
(sv-1) 

2 x 10-3 
5 x 10-4 
2 x 10-3 
). x 10-4 
2.5 x 10-3 
5 x 10-3 

1 x 10-3 

10-2 

4 x 10-3 

Effect 

Leukaemia mortality 
Bone cancer mortality 
Lung cancer mortality 
Thyroid cancer mortality 
Breast cancer mortality 
Cancer mortality 
Cancer mortality 

Cancer mortality 
Hereditary effects within 
first 2 generations 

* It should be noted that no hereditary effects have been detected in humans, 
either in bomb survivors or in medical cohorts. The estimates are formed by 
cautious extrapolation from animal experiments and may be regarded as 

·,,, plausible upper limits. 



Using these estimations of risk there can then be derived a dose-equivalent of 

uniform whole-body irradiation which if not exceeded will place workers in the 

same category of average mortality risk, i.e. io-4, as workers in other 

safe industries. The ICRP has recommended that this be limited annually to 

50 mSv. 

4. The dose limitation system is also based on the principle that the risk 

should be equal whether the whole body is irradiated uniformly or 

non-uniformly. If the latter, then a weighting factor is used to reflect the 

risk of irradiation to certain tissues (see Table 3). This takes account of 

the radiosensitivity of various tissues and the proportional risks of 

irradiation. The annual dose-equivalent in any tissue must be multiplied by 

its weighting factor, and the sum of such separate dose-equivalents should 

never be greater than the limit for uniform whole-body irradiation of SO mSv. 

For such tissues the limit for non-stochastic effects must also, of course, 

apply. For the thyroid gland, for example, the stochastic dose-equivalent 

limit obtained by dividing the limit of SO mSv by the thyroid weighting factor 

0.03 would give an implied dose-equivalent of 1.7 sv. This however exceeds 

the non-stochastic limit of O.S Sv which must be the overriding constraint. 

Table 3 

Tissue 

Gonads 
Breast 
Red bone marrow 
Lung 
Thyroid 
Bone surfaces 
Remainder 

Weighting Factor (WT) 

' 

0.25 
0.15 
0 .12 
0.12 
0.03 
0.03 
0.30 



S. The Recommendations of the Commission cover in great detail the 

limitation of ingestion or inhalation of particular radionuclides so that the 

primary recommended limits are met. For occupational exposure to radioactive 

materials the Commission believes that the time over which the dose equivalent 

should be integrated is a working life of SO years. The total dose equivalent 

in any tissue over the SO years after intake of a radionuclide into the body 

is termed the Committed Dose Equivalent. The annual limit on intake (ALI) of 

a radionuclide is a secondary limit designed to meet the basic limits for 

occupational exposure recommended by the Commission and is derived from the 

stochastic and non-stochastic limits such that the ALI is the greatest value 

of the annual intake which satisfies both of the following conditions: 

(a) the sum of the committed dose equivalents to a particular tissue 

(taking account of the relevant tissue weighting factor) is less 

than SO mSv, 

(b) the total committed dose equivalent is less than O.S Sv, 

Finally, for convenience, the Commission recommends values of derived air 

concentration (DAC). The DAC for any radionuclide is defined as that 

concentration in air which, if breathed for a working year of 2000 h under 

conditions of "light activity", would result in the ALI by inhalation. 



Mr M A W Baker 

ccs: "Chairman 
Mr Simeone 
Dr Lamer 
Dr Gittus~ 
Dr Pearce 

File No .... 

Note to Staff about Chernobyl: Defensive Brief -You may be interested to see the final version of the Defensive Briefing 
on Paragraph 10 of the Annex to the Chairman's letter of 10th July. This has 
been prepared by Dr Pearce in the light of comments in particular from Dr Lamer. 
I have sent out this final version to Senior Administrators. 

Employee Relations Branch 
28th July 1986 

E Hollis 
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CE\'TRAL ELECTRICITY GE\'ERATl\'G BOARD 

Mr. Al ast.air Gocdlad, MP 
?arliarrent.ary Under-Secretary of State 
De i:;ar""unen t of Energy 
TI-1arres lb;.ise S:>u.th 
:-lillbank 
L:mdon S\>ilP 40.J 28 July 1986 

I:ear Minister, 

The ether C'.!airmo....n of t-'1e Nuclear Industry and I have had a "''ide ranging 
discussion about the nuclear issues facing the UK and "°uld like to a1vise yoc 
of our thinking. We applaud the Secretary of State's speech of 26 June 1986 
which reflects the unanirrous view of the industry on the i.rrp::>rt.ance of nuclear 
po..1er in the UK. 

Considering first the Magoox stations, may we remind you that there are a total 
of 26 reactors operating in the UK with a tot.al net capability of 415'M'/. In 
addition, there are single reactor stations of the UK design in operation in 
Italy at Latina and in Japan at 'Ibkai Mura. 

Electricite de France still operate 4 Magoox reactors in France and one reactor 
at Vandellos in North Sp3.in. All of these reactors are subject to a 
carprehensive safety review after about 20 years operation and the various 
Licences will each need to satisfy their respective licencing Authorities that 
continued operation is satisfactory in the light of m:xiern practices and 
starrlards. Before the a=ident at Olernobyl, the conduct of the IDng Tenn 
Safety Reviews in the UK was being raised in sane quarters as a matter of public 
concern. '!he Olernobyl accident has been used by those opposed to the continued 
operation of Magoox stations in the UK to whip up concerns amongst the general 
population; a task that has been made that nuch easier because of sane 
superficial {and misleading) similarities in features between Magoox and "1BK 
reactors. 

'!he pressures in Italy have been nuch greater ho.<lever, and there is still the 
real possibility that the Italian Goverrxnent will decide to "sacrifice" Latina 
in an atteltpt at reducing pressure on the renai.ning nuclear programne. '!he 
matter is likely to cx:rne to a head at a Cbnference the Governrrent is arrarging 
to review the mx:lear issue in Novenber or Decenber. 

The Japanese are nervous but oot under any great pressures; the French are 
relaxed but have expressed a wish to discuss Magoox safety issues with us. 
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'Ibe safety of the Magnox stations on a day to day basis is IX)t in question: 
a position that is fully su;worted by the NII. fb.lever, there are genuine 
technical issues to be addressed in relation to the longer tenn operation of 
Magnox stations. The NII's requirement that we should make catparisons with 
rrcdern safety criteria applied to the very latest stations has identified 3 
principle areas llfuere detailed technical debate is ongoing between Licencees 
and the NII. 'lhese are the integrity of the steel reactor pressure vessels, 
the seisnic capability of the plants and the extent to which full nunerical 
risk analysis techniques should be applied. Matters are ccriplicated still 
further by the fact that the current safety cases for individual stations are 
IX)t identical. It is 1TDSt inportant that this technical debate which is 
fundamental to the Licencing Process in the UK should be allo.ed to run its 
course to the =nclusions that either the <Mners or the NII llBY reach without 
being prejudiced by public fears or perceptions. 

'10 sunnarise, the Magnox issues are <Xllplex. 'lhe operation and safety 
assessment strategy, the approach to public responses and publication of safety 
cases adopted by one Li.cencee will restrict freedan of action of the other 
Licencees. We recognise the :inp:>rtance of providing :you with coherent UK 
advice which takes account of possible external influences and we have therefore· 
arranged to reinforce the existing Magnox Technical Group. A list of the 
revised tasks of this Group is appended at Attacbnent 1. We have agreed that an 
industry meeting, at Olainnan level will be held, if these Mi!!.gnox discussions 
suggest one is needed. 

It is :int;iortant. to renember that these long Tenn Reviews are the business of 
the operators IX)t sarething inposed by the NII. It is therefore inportant that 
the main effort on these Reviews should cane fran the operators and the main 
justification in public for the =ntinued operation of the Magnox stations 
should also cane fran the operators. 'lbe NII response to these Reviews need 
not be elaborate nor definitive, alt.hou;h to the public it nust carry conviction 
and to the operators it is an inp:>rtant supplement to the regular NII licensing 
process which takes place at least once every t1"0 years. Ulfortunately the 
public :inpression is that these Reviews are sanething of vital inp:>rtance which 
determine llfuether the NII will pei:mi.t the continued operation of the Magnox 
stations or not. Clearly we need to explain the phile>soPlY of our regulatory 
system nu::h rrore carefully and we the operators need to pay nu::h greater 
attention to the presentational aspects of Magnox safety to the public. 

'lbe AGR position is 11Pre straightfonrard. All parties agree upon the overriding 
need to obtain maxinun output fran the operating stations as soon as possible. 
An inportant part of this exercise is the establishnent of on-load refuelling 
at the highest achievable po.1er levels on all AGR's. '!here is still nuch "Ork 
to be done before the perfornence of newly cannissioned MR's at D.mgeness B, 
Hartlepool and Heyaham I reaches a satisfactory position. Fbllowi.ng oil fran 
the long Tenn Magnox Safety Ieviews we llBY possibly have need to look again 
at the early .!IGR's to care closer to the Heysham 2 safety philOBOP?Y· 

As to a future J!GR, the difference in policy bet:.•een CEGB and SSEB is ...... 11 
knc:Mn. 'lbere is good co-operation beto1een the b«> Boards with joint. funding of 
NNC 'WOX"k aimed at preserving the MR opt.ion at least into the next decade. 

I ... 
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I Particular aspects that are being examined by NNC as a matter of high priority 

are:- •-

(i) A dry, rather than wet, spent fuel route at the reactor. 

(ii) A larger buffer store (to pe:rmit discharge of a large part of the 
core to facilitate major repairs). 

(iii) sane form of vented contaiment ..mich could reduce the consequences 
of unl.ikel~ accidents. 

(iv) 'Ihe feasibility and econanics of an AGR refuelled predaninanUy off
load. 'Ihis sttxiy is requested by CEGB because this might sinul.taneously 
avoid the CC11plications of on-load refuelling and sinplify tlie safety 
case sufficiently to be eooucrnically attractive. But those attractions 
have to be weighed against ackno.>ledged benefits of on-load refuelling 
to see, on balance, if the present AGR ooncept is best. 

CEGB jtxiges that it 1o0uld not be in a position to order a further AGR for sane 
time. 'Ihis is because, in the light of eicperience gained to date, it is CEGB's 
view that further optimisation of the balance between safety and ecxinanics .w::ruld 
be pru:lent and a Public Inquiry, of lo.tlatever sort, 1o0.lld, postp:ine start of 
construction to 1990 at the earliest. · 

'Ihe SSEB take the view that a next AGR should be based on Heysham II/Tornese 
whilst taking into acooont possible benefits frcrn (i) to (iii) above, and that 
main construction could start in mid 1988 if an Inquiry could be avoided. 

'l\lrning to the q\iestion of waste nanagBte11t, there is litUe that has not 
already been said. NIRElC have the resp:insibility for developing waste disposal 
sites and they nust be allCMed to get on with the job. NIREX are also exploring 
the "sea disposal" option which you will awreciate is a sensitive issue. 'Ihe 
Industry is continuing its investigations for a central dry store for irradiated 
AGR fuel. 

en the FWR front, CEGB recognises that Oternobyl will raise additional questions 
whicr. nust be addressed. tp to the present nnnent there is nothing about the 
Oternobyl accident which "'°uld make us wish to change the design of Sizewell B. 
It is inplicit in the Sizewell B risk assesarent that sane further inprovenents 
might be gained if the containnent was vented or the concrete base mat cooled. 
We shall naturally look further into these options follodng Chernobyl, but we 
kncM that the gain, if gain there is, will be a reduction frcrn a level of risk 
lohich is already satisfactorily lo.t. In the Sizewell B risk assesment we bad 
already considered cases in which the containnent is fractured and those in 
\>'hi.ch the base mat melts. 

I ... 
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An .inportant issue brought into focus by the Oternobyl accident is the adequacy 
of current Dnergency Planning arrangemen_t;s and the public perception of these 
Plans. As w:!,th the Magn:>x safety issue,- we think it in'portant that you are 
provide:f with a coherent view. Here too we are reinforcing existing 
collaboration arrangements to ensure.ot.hat the consistency of emergency planning 
arrangements across all "UK nuclear establishnents operated by ax;e, SSEB, BNFL 
and !JIQ\EA are systE11Btically evaluated and that views on the need for change in 
the light of Chernobyl are co-ordinated, Attachnent 2 gives the tasks allocated 
to the relevant 'i'brking Group. We shall of course take advantage of the 1«>rk 
of the Civil Contingency Unit and as individual managements will need to keep 
in close touch with NII thinking as it evolves. 

'lbe Industry as a whole has becane very concerned about escalating regulato:ry 
derrands on our operations. We do of course accept the need for a safety 
philoso?ty which derrands of us constant vigilance and constant escalation of 
our proof of safety, but that is quite different to the derrands to reduce actual 
enissions fran levels which are already uninportant to levels which are trivial 
and where the derrands UFOn us are nore related to the popular perception of 
risk than the actual risk. 

Our final topic is the difficult one of public acceptance of nuclear pa..oer. 
We are pleased that you are taking a personal interest in this matter. 
Govermnent iiupport for nuclear power is vital at the present time. As you are 
aware the Nuclear brgy Information Group (NEIG) is active in the presentation 
of information to Trade Unions, :El::>litical Parties, and is developing long term 
information prograrmes. 'lbe Group also analyses public opinion through public 
attitude surveys. BNFL are currenUy involved in an advertising oanpaign 
encouraging the public to C"alle and see for themselves the Cl:llpany's operatiais 
at Sellafield. As you 'kna.i the c:me will be launching a local advertising 
carrpaign to provide information to local camunities about the operation of 
nuclear establisbnents as an inportant way of infonning the public about 
different apects of nuclear power. We also recognise the need to be seen to 
be open about all aspects of our operation al tholgh this may be uncanfortable 
at times. 'lbere is also a pressing need to tackle public concern and ign:>rance 
about radiation and its effects, particularly at lO!o' levels of exposure, and 
we are considering hcM best to do this. We recognise the .inportance of gaining 
third party support since nowadays we fear that CEl3B and even NII spokesmen have 
no nore credibility in the minds of the public than the 110st extrerre anti
nuclear spokeanen. We have received a nl.lllber of unsolicited letters of sUfp)rt 
fran acadenics and on an individual basis, we have been encouraging academics 
and industrialists to take opp:>Llunities to present the facts about nuclear 
pa..oer as they see them. '1be R:)yal Society is about to launch a major canpaign 
to inprove the general public's aFPJ:eciation of science and to inprove the 
public's perception of risk.,_ 'lhe a:,yal Society will be seeking financial 
sUfp)rt fran the nuclear industry as well as other industries for their new 
"high visibility• effort, 'lhe Watt O:mnittee 11.bi.ch represents all the 
scientific and engineering institutions in the energy field are also anxious 
to take on a "higher visibility" role by providing a panel of "third party 
spokesmen" on all energy matters, particularly nuclear matters. We are 
therefore encouraging the R:)yal Society and the Watt O:mnittee to co-<>Ldinate 
their activities closely and probably one will conentrate on scientific and 
the other on engineering matters. 'lbere are a few other groups that might wish 
to pranat.e the need for the nuclear power option but we do not expect rapid 
results. 'Ihe m::>st pressing need is to educate pe:>ple to the fact that living is 
all abwt putting relative risks in perspective and that nuclear power Ol.Jght to 
be at the bottan of the list of risks. 
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Fran within the Indust.ey, 10e are examining hew 10e can best inplement the open 
info:rrration policy both in terne of reporting and publiation of incidents and 
in terms of rraking technical info:rrration 11Dre widely available. It goes without 
saying that 10e are happy to defend the technical catpetence of our staff to 
anyone. We nust ho#ever find a way of doing this without adversely affecting 
the businesses that we are charged to run. 

We are in lively discussion with the Department of Ehergy and the Department 
of the Ehviroarent about the classification and publication level for incidents 
dc:Mn to the 11Dst trivial kind. We hope that, in this way, we can inplement 
the Government's carrnitment to an open information policy but not s.inul.taneoualy 
give grossly exaggerated \oieight to what are, in reality, uninportant events. 
We also hope to devel0p a "Halsbury Scale" as an inpartial way of signalling 
to the public the qualitative inportance of each event. 

We are looking forward to discussing these issues and any others that you may 
wish to raise with us on 28 July. 

Yours sincerely, 
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Revised Tasks 

ATrAalMENI' 1 

Magnox Tec:hnical Liaiscxi Groop 

(Cllaiman: Dr B Edm:rx:lson, CEJGB) 

1. 'lb enoourage consistency of approach to safety aspects of UK Magnox 
Stations. 

2. 'lb examine in this context the progress of U:mg Term Safety Ieviews. 

3. 'lb examine optiCXIS for similar hann:Jnisation witl) Magnox plant operators 
- overseas. · 

4. 'lb identify problenB, both specific and of general p:>licy purport, 
stemning £ran Magnox plant safety issues. 

S. 'lb respond to options for public dissemination of infonnation on Magnox 
plant safety. 

6. 'lb encourage a consistent ai:proach to plblic resp:>nses on particular 
Magnox plant safety issues. 

7. 'lb co-ordinate use of resources to these ends. 

a. 'lb resolve such problE!llB as lie within the ccntietence of the Group, 
refe=ing others for resolution. 

9. 'lb Ieport regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior Management of the c;x;a, SSEB and BNFL. 

L 
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CHERWBYL - TASKS REI.ATIOO TO REVIEW OF 
UK NUCLFAR SITE EMER;mCT PlJ\NS 

Mr R R fohtthews was requested to carry out a review of UK Emergency Plans for 
NJclear Sites with the following tent1S of reference:-

"In CCH)peration with appropriate representatives of the organisations concerned 
to exanine the Nuclear Site Emergency Plans of the ~. SSEB, BNFL and. tlKAFA 
with the following objectives: 

1. To encourage consistent principles and practices embodied in the 
Emergency Plans. 

2. Where any significant difference may be identified to bring it to the 
attention of the organisation ooncerned, with the intent that all 
interested parties should have available an explanation for use in 
public discussion and debate. 

3. To collect views on the possible need to modify or anplify the Plans 
as a conseqilence of infomation and data derived fran the Olernobyl 
accident. 

4. To Peport regularly on progress, and urgently as the need arises, to 
Senior Management of the ox;a, SSEB, BNFL and UKAFA. 
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The Westinghouse presentation, on Tuesday 15 July 1986, at NNC 
Xnutsford, stated the ai.ms of their programme for the Chernobyl reactor 
accident, which was to: 

- Understand RBMK-1000 plant design, operation and safety case 

- Compare RBMK-1000 with PllR technology 

- Understand Chernobyl accident 

- Investigate lessons learned 

! said that technical information on the RBMK reactor design and 
operation was limited for Chernobyl linits 3 and 4, but they had available to 
them several individuals with first-hand knowledge of the Soviet design and 
operational philosophy. ! were using their own resources on: 

- Reactor design and operational procedures 

- System analysis and integration capability 

- Lessons learned from TMI-2 

- Severe accident methodology 

They also had interaction with the USNRC and USOOE technical staff. 

The general description of the reactor was taken as read and only those 
parts W felt needed careful discussion in making their technical points were 
described in any detail. 

In the lengthy free exchange of views between those present on core 
physics and the thermal hydraulics of the reactor, it was obvious that the 
views of the meeting on what had caused the accident at Chernobyl were not in 
any way fixed. ! admitted that they had not done many calculations but 
rather more literature surveys. On the other hand, SRD and the CEGB's BNL 
had done, and were continuing to do, a fair amount of calculation on the 
physics and thermal hydraulics of the reactor. Winfrith have been associated 
with these calculations but they were not present at the discussion. 

The meeting also discussed the likelihood of a steam explosion or 
zirconium pressure tube failure as alternative links in the accident chain. 
There were differences in views between the UK and W which were not resolved. 
These points are enlarged on in Annex 1 by A N Hall~ 

The meeting agenda included a discussion of the RBMK safety case for 
which little information was available. 

Source terms and accident consequences were summarised by SRD with 
questions from the meeting. 
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~ summarised the specific RBMK characteristics which may have influenced 
the severity of the Chernobyl accident. These included: 

- Operating margins 

- Reactor coolant flow control 

- Positive moderator coefficients 

- Shutdown system design/operation 

- Emergency systems actuation/operation 

- Containment 

- Accident design margins 

Some specific features of the RBMK which appeared not to have worked and 
therefore played no mitigating role in the Chernobyl accident severity were: 

- ECC system design 

- ECC system may not have been actuated 

- Containment did not include reactor core 

- Suppression pool 

- Hydrogen mitigation system did not appear to work 

W concluded that the RBMK design has a very narrow acceptable operating 
region: 

Depends on continuous positive operation action to remain within 
acceptable limits 

- Deviations can result in 'fast' transients 

The RBMK design does not have recoverability strength: 

- Design based on prevention rather .than mitigation 

- Only designed for limited range of accidents 

W said the Chernobyl accident had not made much impact in the us in 
comparison with its impact on Europe. This was probably because the us 
population was not directly affected and also because of general anti-Russian 
feeling in the US. W said that the specific lessons learned from the 
Chernobyl accident with potential impact on LWR safety were limited to: 

- Containment performance for severe accidents 

- Hydrogen burning potential 
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- Emergency planning 

- Effect of operat.or action 

Most of the lessons learned from Chernobyl are already addressed by 
post-TMI-2 upgrades to plant. 

W said that they had information that historically there had been 3 core 
damage accidents to the RBMK system in 80 reactor years: 

- one major release 

- two limited release 

Extrapolating (with no improvements) with 19 units operating: 

c D Probability • 0.5/R-year (one per 2 years) 

C M Probability a 0.2/R-year (one per 5 years) 

The CEGB Sizewell 'B' PMT presented their views on how Chernobyl would 
affect Sizewell 'B' PWR. 

The Inspector's report was expected in October, together with NII 
approval. 

The PMT thought that questions may be asked by the Inspector of the 
relevance of Chernobyl to Sizewell 'B'. 

In view of the Chernobyl accident, the PMT had set themselves the task 
of reviewing likely questions on: 

- Emergency planning review 

- A look at reactivity results - fast transient, inherent 
characteristics, operator action, moderator coefficients, pellet clad 
interaction, boron faults. 

They expected to review containments features such as filter vents and 
other ideas. The containment by-pass leading to loss-of-coolant would be 
re-examined ('V' sequence - SG tube rupture, etc). 

With aircraft crash there were small margins. 

Hydrogen explosions would be re-examined. 
control tank and gases to radwaste plant using 

The use of e 2 in the volume 
e 2 will be looked at. 

Operator error was already being addressed in detail and this would 
continue. 

Operator recovery actions will be examined. 
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The consequences of beyond the design basis accidents need further 
examination. What can we do if they occur? 

~ suggested that the PMT starts by reviewing its Degraded Core PRA. 

w overheads of their presentation are available. 

P G Benell 

16 July 1986 
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AllNEX 1 

Taken from Section 2 of the draft AEX paper 'Restart of operation of the 
Winfrith Reactor', by Dr J H Gittus, 18 July 1986. 



Finally, fuel overheating could have occurred beca'\ISe the delay in actuation 

ot' the engineered sat'eguards exceeded the time required t'or a signU'icant 

t'uel temperature r1Se in the particular accident that occurred~ It is 

important that core cooling be established rapidly. It core cooling were 

0~1 ayed, the core could dry out and t'uel temperatures could rise to those at 

which substantial oxidation or the :z:ircaloy t'uel clad co.uld occur (over 1000 

Cl. It' supplies ot' water were then supplied to the dried out t'uel, the 

zirconium oxidation might be stoked by the supply ot' water and the heat 

released could accelerate core damage to t'uel meltdown, rather than bring 

about quenching ot' the hOt material. Hydrogen would also be produced by 

this reaction. 

Following t'uel overheating, core damage could propagate in a number ot' ways. 

Steam explosions could occur it' t'uel melted and mixed with water • 

. ternati vely, the pr.assure tubes might rue to high temperatures, be 

weakened and tail, releasfng steam and hydrogen into the graphite moderator 

as suggested by Westinghouse. 

For tuel to reach high temperatures and melt, t'uel channels would have to 

dry out. Steam explosions could not therefore occur unless liquid coolant 

,.,...entered the dried~.out channels. Thus, there would have to be water 

remaining in other parts ot' the pressure circuit that could ,.,...enter the 
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channel at some stage, or emergency injection to the channel would have to 

occur to ret'lood it. Ir ruel melting occurred as a result or a reactivity 

transient, then although vater would be rorced out or the channels by the 

increase in heat transfer, the p1.111ps vould restore the now as the transient 

subsided.-. The general geometry or a long tube containing molten material is 

reminiscent or some or the configurations which have been used in 

experiments to promote such interactions (eg a "shock tube"). The resultant 

explosion might displace the stand--pipe closure expelling steam, hydrogen 

and molten material into the reactor hall. The hydrogen might ignite and in 

addition if the interaction involved unoxidised Zr, expelled particles of 

•. iis could burn rapidly. In thermal explosions involving molten At, 

chemical explosions involving the rapid oxidation or finel.Y divided At are 

often observed. The combination or steam pressure, hydrogen and Zr burning 

would probably collapse the relatively light reactor hall, causing the 

overhead crane to fall as reiiorted. 

A difficulty in interpreting the in-core explosion as a steam explosion 

arises if, as appears likely, the circuit pressure were close to its normal 

value of about 7 HPa at the time or the explosion. Various studies have 

·oncluded that a steam explosion is difficult to trigger at high pressures 

(>1 HPa). There is, hovever, evidence that a steam explosion occurred 

during a reactivity transient in an in-pile experiment at EG&G Idaho at a 

pressure of 6.4 MPa, so a steam explosion in the Chernobyl reactor at normal 

operating pressure is a possibility. Furthermore, if pressure tube failure 

occurred during the melting transient the resulting depressurisation would 

reduce the local system pressure. 
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For pressure tubes to rise in temperature and weaken as suggested by 

Westinghouse, either the rate of heat generation in the fuel following 

Channel dry out would have to be not much greater than that in normal 

operation or the fuel would have to melt and relocate prior to pressure tube 

failure so.as to come into contact with the pressure tubes and create hot 

spots. In normal operation, the maxim\Jll graphite temperature is 550C and 

the temperature close to the pressure tubes approaches the coolant 

temperature (the maxim\Jll graphite design temperature or 750C is not reached 

in normal operation). As Chernobyl Unit 4 had been at low power for a 

,uple or hours prior to the accident, the graphite and pressure tube 

temperatures would probably have been in the range 300~4ooc. The integrity 

of the pressure tubes would be in doubt once they reached a temperature of 

about 700C. Following channel dryout, heat would be transferred from the 

fuel to the pressure tube walls mainly by thermal radiation. Simple scoping 

calculations indicate that if heat were generated in the fuel at three times 

the normal operation rate, the fuel would have risen in temperature to the 

clad melting point (1850C) by the time the pressure tube wall had reached 

700C. These temperatures would be reached at about 17s after a step 

•.ncrease of power and dryout, so could occur within the 20~25s r~quired for 

full insertion or control/shutdown rods. For higher powers, fuel melting 

would occur before pressure tube failure, perhaps leading to pressure tube 

failure by fuel relocation and contact with the pressure tube. For lower 

powers, pressure tube failure could occur before fuel melting, but only if 

the delay before reactor shutdown exceeded the already long period or 20~2ss 

believed to be required for full insertion or tl'le control/shutdown rods. 
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Ir the pressure tubes weakened and tailed due to high temperatures, steam 

and hydrogen generated by oxidation or zirconillll would be rapidly released 

into the graphite moderator. A vessel surroundS the moderator, but it and 

its bursting disks are only believed to be capable or coping with a single 

tube failure. Thua failure or several pressure tubes might rail this vessel 

and disrupt the core, perhaps giving the appearance ot an explosion. or 

course, water would now from the steam drlllls into the breached pressure 

tubes and steam explosions might occur in this case also. The hydrogen 

released could also cause an explosion 1r it mixed with air, but the 

.,.,..aphi te moderator ot the Chernobyl reactor was inerted with a helillll/ 

nitrogen mixture and the core was surrounded by a nitrogen blanket, so an 

in-core hydrogen explosion could not have occurred unless the inerting 

systems had failed. 

In either the case of steam -explosions occurring in-core or the case of 

pressure tubes tailing through high temperature weakening, hydrogen would be 

released into the reactor building and reactor hall. There it would mix 

with air and be ignited by hot fuel debris ejected with it from the core, 

causing the reported hydrogen explosion(s) and the structural damage seen tn 

.1otographs. 

Breach of a ruel channel would probably prevent cooling or the ruel in that 

channel and damage inlet pipework, leading to a loss of coolant. As the 

coolant system on RBHK 1000 reactors is divided into two separate loops 

however, only one loop might surrer a loss or coolant accident tr the 

initial damage were sufficiently localised. It only one loop were breached, 

the core might be treated as three separate regions: the initial damaged 
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region, which might not be coolable even if ECCS water were available; the 

rest of that circuit, which would undergo a loss of coolant accident with 

long term failure of ECCS; the other circuit, which would undergo an intact 

circuit fault with long term loss of feed. The different regions would have 

different thermal time constants and in such a situation, the damaged region 

of the core could grow and release volatile fission products over an 

extended period or time. In the case or Chernobyl tin! t 4, the decay heat 

would have been augmented by heat rele~ed by burning zirconium and graphite 

in air and this would have accelerated the propagation or core damage. 

Containment or fission products released from pressure circuit 

Reactors in which the coolant becomes significantly contaminated with 

radioactive materials during normal operation are provided with secondary 

containment structures so that a radiological hazard would not arise in the 

case of a large loss or cool;mt accident. These secondary containment 

structures are designed to withstand the pressurization resulting from a 

large loss of coolant accident and in the case of large modern PWRs, they 

are also assessed to be capable of withstanding the hydrogen burns that 

might follow core degradation and oxidation of zirconium fuel clad by steam. 

ndeed, a hydroge~ burn did occur in the secondary containment building at 

Three Mile Island, but the Containment. remained intact. It is therefore 

clear that secondary containment structures can significantly reduce the 

consequences of beyond design basis accidents by either preventing or 

mitigating releases or fission products to the environment. 
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SECTION 3: DEGRADED CORE ACCIDENTS: WHAT MAY HAVE HAPPENED AT CHERNOBYL 

Information on the events at Chernobyl is at present incomplete, so a 

defin1 ti ve description of the accident cannot yet be given. The methodology 

of degraded core analysis has been developed over many years however, and 

this provides a framework for the assimilation of such information on the 

accident at Chernobyl as has been made available. It has been found that an 

effective method for analysing hypothetical degraded core accidents is to 

break the accident sequences down into a number of separate steps. These 

steps would ideally be completely independent of one another: in practice 

they are not, but they usually are sufficiently independent to make the 

division into steps worthwhile. Generally four steps are considered, these 

being: 

accident initiation; 

cessation of nuclear fission by reactor shutdown; 

provision of cooling to avoid core degradation; 

containment of fission products released from pressure circuit. 

The accident at Chernobyl may be cons! dered within this general framework. 

Accident initiation 

The first step in. a hypothetical accident is the initiation of the accident. 

An event occurs that causes an imbalance between the heat generated in the 

reactor core and the heat removed from the core by the primary coolant. 

There are many ways in which such an imbalance could arise. It could arise 

from a loss of primary coolant through a break in the primary circuit 

pressure bOundary causing a reduction of coolant pressure, voiding and 

ultimately uncovering of the core. It could also arise with an intact 

primary circuit bOundary, however. Intact circuit faults could include an 

increase of reactor power, a reduction of coolant flow through the core or, 

in the case of reactors with indirect steam cycles, a reduction of heat 

transfer from the primary to the secondary coolant. 

In the case of Chernobyl, President Gorbachev referred to an 'increase of 

capacity' in his statement on Soviet television, which could indicate an 

increase of the power of the reactor from its reported initial 'hot 
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shutdown• value of 6-7J of full power prior to the accident. A reactivity 

transient could be a plausible initiator of the Chernobyl accident as it 

appears that to optimise fuel burnup in RBMK 1000 reactors, the Russians are 

prepared to allow them to operate with a small positive void coefficient. 

As an increase of reactor power would increase the voiding in a fuel 

channel, positive feedback would reinforce rather than counter the rise in 

power. Operation under these conditions would not be permitted in the West 

and indeed reactors at Gentilly and Marviken were closed down when they 

exhibited such behaviour. Furthermore, the large volume of the RBMK 1000 

cores allows local regions to becane supercritical and causes the reactors 

to suffer various radial and axial power instabilities that have to be 

actively suppressed by autanatic local area controllers. Failure of a local 

area controller could therefore lead to a local power excursion. 

It should be noted however, that although a reactivity transient could be 

caused by an incident such as control rod withdrawal or failure of a local 

area controller, it might also possibly be a result of a loss of coolant 

accident initially affecting a localised region of the core and causing a 

reactivity transient through the positive void coefficient. In this case, 

the breach causing the loss of coolant would be regarded as the initiating 

event. 

Cessation of nuclear fission by reactor shutdown 

The second step in a hypothetical accident is the shutdown of the fission 

reactions in the core. This action, known as either reactor trip or scram, 

is the first of a series of safeguards provided to prevent accident 

progression to core degradation. It causes the rate of heat generation in 

the core to fall to less than 5j of the normal operation value within a 

minute of shutdown and should place the heat generation rate well within the 

capability of the coolant to accept heat from the core. If the reactor were 

not shutdown, the accident would develop into an "anticipated transient 

without trip (ATWT)", which would severely load the primary circuit pressure 

boundary. For the accident at Three Mile Island and apparently for the 

Chernobyl accident however, the reactors were shutdown successfully. 

Although the Germans have speculated that a recri ticality occurred at 

Chernobyl, radionuclide distributions measured in various European countries 

have not shown the later peaks .of short-11 ved radionuclides that would have 
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been produced by this. Unless a recriticality occurred so soon after the 

initial events that the second peak of short-lived radionuclides could not 

be distinguished from the first release, a recriticality appears to have 

been unlikely. 

Provision of cooling to avoid core degradation 

Having shutdown the fission reactions in the core, the third step is to 

establish and maintain core cooling. This is necessary because about 71' of 

the energy liberated by nuclear fission is not released immediately, but is 

released over an extended period of time as the fission products decay. The 

decay heating rate in a shutdown reactor core is quite substantial, being 

about 120 MW one minute after trip and about 40 MW after an hour for a 1000 

MW (e) reactor. To ensure that effective core cooling is established and 

maintained in such circumstances, engineered safeguards are provided that 

supply emergency cooling water to the core. These consist of passive 

systems, such as accumulators that rely on a pressure difference between an 

accumulator and the primary circuit to inject water into the primary 

circuit, and actively pumped systems. In the case of modern pressurized 

water reactors such as Sizewell 'B', provision is made for the emergency 

core cooling systems (ECCS) to draw condensate from sumps in the secondary 

containment building once the primary source of water, the refuelling tank, 

has been depleted. This enables the ECCS to operate almost indefinitely 

provided cooling of the secondary containment building is maintained. 

It is important that core cooling be established rapidly however. If core 

cooling were delayed, the core could dry out and fuel temperatures could 

rise to those at which substantial oxidation of the zircaloy fuel clad could 

occur (over 1000 C). If supplies of water were then supplied to the dried 

out fuel, the zirconium oxidation might be stoked by the supply of water and 

the heat released could accelerate core damage to fuel meltdown, rather than 

bring about quenching of the hot material. If molten fuel were to cane into 

contact with water, steam explosions might occur, which would cause further 

damage to the core and might present a threat to the pressure circuit 

boundary, either directly by loading it impulsively, or indirectly by 

fragmenting core debris into fine particles that could form an uncoolable 

debris bed. In addition, the hydrogen generated by oxidation of zirconium 
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in steam could burn if it escaped from the pressure circuit and mixed with 

air. 

It is also important to maintain core cooling once it is established. If 

this were not done, the core materials would dry out and melt at a later 

stage of the accident. For this reason, the ECCS of modern PWRs are able to 

operate in a coolant recirculating mode as noted abOve. 

The Germans have speculated that at Chernobyl, failure of an inlet header 

supplying 40 pressure tubes was the accident initiator. In this case, a 

localised region of the core might have been uncoolable from the beginning 

of the accident, althaugh reverse coolant flow through the tubes connected 

to the broken header might have provided cooling, at least initially. There 

are also reports that an explosion or explosions occurred within the reactor 

vault at the start of the accident. This suggests that the fuel must have 

overheated very rapidly to provide the initial conditions required by steam 

explosions or hydrogen explosions, so effective cooling could not have been 

established sufficiently rapidly, if at all. 

The graphite moderator of the Chernobyl reactor was inerted with a helium/ 

nitrogen mixture and the core was surrounded by a nitrogen blanket, so an 

in-core hydrogen explosion could not have occurred unless the inerting 

systems had failed. Steam explosions could occur in the pressure tubes 

however, if the fuel dried out and melted and then water re-entered the 

tubes. Such steam explosions could breach pipework and disrupt the pile 

cap, ejecting steam, hydrogen and fuel materials into the reactor hall. 

There, the hydrogen and zirconium alloy fuel clad could mix with air and 

burn, causing the structural damage seen in photographs. Air would then 

have access to the core and zirconium and graphite remaining in the core 

could then burn. 

It has been reported that the initial explosions caused the 200 Te overhead 

crane in the reactor hall to fall onto the pile cap causing further damage 

to the core and breaking pipework that would have allowed ECCS accumulators 

to discharge water into the pressure tubes. The pumped ECCS are believed to 

supply water to the inlet headers in the lower regions of the reactor 

building however, so some core cooling might have been available initially. 
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An explosion in a fuel channel would probably prevent cooling of the fuel in 

that channel and damage inlet pipework, leading to a loss of coolant. As 

the coolant system on RBHK 1000 reactors is divided into two separate loops 

however, only one loop might suffer a loss of coolant accident if the 

initial damage were sufficiently localised. If only one loop were breached, 

the core might be treated as three separate regions: the initial damaged 

region, which might not be coolable even if ECCS water were available; the 

rest of that circuit, which would undergo a loss of coolant accident with 

long term failure of ECCS; the other circuit, which would undergo an intact 

circuit fault with long term loss of feed, The different regions would have 

different thermal time constants and in such a situation, the damaged region 

of the core could grow and release volatile fission products over an 

extended period of time. This would, however, depend on the extent to which 

the pipes of the two loops were interlaced in the reactor core. 

Containment of fission products released from pressure circuit 

Reactors in which the coolant becomes significantly contaminated with 

radioactive materials during normal operation are provided with secondary 

containment structures so that a radiological hazard would not arise in the 

case of a large loss of coolant accident. These secondary containnent 

structures are designed to withstand the pressurization resulting from a 

large loss of coolant accident and in the case of large modern PWRs such as 

Sizewell 'B', the.y are also assessed to be capable of withstanding the 

hydrogen burns that might follow core degradation and oxidation of zirconium 

fuel clad by steam. Indeed, a hydrogen burn did occur in the secondary 

containment building at Three Mile Island, but the containment remained 

intact. Dr Gittus, in his Proof of Evidence (P16) to the Sizewell Inquiry, 

noted the contribution that secondary containment structures would make 

towards mitigating the consequences of beyond design basis accidents by 

reducing the frequency of an uncontrolled release of fission products to a 

value almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the already low core melt. 

frequency. Even in the few cases where the containment was predicted to 

fail, the assessment was that for the majority of such cases, failure would 

not occur until several hours after the start of the accident, which would 

allow physical and chemical phenomena mitigating the release time to 

develop. 



The strength of the building around the Chernobyl reactor core is uncertain 

to us, however. Some cell walls are reported to be capable of withStanding 

a pressure of 4 bar but it is not clear 1f these completely surround the 

core. In any case, the containment does not appear to have contained a 

missile shield of the type installed over PWRs and so would not have been 

protected against missiles from a steam explosion in a fuel channel. Once 

the pipework above the core had been breached and the pilecap disrupted, 

hydrogen and fuel rod materials would have been ejected into the relatively 

light reactor hall where they would have burned and caused structural 

damage. It appears that at Chernobyl, containment was breached shortly 

after the start or the accident and although sand, dolomite and other 

materials were dumped onto the reactor to mitigate releases, a significant 

quantity of volatile fission products escaped nonetheless. 

A further consequence of containment failure would be that water initially 

inside the containment building would be lost as steam through the breach 

and so even if the ECCS were designed to switch to a recirculating mode once 

the primary source of water were depleted, it would eventually fail and the 

core temperatures generally would then rise. 
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SECTION 4: SOURCE TERM.S 

The source term (or to give it its full name, the radiological source term 

to the environment) for an accident is that information from the study of 

the in-plant progression of the accident which is carried forward into the 

calculation of the dispersion of material through the environment and the 

consequential heal th effects. The source term has several canponents: 

a the amounts of the various radionucli des rel eased to the 

environment, expressed as fractions of the initial core inventories 

(these can be converted into activities released given the activity 

inventories); 

b the height and the energy of the release (these affect the height 

to which the plume rises and hence the distance the material is 

transported); 

c time scales, such as the time and duration of the release and the 

warning time that a release is imminent. 

Source terms are routinely calculated in safety studies for hypothetical 

reactor accidents. Those calculated for the Sizewell B Safety Study are 

exemplified in Table 4.1, which gives release fractions for the classes of 

fission product containing the most volatile elements: the noble gases, 

iodine, and caesi\.ID and rubidil.ID. Four broad categories of accident are 

considered on this table: 

Release Category A 

Accidents of the severest type in which the containment fails or is bypassed 

by a leaking pipe at the manent when the core becanes canpletely molten. A 

substantial amount of highly active, volatile radionuclides will then be 

released to the environnent. 

Release Category B 

Degraded Core accidents in which the containment fails some hours after the 

core melts: the release of radionuclides would be substantial although 
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radioactive decay would have reduced their activity whilst dissolution, 

plate-out and aerosol sedimentation would have resulted in much retention. 

Release Category C 

All degraded core accidents in which the containment leaks or is penetrated 

below ground level but does not fail above ground. 

Release Category D 

In this category we might place all degraded core accidents in which the 

containnent does not fail, but may nevertheless leak at the design-rate. 

The release of activity is then only small. 

Normally, when dealing with hypothetical accidents, one calculates first the 

accident phenomenology, then the source term and finally the environmental 

consequences, each calculation using information from the previous one. At 

present with the Chernobyl accident we know too little about the initial 

conditions to follow this route. Instead we have to work backwards from the 

amount of material found in the environment to an estimated source term 

(which can then also be used as further information on the nature of the 

accident progression). In this backward calculation important assumptions 

have to be made as to how the various materials are transported through the 

environment. 

In the preliminary assessment of the Chernobyl source term (carried out by 

Dr P N Clough) the data used were thOse from the NetherlandS, Sweden, 

Dennark, Finland and Hungary, collected over the period from 28 April to 

4 May. Only information on the relative amounts of the different nuclides 

has been used, with no regard for the absolute magnitudes of the activity. 

A reasonably consistent pattern of relative release fractions has been bull t 

up at the various measurement sites; this is given on table 4.2, where it 

is compared with the inventory initially in the core, as predicted by the 

FISPIN code. FISPIN calculations were done for various burn-up assumptions, 

The figures on the table are for a one year burn-up, consistent with the 

Cs137/Cs134 ratio of around 2.0 found at all the measuring points. 

The pattern of radionuclide releases, as shown on table 4.2, gives some 

indications as to the conditions in the core while the releases were 
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occurring. For example the tellurium seems to have been released in the 

same proportions as the iodine and caesium. Tellurium vapour is expected to 

react with any zirconium available and thereby be retained. The absence of 

such retention suggests that the zirconium in the region of fission product 

release was being rapidly oxidized. The high release of ruthenium relative 

to the other non-volatile elements is a further indication of highly 

oxidizing conditions in the degrading core region. This is consistent with 

the idea that there was air ingress to the core, and that a large-scale fire 

in the graphite moderator was a feature of the accident. 

Table 4.2 says nothing about the absolute magnitude of radionuclide 

releases. Initial SRD estimates from measurements in Scandinavia put the 

release of volatile fission products in the initial stages of the accident 

at a few percent of the core inventory. The Imperial College group, using 

data from all over Europe, inferred a release period of 3 - 4 days and a 

total release over the whole period of around 20J of the iodine inventory. 

The fact that similar nuclide ratios were observed at widely separated sites 

suggests that the core degradation started locally and then propagated 

outwards, with the release mechanisms being similar at all times. The above 

release estimates are therefore not inconsistent, and place the release 

somewhere between the categories A and B on Table 4.1. 
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TABLE 4. 1 

FRACTIONS OF RADIOISOTOP&S CALCULATED TO BE 
RELEASED ('SOURCE TERM.S ') 

Category Equl valent Crude Xe - Kr I 
Category 

UK - 1 A 0.9 0.7 

UK - 5 B 1. 0 0.06 

UK - 10 c 0.006 0.00002 

UK - 12 D 0.05 0.000008 

4.4 

Cs - Rb 

0.5 

0.3 

0.00001 

0.000001 



Element 

cs 

I 

Te 
Ba 
La 
Ru 

Ce 

Nb 
Np 

TABLE 4. 2 

RELATIVE RELEASE FRACTIONS FROM CHERNOBYL BASED ON 
MEASUREMENTS AT DISTANT SITES · 

Isotope t\i Inventory per fuel Relative Release 
channel , Bq * Fraction 

137 3oy 8.82(13) 1.0 
134 2.06y 4.87(13) 
131 8.04d 1.9 (15) 0.2-0.3 
132 2.30h 2.83(15) 
133 20.8h 4.17(15) 
132 78.2h 2.77(15) 0.3-0.5 
140 12. 7d 3.71(15) 0.02-0.03 
140 40.3h 3.76(15) <0.005** 
103 39.4d 2.67(15) 0.03-0.07 
106 368d 4.0 (14) 
1 41 32.5d 3.54(15) <0.005 
144 285d 1.84(15) 

95 35. Id 3.6 (15) <0.005 
239 2.36d 3.86(16) 0.001-0.07 

* Hul ti ply by 1693 for whole core inventory, 

** Based on only one measw-ement which distinguished La140 from Ba140. 
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SECTION 5: ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 

Atmospheric Dispersion Across Europe of Material Released from Chernobyl 

Increased activity levels were first reported on 28th April from 

enviroJJDental monitoring stations in Finland and Sweden, where external dose 

rates in certain locations exceeded normal background levels by a factor of 

ten or more. On succeeding days elevated radioactivity concentrations were 

detected throughout Europe until almost complete coverage had been achieved 

by 3rd Hay. Based upon reported measurements conveyed through international 

bodies (IAEA, WHO and NEA), complemented by calculations using the UKAEA 

consequence code CRACUK on the CRAY computer at Harwell, it has been 

possible to assemble a picture of the pattern of dispersion of the material 

released from the core of the damaged reactor, as it affected western 

Europe. The progression of this pattern with time is illustrated in Figures 

1 to 6. There is a marked patchiness in the enviroJJDental measurements from 

different countries owing to wet deposition during periods of rainfall. 

such large variations in observed deposition levels over relatively short 

distances are not shown in the Figures, which represent the general 

distribution of contamination via the measured values for external exposure 

rate. 

In the initial stages, activity was transported in a north-westerly 

direction from Chernobyl over the Soviet Union and north east Poland, 

crossing the Bal tic Sea into Scandinavia. By the end of the 26th April, 

however, the meteorological situation had developed such that the plume, on 

release, began to follow a more westerly trajectory than was taken 

initially, passing over the continental mainland and across West Germany so 

that, by 30th April, it was over parts of France (Figure 3). A component of 

this part .or the release passed over the United Kingdom on 2nd Hay. The 

changing weather patterns over the western Soviet Union than led to 

relatively light and variable winds in the vicinity of the accident site. 

Material released in the final days of April therefore tended to begin to be 

transported towards the East before circulating more locally and passing 

towards the Balkans and south east Europe. 

In addition to the very wide dispersion brought about by the changing 

meteorology over the several days during which emissions from the damaged 
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plant took place, it seems likely that material was distributed over a 

considerable range of elevation, owing to the energy associated with the 

release. Strong directional shear in the wind over the depth of the 

atmospheric boWldary layer, in which transport occurs, would lead to further. 

lateral dispersion of the plune for activity discharged at a given time 

during the release. Material transported at very high altitudes (> 1km) 

appears to have been responsible for the subsequent observations of elevated 

activity levels in countries bordering the Pacific Ocean. 

Dosimetric Assessment for Western Europe 

Using data provided by agencies responsible for radiological protection in 

various countries, it is possible to obtain estimates for the dosimetric 

impact of the release on W Europe. Dosimetric pathways contributing to 

individual exposure include the inhalation of activity from the plune, 

exposure to external radiation from deposited activity and ingestion of 

contaminated foodstuffs. In comparison with these, other modes of exposure 

for the population of western Europe make much smaller contributions to 

overall dose levels. For the inhalation pathway an estimate is made of the 

average integrated concentration of airborne activity over each coWltry. 

Similarly for external exposure, which, over a period of decades following 

the initial deposition, will predominantly arise from irradiation due to 

decay of radioisotopes of Caesiun, it is possible to make an estimate of the 

total dose delivered over 50 years, averaging throughout each COWltry. In 

both cases the averaging procedure is weighted where necessary according to 

the distribution of population. By means of appropriate conversion factors, 

a translation from activity levels to mean indi victual dose can then be 

obtained. 

Contamination in foodstuffs arises via a nunber of pathways. Leafy green 

vegetables act as efficient collectors for airborne aerosols. Dairy cattle 

and other 11 vestock were able to consune both contaminated rainwater and 

grass, yielding concentrations of radioactive isotopes of Iodine and Caesi un 

in farm supplies. In general, throughout Western Europe, however, levels of 

activity in milk supplied by dairies (the most significant pathway for 

exposure via foodstuffs) rarely approached values necessitating protective 

action. Hore recently, caesi un in some slaughtered lambs from parts of the 

UK has been measured to be greater than the appropriate action levels. 
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Consumption of grass by these animals in those areas of the country affected 

by rainfall during passage of the pll.llle, and their relatively light overall 

body weight, has led to such elevated concentrations. The overall 

contribution of meat to the total collective dose estimated from figures for 

environmental activity concentrations remains to be assessed fully, but is 

likely to be of second order importance in comparison with that from milk 

and vegetables. In the calculations reported here, UK food consumption 

rates were assumed for all of Europe. 

In Table 1, the results of a dosimetric analysis for Western Europe are 

presented, summarising the total collective dose commitment estimated for 

each country. As a rough guide, the contribution from inhalation ls, at 

most, a few percent while that from ingestion is something over 50J, the 

remainder being due to external irradiation. 

It ls instruct! ve to compare these figures with background exposure levels. 

For example, in the United Kingdom, the average individual dose rate from 

background radiation ls 2 mSv yr-•, resulting in an annual collective dose 

of approximately 10• mansv. The total dose commitment over the next 50 

years resulting from the increased radiation levels due to the Chernobyl 

accident is therefore equivalent to about one or two months at normal 

background dose rates. 
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TABLE 1 

Estimated Collective Effective Dose E uivalent Commitment for W Euro ean 
countries Arising ernobyl e eases 

Collective dose (man Sv) 
Country Internal exposure External exposure TOTAL 

(inhalation 
+ ingestion) 

Austria 6.2 x 10• 4.4 x 10• 1 • 1 x 1 o• 

Belgium 4.6 x 10 1 2.3 x 10 1 6.9 x 10' 

Denmark 5.0 x 1 O' 1.0 x 102 1.5 x 10• 

Finland 4.0 x 10 1 1 .8 x 10 1 5.8 x 10' 

France 2.8 x 10 1 2.7 x 10 1 5.5 x 10' 

W Germany 4.9 x 10• 3.6 x 10• 8.5 x 10• 

Greece 1 • 1 x 1 o• 7.B x 102 1.9 x 10 1 

Ireland 2.8 x 102 2.4 x 10 2 5.2 x 10• 

Italy 8.0 x 10 1 1.2 x 10• 2.0 x 10• 

Netherlands 6.6 x 10 1 3.3 x 10 1 1.0 x 10• 

Norway 9.0 x 10 3 6.2 x 10 2 1.5 x 10 1 

Portugal < 5.0 x 10• < 5.0 x 10 2 < 1 x 10' 

Spain < 1.9 x 10 1 < 1. 9 x 10 1 < 3.8 x 10 1 

Sweden 2.8 x 10' 1. 8 x 10' 4.6 x 10 1 

Switzerland 2.3 x 10 1 9. 1 x 1 o• 3.2 x 10 1 

UK 4.6 x 10 1 3.9 x 10 1 8.5 x 10 1 
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Notes 

1. Figures 1 to 6 indicate the estimated variation of 

external exposure rate throughout Europe in the days 

following the accident (see Key 1 for units and 

notation). The figures show the general distribution, 

ie they do not include local variations due to, eg heavy 

rainfall. They also represent an interpretation of 

available measurements around Europe - some 

interpolation was necessary. 

2. Dose levels in Figures 1 to 6 stabilised and then 

decreased. 
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Chernobyl - European Council, 26th - 27th June -

·;;..------... .... 

In commenting on French preparations on the 
European Summit meeting, the Embassy in Paris report that 
both the Elysee and the Prime Minister's Office (MatignonJ 
expect Chernobyl to be a major item for discussion. 

2... Both the Elysee and the Matignon are firmly opposed 
to enlarging Community competence in nuclear safety and 
international control. They share the UK Government view 
that the IAEA is the proper agency for these matters. The 
Embassy detected a difference over the tactical handling of 
Chancellor Kohl's proposal for an international conference 
on nuclear safety, with the Elysee saying that the President 
was "not against" an international conference and the Matignon 
declaring that the French Government disliked the proposal. 
On substance, however, both offices insisted on the importance 
of preventing an anti-nuclear climate from establishing itself 
on a permanent basis in fora dealing with virtually every 
Community activity, including agriculture, the environment, 
etc. They saw this as being particularly dangerous for the 
UK and France because sentiment against nuclear energy could 
easily be mobilised against nuclear weapons. President 
Mitterand had warned Chancellor Kohl of the dangers of 
allowing discussion on nuclear matters to range widely within 
the Community. It would be useful to en gage in joint studies 
and to work for harmonisation on such innocuous aspects as 
research, health protection measures and the provision of 
information to the public. 

3. Soundings in Brussels indicate that the Belgians are 
looking to the French to lead off any attempt to push the 
Council into adopting positions which would encourage the 
anti-nuclear. lobby. However, it seems likely that the Belgian 
delegation may take the opportunity to advocate the 
rejuvenation of Euratom and a stronger role for the Commission. 

~~ 
D. M .. Levey ( 

Overseas Relations Branch 
27th .June, 1986. 
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24 June 1986 AEX(86)50 

ATOMIC ENERGY EXECUTIVE 

THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 

Note by R N Simeone 

At its meeting on 29 May the Executive requested 
Dr Gittus to produce a paper on the Chernobyl accident and 
its consequences. Such a paper is attached. 
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SUMMARY 

The USSR baa a large and expanding nuclear power programme. It is regarded 

aa essential to the economy and currently provides about isi of USSR power 

production. It is baaed upon two main types of reactors, the (RBMK) 

pressure tube reactors and pressurized water reactors (PWRs). 

The reactors at Chernobyl are 1000 HW(e) graphite-moderated pressure tube 

boiling water reactors with a direct cycle to two 500 MW turbines. They 

contain fuel rods consisting of 00 2 pellets with a zircon!t.111 alloy clad, 

which are arranged in bundles in vertical pressure tubes passing through the 

graphite moderator. The core is physically large (diameter about 12m) and 

requires a complex control and protection system. The pressure circuit 

consists of two separate loops and the core is prov! ded with emergency 

cooling by pass! ve accumulators and pumped emergency core cooling systems. 

Inert gaa blankets are provided for the graphite moderator and sane cells in 

the reactor building and these are protected against overpressure by 

bursting disks and a pressure suppression pool. The reactors are not housed 

in buildings equivalent to the secondary containment of a large modern PWR, 

but the reactor pressure circuit is enclosed within a system of several 

strong cells. 

A definitive description of the accident cannot yet be given aa our 

information on the events is incomplete. The established methodology of 

degraded core analysis provides a framework for assimilating the available 

information however, and the accident at Chernobyl may be considered within 

this framework. Accident progression may be considered in four steps: 

accident initiation; cessation of nuclear fission by reactor shutdown; 

provision of cooling to avoid core degradation; contai11Dent of fission 

products released from the pressure circuit. 

Accident initiation ls an event that causes an imbalance between the heat 

generated in the core and the removal of heat from the core by the coolant. 

There ls an indication that the accl dent at Chernobyl lnvol ved a react! vity 

transient, but it is not yet certain that this was the initiating event. 



The second step is the shutdown of nuclear fission in the core. This step 

appears to have been successful at Chernobyl, al though there has been 

speculation that a recriticality occurred. Core cooling must then be 

provided to avoid core degradation. This clearly was not successful at 

Chernobyl and it appears that core degradation occurred very rapidly after 

accident initiation, for it ls reported that explosions occurred shortly 

after the start of the accident. These were probably steam explosions 

and/or hydrogen explosions, both of which would require fuel materials to 

reach high temperatures beforehand. 

Finally, fission products released from the pressure circuit should be 

contained. This also was not successful at Chernobyl. The amounts of 

radioactive materials released in an accident, together with certain 

characteristics of that release, are collectively referred to as the source 

term for the accident. Source terms are routinely calculated for 

hypothetical accidents in safety studies. In the Sizewell B study for 

example, source terms were calculated for accidents ranging from those with 

containments remaining completely intact at all times to those where the 

contaiment ls breached or bypassed even before the core damage begins. Too 

little ls known at present for an ab initio source term calculation to be 

carried out for Chernobyl, but based on measurements of material deposited 

across Europe, 1 t has been estimated that between 1 O and 30 percent of the 

inventory of volatile fission products was released over a period of 1-4 

days. 

A picture of the dispersion of radioactive material from Chernobyl across 

western Europe has been assembled, based on reported measurements conveyed 

through international bodies (IAEA, lil!O and NEA) and complemented by 

calculations using the UKAEA consequence code CRACUK on the CRAY computer at 

Harwell. Wet deposition during periods of rainfall caused a marked 

patchiness in the environmental measurements from different countries. 

Initially, activity was transported in a north-westerly direction from 

Chernobyl into Scandinavia, but by the end or the 26th April, a more 

westerly trajectory was followed. A component of this release passed over 

the United Kingdom on the 2nd May. In the final days of April, light and 

variable winds in the vicinity of Chernobyl tended to circulate the activity 



before eventually transporting it towards south east Europe. It seems 

likely that the activity was distributed over a considerable range of 

elevation. 

Estimates have been made of the dosimetric impact of the release on western 

Europe. The main dosimetric pathways contributing to individual exposure 

are inhalation of activity fran the pl1111e, exposure to external radiation 

fran deposited activity and ingestion of contaminated foodstuffs. It is 

estimated that ingestion will contribute sanething over 50'.I to the total 

dose commitment in most European countries, with the contribution fran 

inhalation being at most a few percent. The total dose commitment in the 

United Kingdom over the next 50 years resulting fran the increased radiation 

levels due to the Chernobyl accident is estimated to be equivalent to about 

one or two months at normal background dose rates. 
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SECTION 1 : USSR POWER REACTOR PROGRAMME 

The nuclear power programme in the USSR is provided by two main types of 

reactors, the (RBMK) pressure tube reactors and the (PWR's) pressurised 

water reactors. 

Pressure tube reactors of the RBMK type have been operating in the USSR 

since 1954 with a small 5 MW unit, with development to 600 MW's in 1958, 

expanding to units of 1000 MW's and 1500 MW capacity. Table 1 shows the 

large RBMK units now in service and also under construction in the USSR. 

The USSR also has a large PWR programme which currently produces 44,; of 

their nuclear power but will by 1991 produce 61J, Tables 2 and 3. Nuclear 

power is essential to the USSR economy and it presently fonns about 15,; of 

their power production with 26 GW' s. The USSR have under construction 36 

GW's up to 1991 of both RPMK units and PWR's which will give 62 GW's of 

nuclear power (Fig 1). 

TABLE 1 
Large RBMK Units in Service and Under Construction in USSR 

Status Unit No of Commercial 
at Station output units operation 

31.12.85 MWe (net) 

Leningrad 950 4 1974 - 1981 
In Kursk 950 3 1976 - 1983 

Service Chernobylsk 950 4 1978 - 1984 
Smolensk 950 2 1983 - 1985 
Ignalinsk 1450 1 1984 -

Kursk 950 1 1986 -
Under Ignalinsk 1450 1 1986 -

Construction Chernobysl k 950 2 1987 - 1989 
Smolensk 950 2 1988 - 1989 
Kostroma 1450 2 1988 - 1989 
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TABLE 2 
PWR Units in Service in IBSR 

Status Unit No of Commercial 
at Station output units operation 

31.12.85 HWe (net) 

Novo Voronezh 265 1 1964 -
338 1 1970 -
410 2 1972 - 73 
953 1 1981 -

Kola 440 4 1973/75-1982/84 
In Armenia 370 2 1976 - 1980 

Service Rovno 420 2 1981 - 1982 
Nikolaiev 953 2 1984 - 1985 
Kalinin 953 2 1984 - 1985 
Bala Kovo 953 1 1985 -
Zaporozhe 953 1 1985 -

TABLE 3 
PWR Units Under Construction in IBSR 

Status Unit No of Commercial 
at Station output units operation 

31 .12.85 HWe (net) 

Zaporozhe 953 5 1986 - 1991 
Klwel nits ki 953 4 1986 - 1990 
Nikolai ev 953 2 1987 - 1989 
Aktash 953 2 1987 -
Tatar 953 1 1987 -

Under Volgodonsk 953 4 1987 - 1990 
Construction Rovno 953 2 1988 - 1990 

Bashkir 953 2 1988 - 1989 
Odessa 953 2 1988 - 1990 
Balakovo 953 2 1989 - 1990 
Nizhinekamsk 953 1 1989 -
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SECTION 2: DESCRIPTION OF RBMK REACTOR 

The basis of a nuclear station containing RBMK reactor uni ts is provided by 

2 units of electrical power of 1000 MW each, Figs 1,2,3 and 4. Each unit is 

a reactor of a graphite-moderated pressure tube, boiling water type, with 

direct cycle to 2 x 500 MW turbines. The reactor fuel is contained inside 

pressure tubes, which are located in the graphite vertical colunns. The 

reactor water passes through the pressure tubes and starts to boil. The 

steam leaves the pressure tubes as a 2-phase mixture with a void content of 

15J, is directed to steam druns, and is then transferred to the turbines. 

Tables 1, 2 and 3 give reactor and fuel specification. 

The reactor has a multi-canpartment containment system. The containment 

round the graphite moderator and the multi-containment boxes round the 

reactor coolant loops are protected fran overpressure by bursting discs 

which vent into the suppression pool. It has a complex control and 

protection system involving sector control and stabilising equipment. The 

reactor physics is complex; under sane conditions the reactor may have a 

positive void coefficient (although the power coefficient is still 

negative). The positive void coefficient would cause coupling and feedback 

between thermal hydraulics and reactor power. The ECCS system includes both 

accumulator iajection and pump iajection. 

Reactor Vault 

The graphite structure forming the core and reflector is supported on a 

welded metal structure. There is concrete shielding 3m thick above the core 

and 2m thick below the core. Water tanks provide the inner radial 

biological shielding and there is an annulus filled with special sand 

between these water tanks and the outer concrete of the reactor vault. The 

space immediately round the graphite core is sealed and contains a helium/ 

nitrogen mixture (40J He/60J N2), (Fig 5). 

The space outside the inner volune is filled with nitrogen at 22mm WG. If 

the pressure tube should burst and increase the pressure in the gas space, 

there are special bursting discs which are designed to relieve pressure at 

1.8 kgf per square an (26.5 lb per sq in). 
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The heat generated in the moderator (approx 160 MW 5j) is transferred to the 

fuel channels by conduction and radiation via •piston ring' type graphite 

rings, one mounted tightly on the fuel channel and the other fitting tightly 

in the graphite column (Fig 6). The maximum temperature in the graphite 

stack is 700 degrees c. 

Fuel Channels 

The RBMK-1000 graphite-channel boiling-water reactor has 1693 fuel channels 

(FC) arranged in vertical holes in the graphite stack. Each channel has a 

body of tubular construction within which is located a fuel stringer. 

The coolant is boiling light water circulating in the vertical zirconium 

channels which pass through the graphite moderator. 

The part of the pressure tube inside the moderator is made of a zirconium 

alloy and has the form of a tube 66mm in diameter with a wall thickness of 

4mm. The upper and lower ends of the zirconium 2.5 Nb alloy tubes have 

extensions made of alloy steel which are connected by special transition 

pieces (Fig 7). 

The Fuel 

Each of the 1693 channels contains 2 fuel sub-assemblies held together by a 

central supporting rod and suspended from a plug in the upper duct (Fig 6). 

The sub-assemblies are each 3.5m long and are made up of 16 fuel pins 

(called elements by the Russians) spaced by 10 stainless steel cellular 

spacer lattices. The fuel pins are of 1.6% enriched uranium dioxide pellets 

in a zirconium-niobium (Zr + 1j Nb) cladding 13.6 mm od and 0.9 mm thick. 

The inner space of the fuel pin is filled with an argon-helium mixture. 

Reactor Control System 

The large size and high power of the reactor requires special features to 

allow efficient and safe operation of the reactor. These include: 

- The control system which regulates the total power of the reactor 

and its average neutron flux from the far sub-critical state to 

normal operating level. 
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The start-up apparatus to enable the reactor power to be controlled 

from 10% of power to -10$ of the nominal level. 

Further increase in power is controlled by the automatic protection 

regulator operating over the reactor power range o. 1$ to 5%. 

Two automatic controllers are provided over the power range 5% to 

100,;. 

Protection against power excursions for the reactor as a whole and also 

locally are provided by emergency signal measuring against set points. 

The rate of power increase and power distribution on the periphery of the 

reactor are also monitored. 

Data processing equipment calculates the power of all fuel assemblies from 

detector signals and from calculated reactor physics data to allow 

comparison. 

Containment 

The RBMK plants do not have a housing which would be equivalent to a 

full-size containment. Instead the reactor coolant system is surrounded by 

several bOxes. Each box usually contains one coolant loop. Moderate 

coolant leakages to the boxes can be led to a condensing system, suppression 

pool, or condensed with a spray system. Bursting discs are provided to the 

boxes to prevent an inadmissible increase in pressure in the containment 

bOx. Leakage through the pressure tube wall into the graphite containment 

is also vented via a bursting disc into the suppression pool (Fig 9). 

Control Rods 

The control rod channels are cooled by a separate water cooling circuit. 

They are divided by function, as follows: 

a 89 manually operated rods 

b 12 automatically operated rods for power variation 
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c 57 emergency shutdown rods 

d 21 shortened absorber rods. These, and the manual rods, are used 

for controlling the power distribution in the reactor. 

The power distribution control, radial profile control, power-level control 

and safety rods consist of 6 elements and have an overall length of 61 70mm, 

while the axial profile control rods consist of 3 elements and have an 

overall length of 3050mm. 

Refuelling 

The RBMK reactors are designed to be refuelled at full load. Fig 4 

illustrates a refuelling machine operating from a gantry running the full 

length of the common refuelling machine hall. 

The Coolant System 

The coolant circuit is shown in Fig 10. It consists of 2 parallel loops 

each of which cools half of the reactor (It has been stated that alternate 

tubes from the 2 loops feed to the two halves of the core, an arrangement 

that seems likely). Water at 270 degrees C enters the bottom of each fuel 

channel individually through a 53.5mm diameter pipe. On leaving the top of 

the fuel channel the steam water mixture is passed via an individual 72mm 

pipe to a drl.lll separator. Each loop has 2 drl.lll separators linked by steam 

and water connectors. The drl.lllS are made of carbon steel lined with 

stainless steel (Fig 11). Saturated steam at 284 degrees c, 70 kgf/sq cm is 

passed to a general collector supplied by both loops from which it enters 2 

x 500 MW turbines. Condensate from the turbine is returned to the drl.lll 

separators by electric p\Jllps. 

Shutdown Heat Removal 

In common with all large nuclear reactors the residual power production in 

the core when the reactor has been shut down is fairly substantial. For 

example, after a day it is 0.4S of the nominal power (Nnom), ie 12.8 MW. 

After 30 days, this falls to 0.12S Nnom and then remains virtually constant 

for a long time. This makes it clear why it is not permissible to drain the 

core even after shutdown. Therefore, in conducting servicing on the forced 

multiple circulation loop (FMCL), it is necessary to organise core cooling. 
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Emergency Feed and Cooling System 

Safety of the installation with complete stoppage of feed water fed into the 

power units is achieved by switching off the reactor by the emergency 

safeguarding system according to a signal for decreasing the flow rate below 

50J of the instantaneous value. In this regime, the input of water into the 

circulation loop by emergency feed pumps constitutes approximately 20J of 

the nominal value; they are switched on 10-20 seconds following cessation 

of feed water inflow. 

The water from the emergency reactor cooling system is input to each 

distributing group collector, and in order to avoid its loss through the 

rupture section in the head collector non-reverse valves are provided at the 

inlet to the distributing group collector. The emergency reactor cooling 

system consists of 2 sub-systems: a main sub-system with a hydro

accumulation unit and a sub-system with prolonged cooling with special pumps 

and water storage in tanks, see Fig 12. 

Investigations have shown that for any rupture of pipelines up to maximum 

diameter (900mm), due to the rapid action and capacity of the emergency 

reactor cooling system, there is an acceptable temperature regime for the 

fuel el em en ts. 
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TABLE 1 

General Specification 

Thennal power, MW 

Electrical power (at generator terminals), MW 

Core diameter, m 

Core height , m 

Lattice pitch, mm 

NtJDber of channels in lattice 

made up of: 
- fuel channels 
- control and safety system channels 
- reflector cooling channels 

Number of channels outside lattice 

made up of: 
- temperature channels 
- gas sampling channels 

Constant uranilJD dioxide charge, t 

UranillD, enrichment, j 

Hean power of fuel channel, kW 

Power of most highly loaded channel, kW 

Coolant flow, t/hour 

Hean bulk steam content 

Saturated steam temperature, deg C 

Coolant temperature at fuel channel inlet, 
deg C 

Saturated steam pressure in drlJD separators, 
kgf/cm sq 

Feedwater temperature, deg C 

HaximlJD graphite temperature, deg C 

Burn-up HWD/kg uranillD 

2.6 

3140 

1000 

11. 8 

7 

250 x 

2044 

1693 
195 
156 

18 

17 
1 

204 

1.8 

1850 

2700 

250 

37.5 x (10 to the 3) 

0.15 

284 

270 

70 

160 

700 

18.5 



TABLE 1 Continued 

Mean channel power rating MW/te 

Peak channel power rating MW/te 

Cool ant circuit 

Refuelling 

Turbine generators 

Reactor building 

15.4 (cf 13.6 at HYB) 

22.4 (cf 17.4 at HYB) 

Two par all el loops, 4 pumps 

per loop. Coolant enters 

the fuel channels fran below 

(supplied by individual 

feeder pipes) and the 

steam-water mixture fran the 

top of the channels passes 

along individual riser pipes 

to steam drums ( 2 drums per 

loop). 

The coolant pressure at the 

steam drums is 68. 6 bar 

(994lb/sq in). 

Feedwater temperature is 160 

degree c. 

On load, up to 5 channels/ 

24 hours. 

2x500MWe capacity each at 

the generator terminals. 

(See Fig 4) the reactor core 

is in a concrete vault and 

the main primary circuit 

components (piping, pumps, 

steam drums) are in separate 

cells with concrete 

biological shielding round 

them. In the bOttom of the 

reactor building is a 

'bubbler pond' (suppression 

pool) into which steam can 

be (lischarged if it cannot 

be passed to the turbine 

condenser. 



TABLE 2 

Characteristics of RBMK-1000 Fuel Sub-Assembly 
and Fuel Element 

Distribution of fuel elements in fuel sub
assembly 

Spacer grid 

Supporting central rod 

Length of fuel element 

Weight of uranium dioxide (mean) 

Length of fuel column 

Volume of gas collector 

Filler gas 

Fuel element cladding 

External diameter of cladding 

Wall thickness of cladding (min) 

Diametral gap between fuel and cladding 

Fuel enri ctment 

Fuel density 

Height of fuel pellet 

Diameter of fuel pellet 

Volume of indentation on pellet 

2.8 

2 rows of 6 and 12 

Stainless steel cellular 
type 

Zr alloy with 2. 5:1: Nb 

3644 mm 

3.59 kg 

3430 mm 

17.4 cubic cm 

Helium at 1 atm 

Zr alloy with 1:i: Nb in 
fully annealed condition 

13. 6 mm 

o.825 mm 

0. 18-0. 38 mm 

1. BJ 

> or - 10.3 g/cubic an 

12.0 mm 

11.52 mm 



TABLE 3 

Thermal Parameters of RBMK-1000 Fuel Sub-Assembly 
and Fuel Element 

Maxi mum power of fuel channel 

Coolant pressure - at inlet 

- at outlet 

Coolant temperature - at inlet 

- at outlet 

Maximum steam content 

Maximum velocity of steam-water mixture 

Rate of flow of coolant through fuel at 
maximum power 

Maximum thermal flux from surface of 
element 

Maximum 1 inear thermal power 

Maximum fuel temperature 

3000 KW 

80 kgf /square 

73 kgf/square 

265 degrees c 

284 degrees c 

27 wt.% 

20 m/sec 

21,200 kg/hour 

83 W/square cm 

350 W/cm 

1800 degrees C 

cm 

cm 

Mean burn-up 19,500 MWD/t uranium 

Duration of operation of fuel element 
at rated power 

2.9 

1190 days 
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THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT 

l. Introduction 

Pressure tube reactors have been operating in the USSR since 1954 with a 
small 5 MW unit, with developments to 600 MW in 1958, expanding to units of 
1000 MW and 1500 MW capacity (Table 1). The 4 units at Chernobyl, each of 
1000 MW(e) gross, became operational during the 1978-1984 period with unit 4, 
in which the accident occurred, operational for about 18 months. 

Historically, information about the Russian RBMK reactor units was made 
available to the UKAEA during the 1970s, when the then Prime Minister, Harold 
Wilson, set up a scientific exchange agreement with the USSR which focussed 
on the RBMK units and our own SGHWR, both pressure tube reactors. A series 
of visits took place between the USSR and the UK and technical information 
was exchanged on a wide range of design and safety topics.' 

The information given in these papers and the information exchanges have 
allowed the UKAEA to react quickly following the accident. Also, SRD's 
contacts with overseas safety organisations provided much authoritative 
information on activity levels measured in various nearby countries. The 
paucity of information relating to the actual accident only allowed 
conjecture on the cause of the accident but the availability of the technical 
information, and the dissemination of the radioactive sampling data received 
from various countries, has allowed an estimate to be made of the extent of 
the escape of the volatile fission products, and from this a scenario can be 
postulated about the likely effects of the accident on the core, and also to 
the long-term effects on ground contamination. 

2. Description of RBMK Reactor 

The basis of a nuclear station containing RBMK reactor units is provided 
by 2 units of electrical power of 1000 MW each,Figs 2 and 3. Each unit is a 
reactor of a graphite-moderated pressure tube, boiling water type, with 
direct cycle to 2 x 500 MW turbines. The reactor fuel is contained inside 
pressure tubes, which are located in the graphite vertical columns. The 
reactor water passes through the pressure tubes and starts to boil. The 
steam leaves the pressure tubes as a 2-phase mixture with a void content of 
15 \, is directed to steam drums, and is then tr an sf erred to th·e turbines . 
Thirteen units containing RBf.u<-100·0 reactors are now operating: 4 at 
Leningrad nuclear power station, 4 at Chernobyl, 3 at Kursk, 2 at Smolensk, 
and one unit containing an RBMK-1500 at the Iqnala nuclear power station. 

The reactor involved in the incident at Chernobyl is the most recently 
constructed fourth reactor, ie the second half of the second station. This 
is thought to be part of the same series and thus similar to the Smolensk 
reactor. 

The reactor has a multi-compartment containment system. The containment 
of the reactor core has a pressure capability which is not known in the UK at 
present but may be relatively low. It is protected by a system of bursting 
discs with a suppression pool. It has a complex control and protection 
system involving sector control and stabilising equipment. The reactor 
physics is complex; under some conditions the reactor may have a positive 
void coefficient (although the power coefficient is still negative). The 
negative void coefficient would cause coupling and feedback between thermal 
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hydraulics and reactor power. The ECCS system includes both accumulator 
injection and pumped injection. 

A more detailed description of the reactor vault, together with the fuel 
details and the method of reactor control, is given in Appendix 1 which also 
describes the shutdown heat removal, the emergency feed and cooling system. 

3. The Course of the Accident 

Information relating to the actual sequence of events at Chernobyl has 
been sparse and often contradictory. Whilst some consistent features are now 
emerging, the full picture is still unclear. Appendix 2 discusses currently 
available information and indicates a possible sequence of events. Definite 
conclusions must await clarification of the true cause. However, design 
features have been identified which may have contributed to the accident 
including: 

Possible operation with positive void coefficient. 

Relatively weak containment of red-hot, reactive graphite. 

Complex control and stabilising system. 

Possible human error. 

Proximity of red-hot graphite, zirconium, high pressure steam 
and water. 

4. Preliminary Conclusions about the Source Term 

In the early stages of the accident, it was most important to establish 
any likely danger to the UK public, both at home and overseas, from the 
released reactor fission products. Although there was little information 
about the radiation levels in the immediate vicinity of the Chernobyl plant 
itself, radionuclide sampling data from a variety of points in Western Europe 
(and limited data from Eastern Europe) were made available to SRO through 
personal telephone and telex communication. A trickle of information about 
the origins of the accident and damage state of the reactor came from the 
gssR, through the IAEA and public media. The extrapolation of radionuclide 
sampling data to ·a source term was mdr0 likely to provide· a consistent 
picture of the aqcident than working from an imagined reactor damage state 
towards a source term. Information on radionuclides sampling have continued 
to be received from all over the world. SRD contacts with other national 
experts such as CEGB, NRPB, NNC and the experts within the UKAEA, have 
allowed opinions to be formed and advice given to UK governmental 
departments. A task force was set up by the CEGB with AEA participation to 
co-ordinate the effort and information began to flow to industry through a 
CEGB newsletter on the Chernobyl accident. Discussion of views on this data 
has also been possible through personal contacts between colleagues on the 
international connnittees of the Senior Group of Experts on Severe Accidents. 

An early statement on the · emission of radionuclides made by SRO 
indicated that much of the available evidence, including Soviet bulletins, 
pointed to the release of radioactivity from the damaged reactor having taken 
place over a number of days. The variation of weather patterns over this 
period complicated greatly the interpretation of measurements of radionuclide 
concentrations since the plume of released material will have experienced 
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numerous changes in atmospheric conditions. 

The current 'best estimates' of the release magnitude are based upon 
earlier recordings obtained from Scandinavia (for the period 28 April to 4 
May 1986), together with the thyroid uptake of radio-iodine measured for the 
students returning to the OK from Minsk. After making suitable weather and 
released material concentration assumptions, the activity release 
corresponded to a few percent of the inventory of volatile fission products. 
It is not clear whether this represents a few percent from each channel or a 
near total release from a few percent of the channel; the latter may be the 
more likely if the initiator was a local power increase. 

A fairly consistent picture of the relative release fractions of 
different fission products emerges from which the following conclusion can be 
drawn: 

(a) The Csl37/CS134 ratio is everywhere consistent at about 2.0, 
corresponding to an average fuel burn-up of one year to 500 days. 

(b) Measurements over a period extending over one week after the 
accident initiation on 26 April, after half-life corrections, all point 
to the same shut-down inventory, ie there was no significant continuing 
reactivity in the core generating short-lived fission products after 26 
April. This confirms what the USSR have stated. 

5. Evacuation 

It has been possible to deduce the evacuation requirements having 
already determined the source term. At present, the contamination is largely 
due to caesium with a half-life (including the effects of migration into the 
earth) of about 30 years. Earlier on the activity was due to many other 
radionuclides but these will by now have decayed to low levels. 

The following points can be noted: 

Virtually no member of the public would exceed the Whole Body ERL. 

Evacuation might be expected out to 30 km based on the .thyroid ERL. 
This seems consistent with the exclusion zohe stated by the- USSR. ·The· ·issue 
of stable iodine may be expected outside the 30 km radius as has been 
reported.Taking the dose rate levels corresponding to the 0.5 rem/year (5 
mSv/yr) limit for the public as the criterion, those evacuated from the 30 km 
radius could not be allowed back within a year. 

These predictions are consistent with the known facts. 

6. Implications 

Little detail 
to draw detailed 
information that 

is known of the incident at 
conclusions at this stage. 

is available on the course of 
possible accident initiators. 
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The United Kingdom's likely concerns will include any implication of the 
accident related to containment and perhaps operator error issues. It is not 
clear what the capability of the RBMK-1000 containment system is. However, 
doubts have been raised in several quarters as to its adequacy in view of the 
large release of activity. Similarly, whilst details of the cause of the 
accident are still not available, human error has been mentioned as a possible 
contributor. Both these topics may be read across to other reactor systems. 

The major concern is likely to be in the area of emergency response. 
PUblic awareness of the potential consequences of severe accidents is now 
extremely high and reassurance on emergency preparedness seems necessary. The 
UKAEA is reviewing its position with regard to published emergency plans with 
a view to releasing more detailed documents. Similar steps are believed to be 
under consideration in the CEGB. 

Finally, it seems clear that there will be a continuing trend towards 
greater publication of information on incidents and on safety in general. The 
CEGB are considering publication of a generic review of Magnox reactor &af ety 
similar to that already published on the AGR. Within the AEA, consideration 
is being given to preparation of various documents in layman's language 
covering the safety of reactors and other related safety topics. Whilst all 
of these may not come to fruition there is a clear movement towards more 
public information being provided and in less technical language. 
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APPENDIX 1 

REACTOR VAULT 

The graphite structure forming the core and reflector is supported on a 
welded metal structure. There is concrete shielding 3 m thick above the core 
and 2 m thick below the core. Water tanks provide the inner radial 
biological shielding and there is an annulus filled with special sand between 
these water tanks and the outer concrete of the reactor vault. The space 
immediately round the graphite core is sealed and contains a helium/nitrogen 
mixture (40' He/60' N2). 

The space outside the inner volume is filled with nitrogen at 22 mm WG. 
If the pressure tube should burst and increase the pressure in the gas space, 
there are special bursting discs which are designed to relieve pressure at 
l.B kgf per square cm (26.5 lb per sq.in). 

The heat generated in the moderator is transferred to the fuel channels 
by conduction and radiation via 'piston ring' type graphite rings, one 
~unted tightly on the fuel channel and the other fitting tightly in the 
graphite column. The maximum temperature :i.n the graphite stack is 700 
degrees C. 

FUEL CHANNELS 

The RBMK-1000 graphite-channel boiling-water reactor has 1693 fuel 
channels (FC) arranged in vertical holes in the graphite stack. Each channel 
has a body of tubular construction within which is located a fuel stringer. 

The coolant is boiling light water circulating in the vertical zirconium 
channels which pass through the graphite moderator. 

The part of the pressure tube inside the moderator is made of a 
zirconium alloy and has the form of a tube BB mm in diameter with a wall 
thickness of 4 mm. The upper and lower ends of the zirconium 2.5 Nb alloy 
tubes have extensions made of alloy steel which are connected by special 
transition pieces. 

THE FUEL 

Each of the 1693 channels contains 2 fuel sub-assemblies held together 
by a central supporting rod and suspended from a plug in the upper duct. The 
sub-assemblies are each 3.5 m long and are made up of lB fuel pins (called 
elements by the Russians) spaced by 10 stainless steel cellular spacer 
lattices. The fuel pins are of 1.8, enriched uranium dioxide pellets in a 
zirconium-niobium (Zr + 1% Nb) cladding 13.6 mm od and 0.9 mm thick. The 
inner space of the fuel pin is filled with an argon-helium mixture. 

REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM 

The large size and high power of the reactor requires special features to 
allow efficient and safe operation of the reactor. These include: 
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The control system which regulates the total power of the reactor and 
its average neutron flux from the far sub-critical state to normal 
operating level. 

The start-up apparatus to enable the reactor power to be controlled 
from 10% of power to -10% of the nominal level. 

Further increase in power is controlled by the automatic protection 
regulator operating over the reactor power range 0.1% to 5%. 

Two automatic controllers are provided over the power range 5% to 
100\. 

Protection against power excur~ions for the reactor as a whole and also 
locally are provided by emergency signal measuring against set points. 

The rate of power increase and power distribution on the periphery of the 
reactor are also monitored. 

. Data prQcessing equipment calculates the power of all 
from detector signals. and from calculated reactor physics 
comparison. 

CONTAINMENT 

fuel assemblies 
data to allow 

The RBMK plants do not have a housing which would be equivalent to a 
full-size containment. Instead the reactor coolant system is surrounded by 
several boxes. Each box usually contains one coolant loop. Moderate coolant 
leakages to the boxes can be led to a condensing system, suppression pool, or 
condensed with a spray system. Bursting discs are provided to the boxes to 
prevent an inadmissible increase in pressure in the containment box. Leakage 
through the pressure tube wall into the graphite containment is also vented 
via a bursting disc into the suppression pool. 

CONTROL RODS 

The control rod channels are cooled by a separate water cooling circuit. 
They are divided by function, as follows: 

(a) 89 manually operated rods. 

(b) 12 automatically operated rods for power variation. 

(c) 57 emergency shutdown rods. 

(d) 21 shortened absorber rods. These, and the manual rods, are used 
for controlling the power distribution in the reactor. 

The power distribution control, radial profile control, fX)wer-level 
control and safety rods consist of 6 elements and have an overall length of 
6170 mm, while the axial profile control rods consist of 3 elements and have 
an overall length of 3050 mm. 
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REFUELLING 

The RBMK reactors are designed to be refuelled at full load. Fig 3 
illustrates a refuelling machine operating from a gantry running the full 
length of the common fuelling machine hall. 

THE COOLANT SYSTEM 

The coolant circuit is shown in Fig 4. It consists of 2 parallel loops 
each of which cools half of the reactor. Water at 270 degrees C enters the 
bottom of each fuel channel individually through a 53.5 mm diameter pipe. On 
leaving the top of the fuel channel the steam water mixture is passed via an 
individual 72 mm pipe to a drum separator. Each loop has 2 drum separators 
linked by steam and water connectors. The drums are made of carbon steel 
lined with stainless steel. Saturated steam at 284 degrees C, 70 kgf/sq cm 
is passed to a general collector suplied by both loops from which it enters 2 
x 500 MW turbines. Condensate from the turbine is returned to the drum 
separators by electric pumps. 

SHUTDOWN HEAT REMOVAL 

The residual power production in the core when the reactor has been shut 
down is fairly substantial. For example, after a day it is 0.4% of the 
nominal power (Nnom), ie 12.8 MW. After 30 days, this falls to 0.12% Nnom 
and then remains virtually constant for a long time. This makes it clear why 
it is not permissible to drain the core even after shutdown. Therefore, in 
conducting servicing on the forced multiple circulation loop (FMCL) , it is 
necessary to organise core cooling. 

EMERGENCY FEED AND COOLING SYSTEM 

Safety of the installation with complete stoppage of feed water fed into 
the power units is achieved by switching off the reactor by the emergency 
safeguarding system according to a signal for decreasing the flow rate below 
50% of the instantaneous value. In this regime, the input of water into the 
circulation loop by emergency feed pumps constitutes approximately 20% of the 
nominal value; they are switched on 10-20 seconds following cessation of feed 
water inflow. 

The water from the emergency reactor cooling system is input to each 
distributing group collector, and in order to avoid its loss through the 
rupture section in the head collector non-reverse valves are provided at the 
inlet to the distributing group collector. The emergency reactor cooling 
system consists of 2 sub-systems: a main sub-system with a hydro-accumulation 
unit and a sub-system with prolonged cooling with special pumps and water 
storage in tanks. 

Investigations have shown that 
maximum diameter, due to the rapid 
reactor cooling system, 
fuel elements. 

there is an 

for any rupture of pipelines up to 
action and capacity of the emergency 
acceptable temperature regime for the 
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APPEllDU 2 

Information Available on the Course of the Accident 

The information on the accident at Chernobyl has tended to be 
contradictory and has been confused by possibly misleading reports put out by 
interested parties, which have, in effect, been largely speculation. The 
"hard" facts are that the reactor buildinq has been destroyed by fire and/or 
explosion, a core/graphite fire ensued and a significant quantity of the 
fission product inventory has been released. Reports available from the IAEA 
team which visited the area as well as Tass and Pravda are starting to paint a 
more consistent picture. A more detailed chronology of events is being built 
up but this assessment is largely based on the following. 

The "initial" incident appears to have been an explosion or explosions 
which occurred at 1.23 am on Saturday, 26 April. This resulted in a fire in 
the reactor building, which may have spread to the turbine hall roof. Blix 
and Rosen (IAEA) have reported that the event occurred when the reactor was 
at low power (200 MW th), which is normal for a routine short-term shutdown, 
and that all pumps were running at the time. Rosen stated that he had seen 
control room data which supported the theory that the reactor had been at 
full power prior to the "shutdown". The shutdown itself was said to be 
uneventful until the accident occurred, this appeared to be a spontaneous 
event. It was reported that there was an explosion which "took the roof off 
the reactor" and caused the 300 te overhead crane to fall into the reactor 
causing further damage. At some time prior to the explosion, the power of 
the reactor suddenly surged from 6% to 50% in 10 seconds. Soviet scientists 
are still analysing the data but believe they are close to identifying the 
cause of the explosion. They are confident that the accident originated 
inside the reactor and was not a consequence of an event from outside. It 
has also been reported that the design of the Chernobyl reactor has been 
reviewed and no design flaw has been ·identified. However, operating 
procedures are being reviewed at similar plants and stringent alert 
procedures are being adopted. This strongly suggests an element of operator 
error. 

Under normal conditions, none of the materials in the core have the 
potential to cause explosions. For an explosion to occur, either chemical 
reactions must reduce water to produce l:J,ydrogen, ~which can then explo·de if it 
mixed with air, or fuel rod materials must melt and then mix with liquid 
water to provide the initial .conditions for a steam explosion or steam spike. 
In either case, this would require greatly elevated core temperatures as 
significant reduction of water by either the zirconium cladding or the 
graphite moderator requires temperatures of 1000 C or above and large-scale 
melting of the fuel cladding could not occur until a temperature of 1850 
degrees C was reached (though some local fuel liquefaction might occur at 
temperatures above 1300 degrees C). For such temperatures to be attained 
either the coolant supply to a fuel channel would have to be reduced or 
departure from nucleate boiling would have to occur. The latter could result 
from an overpower transient, a reduction of coolant pressure or some 
combination of the two. Indeed, as the core appears to have a negative 
coolant density coefficient of reactivity, an overpower transient could arise 
as a direct result of a fall in pressure increasing the void fraction of the 
coolant. 

(8) 



Overheating of fuel, however, does not by itself provide the necessary 
conditions for an explosion. As already noted, to produce a hydrogen 
explosion the gases produced by the reduction of water must mix with air to 
produce an explosive mixture, and to produce a steam explosion molten 
materials and water must be intermixed. 

POSSIBLE INITIATORS AND SOME REACTOR PHYSICS STUDIES 

So far, the discussion has concentrated on the course of the accident 
following the explosion. The question arises as to what caused the explosion 
in the first place? Some are initiators in themselves (eg turbine failure or 
steam drum failure) but the others require the production of either molten 
material or hydrogen. There may be many ways to postulate this happening but 
to remain undetected (or ignored if operator error is postulated) a local 
fault seems the most likely. These may be under-cooling or over-power faults. 

Some exploratory 
the Authority (AEEW) 
light on: 

calculations of the reactor physics have been made by 
and these scoping calculations are aimed at throwing 

(a) Minimum size of a critical zone. 

(b) Magnitude of reactivity coefficients especially in relation to the 
reported negative void coefficient. 

(c) The dynamics of a reactor with a positive void coefficient. 

MINIMUM CRITICAL SIZE 

Fresh fuel with an enrichment of 1.8% U235 has a k of around 1.3. It is 
known that Chernobyl is fuelled with 2% U235. The minimum critical size is 
clearly very small. An uncontrolled area of about 40 channels would be 
critical at normal operating conditions. Control rods are inserted in 
positions on the same lattice as the fuel on a l-in-8 grid. 

REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS 

On the basis of a single reflected lattice cell calculation, the void 
coefficient is strongly positive. It decreases with irradiation. This is 
unrealistic since in practice there will be sufficient leakage to give a just 
critical condition. This can be represented either by peripheral absorber or 
by an energy independent critical buckling. Neither of these gives an 
accurate representation of the spatial and energy dependence of the leakage 
but they do give a sufficiently accurate approximation to the general nature 
of the situation. 

For fresh fuel under these conditions the void coefficient is negative. 
However, at an irradiation in the region of 8,000 MWd/t, rough calculations 
show it becoming positive. This must be close to the irradiation of 
Chernobyl 4. It has been stated by the Russians, however, (Romanesco, Risley 
seminar 1977) that the void coefficient would stay slightly negative. It 
would appear that the position is at best borderline and could well depend on 
details of reactor operation, such as how much installed reactivity is 
retained through onload refuelling. The Doppler coefficient is negative and 
the power coefficient is probably negative but small at this irradiation. It 
is quite possible that the power coefficient becomes positive at higher 

(9) 



irradiation. 

The core is initially loaded with absorbers to take up some of the excess 
reactivity. It is operated with onload refuelling and therefore with little 
excess reactivity at equilibrium. Details of the method of achieving the 
transition are unknown. The equilibrium situation is a low local leakage 
situation over a region of a few channels and is therefore likely to be a 
situation with a positive void coefficient. 

KINETICS 

Some point kinetic calculations have been carried out to look at some 
possible scenarios. It is known that the reactor was at a low power of 200 
MW thermal. One of the papers (Kuznetsov, Risley seminar 1977) states that 
at powers below 150 MW(El the primary flow is throttled back from 42,000 t/hr 
to 6,000-7,000 m!/hr or about 4,500 tjhr. This is apparently a cut-back to 
about of normal flow. It is stated that the reason for this throttling of 
the pump outlet is to prevent cavitation. Other papers state that full flow 
is 700 m~ /hr - there is therefore some confusion and it could be that the 
throttling is intended to maintain a more or less constant flow. In the 
argument that follows, we will assume that the throttling does reduce flow to 
about 1/10 of normal flow. 

It would require a reactivity step of 0.3% to achieve 50% power in 5 sec. 
It has been stated in the reports that 50% power was achieved. It has also 
stated that it takes 20 secs to drive the control rods in. It is clear 
therefore that a smaller reactivity step could achieve 50% power before trip. 

What would be the consequence of 50% power with 10% of full flow? At 
full flow and 100% power, the exit steam quality is 15%. AT 50% power and 10% 
flow the exit quality would be around 75% corresponding to a void fraction of 
nearly 100%. There would thus be very high voidage in much of the channel. 
Using the calculated positive void fraction, this could be worth as much as 1% 
in reactivity. There is thus clearly the potential for a runaway situation 
starting with a very small reactivity insertion. An attempt is being made to 
extend the point reactivity calculation to model the resulting positive void 
feedbacks. 

At such a high voidage, there would certainly be .a dryout s.ituation. A 
simple· and approximate calculation suggests that a 1,000 degrees C 
temperature rise at 50% power would require about 40 secs. This would raise 
the temperature to 1,300 degrees C and approach onset of the zirconiwn water 
reaction. 

On the face of it, the control system should have shut the reactor down 
in time to prevent this. Even with a 20 sec response time, it should have 
been able to respond. However, if the 50% power reading was a reactor 
average condition, it could well be that a group of channels were at higher 
power and reached 1,300 degrees C in a time comparable with the rod insertion 
time. At this point, further heating and hydrogen production could proceed 
without continuing nuclear power. If steam or hydrogen pressure built up to 
the extent that it flowed backwards in the feeder pipes, it coul6 well have 
passed to the inlet of another channel and led to a propagation of the 
incident. 

(10) 



CONCLUSIONS ON LIKELY ACCIDENT 

The above scenario still requires an initiating event. The Observer in 
a front page cover article on 25 May states that control rod experiments were 
being carried out. This may provide the last link in a plausible chain of 
events: 

(a) Control rod withdrawals being carried out. 

(b) Positive void 
transient. 

coefficient leads to accelerating reactivity 

(c) Low standby flow leads to dryout and rapid temperature rise. 

(d) Control rod insertion time too slow to stop the transient in time. 

(e) Zirconium and steam reaction leads to hydrogen production, pcssible 
propagation and pressure tube rupture. 

In general it can be said that various sequences can be postulated which 
fit the known facts. The propagation of an undetected local fault or local 
criticality seem the strongest pcssibilities, particularly the latter in view 
of the increase in power. Propagation of these events could be either via 
steam or hydrogen "explosions", with the former being more probably in reactor 
and the latter affecting out-of-reactor plant. 

(ll) 
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I.ARCE llBMlt UNITS IN SERVICE AND ONDl!:R CONSTRUCTION 

I - Status Station I Unit I 1.'10 oe Commercial 
I -- at I output I units operation 
I 31.12.85 I MW• (net) I 
I- I I 
I r.eninqrad I ioc>o· 1 . I 4 1974-1981 
I I I 
I ltu:rsk I lOOO I 3 1976-1983 
I In I I 
I S•rvic• Chernobyl I •PoO I 4 1978-1984 
I . I I 
I -"-.~. -~ ' - Smolensk I '"""" I 2 1983-11185 
l -,._~ .- I I .. ... 

Iqnala I 1$<>0 I l 1984 
I I 
I I 

ltursk I ,;oeo I l I 1986 
I I I 

Iqnala I ~~ I l I 1986 
Onde.r I I I 
Construction Chernobyl I IOOc;> I 2-·-r 1987-1989 ... 

I I I 
Smolensk I tooo I 2 I 1988-1989 

I I I 
Xostroma I !SQ) I 2 I 1988-1989 

riqura l shows the location oe these stations in the USSR. , 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

·I 
I. .. ... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 



GENERAL SPECIFICATION 

Thermal power, MW • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Electrical power (at generator terminals), MW 

Core diameter, m 

Core height, m 

Lattice pitch, mm 

Number of channels in lattice 

made-up· of: -- --- .. 
:.. fuel channels 
- control and safety system channels 
--reflector cooling channels 

Number of channels outside lattice 

made up of: __ _ 
temperature channels 

- gas sampling channels 

Constant uranium dioxide charge, t 

Uranium enrichment, ' ... 

Mean power of fuel channel, kW 

Power of most highly loaded channel, kW 

l. 8 

1850 

. 2700 

Coolant flow, t/hour 37.5 x 

Mean bulk steam content 
(10 to the 3) 
0.15 

Saturated steam temperature, deg c 284 

Coolant temperature at fuel channel inlet, deg C 270 

Saturated steam pressure in drum separators, kgf/cm sq 70 

Feedwater temperature, deg C 160 

Maximum graphite temperature, deg C 700 

Burn-up MWD/kg uranium 18.5 

Mean channel power rating HW/te 15.4 (cf lJ.6 
at HYB) 

Peak cl>annel power rating HW/te • • • • • • • • • • • • 22. 4 (cf 17. 4 
at HYB) 

..... ..,,. .... ..., .; 



Coolant Circuit 

'-=-~-~ 

Refuelling 

Turbine generators 

·Reactor building ___ ·-

Two parallel loops, 4 
pumps per loop. Coolant 
enters the fuel channels 
from below (supplied by 
individual feeder pipes) 
and the steAm-water 
mixture from the top of 
the channels passes along 
individual riser pipes to 
steam drums (2 drums per 
loop) 
The coolant pressure at 
the steam drums is 68.6 
bar (994lb/sq in). 
Feedwater temperature is 

_ .160 degree .c ~ 

On load, up to 5 channels/ 
24 hours. 

2xSOOMWe capacity each at 
I the generator terminals. 

(See· Fig 2) The .reactor 
core is in a concrete 
vault and the main primary 
circuit components (piping, 
pumps, steam drums) are in 
separate cells with 
concrete biological 
shielding round them. In 
the bottom of the reactor 
building is a 'bubbler 
pond' (suppression pool) 
into which steam can be 
discharged if it cannot 
be passed to the turbine 
condenser. 



TABLE .~ 

CRl\RACTERISTICS OF RBMK-1000 FUEL SUB-ASSEMBLY 
AND FUEL ELEMENT _______________________________________ .;.. _________________ _ 

I 
I 
I 

Distribution of fuel elements in fuel 
sub-assembly 

I Spacer gr id 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- - I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

- I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Supporting central rod 

Length of ·fuel·element 

Weight of uranium dioxide (mean) 

Length of fuel column 

Volume of gas collector 

Filler gas 

Fuel element cladding 

External diameter of cladding 

Wall thickness of cladding (min) 

Diametral gap between fuel and cladding 

Fuel enrichment 

Fuel density 

Height of fuel pellet 

Diameter of fuel pellet 

Volume of indentation on pallet 

2 rows of 6 and l2 

Stainless steel cellular 
type 

Zr alloy with 2.5• Nb 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

··---------' · 

3.59 kg 

3430 mm 
\ 

17.4 cubic cm 

Helium at l atm 

Zr alloy with l• Nb in 
fully annealed condition 

13.5 mm 

0.825 mm 

0.18-0.38 mm 

l.8\ 

> or ~ 10.3 g/cubic cm 

12.0 mm 

11.52 mm 

3\ 



TABLE 4'.: 

1'1!ERMAL PARAMETERS 01!' RBMK-1000 J!'UEL SUB-ASSEMBLY 
AND J!'OEL ELEMENT 

-----------------------------------------------
Maximum power of fuel channel 

Coolant pressure - at inlet 

- at outlet 

Coolant temperature - at inlet 

- at outlet 
--·~. ::..+_. - . 

Maximum steam content 

Maximum.velocity of steam-~ater mixture 

Rate of flow of coolant through fuel at 
maximum power 

Maximum thermal· flux- from surface of 
•lement 

Maximum linear thermal power 

Maximum fuel temperature 

Mean burn-up 

Duration of operation of fuel element 
at rated power 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

300.0 KW 

80 kgf/square cm 

73 kgf/square cm 

265 degrees c 

284 degrees c 

21· wt.\ 
I 

20 m/sec I 
I 
I 

21,200'kg/hour I 
I 

-' 
83 W/square cm I 

I 
350 W/cm I 

I 
1800 degrees c I 

I 
l9, 500 MWD/t uranium I 

I 
I 

1190 days I 

-- ···------ --
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1 Cladding failure delection system 
2 Steam separator 
3 Monitoring channel 
• Fuel channel 
5 Reactor 
6 Emer;ency feed--water tank 
7 Spurging tar"' 
8 Emergency cooling pump 
9 Condensera 

10 Condensate pumps 
11 Seoarator and superheater 
12 TurbOaltemator • 
13 Condenser 
,,. Condttnsate pumps 

• 

15 Low-pressure prehea1ers (five in seriest 

Ff6., llSdl~'""'k of RBMK-1000 pncnirUtr unil 

. 

~1 ~ i J J 11 

·~~ ...... -~ ~ 

f-6 
19¢

1 
- -- -e ~·-r-- . - ..... QQ 12 -• 

1 o"t.; 1 3 t!_J 
...: l ~ ~· . ~ 

• 1 ' 
5 

I 

;:i 1 

I ..,.. '-

\ ' r 

~ ~·~ = ::;r" 
- 'j· u I j cV 1

·
7 

' ' 
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16 O.aeraror 
17 Eleclric leedpumps 
18 PressuriZet1 of emergency cooling system 
19 Attercoolers 
20 F!egeneraron 
21 After-heat removal hose 
22 Main circulaling pump 
23 Gu circuit condenser 
24 Compressor 
25 Helium cleaning plant 
26 Butter gasnoider 
27 Wot ;asnolder 
28 Ventilation 11aek 
29 Fuel cnanne1 failure detection system 
30 Pumi» and near oxcnan;ers DI conuol ro<1 system 
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Fig. S Schematic diagram of the system for retaining and localizing 

radioactive products in the event of "" accident involving 

an RBMK-1000 type. reactor 

1, 11 - sprinklers 

2. 8 left and right hand halves of the hermetically 

sealed chambers 

3, 7 left and right hand halves of the rooms housing 

the lower water lines 

4 valve panels in the partitions separating the chambers 

and the corridors 

5 surface type condensers 

6 steam distribtion corridor 

9 relief valves 

10 heat-exchanger 

12 pump 

13 check valvu 

14 air space above sparge pond 

15 depth to which sparge pond i1 filled with water 

16 To emergency reactor cooling 1y1tem collectors. 
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Fig. C:. 

~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Schematic flow diagram of a generating unit at an R»MK-1000 

type nuclear power 1tation 

1. Reactor 

2. Helium purification plant 

3. System for monitoring the moi•ture in the reactor graphite 

block a 

4. Drum-separator 12. Kain turbine condenser 

5. Main circulating pump 13. Filter 

6. Sparger 14. Condensate polishing unit 

7. Proce1s conden•er 
15. Deaerator 

8. Part of h.p. turbine 16. Ct1emically treated make-up \:ater 

9. Part of l.p. turbine 17. Gas cleaning plant 

10. Power generator 18. Nitrogen plant 

lla Separator-steam 1uperheater 
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Diagram of multiple forced circulation loop of an RBMK-1000. 

type reactor 

1. Drum-separator 

2. Steam to turbine 

3. Compensation line 

4. Steam-water lines (76 x 4 DDD, n • 1693) 

5. Reactor 

6. Dovncomers (nom. dia. 300, n • 48) 

7. Control valve 

8. Lover water lines (57 x 3.5 11111, n • 1693) 

9. Group distribution manifold (nom. dia. 300, n • 44) 

10. Suction and pressure headers Cnom. dia. 1000, n • 4) 

11. Check valve 

12. Main shut-off valve 

13. Connecting pipes (nom. dia. 800, n • 10) 

14. Throttle valve 
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IMPACTS OF SOVIET NUCLEAR ACCIDENT ON JAPAN AND 

MEASURES TAKEN BY THE JAPA."iESE GOVEmiMENT 

1. Impacts on Japan 

(1) A very minute amount of radioactivity that is 

not siqnificant to pose any health risk was 

detected from some of the Japanese who returned 

to Japan on May 1 from Moqilev, about 300 km to 

the north of Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant and 

of the Japanese tourists who retu:Cnia'd on May 5 

from Kiev and neiqhborhood. 

(2) Radioactive substance (Iodine 131) presumably 

oriqinatinq from the above accident was first 

detected on May 3. It has since been detected 

nationwide in Japan, but the quantity is not signi- · 

ficant to pose any health risk. 

2. Measures taken by the· Japanese Government 

(1) Measures aqainst radioactivity 

a. Science and Technoloqy Agency instructed the 

intensification of radioactivity· monitoring 

by 32 prefectures on April 29 • 

. b. Enlarged meetinq of representative secre

tariat members of the Radioactivity 

I 



Countermeasures Headquarter (presided by 

the Minister of State for Science and 

Technology) was held on April 30, and it was 

agreed to intensify the radioactivity 

monitoring regime and announced the 

advisory measures for the time being. 

(See Attachment 7) 

c. The plenary meeting of the Radioactivity 

Countermeasures Headquarter was held on 

May 4, and decided to intensify the radio

activity monitoring activities and decided 

matters of precaution in the immediate 

Future. (See Attachment 8) 

d. Secretariat members meeting of the Radio- · 

activity Countermeasures Headquarter was 

held on May 13 1 and it was agreed upon 

that the current intensified activities of 

radioactivity monitoring should be continued. 

lSee Attachment 9) 

e. Meeting of representative secretariat 

members of Radioactivity Countermeasures 

Headquarter was held on May 17, and future 

monitoring of radioactivity in Japan 

concerning the Soviet nuclear accident was 

discussed. (See Attachment 10) 
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f. Meeting of representative secretariat 
" members of Radioactivity Countermeasures 

Headquarter was held on May 22, and it was 

decided that the future radioactivity 

monitoring in Japan should be directed to 

grasping environmental radioactive level 

and a long-term accumulating tendency of 

radioactivity correctly. (See Attachment 11) 

(2) Investigation of accidents 

a. Nuclear Safety Commission held an extr,,o:.·di

nart meeting on April 30 and released a 

statement in the form of an informal talk 

of the Chairman on the establishment of 

special investigation committee on the 

accident, desire for related information 

to be released by Soviet authorities. 

(See Attachment 12) 

b. Nuclear Safety Commission established on 

May 13 the Special Investigation Committee 

on the Soviet ~luclear Plant Accident. 

(See Attachment 12) 

c. The first meeting of the Special Investigation 

Committee was held on May 16. (See 

Attachment 13) 
,-
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(3) Actions by the diet 

Resolutions were adopted in the plenary session 

and Standing Committee on Science and Technology 

of the House of Representatives and the plenary 

session and Special Committee on Science and 

Technology of the House of Councilors. 

(See Attachment 14. 15) 

(4) Other measures 

a. Measures for Japanese residents overseas 

(i) Radioactivity analysis was carried out on 

May 3 for the environmental samples, 

such as food stuff, sent from the 

Japanese Embassy in Moscow. (A minute 

quantity of Iodine 131 was detected, 

but it was not significant from health 

risk.) 

Similar analysis were carried out again 

on May 8 for additional food stuff sent 

from the Japanese Embassy in Moscow. 

(Iodine 131 of 1,300 pCi/liter and 

other nuclides were detected from cow's 

milk.) 

(ii) Specialists were despatched to the 

Soviet Union and Eastern European 

t 



countries for advice on health of 

Japanese residents. 

A specialist of radiological protection: 

leaving on May 3 to Warsaw and Stockholm 

A specialist of health physics: · leaving 

on May 4 to Moscow and Leningrad. 

b. Measures for home-coming travelers 

Medical examination was started on May 2 

by the National Institute of Radiological 

Sciences for the home-coming travelers 

from the Soviet Union. Examination was 

also started on May 13 by Kyoto University 

Hospital and Hamamatsu Medical College 

Hospital. 

c.. Measures for imported foods 

Necessary monitoring for imported foods is 

being carried out by the Ministry of Health 

and Welfare based on informations from the 

countries concerned, so as to prevent 

import of food contaminated by radioactive 

substance. 



d, Measures for travelers abroad 
/ 

Special attentions are being called for 

travelers to the regions of suspected 

contamination by radioactivity by the 

Ministry of Transportation in cooperation 

with Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
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Attachment 11 -· 
Detection of I-131 

Max. Value as of 17100 May 23, 1986 

Radiation Countenmasure Headquarters 

Rain Tapped Air-bome Milk Vegetables others Location Water Oust pCi/I. 
11£il'.I. 11£il'.m2 pCi/I. pCi/kg raw pCi/kg raw 

l Hokkaido 467 33 280.4 4477 

2 Aomori Pref. 2150 N.D. H.D. 

3 Akita Pref. 5100 25 103 

4 . Iwate Pref. Sig • 

5 Miyagi Pref. 260 N.D. 13.6 320 2230 

6 Fukushima Pref. 8320 N.D. 4.3 298 5720 

7 Gunma Pref. 920 

8 Il:>araki Pref. 1987 17 7.5 390 10300 5700 

9 Saitama Pref. 31 N.D. 98.9 

10 Chiba Pref. 13300 32 5.4 32 4800 10000 

11 Tokyo 9300 12.0 

12 ICanagawa Pref. 5400 N.D. 22 160 9000 3800 

13 Shizuoka Pref. 2300 4.3 0.90 96 

14 NUgata Pref. 2000 36 12 220 3000 

15 Toy- Pref. 1840 N.D. 8.3 

16 Ishikawa Pref. 1304 13 12.3 24.l 

17 Fukui Pref. 2391 N.D. 22.5 240 3300 16000 

18 Shiga Pref. 210 4 3 

19 !Cyoto 990 N.D. 8.3 160 

20 Okayama Pref. 4800 44 6.2 Sig. / 8100 4400 

21 Shi.mane Pref. 8923 .22 7.9 677. 7. 3.6 5990 
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Rain Tapped Air-bome 
Milk Vegetables Location / Water Oust pCi/R. 

12fi£'.R. 12fi£'.m2 pCi/R. pCi/ltg raw 

22 Ehime Pref. 680 N.D. 4.1 N.D. 

23 Fukuoka Pref. Sig. N.D. 2;4 216 

24 saga Pref. 1870 N.D. 6.0 29.l 

25 Nagasaki Pref. D N.D. 0.6 3.4 

26 Kumamoto Pref. 116.5 

27 Kagoshima Pref. 375 N.D. 19.7 86.4 

28 Okinawa Pref. 115 N.D. 1.0 33.2 

29 ·Solitary Islands (pCi/.t) 

Miyake-jima ' Rain. water 160 (Toqo) 

Hachijo-jima • Rainwater 340 (Tokyo) 

Tsushima Rainwater N.D. (Nagasaki Pref.) 

Hukue-jima Reservoir N.D. (Nagasaki Pref. ) 

30 Defense Agency (high altitude air of the central Japan) 

0.21 pCi/m2 about lOOOOm height 

31 Defense Agency (high altitude air of the northern Japan) 

0.59 pCi/m2 about lOOOOm height 

32 Defense Agency (high altitude air of the western Japan) 

0.24 pCi/m2 about lOOOOm height 

900 

N.D. 

"Tap water• includes samples from city water reservoir 

' "Milk" includes 
unprocessed milk, market milk 

D Detected 

N.D. Not detected 

Sig. Significant 

(No quantitative data) 

(Rounded to one decimal place) 

Others 
pCi/ltg raw 

D 

649 

3638 
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( Attachment ' ) 
Iodine 13 1 Con c en I r a I i on· in Airborne Dusi 

(Science 1nd Tecbnolo1r A1eacy) 

Jaae.4.19S6 
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( Al laclaeal .5 ) 

Iodine 131 Concentra Hon • Rat Mi I k . I n 

(Scleace aad T1cb~olo1r A11ocr) 

" Jun1.4.1986 
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( AttH~iilenl 6) 

Iodine 131 Concentration in Lea{J Vegetablas 
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( At ta ehment 6 - 3 ) 

Cesium 137.Concentralion • Airborne Dus t I n 
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Attachment 7: 
/ 

Understanding at the Enlarged Meeting.of 

Representative Secretariat Members of 

Radioactivity Countermeasures Headquarter 

April 30, 1986 

Practically no impacts on Japan can be anticipated due 

to the radioactive nuclides discharged into the environ

ment from Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the Soviet 

Union a5 a· result of the accident because of the large 

distance (about 8,000 to 9,000 km). Following measures 

have been already taken in Japan. 

(1) The Science and Technology Agency has intensified . 

activities of radioactivity monitoring network in 

32 prefectures and environmental monitoring around 

nuclear power plants. 

(2) The Meteorological Agency has also intensified 

radioactivity observation activities by district 

meteorological observatories in 13 districts, local 

observatories and other weather stations. 

However, considering the fact that the accident 

concerned is estimated to be of a very large scale, 

the present enlarged meeting has decided to take 

the following actions so as to assure-cautious 

measures against radioactivity. 
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1. The Science and Technology Agency shall ensure (1) 

daily measurements of spacial radiation in the 32 

prefectures, with gross beta-measurements for rain 

water and fallout dust as required, and (2) continue 

to intensify monitoring activities of environmental 

radioactivity around nuclear power plants. 

2. The Defence Agency shall take samples and conduct 

radioactivity measurements of floating dus.t in the 

high altitude atmosphere. 

3. The Meteorological Agency shall (1) continue to 

intensify monitoring activities of radioactivity in 

13 district meteorological observatories, local 

observatories, and weather stations, and (2) conduct 

investigation and analysis of the atmospheric current 

reaching Japan from Kiev District in Soviet Union. 

4. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall continue to 

strengthen collection of information concerning the 

accident at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant. 
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Attachment 8: 

Japanese Measures against Radioactivity 

as a Result of Accident in 

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the Soviet Union 

Radioactivity Countermeasures Headquarter, 

May_4, 1986 

1. Background Information 

(1) Enlarge~ meeting of representative secretariat 

members of Radioactivity Countermeasures Head

quarter was held ·on April 30, concerning the 

accident at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 

the Soviet Union, and it was agreed to intensify 

the radiation monitoring activities by the 

ministries and agencies concerned. Constant 

measurements of radioactivity for high altitude

floating dust, floating dust near the ground 

surface, rain water, and the spacial radiation 

have been carried out accordingly. 

(2) No impacts had been recognized that co~ld be 

attributed to the accident in the plant before 

the Saturday evening of May 3, but Iodine 131 

· was detected by nuclide analysis of floating 

dust near ground surface and rain water 

collected on and after May 3 as follows: 
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(Note) Iodine 131 decays with a half-life of 

8 days, but it is apt to concentrate 

in a thyloid if it is taken in • 

• Floating Dust near the Ground 

(1) Kanagawa Prefectural public health laboratory 

Result of Date of sampling investigation 

0.1 pei/m2 May 3 llr30"' 13:30 

1 pei/m2 • 16:15 "' 18:17 

l pei/m2 " 18:20"' 20:20 

4,2 pei/m2 " 22:40 "' 0:40 

(2) Tokyo Metropolitan Isotope Research Center 

Result of Date of sampling investigation 

Detected but 
no quantitative May 3 12:00 "' 14:00 
analysis thereafter 

• Rain Water 

(1) Japan Chemical Analysis Center 

Result of Date of sampling investigation 

4000 pei/R. 
(7400 pei/m2) 

May 3 9:00 "'22:30 
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(2) ~okyo Metropolitan Isotope Research Center 

Result of 
Date of aamplin9 

investi9ation 

1700 pCi/I. 
(8700 pCi/1112

) 
May 2, 12100 "' May 3, 19100 

(3) Kanagawa Prefectural public health laboratory 

Result of 
Date of aamplin9 investi9ation 

263 pCi/I. May 3 9:00 "' 16100 
(800 pCi/1112

) 

(Note) Figure in ( ) shows the amount of fallout. 

2. Future Measures 

· (1) Intensification of radiation monitoring 

activities 

In view of the detection of Iodine 131 in a 

considerable amount, the existing activities 

of radiation monitoring shall be intensified 

further so as to investigate the influence of 

released radioactivity. 

(!) Nuclide analysis shall be promptly carried 

out for rain water, service water, 

floating dust, by Japan Atomic Energy 

Research Institute, Power Reactor and 
,. 
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Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation and 

prefectural governments that have equip-

ments for nuclide analysis, 

~ Nuclide analysis shall be carried out for 

the floating dust in high altitude atmos

phere. 

G) The temporarily intensified activities of 

radiation monitoring of high altitude 

atmospheric current and those in the 

meteorological observatories and weather 

stations shall be continued. 

(2) Matters of attention for the time being 

(!) The level of radioactivity in rain water 

detected yesterday in Chiba is such that 

the permissible dose activity cannot be 

reached unless taking 2.2 liter of the 

rain water concerned daily for half a 

yearr thus the drinking of collected rain 

water is harmless at the moment. However, 

it is desirable to filter rain water 

through a layer of charcoal if it is to 

be taken directly. 

~ There is no concern about service water, 

well water, or cow's milk. 
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~~ Leaf vegetables also pose no problems, 

but it is desirable to wash enough before 

consumption for the sake of precaution. 

<!) There is no problem in other daily 

activities such as washing clothes, drying 

them in open air and getting wet by rain. 

(3) Future measures 

Based on the result of radiation monitoring in the 

futur~.meetings of Radioactivity Countermeasure 

Headquarter shall be held as appropriate, and 

necessary measures shall be discussed. 
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Attachment 9: 

Understanding at the Meeting of 

the Representative Secretariat Members of 

Radioactivity Countermeasure Headquarter 

May 13, 1986 

With regard to the accident in Chernobyl Nuclear Power 

Plant in the soviet Union, enlarged meeting of repre

sentative secretariat members of Radioactivity Counter

measure Headquarter was held on April 30, and it was 

agreed to intensify radiation monitoring activities by 

the ministries and agencies concerned. Further, the 

plenary meeting of Radioactivity Countermeasure Head

quarter was held on May 4, to further intensify 

radiation monitoring activities so as to investigate 

the impacts of radioactivity released. The result of 

investigation to date shows that there is no ill health 

effects of radioactivity in our country at the moment. 

In order to ensure our measures against radioactivity 

we reviewed the information on the radiation monitoring 

activities by other countries, and it was decided that 

the following measures shall be continued. 



1. Radioactivity Monitoring Activities 

· While extending the current radiation monitoring 

activities, 

(1) Radioactivity measurements by Science and 

Technoloqy Agency for the samples of rainwater 

taken by The Maritime Safety Agency and the 

Ministry of Health and Welfare in solitary 

islands shall be continued for the time being. 

(2) Radioactivity measurements shall be ~acried 

out by The Ministry of Education in cooperation 

with universities in those prefectures where no 

radiation monitoring had been conducted. 

2. Measures for Imported Foods 

The Ministry of Health and Welfare shall further 

intensify necessary monitoring activities on 

imported foods, based on informations from those 

countries concerned, from the viewpoint that 

importation of food contaminated by radioactivity 

be prevented. 
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3. Measures for Travelers Abroad 
/ 

The Ministry of Transport shall take necessary 

actions, in cooperation with the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, for example calling attention of travelers 

to the regions of suspected contamination by 

radioactivity. 
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Attachment 101 

Domestic Radiation Monitorinq Activities Concerninq 

the Soviet Nuclear Plant Accident 

Radioactivity Countermeasures Headquarter, 

Representative Secretariat Meetinq 

May 17, 1986 

It can be concluded that the existinq countermeasures 

aqainst radiation in our country need not be altered, 

judqinq from the official announcement by the Soviet 

Government on the status of the reactor after the 

accident and the results of monitorinq of radioactivity 

level in our country. Therefore, radiation monitorinq 

on Sunday of May 18 shall be conducted as followsa 

The followinq samplinq actions shall be conducted. 

(1) Rainwater and cow's milk 

Samples of rainwater and cow's milk shall be taken, 

but measurements of radioactivity shall be carried 

out on later date as required. 

(2) Floatinq dust, leaf veqetables, service water, etc. 

No samplinq of them required. 

However, some monitorinq orqanizations that are 

responsible for obtaininq data continuousl~. and in a 

wide reqion shall continue radiation monitorinq 

activities as ever. 
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Attachment ll: 

Domestic Radiation Monitoring Activities Concerning 

the Soviet Nuclear Plant Accident 

Radioactivity Countermeasures Headquarter, 

Representative Secretariat Meeting 

May 22 1 1986 

Radiation monitoring activities have been conducted 

based on the May 4 decision and other actions of Radio

activity Countermeasure Headquarter in coopera·::.i!"'n with 

ministries, agencies, and local governments concerned. 

The environmental radioactivity level in Japan shows a 

gradual declining tendency in general since the middle 

of May, according to the results of the domestic 

radiation monitoring. Taking this into consideration· 

together with the information such as official announce

ment by the Soviet Government on the current status of 

the reactor after accident, it may be concluded that 

environmental radioactivity in Japan will not pose any 

special problem from the viewpoint of environmental· 

safety. 

Based on the above circumstances, radiation monitoring 

activities on and after Friday, May 23 shall be 

conducted as follows for the time being so that the 

28 



environmental radioactivity level and lonq-term 
·' 

accumulation tendency be properly qrasped. 

1. Nuclide Analysis 

(l) Samples shall be taken and· analyzed for the 

followinq items three times a week (Monday, 

Wednesday, and Friday) except some monitorinq 

orqanizations responsible for collectinq 

continuous and wide-reqion data, that shall 

~ke samples every day and analyze them as 

appropriate. 

G) Rain water 

@ Service water 

® ·Cow's milk 

@ Floatinq dust (includinq hiqh altitude 

atmospheric floatinq dust) 

(2) Leaf veqetables shall be sampled and analyzed 

once a week (on Monday). 

(3) The marine lives, seawater, and sea bottom 

soil that have been the object for monitorinq 

in the case of N-test fallout, shall be 

sampled and analyzed as appropriate in order 

to provide data for a comprehensive appraisal 

in the future. 
.· 



2. Gross Beta Measurements (Floating Dust and Rain 

Water) and Spacial Radiation Monitoring 

Monitoring by normal activities 

3. Periodical monitoring of fallout shall be carried 

out by moving up the date. 
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Attachment 121 

On the Accident at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant 

in soviet Union 

(Tentative Translation) 

Informal Talk by the Chairman of 

Nuclear Safety Commission 

April 30, 1986 

l. The details of the accident at Chernobyl Nuclear 

Power Plant in Soviet Union as to its cause, 

sequence and current status are not clear yet, 

because sufficient information are not yet published 

by the Soviet authorities. However, the radioactive 

substances discharged from the power plant concerned 

is considered to pose no ill health effect on the 

Japanese people due to the considerable distance 

from the place of the accident to Japan and other 

factors. 

2. As for Japanese nuclear power plants, much effort 

has been exerted to maintain their safety and 

reliability reflecting the experiences of accidents 

and troubles in nuclear power plants at home and 

abroad, including one at TMI Nuclear Power Plant in 

USA. The troubled reactor in Chernobyl Nuclear 
--
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Power Plant is of a type of graphite-moderating 
_,. 

light water-cooling, developed originally by the 

Soviet Union, and its structure is different from 

those in Japan. However, our commission will 

endeavor to obtain related information and examine 

whether or not there will be matters to be reflected 

in securing safety in the development and utili-

zation of nuclear power and in nuclear safety 

regulations in Japan. For this purpose it has been 

decided to establish in our commission on Special 

Investigating Committee on.Soviet Nuclear·.Plant 

Accident:. 

3. Our commission strongly hope, in view of the 

significance of the accident concerned, that Soviet 

authorities will release detailed information on 

the accident successively. 
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Attachment 13: 

Establishment of Special Investigating Committee on 

Soviet Nuclear Plant Accident 

1. Object of Establishment 

Nuclear Safety Commission 

May 13, 1986 

In order to investigate and deliberate such matters 

as the cause and impacts of the accident at 

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in the Soviet Union, 

Special Investigating Committee on Soviet Nuclear 

Plant Accident (hereafter called •committee•) is 

established in Nuclear Safety Commission. 

2. Committee Mandates 

The •committee" shall investigate and deliberate on 

the following matters: 

(1) Investigation of the accident at Chernobyl 

Nuclear Power Plant 

(2) Discussion on matters to be reflected in the 

measures for securing nuclear safety in Japan, 

in conjunction with the accident at Chernobyl 

· Huclear Power Plant 

.-
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(3) Other important matters with regard to the 

accident at Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant 

3. Organization 

The members of the •committee• shall be selected 

from among the members of the Committee on Exami

nation of Reactor Safety and the Committee on 

Examination of Nuclear Fuel Safety, as well as 

members of various Special Committees .in Nuclear 

Safety commiss 4 o!'I, 

4. Management 

Articles 2 to lO of Management Regulations of 

Special Committees of Nuclear Safety Commission 

(decided by Nuclear Safety Commission on October 

25 1 1978) shall be applied for management of the 

•committee•. 
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MENBER OF SPECIAL INVESTIGATING COMMITTEE ON 
SOVIET NUCLEAR PLANT ACCIDENT 

N A M E 

n. MICllO AKEBI 
DI. llCHIO ISllKAIA 
II. UUSI I I CU KAIA 

... IAZUBllO IHI 

DI. TATUO OKO 

It •. UZUO SATO 

H. MASAYOSHI SBIBA 

DR. TODASU TAKEKOSll 

DR. TDYOZO TBIASHIMA 

PROF. YASUIASA TOGOI 
DI. IASAO NOZA•A 
PROF. NAOH 110 H llAKUA 
PROP. YOHICRI PUJllE 
O' IClllO II YANAGA 

u. ATUYOSll IOllSlllA 
n. BAJllB YAIANOUCll 

DR. TOIOAKI YOSIKAIA 

M"Y. 13. 1986 

OCCUPATION 

OIRECTOI, IEACTOI DEYELOPIENT COODINATION DIVISION ,PNC 
DllECTOI, DEPAITIENT OP JPDI. TOKAI IESEAICI ESTABLISHIENT,JAEll 
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OP BNYllOllBNTAL IEALTI, NATIOIAL INSTITUTE 
OP RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 
GBIBIAL IAIAGBI, IBSllBSS DBPAITIBIT, JAPAI IADIATION SAPETY 
TECINOLOGT CEITEI 
HEAD, MATERIALS STRENGTH LABOIATOIY, DEPARTMENT OP llGI 

TEMPERATURE EIGINBEllNG, TOKAI RESEARCH ESTABLISllEIT, JAEll 
DllBCTOI, OEPAITIENT OP REACTOR SAFETY RESEAICI, TOKAI IESBAIC" 
BSTABLISllEIT, JABii 
oerun DllECTOI GENERAL. JAPAK IHTITUTE OP IUCLBAI SAFETY. 
NUCLBAI PO•El ENGINEERING TEST CBNTBI 
RESBAICB ADVISOR. CENTRAL IESEAICB INSTITUTE OP ELECTRIC 
POHi llDUSTIY 
OBPUTY DIRECTOR GENERAL, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OP RADIOLOGICAL 
SCIENCES 
TOKYO UllYEISITY 
EIBCUTIYB DIRECTOR. JAERI 
TOIOKU UNIVERSITY 
NAGOYA UNIVERSITY 
EIECUTIVE DllECTOI, JAEll 
ADVISORY SCIENTIST. JABii 
DEPUTY SENIOR DIRECTOR, REACTOR CONSTIUCIOI AID OPERATION 
II CHARGE OP All, PNC 
CllEP OP TlllD RESBAICB LABORATORY, APPLIED IETEOIOLOGY RESEARCH 
DIYISIOl,IETEOIDLOGICAL IESEAICI INSTITUTE, JAPAI IETEOROLDGICAL 
AGENCY 

. 

JABii : JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RESBAICI llSTITUTB 
PNC : PO•BR IEACTOI AND NUCLEAR FUEL DEVELOPMBNT COORPOIATION 
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Attachment 14: 

Resolution on the Accident at 

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 

the soviet Union 

Resolution in the plenary session of 

the House of Representatives 

May 8, 1986 

The accident that happened at Chernobyl Nuclear Power 

Plant in the Soviet Union towards the end of April has 

aroused strong impacts to the countries across the 

world, including Japan. Therefore, be it be resolved 

that the government shall promptly take proper actions 

as follows in cooperation with countries concerned: 

1. To work upon the Soviet Union for prompt release of 

such information with regard to current status and 

causes of. the: accident. 

2. To make efforts for the investigation of the causes 

of the accident and analysis of data with inter

national cooperation centering around International 

Atomic Energy Agency, so as to fully reflect them 

on the safety assurance and safety regulation in 

Japan. 



3. To take prudent and sufficient countermeasures 
/ 

against the radioactivity released from the accident. 

(The above resolution was adopted in accordance with the 

similar resolution made by Standing Committee on Science 

and Technology of the House of Representatives on May 2, 

1986.) 
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Attachment 151 

Resolution on the Accident at 

Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant in 

the Soviet Union 

Resolution in the plenary session of 

the House of Coµncilor.s · 

May 9, 1986 

The accident that happened at Chernobyl Nuclear Power 

~lant in the Soviet Union towards ~e end of April has 

aroused strong shock impacts to the countries across 

the world, including Japari. Theref~re, be it be resolved 

that the government shall promptly take proper actions as 

follows in cooperation with·countries concerned: 

1. To request the Soviet Union for prompt release and 

provision of informations concerning the current 

status and the causes of :the .accident;· 

2. To make efforts for the investigation of the causes 

of the accident and analysis of data centering 

around International Atomic Energy Agency, and to 

discuss international responsive actions in the 

event of similar accident so that they can be 

realized in an early date. 

,· 
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3. To make any lessons learned from the accident fully 

reflected on the safety assurance and safety requ

lations of the nuclear power plants in Japan and to 

take prudent and sufficient countermeasures against 

radioactivity, for example intensifying environmental 

radioactivity monitoring system. 

(The above resolution was adopted in accordance with 

the similar resolution made by Special Committee on the 

Science and Technology of the House of Councilors on 

~~y,.1, 1986.) 
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Nuclear Power: Energy of Today and Tomorrow 

The Lord Marshall of Goring 

It was my original intention to review the status of nuclear 

power worldwide as it stands today and predict its future development 

in the years to come. I had, of course, planned to give some special 

attention to the position in the UK but, in the main, I had thought 

to give a philosophical review from a policy point of view looking 

at the world as a whole. 

_, 

I have decided that that should remain the format of my t21k but 

since I originally planned it we have had the nuclear disaster at Chernobyl. 

Therefore, although the plan remains the same, the content is entirely 

different. In effect, I want to make a first attempt to answer the 

questions, where does nuclear power go now? Can nuclear power recover 

from the terrible set-back presented to it by Chernobyl or must we 

now anticipate the fading away of nuclear power throughout the world? 

In my opinion, we can and will recover from the set-back which Chernobyl 

has given us. Indeed, we must recover from that set-back. But of 

course different countries will cope with it on different timescales. 

Some countries, like France, are likely to continue to expand their 

dependence on nuclear power. They have programmes so well established, 

and so well accepted by their peopl~ that Chernobyl is allOC)st a minor 

perturbation. We therefore all look forward to nuclear power gain~ 

from strength to strength in that country. Let us be thankful to the 

French for setting us such an example. 

For other countries, Chernobyl is likely to produce a longer 

term set-back for the advancement of nuclear power and, of course, 

DX>St countries by definition will find themselves between these two 

extreme positions. I do not propose to discuss in any detail the reaction 

of any individual country to the Chernobyl disaster. I could not do 

that authoritatively. I can only speak authoritatively for my own 

country where the position is confused. 
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However, before I begin my main presentation, there are three 

things I would like to say to our Russian colleagues and the Russian 

people and I hope you will join with me in this. 

First, I would like to express my sincere sympathy to the Russian 

people, particularly the 'residents of the Ukraine, who have suffered the 

direct consequences of this accident. They have received some radiation, 

for some that has been fatal, for others it will be fatal, they have been 

moved from their homes, and their lives have been significantly disrupted 

by the civil nuclear industry. We are most sincerely sorry for that and 

we send them our utmost sympathy. 

Secondly, I think all of us who are professionals in the nuclear 

business have been struck with the bravery and dedication of the operating 

engineers, fire~n and men on the spot once the accident had occurred. 

Russia has many brave men - many of them now in hospital - and the 

whole world, not just us in this room, owe them our grateful thanks 

for the strenuous and vigorous efforts they made to control the accident 

once it had occurred. We will all want to learn lessons from this 

unfortunate event. It should not have happened, we will want to find out why it 

did happen. We should suspend judgement on that until the facts are known. But, 

judging from present information, we shall be full of praise for the recovery 

operation itself. 

Thirdly, I would like to make an appeal to the Russian authoritie~. 

Inadvertently a large number of the Russian population have received 

a radiation dcse large enough to produce statistically significant 

results on the long-term health hazards of radiation. It is vitally important 

that the trauma of this event should be turned to whatever advantage 

can be found and we now inadvertently and sadly have an opP<?rtunity 

to add to our knowledge about the long-term health hazards of radiation. 

I therefore appeal to the Russian authorities to conduct the most stringent. 

and scientific investigations into the health effects of the Chernobyl 

accident over the next three or four decades and, if possible, I urge 

that that study be done on an international basis so as to produce the 

maximum possible confidence in the future application of the results. Of 

course in some ways it may sound cynical to regard the affected people as 

just part of a large scale experimental test but I hope my remarks will not 

be interpreted that way. It is unethical to expose people to radiation 

unnecessarily but, given that it has happened, it is proper, profesSional 

and scientific to learn what we can from the accident. 
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That said, how does Chernobyl change the world nuclear scene? 

In some ways nothing has changed at all but, in a profound sense, everything 

has changed. From a professional point of view we can point out that the 

Russian reactor at Chernobyl was of a type not used in the West. Therefore, 

in detail, an accident on the Chernobyl reactor provides no significant 

technical information about reactor systems in the West. Indeed, we can 

go further. Our knowledge· of the Russian reactor, though sparse, is 

sufficient to persuade us that it could not easily, if at all, get an 

operating licence in an established nuclear country in the West. Certainly 

I believe that to be the case in the UK where safety has to be proved from 

our own direct knowledge and experience elsewhere cannot be part of a safety 

argument. From a technical and engineering point of view, therefore, it is 

entirely valid to say that the Russian incident is not likely to affect 

nuclear power in our countries at all. If a Russian airliner crashed, we 

would not immediately ground all Boeing jumbo jets. We would see the event 

as relevent, but not directly relevant, to the airline industry and aircraft 

construction industry of the Western world. Because of the technical 

differences between the Russian reactor and our own reactors, whether 

built in America, Canada, Japan, France, Germany or the UK, exactly the same 

comment can be made. I do not think we will learn from this event anything 

concerning reactor design or safety assessment which we did not know already. 

We have already had the trauma of Three Mile Island. That did teach us 

some lessons. I do not think Chernobyl will have such direct technical 

relevance. But of course, as professional engineers, that broad judgement 

will not prevent us frum doing our homework properly. When we do know the 

details of the Chernobyl accident, we will all wish to review what lessons 

can be learnt and what technical lessons should be absorbed by us in the 

West from this event. We will, therefore, learn what we can. I am simply 

anticipating that, technically, we will not learn a great deal. 

In contrast, I think we will learn a great deal from studying the 

handling of the emergency itself, particularly the evacuation of people. 

We will learn also from the evidence upon the dispersal of the radioactive 

cloud. Certainly, therefore, we should review our emergency planning in the 

light of the lessons learnt from Chernobyl. But those lessons will be 

institutional and organisational rather than technical. We can also learn 

much about tackling big accidents and the resources required and how these 

can be marshalled. Finally, as I have remarked before, we can learn a great 

deal of scientific interest and radiological interest by studying the radiological 

consequences of the accident over the coming decades. 
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However, all that is a matter of detail, not of principle, and 

therefore, as I said earlier, there is a real sense in which the events at 

Chernobyl have changed nothing here in the West. But that, I fear, is 

only a narrow technical appreciation of very little relevance to the problems 

facing the nuclear industry today because, although nothing technical has changed, 

for nuclear power everythi~g else has changed. Everything else has changed because 

for the public, our politicians and our Governments the public perception 

of nuclear power has changed and changed dramatically for the worse. 

Chernobyl has been the centre of worldwide attention for many weeks. The 

public have been shocked by the widespread effects of Chernobyl. They are 

appalled that an accident 1,000 miles away in the Ukraine can have effects 

in the ~uiet countryside of an English village. We all of us live in a 

democracy. We can do nothing without the acceptance of the public, we 

can do nothing without the approval of public opinion and we are in severe 

risk of losing that as a result of the shock which Chernobyl has given to 

people worldwide. What then should the nuclear industry worldwide do? 

What are our prospects in the future? When will we recover from this set-back 

and what should we do to help that recovery? 

To attempt to answer those questions I feel obliged to go back to 

first principles. Do we really need nuclear power and when will the public 

realise that most forcibly in the future? To start at the beginning, do we 

need nuclear power? May I remind you that world supplies of oil and 

gas are not finite. The number of new large oilfields being discovered 

has declined. Some of the oilfields in the North Sea have already passed their 

peak production rate. Whatever in detail the consumption of oil may be in 

future years, it will be an increasingly scarce commodity by the year 2030; 

scarce either because of physical shortage or price. Much the same can be said 

of gas. Let us suppose by the year 2030 the world's production of coal has 

multiplied by a vast factor of five in order to replace the world's 

dependence on oil and gas. Then even with that vastly increased coal extraction 

rate, we will have only enough energy, shared out equally throughout the world, 

to give each person the present day energy consumption of say a Mexican peasant. 

I do not think that would be acceptable in any industrialised country. Therefore, 

on this timescale of half a century or so, we must plan either to keep the third 

world and the developing countries short of energy and in poverty - so that 

we in the West can retain a disproportionate share of the world's energy or 

we must introduce a major new energy source. I reject the first option as 

unethical, energy supplies to the third world must increase and thoSe. countries 

must be given the chance to catch up with us. We therefore must introduce a 

new energy source. The only plausible new energy source is nuclear power and 

fission n~ear power at that. 
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~· ... :...:.~ ... . -.::.:..:..:·.· ---· 
In my opinion 1 the attractions of fusion nuclear power are 

almost entirely illusory. In the developed countries of the world the 

hydro power 8pportunities are largely exploited already, the alternative 

energy· source~ are simply inadequate tc support civilised life as we know 

it. We de tf:Erefcre need nuclear power. WE need thermal flssion reactors 

first and ther. v;E: need fast breeder reactors. 1 remain convinced of tnat 

fact not bec<:H:SE: it is constantly reiterated by myself and my nuclear 

colleagues but because I have tried to find 3.n alternative for the 

future and I ~annot find it. 

Ho...:evt::r, .::.f .,.. • .,. do need nuclear power and we do need fissior: JH:clear 

power, wher: v.·i:J the i;=cneral public realisE- that? Net today and r.ot 

worldwide t:ec.:i;..:s•.o- oil once again .:..s chea~ and Chernobyl has frightened 

people. Of coursL'. so1~1.:-- countries have innate, special advantages -. .. :h1ci1 

should enable them tc ri1aintain a policy of nuclear expansion. As I 

mentioned earlier, F:-ance is very special .but it has four natural 

advan~aqes · ~, sL;ppcirt of nuclear po~er. Let f'.'lt' reviev.• therr. for you. 

France ha~ nc o.:.l, r;c. ·.:c.:..:: and no ::::oal. It has no c~ic ice except tc i1dve 

a success::u: :--.uc}c-ar ;rograrrune so, Jf co'cl:r-se, lt has one . I think Japan is 

.!.fl a very sir:1.::.la.r ~cs.:..t10n to France but., in contrast, :':ly own couni:ry hes 

?lenty of oil, '.::L'C ··"· ::--: .:ias anC. 3. long-terr;: s1.Jppl~- of coal. These ;;.re 

1mportant fa.etc:-~ z,,:'.ft"·.::.;.ng publi.c perception of the- r.ecessity of nuclear 

power and their !--'.'Crccpticn of the necessity of nuclear po\,•er influences their 

acceptance of "=..he ris: ... s cf nuclear power. 

But t.:r-:e pricF o: oil will not stay low for long. Stripper wells 

in America arE: clos.!.n<; .-5,o...,n daily, exploitat.ior\ of the North Sea has had 

a significant set-Dae~: end oil companies worldwide a.re stretching Ollt their 

exploration and develcpment programmes. At a rough guess, by 1990 A.11erica 

could once again irr.po::.:t as much oil as it produces itself. The low oil 

prices will stimul.ate t.r1l:" -...·orld economy and the law of t.he marketplace 

will operate one!., again LC force up the price of oil. In the 1g9Q's, 

therefore further expan~1on of nuclear po""·er will be seen to be the right 

thing to do even if that does not become apparent before then. Therefore, 

10 my opinion, although Chernobyl is a vast set-back to nuclear power, 

some countries v:ill survive- that set-back with their plans undisturbed and 

those that Co chanc;i:e coursE: now as <:. result of Chernobyl will renew their 

interest in nuclear po ..... er in the early 1990's which, after all, is not 

far away. 

What must we do in preparation for that time? What must we the nuclear 

industry do to win back public confidence? What must we do to persuade the 

public that n'()lear power is the cleanest, safest form of energy known to 

mankind? (That is factually correct despite Chernobyl.) / JL, ,1/J v.AiJ, 'c. o{· 
lie ~-*'· u.J::-.. oJ,~ ~ ('rfJ CJLSS iT1J ..Q.~".J ~ f l 
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A ourselves to the public with the same dedication and professionalism that we 

normally apply only to our engineering. It will not be satisfactory for the 

world to turn back to nuclear power in the 1990s regarding it, in 

President Carter's words, as the energy source of last resort. They will then 

be accepting it as a necessity despite their fear of it. That simply is not 

good enough. We must do better. The public must accept back nuclear power 

because they understand i~, because they understand that it is not risk free 

but because it has the smallest risks of any energy source known to man. Let 

me review what we must do and let me review for you how the nuclear industry 

has failed in its communication with the public in the past and how that 

failure has affected public reaction to the Chernobyl disaster. 

I will make my points by way of example. First, we know that the 

risks of nuclear power are the risks of radiation and the risks of radiation 

are the risks of inducing cancer. We have a well developed science of 

radiological protection to consider this subject. In my view, it is somewhat 

over developed. We describe radiation in terms of curies, becherels, rads, 

rems, sieverts, grays and by the milli, micro and pico versions of those units. 

I am myself a rads and rems man. I cannot understand the other units and if 

I cannot understand them, how can I expect the public to do so. How can we 

have the arrogance of changing notation and changing notation to inappropriately 

sized units in an area where it is vital that we communicate properly with 

the public? That is where we as an international community have failed. 

Second, even if we do get our nomenclature correct, how are we to 

explain thP risk to the public that, in the main, finds risks and numerical 

assessments difficult to assimilate. This is a subject I have addressed 

in previous years and I have recommended that we, the industry, make a 

direct analogy between radiation dose and cigarette smoking. The analogy 

is very simple. A once-off dose of one rem is equivalent to T"egular cigarette 

smoking of 1/20 of a cigarette per week. Let us define the smoking of 1/20 

of a cigarette per week as a unit of health hazard. Let us express risks 

of radiation in those units. There is no good reason why we do not do 

that. We have simply not thought it important enough in the past. \·1e 

ignore this point at our peril. 
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Let me give you an example of how this choice of language affects 

public perception. When the radioactive cloud from Chernobyl drifted across 

Scandinavia and the United Kingdom, the reaction of the authorities and the 

public in both countries seemed to be broadly the same. When the public 

were told the radiation rate was so many times above background or normal 

levels, they thought that was very serious. Ten times normal sounds very 

bad, although~ of course, we know that that radiation level for a short period 

of time is not very serious. When the Government authorities told the British 

public that they need take no special safety measures, except not to drink 

rainwater, the public were not reassured - they thought it exposed Government 

complacency. When experts estimated that the radiation would cause some 

tens of extra cancer deaths in the United Kingdom over the next forty years, 

the public were terrified. When I commented that the risk was equivalent to 

smoking one or two cigarettes in a lifetime, it sounded so reassuring that 

the public concluded it was incorrect. All these statements were correct, 

they could all be reconciled one to the other. Collectively in Britain, we 

did not do that very well. We must do better in the future. 

Let me give you a second example. We are all used to comparing 

radiation doses to the natural background radiation and we do that partly 

because it is convenient, partly because it is proper and partly because we 

think the public will find that reassuring. However, to the public, the 

phrase "natural background radiation" is very friendly and not something 

to be frightened about because it is "natural". :n contrast to that, 

the radioactivity we produce is "nuclear waste" or "nuclear pollution 11
• That 

sounds very bad. It does not sound "natural" at all and the public find it 

difficult to accept that our radioactivity is no different in kind from 

natural radioactivity. This contrast is even more important today when the 

public distinguishes between natural food, which it regards as healthy, and 

processed foods, which it regards as junk. 

We must get over to the public that they live in a radioactive world. 

Everything is radioactive - their houses are radioactive, their gardens are 

radioactive, our bodies are radioactive, and unless the general public under

stands that, and understands that instinctively, not just part of an intellectual 

exercise, we will always find the acceptance of nuclear power to be very 

difficult. In my own country, in the United Kingdom, I like to point out that 

an average Englishman's garden occupies one tenth of an acre and, by. digging 

down one metre in that average small garden, we can extract 6 kiloqracimes of 

thorium, 2 kilogrammes of uranium and 7 thousand kilogrammes of potassium, all 

of which are radioactive. In a sense, all that is radioactive waste, not our 

radioactive~ste, but the residue left over when God created this planet. 
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Unless the public understands that they are continually surrounded by that 

radioactive material and that they are bathed in radiation from it, then 

they will not see the risks of nuclear power in perspective. I must therefore 

appeal to all of you at this conference here.today. We talk to ourselves too 

much and to the general public not very effectively. We must do better and 

if we do not do better, we do not deserve to establish nuclear power in its 

proper place in the coming decades. 

When the dreadful chemical disaster occurred at Bhophal in India, 

the world did not clamour for the closure of all chemical plants, but follow

ing Chernobyl, in many countries they are clamouring for the closure of nuclear 

plants. The public do see nuclear risks as different, they do see them cs more 

frightening. That is not actually the case, we all know that the chemical 

industry, general industry and coal mining are all more dangerous than 

nuclear plants despite Chernobyl, but we conununicate with the public so badly, 

they do not appreciate that. 

If we calculate fatalities in the world's coal industry and the 

world 1 s civil nuclear power industry, even if we start the clock on 27 April, 

the day of the Chernobyl accident, then already the coal industry is way 

ahead on fatal accidents to mankind. That will remain the case whatever 

the long term consequences of Chernobyl, .but there is no value at all to 

our knowing that if the public do not appreciate it. If the public do not 

understand the nuclear industry, it is not their fault, it is our fault. 

The main lesson we will learn from Chernobyl is that we need to communicate 

with the public more effectively than we have ever done in the past. From 

now on, I want to see every nuclear conference with a session entitled 

"Communicating with the Public", and let us not talk amongst ourselves 

about how to do it, let us actually get out and communicate with the public 

effectively. That is our task for the future. In my opinion, the future of 

nuclear power will depend more on that than on any technical factor or 

technical improvement we can make, important though those are. 

Thus, Chernobyl presents the world's nuclear industry with a set-back, 

a challenge and an opportunity. For the first time, the public have a real 

interest to understand risk and radiation exposures. Let us do a good job of 

putting this accident into a proper perspective of industrial events and let 

us trust to the public's common sense to accept nuclear power despite the 

trauma and emotion of this sad event~ 
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Outl;ne communicat;on 

from the Commission to the Counc;l 

on the conseQuences of the Chernobyl acc;dent 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. The accident that occurred in the nuclear reactor at Chernobyl has 

shown that the operation of nuclear power plants involves responsibilities 

of international magnitude. An event that took place more than 1000 km 

from the nearest ~ember State has had considerable repercussions on a 

sizeable proportion of the population of the Community. This demonstrates 

more clearly than ever that the Community must involve itself in nuclear 

safety and that suitable action must be taken at Community level. 

Although it is still too early to be able to evaluate fully all the 

conseQuences of this accident, it is a matter of urgency for the Community 

to adopt an init;al set of intrrnal measurrs and mrasures with;n thr 

framework of its ~•trrnal relations based on the trssons that it can 

already learn from that accident. 

z. The task of the public authorities is first of all to ensure that, 

where industrial-scale installations in general are concerned, adeQuate 

precautions are taken in order to reduce the risk of accidents to • 
minimum, in particular the risk of accidents capable of affecting the 

health and safety of the public; secondly, they must toke steps to ensure 

that, if accidents still do occur - which can never be entirely ruled 

out - proper measures are taken to limit their consequences as far 1s 

possible. Jn the nuclear field, the probability that major accidents 
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will have consequences at international level is high, since 

radioactive substances tan travel and spread within the atmosphere. 

Nuclear safety and radiation protection must hence be considered as 

matters of priority for international cooperation at world level, 

particularly within the framework of the IAEA. Prospects for such 

cooperation have improved considerably since the Chernobyl accident. 

The Community, for its part, must encourage this development as far 

as possible. 

3. Action by the IAEA is not, however, sufficient in itself. The 

action has to be supplemented by measures at Community level. The 

Community has acquired a ccnsiderable wealth of experience with and 

knowledge of both nuclear safety and radiation protection, in particular 

through research conducted in the context of Community programmes. 

Even before the Chernobyl accident occurred, the Commission was 

proposing that this knowledge be exploited to improve the protection 

of workers, of the public and of the environment against ioni~ing 

radiation. 

4. In addition to the possibilities for cooperation on a world 

and Community level, the Community should also explore channels for 

initiatives to be taken in a wider European context. 

5. The emotional reaction of the public in Europe and throughout 

the world to the Chernobyl accident - which is eloouently reflected 

in the numerous official comments made at the highest level of 

responsibility - is evidence of the acute political sensitivity 

of the present situation and emphasizes the urgency of the action to 

be taken. Such action is all the more necessary in view of the fact 

that nuclear power is now an essential component of the Community's 

energy balance. It accounts for one-third of electricity production 

and makes it possible to save the eQuivalent of 100 million tonnes 

of oil each year. The situation created by the Chernobyl accident 

therefore calls for particularly careful and thorough consideration. 

6. Meeting in Tokyo only several days after the Chernobyl accident, 

the Heads of State or Government of the seven main industrialized 

Countries and the representatives of the European Community, after 

affirming that "nuclear energy is and, properly managed, will continue 

to be an increasingly widely used source of energy" stated in particular: 
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"We welcome and encourage the work of the lAEA in seeking to improve 

international cooperation on the safety of nuclear installations, the 

handling of nuclear accidents and of their consequences and the provision 

of mutual emergency assistance. Moving forward from the relevant IAEA 

guidelines, we urge the early elaboration of an international convention 

committing the parties to report and exchange information in the event of 

nuclear emergencies or accidents. 

possible delay." 

This should be done with the least 

7. On behalf of his Government, Mr Tindemans, the Belgian Minister for 

External Relations, informed Mr Delors, President of the Commission, of 

the need to consider action in the field of nuclear safety and requested 

the Commission to make proposals concerning the definition of objective 

safety criteria which would have ~o be applied to the design of nuclear 

power stations. In ad~ition, plans for typical emergencies would have 

to be drawn up within the Community and should cover ways and means of 

rapid mutual assistance between Member States. furthermor~, closer 

cooperation between Member States in relation to measures restricting 

intra-Community trade was proving to be necessary. Finally, where the 

provision of information was concerned, the Chernobyl accident had broug~t 

to light serious deficiencies which would have to be put right as soon as 

possible. 

8. For his part, Mr Kohl, the German federal Chancellor, issued an invitation 

to the Heads of State or Government of countries which possess nuclear 

power stations or are in fhe process of constructing them and to the 

competent international organizations, suggesting that a conference be 

held for the purpose of examining all measures that should be taken to 

ensure that nuclear installations are operated with 1 maximum of safety 

and that accidental releases of radioactive substances tan be prevented. 

He also expressed the opinion that improvements in these fields are 

possible and ntctssary. 
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9. The Irish Govrrnment, moreover, has pointed out to tht Commission that, 

;n ;ts view, short- medium- and long-term action should be undertaken with 

regard to rapid information on, and mutual assistan~e in the event of, an 

accident and that: 

- the technological safety standards applicable to nuclear power stations 

within the Community should be more closely scrutinized; 

- stricter radiation protection standards should be laid down. 

finally, priority should according to the Irish·government, be accorded 
to setting up a Community inspectorate for nuclear safety and radiation 

protection. 

10. At its meeting on 12 May 1986, the.Council of Ministers, after confirming 

that the Member States had undertaken to communicate to the Commission 

uniform data concerning the evolution of radioactivity within their 

territories and the health measures applicable at national level, 

requested the Commission to prepare as soon as possible proposals for 

supplementing, on the basis of the relevant provisions of the Eur•to.n 

Treaty, the basic standards for the protection of public health and to 

propose to the Council a procedure for toping with such emergency 

situations in the future. On 30 r.ay, the Council of Ministers 

reit,rated its invitation to the Commission to t•pand the basic sta~dard 

to take account of the dangers inher~nt in the contamination of products~ 

11. At an informal meeting in Brussels held on 12 May 1986, the Ministers 

for Foreign Affairs requested, in the light of the abovemention•d 

communication from Mr lindeman~ the Commission to put forward proposals 

relating to the definition of objective safety criteria for nucl•ar 

power stations. It was also agreed that the Commission should put forward 

proposals for the drawing-up of emergency plans, which, in particular, 

would have to enable the Member States to provide autual aid 

rapidly in the event of a serious nuclear accident. They also 
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agreed that, within the framework of the IAEA, the Twelve should 

work towards making the Directives concerning the exchange of information 

binding, which could be achieved in the form of an international convention. 

The Ministers also considered that it would be necessary to determine 

whether, at the Vienna Conference on the follow-up to the Conference on 

Security and Cooperation in Europe, it would be possible to give greater 

substance to the provisions of "basket" 2 of the Helsinki Final Act on the 

~nvircnment. 

12. At its plenary session last May, the European Parliament passed two 

resolutions convering all the concerns arising from the Chernobyl accident 

and reQuesting, inter alia, that the radioactivity limit values applicable 

to foodstuffs for human consumption be established uniformly by the Member 

States at a level which would unQuestionably guarantee that such foodstuffs 

were harmless to human health and that these limit values would be 

applicable both to foodstuffs produced within the Community and to imported 

foodstuffs. 

Parliament also reQuested the Member States and the Commission: 

- to arrive at a common position with a view to negotiating rapidly 

int~rnational standards which would makr it binding to r~port any 

accidents immediately to the IAEA; 

- to set up effective inspection systems at international level. 

It also requested the Commiss-ivu ~o report on the circumstancu of the 

accident and on its consequences for public health within the Community 

and for the environment in the medium and.long term. 
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Finally, it called upon the f'lember States to adopt common standards for 

the design, operation and safety of nuclear power stations, the 

decommissioning of any obsolete power stations, the transport and disposal 

of nuclear waste and the effective supervision of such operations by the 

IAEA. 

13. On 21 May 1986, the Board of Governors of the IAEA reouested that: 

a meeting of experts be held in three months to examine in detail the 

causes of, and the secuence of events during, the Chernobyl accid~nt; 

- groups of experts be set up 

to transform into international conventions the IAEA guidelines on 

rapid information and mutual assistance in the event of accidents; 

to evaluate additional measures to be taken to improve cooperation 

in the field of nuclear safety, including the improvement of standards; 

- an intergovernmental conference be held in order to study all the problems 

that arise in the field of nuclear safety. 

14. In a letter sent on 2 June 1986, Mr Poniatowski, Chairman of the 

European Parliament Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, 

informed the President of the Commission of the initial conclusio~s 

to be drawn from the Chernobyl accident and from the emergency de=ate 

held by the European Parliament. The Questions dealt with are 

weighty and varied. The Commission has not yet been able to 

••amine them thoroughly, but it will do so and reply as soon 

as possible. 
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15. In tht light of th' above, and in th' desirt to prottct worktrs, the 

public and the 'nvironment, the Commission has start'd discussions 

on th' action to b' taken at Community l'v'l to pursu' th' 

dtvtlopmtnt of a cohtrtnt polity in this fi,ld. 

Such action, which takes account of the lessons learnt from the 

Chernobyl accident and the specific nature of the problems encountered, 

will be taken in the following areas according to an appropriate timetable: 

A. Health protection 

e. Plant safety and optrational safety 

C. Emergency procedures 

O. International action 

£. Research. 

Some of the measures described are also intended to make up for 

de!iciendea in the information giTen to the public, both on a preventive 

basis and in the event of a crisis. The need for information ia asking 

itself felt not only at national level, but alao in the European context, 

where it is necessary in particular to ensure coneietenc,. 

The Commiaeinn will take any other appropriate action, also in the 

context of other international organi~atione, that ia likely to 

contribute to the provision of adequate information to the public. 

j 

• 
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II. BASIS FOR COMMON ACTION 

16. Jn order to cope with the suddenness of the repercussions of the Chernobyl 

accident - notably with regard to the functioning of the •common •arket", 

and above all in the foodstuffs sector - Community action has been based 

on the EEC Treaty. 

' . . 

In order to deal with certain aspects of the action to be taken
1
further use 

should be made of the provisions of the EEC Treaty and of the secondary 

legislation deriving therefrom to protect the environment and consumers. 

However, examination of the means of Community action should be based, 

primarily on the Euratom Treaty. 

The Euratom Treaty was concluded by the founding Heads of State who d~clared 

th~ms~lves: 

"Resolved to create the conditions necessary for the development of a 

powerful nuclear industry which will provide extensive energy resources, 

lead to the modernization of technical processes and contribute, through its 

many other applications, tQ the prosperity of their peoples." 

Article 1 of the Treaty stipulates: 

"It shall be the task of the Community to contribute to the raising of the 

standard of living in the "ember States and to the development of relations 

with the other countries by creating the conditions necessary for the 

speedy establishment and growth of nuclear industries.• 

Jn order to enable the Community to accompli~h this task, the Treaty lays 

down •provisions for the encouragement of progress in the field of nuclear 

energy" (Title Two). 
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18. Among these provisions, particular importance is attached to those 

relating to health and safety (Chapter Illl, on the grounds that they 

constitute an essential precondition for the exploitation of this 

form of energy, whether on an experimental or economic scale. 

From the health and safety angle, the characteristic feature of 

nuclear energy is the emission of ionizing radiations. However, 

these radiations are also caused by economic and social activities 

not connected with the production of energy Ce.g., radiology). 

Furthermore, radiation also exists spontaneously in nature. 

The environment is subjected - to a certain extent - to ionizing 

radiations: natural radioactivity (varying from one place to another) 

and cosmic radiation. It should be borne in mind that in normal 

operating conditions, the amount of radiation emitted by nuclear 

facilities constitutes only a few percent of the average level of 

natural background radiation. This is why institutional provisions 

relating exclusively to the scientific and industrial exploitation 

of nuclear energy have not been laid down so much so that Chapter Ill 

of the Euratom Treaty deals with the protection of health ·against all 

forms of ionizing radiations, irrespective of their sources and origins. 

Accordingly, this chapter contains all the provisions necessary to 

achieve this ''Community objective" which, according to Article 21bl, 

is to "establish uniform safety standards to protect the health of 

workers and of the general public and ensure that they are applied". 

19. As regards the international aspects of the measures to be taken, 

it should be pointed out that Article 2<h> of the Euratom Treaty 

stipulates that the Community should establish with other countries 

and international organiz~tions such relations as will foster progress 

in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. In addition, an entire 

chapter of the Treaty (Chapter Xl is devoted to international relations. 

20. Lastly, should the abovementioned provisions prove inadeQuate, 

recourse could be had to Article 203,1 which is the Euratom equivalent 

of Article 235 of the EEC Treaty. 

1"If action by the Community should prove necessary to attain one of the 
objectives of the Community and this Treaty has not provided the necessary 
powers, the Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the 
Commission and after consulting the Assembly, take the appropriate measures." 
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III. ACTION AREAS 

A. Health protection 

21. A thorough assessment must first be made of the extent to which 

Chapter III of the Euratom Treaty, referred to in point 21 above, 

is being implemented;· This assessment had already begun, on 

request, long before the Chernobyl accident, in particular within 

the European Parliament and, on a specific point, by the 

Luxembourg government, on 20 February 1986. 

22. It will first of all be necessary to decide whether or not there 

is a case for changing the basic standards for protection against 

the dangers of radiation, which were drawn up in 1959 and have 

been revised periodically Cmost recently in 1984) to take account 

of technical and scientific progress. 

23. Leaving aside this basic question, other provisions of Chapter III 

must also be reviewed: 

- the establishment.by the Member States of laws, regulations and 

administrative provisions to ensure compliance with the basic 

standards and communication to the Commission thereof (Article 33); 

- radioactivity-monitoring facilities and communication of data 

on radioactivity levels (Articles 35 and 36>; 

procedures for examining plans for the disposal of radioactive 

waste (Article 37>. 
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24. In tho light of tho evonts immediately following tho Chernobyl 

accident, it is cl~ar that th~ Commission, in consultation with 

the ~embor States, Must tako tho nocossary stops to •ccolorate, 

standardize and automate the collection of data on radioactivity 

levols <Articl• 36l and to eaploit and publish rogularly the 
results. 

25. Tho Commission will be transmitting a comprehensive communication 

on the problems of implementing Chapter Ill of the Euratom Troaty 

and on possible solutions by the end of July 1986. 

26. Immediately aftor the accident when radioactivity had been disp•rsed 

in the atmosphere, the Community was faced with the problem of 

contaminated foodstuffs. It was able to take a number of 

emergency measures with regard to the relevant trade arrangements. 

No other measuros were taken, however, because it proved impossible 

to reach an agreement. These difficulties indicated the need to 

establish "tolerirlce Limits for rOOioa:tive C~taminat iCJi'.2 in ac ... ~::~ of 

any incident, so as to avoid ccritroversy in the event of an ei:-ergency. Such limits 

would a;;ply eQ.Jally to all cbrestic prod.Jcticri ard i11POrted praiJcts. 

27. The Commission has already gone some way towards drawing up a 

proposal aimed at setting tolerance limits for the radioactive 

contamination of goo.ds. It will draw upon all of the scientific 

eapertise available and will concentrate its offorts on this 

proposal in order to complot• it as Quickly as possible and to 

tako full account of the Councils' request, the arrangements 

from which expire at the ond of Septembor 1986. 

B. Jntrinsic and operating safety of installat;ons 

2this expression denotos th' permissible upper cont1min1tion limit. 

dorivingl 
I 

Th~ expression "maximum toloranco" has also been used for this purpose 
in certain Council documents. 
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28. fro~ the technological point of view, the safety of 1n installation 

drprnds on its ability lo confine radioactivity adequately, 

whether under accidrnt ~onditions or durin; nora1l oprr1tion; the 

Chernobyl accident his highlighted the problem of safety in nuclear power 
stations. Othrr typrs of installetion and/or operation .ust also be 

considered, 1s eust packages of radioactive •aterials·Caost of which 

contain the products used in industrial radiography and radiophar•acruticals> 

1nd radioactivr·wastr repositories. 

29. The ultimate objective aa regards the intrinsic and operating a•frty 

of nuclear ioetallationa ia to eoaure the protection of aao and the 

environment. 

Thia ia achieved, oo the one hand, by appropriate ceaeurea to confine 

the aourcea of radiation and, oo the other, by eoeuring the integrity 

or the containments. 

30. Accordinc to the ~aaic ataodarde, protection ia baaed oo the principle 

that all exposure to ioniEing radiations cuat be kept "at a level that 

ia as low aa reaaooably achievable" (I.LARA) and alao on the obligation 

to limit the individual doaea auatained by expoaed workers and b7 the 

population at large. 

Io practice, exposed workers under10 individual and collective conitorin& 

ae a means o! objectiYely •ssuriDJ that the doee licit• h•Ye not ~••n 
' exceeded. Aa far aa the 1eneral public ia concerned, indiYidual 

aonitoriog ie not posei~le. (Thia explains, io part, wh1 the individual 

dose licit• !or the public are lower than the dose liaite !or workers.) 

31. In the area of non-nuclear activities and for dangers othrr than ionizing 

radiation, limits have also been set for exposure of the population and of 

the environment to pollutants (concentrations in the air and waterl. 
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However, for the purposes of defining emission standards applicable 

to certain types 

d . . 3 h lrect1ves ave 

of industry and specific pollutants, the recent 

also placed more stress on use of the concept of 

the best available technology not involving excessive costs. 

At present there is no compulsory Community standard limiting 

radioactive emissions into the air and water. 

The Commission is looking into the question of whether the emission 

standards concept should be applied to nuclear installations, in the 

knowledge that in any case the basic standards will remain in force. 

It will inform the Council and Parliament of the outcome and submit 

proposals, where appropriate. 

32. In a nuclear reactor, the fission products generated in the fuel 

constitute the principal source of ionizing radiations and these 

must be effectively isolated from the biosphere in all circumstances. 

The conditions that have to be satisfied by the various elements 

that contribute to this containment (e.g., the fuel cladding and the 

primary-circuit envelope) represent the installation safety criteria. 

Just as the articles of a directive express the intentions of the 

legislator, so too do these criteria set out the specific safety 

objectives. 

3 Directive 84/360/EEC on the combating of air pollution from 
industrial plants (OJ L 188, 16.7.1984); Directive 76/464/EEC on 
pollution caused by certain dangerous substances discharged into 
the aquatic environment of the Community <OJ L 129, 18.5.1976) 
and directives derived therefrom (82/176/EEC; 83/513/EEC; 
84/156/EEC; 84/491/EEC). 
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ror example, mandatory criteria reflect the need fer structures and 

components to withstand the effects cf earthquakes. ln th;s example, 

one of the criteria relates to determination cf the reference 

earthquakes <which depend on the location of the installation> to be 

used in evaluating the stresses en structures and components. 

The application of (that is to say, compliance with) these criteria 

is based on detailed standards which are to the criteria what implementing 

regulations are to Directives. In the example given, the design end 

construction standards stipulate the calculation methods and fabrication 

methods. The standards used must be approved by the contracting parties 

and the safety authorities. They can be adapted to technological progress. 

33. In each State, the criteria and standards constitute a coherent set 

cf rules. This set of rules varies from one State to another. Such 

heterogeneity in a regulatory context gives rise to the de facto walling-off 

of certain national markets, so that the Community has to take steps both 

to approximate the regulations and to achieve the nuclear "common market". 

34. This course of action is beset by serious difficulties 

arising from the complexity of the problem to be solved, but it can be 

facilitated by two favourable factors. 

The first of these is that the safety criteria, even though they are strict 

and precise, are essentially of a general nature end in consequence lend 

themselves to approximation. 

The second derives from the fact that the nuclear reactor market tends 

to centre on light-water reactors (LWRsl, to which may be added in the 

long term liquid-metal-cooled fast reactors (l~FBRs). The light-water 

reactors are based on e common design and, although they were developed 

independently in cert•in "ember States, the Europe•n •odels •re closely 

related to one another. It should hence not be •n i•posslble task to 

appro.ximate the safety criteria for such reactors within the Community 

with th~ ultimate objective of harmonizing them. As regards fast reactors, 

-
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they are being developed in Europe - on the basis of one and the 

same concept - through close cooperation between the Member 

States and firms which are particularly interested. This means that 

it should be all the easier to lay down criteria and standards jointly. 

35. Jn view of this situation, the Community should accord priority to 

seeking a consensus among the Memb•r States concerned with regard to the 

harmonization of safety criteria. Such harmonization would facilitate 

development of the common market and would at the same time allay public 

concern. The consensus thus obtained would be formalized at a later 

stage of the action, which is also important in this context. This 

course of action in succes~ive stages was adopted in the past in 

implementation of the Council Resolution of 22 July 1975 on the technologic< 

problems of nuclear safety COJ No C 185, 14.8.1975). In that resolution, 

the Council, while recognizing the prerogatives and responsibilities 

of the competent national authorities in this field: 

- recognized that the national authoriti~s themselv~s, the nuclear en~rgy 

producers and the constructors would be able to benefit from a harmonized 

approach to safety criteria at Community level; 

- stressed that the problems of nuclear safety extend beyond the frontiers 

not only of Member State~but of the Community as I whole, and that it is 

incumbent on the Commission.to act as a catalyst for initiatives to be 

taken on a broader international plane; 

4 - agreed to the course of action in stages in respect of the progressive 

4 Listing and co1nparing the safety reQuire.,ents and criteril app[;ed; 
drawing up 1 balance-sheet of similarities and dissimilarities; 
formulating recommendations pursuant to the second indent of Article 124 
of the Euratom Treaty; where appropriate, submitting to the Council the 
most suitable draft Community provisions. 
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harmonization of national safety criteria. 

36. Only some of the actions called for in that resolution have so 

far been taken owing to the complexity of the problems. The Commission 

expects that the willingness recently shown by the Member States to 

increase international cooperation will also e•tend to achieving 

significant progress in the harmonization of safety criteria. 

In July 1986, the Commission will report to the Council and Parliament 

on the status of application of the Council resolution of 22 July 1975, 

on the problems involved in the harmonization of safety criteria and 

on the actions to be taken. 

37. Under the basic Euratom standards, the nuclear industry is already 

required to comply with provisions concerning certain preventive 

measures designed to reduce accident risks, such as notification of 

the characteristics of nuclear facilities and of emergency plans. On 

the other hand, there are no existing Community provisions concerning 

the prior information of the public. 

38. Other industrial activities, particularly those in which certain 

particularly dangerous substances are or can be used, are also the 

subject of preventive measures designed to limit the risks of major 

accidents <Directive 821501/EEC of 26 June 1982, OJ L 230, 5.8.1982l. 

These measures require in particular that persons who may be affected 

by a major accident shall receive adequate advance information 

concerning the action to be taken in the event of such an accident. 
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The Commission will examine whether the provisions of the Euratom 

basic standards which cover these preventive measures are correctly 

applied and sufficient for the protection and information of the 

public. It will inform the Council of the results of its activities 

~efore the end of 1986. 

39. Some of the information gathered by national authorities concerning 

incidents in nuclear power plants is notified - on a voluntary basis -

at international level under the OECD and IAEA Incident Reporting Systems 

- lRSl. This exchange of information is intended to enable the authorities 

responsible for safety to analyse the events which are of the greatest 

significance from that standpoint. 

In the context of the European Reliability Data System (EROS>, the 

Commission (JRCl has created a data bank for the storage and analysis of 

information on incidents occurring in nuclear installations. This bank 

is intended to increase collective knowledge of the technological aspects 

of anomalies in such plants. The JRC also acts as an operating agent 

for the IRS system in the OECD area by storing, processing and analysing 

• 

1 
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th~ syst~m information. 

The Commission considers that the international e•change and the 

joint analysis of information on incidents in nuclear installations 

should be made more effective and that a compulsory Community 

reporting system should be adopted. The Commission will send the 

Council a proposal on this matter before the end of 1986. 

40. As regards safety in transit, following the accident involving the 

freighter Mont Louis the Commission studied all the problems involved 

in the transport of dangerous and to•ic substances and wastes, incluaing 

radioactive materials. 

Before the end of 1986, the Commission intends to send the Council a 

proposal designed to make the application of the provisions of the 

international agreements on the transport of dangerous substances 5 

obligatory with regard to domestic and international transport. 

As regards radioactive materials, which constitute a category of dangerous· 

materials, it is planned that they should be subject, for all transport 

both within and between Member States, to a uniform set of provisions 

based on the IAEA recommendations "Regulation of the transport of 

radioactive materials" <Safety collection No 6, 1985 edition>. 

Road - Economic Commission for Europe, ADR Agreement 
Rail - Office of International Rail Transport, RID Regulations 
Sea - International Maritime Organization, IMDG Code, etc. 
Air - Jnt~rnationat Civ;t Aviation Organ;zation, T~chnical Jnstructions 
Inland Waterways - Central Rhine Commission, AONR Agreement 

..... 
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41. The Commission also intends to examine the possibility of 

recommending that the Member States should harmonize certain measures 

covering the training and information of staff responsible for the 

transport of radioactive materials. 

42. As regards the disposal of radioactive waste, implementation of 

the Community plan of action 1980-92) is proceeding satisfactorily. 

It covers the following points: 

continuous analysis of the situation with a view to the adoption of 

the necessary solutions; 

- examination at Community level of measures which could ensure the 

long-t~rm or permanent storage of radioactive waste under optimum 

conditions; 

consultation on practices concerning the management of waste, the 

cruality and properties of conditioned waste and the conditions 

governing the disposal of waste; 

- the continuity of Community research and development work during the 

plan; 

- the provision of regular .. information for the public. 

Pursuant to this plan of action, an initial report covering analysis of 

the existing situation and the prospects for the Management of radioactive 

waste in the Community CCOMC83l 262> was sent to the Council in 1983. 

It is proposed to send an update of this report, which is currently being 

prepared, to the Council before the end of 1986. 

43. Furthermore, as is the case with all types of waste, the disposal of 

radioactive waste at sea is subject to the p~ovisions of the London 

Dumping Convention. The Convention prohibits the dumping of certain 

dangerous wastes, particularly high-activity wastes, and provides for an 
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authorization system to cover the disposal of oth•r wastes. Although 

all the "ember States, with the exc•ption of Luxembourg, are parties 

to this Convention, the Commission as such is not. 

In recent years, the disposal of radioactive waste at sea has given 

rise to an extremely heated debate within the framework of the London 

Dumping Convention and, in practice, this method has not been used for 

the last thre• years. 

As it has already pointed out in its Communication to the Council 

concerning new dir•ctions in environmental polity (CO"C86l76 final, 

19.2.1986>, the tommission intends to submit proposals before the end 

of 1986 with a view to the participation of the Community as such in 

the London Dumping Convention. 

C. Emergency procedures 

44. The Chernobyl accident has demonstrated the need to exchange information 

on any radioactive hazards very quickly and, for this purpose, to have 

available at all times data enabling such information to be sent, 

r•c•ived and used. An int•rnational Convention will be negotiat•d and 

signed - then ratified - und•r th• aegis of the IAEA. This will oblige 

the contracting parties to report and exchange information in the event of 

a radioactive alert or accident. This Convention will draw upon an IAEA 

document entitled: "Guidelines on reportable events, integrated pl1nning 

and information exchange in a transboundary release of radioactive materials" 

(INFCIRC/321> which sets out in sufficient detail the measures to b• taken 

in •ny giv~n inst1nc~. 

45. Although many of th• countries concerned are anxious that the new 

Convention should be concluded at an early date, the negotiating and above 

all ratification procedures will take some time. 
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For rapid action within the Community, an interim system should be 

set up. At regional level, the time reQuired for implementation should 

be much shorter. Another aim of this system would be to guarantee 

in each Community country a single source of verified and authenticated 

information which would be able to meet the information reQuirements 

of the public, consumers and the media and thus avoid discrepancies 

in both the facts and their interpretation, the effects of which are 

always adverse. 

A proposal for a rpgulation on an interim Community system for the 

rapid provision of information en nuclear accidents will be sent 

by the Commission to the Council before the end of July 1986. 

47. The Chernobyl accident has also demonstrated the usefulness of 

~n international svstem of mutual assistance, although this does not 

preclude the possibility of additional bilateral agreements. An 

international convention will be negotiated. It will be based on the 

JAEA document entitled: ftGuidelines for mutual emergency assistance 

arrangements in connection with a nuclear accident or radiological 

emergency• (!NfCIRC/310 cf January 1984). 

48. However, these guidelines, in contrast to these on rapid information 

in the event of an accident as referred to in 46 above, do not go into 

close detail. The Commission therefore feels that, in this area, the 

Community should net merely anticipate the future international system 

to be s~t up, but should be mere ambitious and take full advantage 

-
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of the f;rm l;nks already ex;st;ng between ;ts Member States. Moreover, 

the very advanced stage of nuclear development reached w;th;n the 

Community should enable it to take the lead ;n the provis;on of mutual 

assistance ;n emergencies. 

49. This is nevertheless a comple• f;eld ;n which the national respons;bil;ty_ 

certainly outweighs that of the Community. 

The Commission therefore intends to conduct a number of consultations 

before laying a proposal before the Council on the implementation of 

• Commun;ty system for mutual assistance in emergencies. Conseouently 

this proposal cannot be ready before the end of the year. 

- D. International action 

50. Apart from the act•vities that can justifiably be carried out in the 

Community both because of its purpose and aims, end because of the 

speed and effectiveness sought, the appropriate international framework 

is provided by the Jnternat;onal Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) which 

is in the process cf strengthening its cooperative links with ether 

international bod;es concerned by some cf the conseouences cf the 

Chernobyl accident (WHO, WMO, UNEP and UNSCEARl. 6 

51. The legal framework for the cooperative and consultative relations 
between the Community (Euratom) and the IAEA is defined by a general 

agreement (of 1 December 1975> enabling the Community as such to be 

represented within the ·Agency's sectors cf activity other than 

safeguards, where specific cooperation is in force. 

6world Health Organisation; World Meteorological Organization; United Nations 
Environment Program; United Nations Scientific Committee on Effects of 
Atomic Radiations. 
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52. Where ;ts spheres of influence are directly or ;ndirectly ;nvolved, 

the Community will have to be a party to the international conventions, 

the negotiation of which has recently been decided upon by the 

Board of Governors of the IAEA (see paragraphs 46-51>. There is a 

major precedent in this area. This is the •international Convention 

on the physical protection of nuclear materials• which was also signed 

under the aegis of the IAEA. 

53. Other topics which might be covered by worldwide arrangements in which 

the Community and its l'lember States should be associated, are: 

third-party liability in the event of a nuclear accident, the Incident 

Reporting System already referred to in paragraph 39 of this 

communication, safety criteria and the monitoring of radioactivity, 

accompanied by the application of uniform standards governing the 

measurement of radiat;on levels. 

54. Moreover, the Community and its Member States will be involved in the 

evaluation of the Chernobyl accident within {he IAEA. This work is 

of supreme ;mportance. It will help the Commission when it reports 

to Parliament on the circumstances surrounding the accident, on ;ts 

repercussions on public health within the Community and on its medium 

and long-t~rm ~ffects on the environment. 

55. Finally, the Commission ~ill back Chancellor Kohl's initiative regarding 

the holding of an intergovernmental conference on all matters relating 

to nuclear safety. 

561 The Commission will take all appropriate steps to enable the Community 

to take part in international discussions on the basis of common 

positions or negotiating briefs. 
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57. Alongside the possibilities for Community and worldwide 

cooperation, the Community must exploit all existing or future 

frameworks for bilateral or multilateral cooperation. 

E. Research 

58. Nearly all the measures that have been identified in the foregoing 

depend to a large extent on knowledge and know-how derived from past 

and present Community research programmes. Certain specific problems 

posed by Chernobyl make it necessary to adapt Community research 

programmes in hand. In particular, greater emphasis will have to 

be placed on certain research topics <for example, the improvement 

of risk evaluation methodologies, the study of major accidents and 

of the ways and means of limiting the consequences thereof, and the 

further development of certain research projects on radiation 

protection). The Commission will put forward appropriate proposals 

at a later stage; the necessary resources will have to be devoted 

to such action. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To Dr J H Gittus, Director, SRO 

Tel E.-t. 1229 
Subject 

CHERNOBYL INFORMATION FROM THE IAEA 

At the IAEA Technical Committee Meeting on Thermal Reactor Safety Research in 
Vienna, 4-6 June 1986, copies of the following papers (which are attached), 
were circulated: 

1. Address by the representative of the USSR to the Board of Governors of the 
IAEA on the first item of the Agenda: "Information about the accident at 
Chernobyl, its consequences and measures initiated". (At a meeting held on 22 
May 1986.) 

2. Speech by Mr Gorbachev - handed to the Director General by Ambassador 
Khlestov on 3 June 1986. (Translated from Russian, 86-11479.) 

There was no official Russian representative at the meeting, and no more 
positive information about the accident was available. 

~~ ----R N H McMillan 

9 June 1986 

Encs 

Copies to: 

Dr MR Hayns 
Dr F R Allen 
Mr MA H G Alderson 
Mr p G Benell 
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Translated from Russian 

ADDRESS BY THE REPRESENTATIVE or THE USSR TO THE BOARD or GOVERNORS or THE 
IAEA ON THE FIRST ITl!!l OF THE AGENDA: "INFOIKATION ABOUT THE ACCIDENT AT '.l 
CHERNOBYL' , ITS CONSEQUENCES AND MEASURES INITIATED". C ""-u..'r~ -. 'Z. '1- "°'""' '' 11 "'J 

llr. Chairman, 

First of all I would like to ezpress our deep gratitude to all thole 

who have •hovn syapathJ and understanding in connection with the event• at tha 

Chernobyl' nuclear power station. Ve also hlghlJ appreciate the constructive 

approach to the accident at the ChernobJl' nuclear power plant adopted bJ the 

IAEA and by Dr. Hans Bliz, its Director General. 

As ve are aware, the rapid progress la science and technologr bring• 

not onlJ benefits for mankind. Kan'• exploration of the poles and outer apace 

and the harne11lng of atomic energJ 11111t lnevltablJ involve tragic los1es. Ve 

have been reminded of this once again bJ the accident at the ChernobJl' 

nuclear power plant, where for the first ti .. ve have had to face the 

formidable force of nuclear energJ when it get• out of control. 

In order to aake clearer the technical details which I .. going to talk 

about, it would be useful to recall brleflJ the main features of the 

Chernobyl' reactor1. 

The branch of nuclear power engineering entailing the use of 

uranium-graphite channel (pressure-tube) reactors cooled with normal water i1 

• traditional one in our countrr and has a long hl•torJ. It was indeed this 

tJpe of reactor that wa• u•ed in the world'• first deaonstratlon nuclear power 

facilltJ •et in operation at Obnln•k aore than 30 rears ago. The design 

principle• adopted at that ti .. vere retained in the sub•equent 

ezperl .. ntal-indu•trial unit• of the BJelorarsk nuclear power plant, the long 

end •ucc•••ful operation of which confiraed the vlebllltJ of the cbannel-tJpe 

de•lgn for ureniua-graphite reactor• and aecle lt po••lble to aove on to the 

con•tructlon of •erie•-produced reactor• of bl&h power. 

The flr•t of the series of lllllll-1000 reactors va1 1111t into operation at 

the X..nlngrad nuclear"power stetlon ln 1973, hence to date ve have bad aore 

than 10 rears of ezperlence la operating reactor• of this trpe. The lllllll-1000 

• - o( -
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(urani11111-graphite boiling-water high-power reactor) baa a thermal capacity of 

3200 llW and i1 cooled by boiling water using a single circuit 1y1tem; the fuel 

ia low-enriched ~21.) urani11111 diozide and the 110derator is graphite. The mean 

burnup of the fuel ia 18 500 llW-d/t, and the stationary uranium fuel load ia 

180 t. The water flow rate through the reactor is 37 500 t/b; the ate11111 

temperature at the turbine inlet is 280°c, and the pressure is 65 at.a. 

The coolant circuit consists of ttftl parallel loops, each of which 

contain• two drum separators, four circulation puapa, a pipe system (aean 

dilllll8ter 300 ..,; aazimua diaaeter 900 ..,) and 22 distributing group preaaure 

headers, which feed the reactor•' channels. Saturated ateea i• puaped through 

8 1teaapipe1 400 .. in diaaeter to ttftl turbines each with an output of 500 llW. 

To 110nitor the power and control the reactor use i• aade of lateral 

ionization cb11111ber1, while the system for 110nitoring the power den1ity 

vertically and radially in the reactor eaploya neutron detectors mounted in 

some of the fuel channel• •• well •• in the channel• containing aea1uring 

detector• of the reactor control and protection ay1tea. The leaktigbtnea1 of 

the fuel element• ia continuously checked by aea1uring the activity of the 

steam-water aizture in the pipe• at the inlet to the separator• by aean1 of 

scintillation g&11111& detectors. 

The control and protection ay1tea contains 180 independent ab1orber1 

combined into sets with autonOllOua detectors. 

A feature of this particular reactor is the absence of • thick-walled 

bigb-pre11ure vessel. The graphite aa1onry i• contained in a thin-walled 

leak-tigbt casing, while the fuel aa1eablie1 are located in channels aade of a 

zirconium alloy which takes the pre11ure. 

In principle, the design of channel reactor• i• characterized by high 

reliability as compared with reactors of the pre11ure vea1el tJll8, in which 

the thick-walled high-prea1ure vessel is one of the ao1t critical eleaent1 

froa the standpoint of safety. 

In the cb&1111el reactor disruption of the integritr of the individual 

fuel channels doe1 not in principle present anr grave danger. The practice of 

replacing the channel• baa confiraed that this operation i1 guite noraal in 

nature. 
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Tbe reactor facility poaae11es an emergency core cooling 1y1tem, wbicb 

includes passive and active aubay1teaa vith tbe necessary redundant 

equipment. The •J•tea ensures reliable cooling of the reactor in the avant of 

th• maximum design-base accident, which i1 taken to be an in1tantaneoua 

transverse rupture of the pre11ure header of the .. in circulation pumps 900 111111 

in diameter. 

To 1top steam and fi11ion products a1caping lo tbe event that th• pipes 

and working channels of tbe reactor 101e their leaktigbtne11, provi1lon is 

.. de for the principal coaponenta of the reactor unit to be contained in 

hermetically 1ealed coapartaenta calculated to vltbatand an esceaa presaure of 
2 

4.5 kg/cm Tbeae compartaent1 1erve tbe , ... function aa tba protective 

envelope (containment) of PWR reactors. All releaaea during dealgn-baae 

accidents are localized in tbeae coaparblenta, vblla tbe ate .. condenaea in a 

special pre11urizer relief tank connected to tbe bel'lllltlcally sealed 

coapartaent 1y1tea. 

The peaaive 1ubay1tem of tbe ... rgency core cooling ayatem contain• tvo 
3 aeta of tanks holding 200 a of veter. 

enough to remove the beat from the core 

the moaent the accident la initiated. 

Thia reserve ia guaranteed to be 

vltbin tbe first three minutes from 

The active 1ub1y1tem contain• five 1et1 of pump• for feeding water to 

tbe core after tbe water tanks have emptied. All tbe active 1ub1y1tem pump• 

are powered by backup diesel generators located on alte. Tb• r•••rv•• of 

water for the active aubayatem are adequate to ensure a supply of water to the 

reactor lasting virtually any amount of time. 

It now transpires that the accident developed at tba potNr station in 

the following manner. At 0123 bour1 and 40 aecond1 on 26 April an ... rgency 

occurred in the fourth unit of the Chernobyl' nuclear potNr station during tba 

scheduled shutdown of the unit vbile at a potNr level of 1even per cant. Tb• 

reactor potNr suddenly increased and there began intan1iv• evaporation of tbe 

cooling water and considerable formation or ate... Tb• ensuing reaction 

bet-en the steam and the zirconium led to the foma~lon of llydrogen, vlllch 

then exploded. The esploalon cau1ed a fire, and the reactor building together 
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with the equipment in it, the reactor itself and the core were extensively 

damaged, causing the release of fission products beyond the site. During the 

accident the chain reaction ceaaad. 

The fire brigade which arrived soon after succeeded in putting out the 

fire at the fourth unit and prevented the roof of the machine room from 

catching fire. 

The three remaining unit• were shut down and returned to e sub-critical 

state; they are now being cooled. Two persons died al a direct re1ult of the 

azplosion, one through burns and the other through injuries suffered from 

collapsing structures. 

The relea1e of radloactlvitJ ro1e to a height of approziaately 1 lall. 

Th• level of activitJ in the releaae wa1 principally deterained by 1hort-lived 

i1otope1. The bulk of it was accounted for bJ iodina-131 (5~). 

In the light of th• events a CD11111i11ion wa1 ••t up bJ the Council of 

Ministers of the USSR to take action tn eliainate the con1aquance1 of the 

accident and to a1certain the cau1e1 of it. The C011111i11ion con1i1tad of 

prominent 1cientist1, admini1trator1 and 1peciali1t1 froa aini1tria1 and 

departments. The C011111i11ion was headed bJ B.I. Shcherblna, Deputy Chairman of 

the Council of Ministers of the USSR. Within litarallJ a few hours the 

aembara of the Comalsslon ware at the scene of the accident. Proa the very 

outset the CD11111i11ion realized that its aain task, after ensuring people'• 

safatJ, was to coanence ... rgenc1 work on tbe reactor so as to reduce th• 

rel•••• of radioactivitJ to a ainiaaa. In view of tbe exceptional and 

dangerous nature of the accident, a group beaded bJ X.I. RJ&bkov, Chairman of 

tb• council of Kinistars of tba USSR, was 1et up within tbe Politburo of tbe 

Central Comaittaa of tba CPSU to deal i ... diatalJ wltb tbe problaa. 

In affect, all tba work is being conducted on a round-tba-clock ba1i1. 

Th• scientific, tacbnical and aconoaic ra1ourca1 of tba entire count17 bava 

bean brought into action. Operating la tbe area of tba accident are 

organl&atlon1 belonging to a&DJ of tbe union alnl1trle1 and agencies under tbe 

1uparvl1lon of alnl1ter1, proainent 1cianti1t1 and 1peclali1t1, units of tba 

Soviet arar and dapartaants of tba Kini1tr1 of Internal Affairs. 
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__ ;:;:::> It is too early yet to draw final conclusions about the causes of the 

accident. All aspects of the metter - design, technology and operation - are 

being closely scrutinized by the Gover1111ent C011111i11ioo. When the 

investigation into the cau1es of the accident ba1 been completed, all the 

nece11ary conclusions will be drawn and .. aaur•• will be telteo to prevent 

eoytbiog of the sort ever happening again. 

The aaio aia of the ... rgeocy operations was, first, to ainiaize the 

release of fission products from the reactor and, second, to cool lb• core of 

th• shutdown reactor, lo which beat had been released for a considerable tiaa 

on account of the radioactivity of th• fission products. To deal with the 

first problem a protective covering of sand, clay, boron, dolomite, li .. stone 

and lead was placed over the core with the aid of helicopters. The top of the 

reactor was covered with a layer of aore than 4000 tons of this protective 

aaterial. By 13 Kay the reactor bad to all intents and purpo••• stopped 

releasing fission products into th• atllosphere. In view of the fact that the 

bulk of th• fuel was loslde the reactor, th•r• was fear of th• core .. 1tlng on 

account of the residual beat referred to above. It can now be aald that this 
0 

problem ha• been overcome. The core temperature dropped flrat to 300-400 c, 
0 

and then to 200-250 c. Thia was aade possible, A80ng other things, by 

intensive cooling of th• bottom of the reactor with nitrogen which at th• .... 

ti•• ensured an inert atmosphere there. 

When the ••in probl ... of the flrat stage (cessation of the fission 

product rel•••• and drop lo teaperature) bad been dealt wltb, attention wa1 

focused on decootaainatiog the territorr and constructing a concrete 

containment Csarcopbagua) for final burial of th• reactor. To guarantee the 

insulation of th• ground below the reactor floor, work la ln progr••• to 

lnaert addltlonal concrete protection beneath the reactor - nnder the 

fouodatioo1 on which it atanda. 

A tunnel la being aade under the rtactor and will be ••ad to construct 

noderground what la lo effect a concrete cooler ln the aeoae that there will 

be radiators wlth a suitable cooling •r•t .. mounted lnto the concrete. 
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The power station precinct has been banked up and protective 

adaptations have been made to prevent any rain from washing the radioactive 

1ub1tances present on the 1ite it1elf into the river. 

The power station precinct and 1urrounding areas are undergoing 

decontamination. Variou• .. thod1 are being u1ad for thi• purpo1a, including 

polymer materlal1. Whan tha1a are applied to a surface or to the ground they 

form • film which blnd1 the radioactive 1ub1tanca1 and prevent• them from 

being washed away; later on thi1 film can be rB110vad and da1trorad. Several 

million 1quare aeter• of contaminated land have alreadr been treated in this 

war. The mo•t difficult part of the wort •till ahead 11 that on the collapaed 

1tructurea and rubble. 

In worldwide practice, such difficult technical and engineering 

problems as those which are 1ucce11fullr being 1olvad br the Soviet acientiata 

and speciali1t1 at the Charnobrl' nuclear power 1tation have never before bean 

encountered. The azparience gained will be of great value. 

At units 1, 2 and 3 which have bean shut down, a pel'll&Dant watch la 

being kept by 1peciali1t1 nllllbering about 150 altogether. Unit• 1 and 2 could 

be put back into operation at anr time. 
kr-~lllUr' 

In the situation that followed the accident, the naca11arr .. a1ure1 

ware taken for the proper protection of the population. 11&11 evacuation was 

carried out on 27 April, women and children being evacuated first. Th• 

inhabitants of the power station 1attl ... nt ware evacuated within a few hours, 

and then, when it bee ... clear that there wa1 a potential hazard to the health 

of people in the surrounding area, theJ also ware 810Vad into safe areas. 

Several 10 000 people ware evacuated froa CharnobJl' and other places within 

the 30 ta zone. Pota11iua iodide tablets ware adaini1tarad a1 a prophJlactic 

.. aaura. All this wort required a .. zillllll of rapid, organized and efficient 

action. Th• radiation level• ln the power 1tatlon zone and the adjacent 

areas, although appraciablJ reduced, 1tlll remain hazardous to h1111&11 health. 

At the ti .. of the accident; a1 ha• alr•adJ bean 1ald, two .. n ""r• 

tilled. So far, 299 people have been ho1pltalized - diagnosed a1 having 

radiation 1lcltna11 of varJlng dagraa1. Fifteen of the•• bave died, and 35 who 

, 
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received high doses of radiation remain in critical condition. The fire 

brigade personnel suffered most heavily. Nineteen bone-marrow tran1plant1 

were carried out. In order to give all po11ible belp, the beat 1clentiflc and 

medical people in the country and specialized hospitals in lloacow and other 

cities were called on to assist. Foreign .. dical esperta have been helping 

along1lde the soviet doctor1. Tbe patients who have received do1e1 hazardous 

to their health do not include any inhabitant• of the nearby village1, 

elthough tbey were all thoroughly esaained. 
lfS.tlac.it:curc 

the area 1urrounding tbe accident zone, tbe radiation level reached 

value• of 10-15 milliroentgen per hour. BJ now the radiation level1 have 

declined sharply. The value ... sured at a .. teorological 1tation located 

60 Ian from the nuclear power station was 0.17 ailliroentgen per hour on 

20 Kay. Keaaureaents carried out at .. teorological 1tation1 along the western 

frontier of the Soviet Union 1how that the radiation level• era within normal 

limits. I1otopic anal71i1 of the compo1ition of the radioactive fallout i1 

being perfonaed. Sample• from the accident area contain barium, 

lanthanum-140, ruthenium-103, caeiiWD-137, iodine-132, telluriwa-132, 

1trontiU111-89, strontiua-90, and yttriwa-91. A• ba1 alreadJ bean pointed out, 

11111t of the fallout i• accounted for by 1hort-lived a1 ... nt1. 

surveys of tbe radioactivitJ level in the veter ra1arvoir in the Kiev 

region, which are carried out regularly, 1bov that it ba1 r ... ined nonaal and 

doa1 not po1a a health hazard. 

Tb• weather 1ervice1 are keeping the radiological 1ituation in tbe 

1oil, veter and atmo1phere under con1tant ob1ervation. 

Th• current lltuation on the territory of the ussa h •• follOVI: 

out1ida tba 30 lea zone around the ChernohJl' nuclear pov.r 1tation, the .. in 

radiological factor• affecting the population of the Ukrainian, BJaloru11ian 

and lloldavian sovi1t Soclali1t lapubltc1 and of th• vartou1 di1trtct1 of th• 

au11ian sovtat Federal Boctalt1t Republic llllo1a tarritorl•• have racalvad 

radioactive fallout, era astarual g .... -trradlatlon and th• lngastlon of 

lodlna-131 vlth food product1, but ln ~uantitta1 that do not constitute a rl1t 

to the population. 

• 
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Various lots of milk with an iodine-131 content in ezcess of these 

norms have been passed on for processing into products which can be stored for 

one or two months. 

Al regards vegetables, fruit and cereals to be harvested ln the aid

llUllDer and autumn, there are no grounds for auppo1lng that theJ will be found 

to be contaminated with radioactive iodine-131. 

DallJ reports on the radiological situation arouad ChernobJl' and along 

the western frontier• of the soviet union are being 1ent to the IABA. 

A certain amount of actlvitJ was carried b•Jond the frontier• of the 

USSR ln north-westerlJ, weaterlJ and, later, aouth-westerlJ dlrectlon1. 

In a aumber of European countries, influenced bJ the 1011eti .. 1 false 

and usuallJ tendentlou1 •••• aedia reports coacerning the scale of the 

accident at the ChernobJl' nuclear power 1tation, the populatloa showed great 

aazietJ with regard to po11lble effect• of the accideat oa their health aad oa 

the eavlronaeat. Ia thl1 coaaectioa it i• worth recalllag the coaclu1ioa1 and 

rec01111endatloa1 of a 1pecial ezpert•' aeetlag coavened by the WHO Regioaal 

Office for Europe at the ia1tance of the Director Geaeral of WHO, aad the 

official report• bJ a aumber of aatloaal 1ervlcea, lacludlag SOiie publl1hed by 

the IAEA, which bear wit•••• to the fact that the radloactlvltJ level in tho•• 

couatri•• did aot constitute a health hazard to the populatloa. 

A 1erloua altuatlo• waa produced bJ the accldeat. It ••• aeceaaarJ to 

evaluate lt qulcklJ aad coapetentlJ, and aa 100• a1 reliable laltlal 

iaforaatloa bad beea obtalaed, lt waa seat through dlploaatlc chanaela to the 

governaeata of forelga couatrlea and to the !AKA. The !AKA Secretariat aad 

the USSR Bl11loa aaintalaed coaataat llalaoa with reserd to que1tloa1 relatlag 

to the accldeat. The soviet aide ezpre11ed lta wllll•&•••• to c~perate wltb 

the AgeDCJ la all aattera of latereat to the !AKA. Iaforaatloa about th• 

accldeat ••• publlahed la the AgeacJ'• pr••• rel•••••· Ia addltloa, the 

Soviet Gover ... at lavlted the IAllA Director Geaeral, llr. Bani Bllz, to cOllll to 

the Soviet Ualoa and to aee for hlaaelf the aituatloa followlag the accldeat 

at the CberaobJl' nuclear power atatloa and to dl1cu11 we11 of lacreaalng th• 

aafetJ of nuclear power bJ broader lnternatloaal co-operation and an 

eahanc ... at of the IAllA'• role la thla area. 

, 
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During their stay in the USSR, llr. Blix and the IARA official• 

accompanying him, llr. L. lon1tantinov and llr. K. Rosan, had meeting• with the 

Deputy Chairman of the Council of Kini1ter• and Chalraan of the Government 

C011Dis1ion, llr. Bori1 I. Shcherbina, and with ainister1, re1pon1ible official• 

and expert•, and al10 visited the area of the Chernobyl' nuclear power 

1tation, where they received additional lnforaatlon about the 1ltuation on the 

1lte and the mea1ure1 taken to ellalnate the con1equence1 of the accident. 

During thl• vl1it it wa1 agreed that the radiological 1ituatlon near 

Chernobyl' and on the we1tern frontier• of the soviet Union would be reported 

to th• IARA each day for tran1ai11ion by the Agency to th• respective national 

bodle1 dealing with radiation 1afety. 

Pursuant to thl1 agreement, the USSR c01111111nced regular transml1slon1 of 

data on 9 Kay 1986. 

The lnforaatlon 11 tran .. ltted dally by telex and include• data from 

seven different .. t•orologlcal stations. The flr1t of th•••· 01ter, l• 

located 60 km from Chernobyl'. Th• 111 other stations ll• along the we1tern 

boundary of th• USSR. They include Leningrad, Riga and Vllnyu1 in the Baltic 
0 region, Breit (on the Polish border, 52 northern latitude>, and two 

1tation1 - at Rakhov and li1hlnev - further 1outh near th• Hungarian and 

Roaanlan bord•r1. Thu1, practically all 1ectlon1 of th• USSR'• we1tern 

boundary acro11 which radioactive 1ub1tance1 could be carried into the 

territory of nelghbourin1 European Stat•• are covered. 

The dally report• include the following data a1 agreed with the IAIA: 

1. Radiation do•• rate (in allllroentgen per hour>; 

2. Air teaperatur• <0c>; 

3. DeW point (OC); 

4. Vind direction; 

5. Vind 1peed (a/1); 

6. •ature of atao1pherlc precipitation. 
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Data on the natural background levels were also officially reported to 

the IAEA so that they could be taken into account in analysing the daily 

report• on the radiological situation. 

During the period which has elapsed 1ince the beginning of regular data 

tran1mi1sion1 to the IABA, the radiological 1ituation near the nuclear power 

1tation has gradually improved. According to data from the 1tatlon at 01ter, 

the do1e rate characterizing the radioactivity level ha• fallen frOll 

0.33-0.36 ailliroentgen per hour to 0.17 a1 recorded ye1terday. 

In the north-ve1tern are•• along the USSR'• frontier no 1ignificant 

1ncrea1es in the radioactivity level above natural background values have been 

recorded. The do1e rate value• mea1ured there are ao1tly at background 

level: 0.01 mllliroentgen per hour. 

In the vest, in the region of Breit, the 1ltuatlon l1 approaching 

normal a1 well. Ye1terday the do1a rate there wa1 al10 at the normal 

background level. Some increa1e over the natural background ha• reaained 

until recently ln the 1outh-veatern regions (Rakhov 0.025, Ki1hinav 

0.03-0.04 milliroentgen per hour>, apparently becau1e of the atmo1pheric 

1ituation, with weak winds and no precipitation. 

On the whole, the radiological and aeteorological data sent to the IARA 

aake it po11ible to a 1ignificant extent to evsluate and foreca1t the 

radiological 1ituation for ao1t of Central and we1tern Europe. The WHO al10 

ha• expressed an interest in receiving these data. Al of 15 Kay 1986, the 

Soviet Union has been sending duplicates of the information de1cribed above to 

WHO. 
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Madam Chairman, 

I have given the Board of Governors a brief preliminary report on the 

accident at the Chernobyl' nuclear power station, its consequencea and the 

.. a1urea for dealing with them. A• steted in the COB1Uniqu6 on the resulta of 

the Director General'• visit to the USSR, the Soviet side has espre11ed ita 

willingness to provide, as it becomea available, information about the 

accident for discussion at an espert•' ... ting on nuclear safety; this will 

assist IARA Kamber states in learning from the esperience gained with a view 

to further iaproving th• safetJ of nuclear power. 

Our proposals on thia question, as foraulated in the stateaent bJ the 

General Secretary of the Central COllllittee of the C01111Unist Partr of the 

Soviet Union, Kr. Gorbachev, will be presented bJ ay delegation when we 

discuss the nest item on the Agenda. 

, 
I 
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Tran1lated from Ru11ian 

SPEECH BY Mr. GORBACHKV 

bended to the Director General by Ambassador ltble1tov 
on 3 June 1986 

In my television 1peech on 14 May I di1cu11ed the main conclu1ion1 

which we believe must be drawn from the CbernobJl' accident. rod&J I should 

like to 1hare with Jou 1ome further thought• on tbi1 1ubject. 

It i1 quite clear that, on a practical level, we aust, without delay, 

embark on the e1tabli1hment of an international regime of 1afe nuclear power 

development. Such a regime would be aimed at reducing to an abaolute minimum 

the po11ibilitJ of peaceful atoms cau1ing harm to people. !n1uring reliable 

and 1afe nuclear power development mu1t become a univer1al international 

obligation of all States severallJ and collectivelJ. 

Pir1t 1tep1 in this direction - 1oae involving the IA!A - have already 

been taken. Various State1 are putting forward 1ugge1tion1 and propo1al1 

which we are 1tudying carefullJ. 

I 1hould like to 1tress right away that we do not claim to have ready 

1olution1. World-wide, a total of 152 nuclear power plant lltD8rgencie1 

involving the relea1e of radioactivitJ have occurred 10 far. Thu1, a number 

of Statea already have ezperience in thl1 field on the ba1i1 of which we can 

and au1t develop an international nuclear 1afet1 regi ... 

Of course, the fir1t thing that i1 required i1 a 111tem of operational 

notification in the ca1e of accident• and aalfunction1 at nuclear power plant• 

when theJ are accompanied bJ the rel•••• of radioactivitJ. A question which 

i1 related to auch a notification 111tem i1 that of obteining data on posaible 

fluctuation• in natural background radioactivitr levels. 

Manr State1 do not have the .. ana and re1ource1 to deal with an 

lltD8rgencr on their own. That i1 whJ we think an iaportant coaponent of an 

international regiae of 1afe nuclear power development au1t be a vell-de1igned 

international aechani1m for the 1wift provi1ion of mutual a11l1tance when 
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dangerous situation• arise. Such a .. cbani1m might al10 involve the IA!A and 

the World Health Organization (WHO). States on whose territorJ an accident 

ba1 occurred should be a11i1ted bJ other States in tbe elimination of the 

eccident consequences if tbeJ reque1t 1ucb a11i1tance. 

Another question which must be considered i• that of the form in 

international law wbicb an agreement relating to a notification • item and 

es• stance mechanism might talce. One idea is that the obligations of Stat•• 

in this respect could be laid down in a special international convention or 

conventions. The soviet 1ide is now con1iderlng ell th••• que1tion1 and 

preparing propo1al1 on this matter, taking into account the 1ugge1tion1 of 
other statH. 

Several States which agree with this solution to tbe problem have 

proposed that even before such a convention is concluded, in June this J••r, a 

decision should be taken to establi1b as 1oon •• possible, within the 

framework of the IAEA, a •J•tem of notification in the event of nuclear 

eccident1. Well, WhJ not, the sooner we can take the appropriate mea1ures, 

even if theJ are onlJ preliminarJ and provi1ional, the better. 

At the 1ame time, the main task, in our view, is to take precaution• to 

prevent en accident frOlll happening. Thi• purpose would be served if 

information on the causes of the accident could be provided to tbe lA!A within 

the tightest possible time limits. Such information would be studied bJ the 

appropriate ezpert• with a view to helping IA!A Member States to benefit from 

the ezperience gained so as to increase further tbe safetJ of nuclear power. 

It will be nec••••rJ, however, to go further - to elaborate within the 

IAIA rec011111111ndation1 on nuclear power plant 1afet1 tae1tion1 and to strengthen 

national and, where appropriate, international verlflcatlon of compliance with 

tb .. ln all States. It might also be possible to organize, under the au1pice1 

of the IAEA, some fora of co-operation between the leading countrie1 in 

nuclear power on tba develo11119nt of a new generatioa of ecoaoaic and reliable 

reactor• with enhanced operational 1afet1 a1 compared vltb ezl1ti11& reactor1. 

It 1bould also be borne in mind that 1ufficient attention bas not been 

given at the international level to tbe que1tion of material, moral and 

PSJchological damage in the event of accident• at nuclear power plants and 
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other nucle•r in1telletion1. W• believe tbat tbi• matter 1bould be 1et to 

rigbt1 end tbat attempts et u1ing nuclear accident• to beigbten tension and 

mi1tru1t in relations between Stat•• abould be prevented. 

I consider, moreover, that tb• problem of standardizing tbe permi11ible 

level• of radiation in force in tbe various countrie1 de1erve1 attention in 

unr respects. 

Mor abould we neglect 1ucb a1pect1 of nuclear 1ecurit1 e1 tbe 

prevention of nuclear terroriam. Tbe fact tbat damage bas intentionally been 

cau1ed to in1tallation1 of tbe nuclear industry in tbe Weit au1t of nece11ity 

give ri1e to concern. For example, between 1974 and 1984 tbirtr-two 1ucb 

cases were recorded in tbe United States. Between 1966 and 1977, ten attack• 

were carried out against different nuclear installations in Europe. The 

insufficiency of measures to prevent tbe misappropriation of highly enriched 

fissionable material is al10 attracting attention. Tbi1 i1 not by any means 

an exhaustive li1t of tbe opportunitie1 open to terrori1t1. In tba light of 

all tbi1, it baa become apparent that there 11 a need to develop a reliable 

1y1tem of measures to prevent nuclear terrorism in ell lt1 aanife1tation1. 

In order to 1et up an international regime of 1afe nuclear power 

development, use could be made of what i1 already available for the purpo•• in 

tbe frllll8work of verioua international organization1, 1ucb aa tbe IAEA, tb• 

World Health Organization, UJflP, tbe World Keteorologlcal Organization and 

also tbe United Mationa. All tb••• a1pect1 need to be placed on a firm 

foundation of broad international co-operation. 

ClearlJ, tbe chief llnlt ln sucb a •J•t .. will be tb• IA&A. Tb• role 

and cepebllitle1 of tb• .&geocr 1bould therefore b• espended. For tbl1, an 

increa1e in it• financial and .. terlal re1ource1 will obviou1lJ be nece11ery. 

Tb• problem could be solved, for example, bJ tbe a11igmaent to 1pecial 

purpo1e1 of mandatorr contribution• froa intere1ted .&gancr llellber State1. 

Con1ideration 1bould al10 be given to tbe e1tabli1bment within tbe IAEA of a 

1peclal fund for tbe provi1lon of ... rgencr a11l1tance to coantrlea requiring 

lt ln the event of a nuclear accident. 

I bave alreadr 1tated on 14 KaJ tbat, lo order for tbi1 whole group of 

que1tlon1 to be di1cu11ed, a blgh-level 1peclal international conference 

1bould be held lo Vienna under tbe au1plce1 of tb• IAEA. 
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I 1hould now like to inform 1ou of the practical aea1ure1 which we 

intend to take to improve the work of the USSR State COlllllitt•• on the 

Konitoring of the Safe Operation of Nuclear Power, which wa1 ••t ap a few 

7ear1 ago. We intend to inten1if7 it• links with the relevant international 

organization• and al10 with the corre1ponding national bodies with a view to 

ezcbanging ezperience on the aonitoring of 1afe nuclear power development. 

I 1hould also like to 1a7 that we are carr1ing out a comprehensive 

anal71i1 of the state of nuclear power and that edditionel measure• to enhance 

the 1afet1 of nuclear power plant operation are being developed and will be 

implemented, with account being taken of the conclu1ion1 derived from the 

accident at the ChernobJl' nuclear power plant. 

Let me emphasize once again that the le11on1 to be learned from this 

accident should serve mankind as a whole. What happened et ChernobJl' ha1 

bean an ominous reminder of the awesome forces that the energ1 of the etom can 

co11111and. If en accident at a peaceful nuclear power plent can turn into a 

di1a1ter we need onlJ imagine the tragic con1equence1 for the whole of mankind 

that would attend the use of nuclear weapons - existing, a1 th•J do, 

1pecificall1 for purposes of destruction and annihilation. 

The apace age, the nuclear era, required fre1b political reflection and 

new policies on the part of the leader• of all countrie1 of the world. Tb••• 

varJ demanding objective• are being aet bJ the progra1111111 which we have put 

forward for the total abolition of nucleer weapon• and for the e1tabll1hlllant 

>f a comprehensive 111tem of international 1afet7 and 1ecurit7. 

Prom the moment at which nuclear weapon• fir1t arrived on the 1cene, 

the beat aind1 have been pondering how to drive the nuclear demon back. 

Keanwhile, however, the nuclear eraa race be• hecoae aore inten1lve. So where 

i• the ke7, the mi11lng link with which the nucleer probl .. can be 1olvadT & 

fir1t practical 1tep toward• nuclear dl1armaaent could be the ce11atlon of 

nuclear te1t1. We attach particular importance to tbi1 aea1ure becau1e, at 

th~ 1&11111 tlae •• being bighlJ effective, it i• 1iaple to carr7 out ln 

practice. All that ls required i• that nuclear te1t1 1bould not be conducted 

- 1ubject to verification, of course. Such a aea1ure aust flnallJ become a 

raalltJ of international life. 
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Having extended it1 unilateral moratorium on nuclear explo1ion1, the 

soviet Union bas refrained from carrying tbea out for the beat part of a 

year. We believe that tbi1 long period of time 1hould be more than enough for 

the American• to weigh up all a1pect1 of the .. tter and to .. et u1 half-way 10 

that nuclear te1ting can be atopped on a bilateral ba1la. 

In view of the urgency of putting an end to nuclear teat1, I have again 

confirmed my proposal to President Reagan that we abould aeet without delay 

and agree to ban nuclear tests. 

Both tbeae tasks - ensuring the safety of the peaceful u1e of atomic 

energy and freeing our planet of nuclear weapons - require broad international 

~o-operation and the united effort• of all States, .in particular the nuclear 

States, international organization• and elements of 1ociety wbicb are 

interested in establi1bing a comprehensive and reliable international 1y1tem 

of aafety and 1ecurity. Tbi1 ia a ta1k for all States collectively and 

individually. We call upon you to aaka your contribution to tbi1 important 

cau1e on which the future of buaan civilization depends. 



NOTE TO THE FILE 

At his request Ambassador Khlestov was received by the Director 

General on 3 June 1986. The Ambassador, who was accompanied by 

Messrs Belov and Rogov, transmitted the enclosed personal message 

from the Secretary-General of the CPSU, Kr. Mikhail Gorbachov. An 

iaentical message had been addressed to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations, the Preside .. t of the USA and the Director General of 

UNEP. 

Ambassador Khlestov pointed out that the message not only confirmed 

the support of the Soviet Union for a number of measures which wer.e endorsed 

by the extraordinary session of the Board, such as international 

conventions on an early warning system and on emergency assistance, 

a post-accident analysis and an expanded nuclear safety programme in 

the lAEA. 

The message also suggests a number of other measures as well as 

the discussion of other problem areas: 

Minimum safety standards and possible international control 

thereof; 

International co-operation for the development of new types 

of inherently safe reactors; 

International unified standards for permitted radiation 

levels; 

Physical protection of nuclear material and installations 

against terrorism; 

A special fund for emergency assistance. 

Ambassador Khlestov underlined that the IAEA must be the focal 

point of all these international co-operative efforts. He also 

repeated the strong support from the USSR for the convening of an 

international conference on nuclear safety policy. In this context 

the USSR would prefer a specially convoked conference or an 

Extraordinary Session of the General Conference. It was felt that 

an ordinary but extended General Conference would have too little 

visibility as a response to worldwide public concern. 

~" - t"" , 
J. dtander • 
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s·afety and Reliability Directorate 

Wigshaw Lane 
Culcheth 
Warrington WA3 4NE 

Telex 629301 
Telephone Warrington (0925) 31244 
Extension 

6 June 1986 

Mr P Agrell 
Department of Energy 
Thames House South 
Mill bank 
London 

Dear Peter 

CHERNOBYL; A FURTHER SET OF QUESTIONS 

Thank you for your letter of 3 June containing responses which you 
had obtained from your own sources to questions which I had given 
to Tony Daniele prior to hie recent visit. I have now diecueeed 
this matter with several colleagues using Mr Fisher's note ae my 
source of information and we have come up with the following, 
rather extensive, list of questions which we would appreciate you 
putting to whatever source you have available. I realise that 
many of these questions may be difficult, if not impossible, to 
answer at this time but the shape of the entire questions would 
tell any technical respondent some of the basic thinking we have 
been doing on the nature of the accident. I will try to indicate 
which questions I suspect may be difficult to answer. 

Questions on the Reactor System 

1. Were the Nitrogen inerting systems operating at the time of 
the accident? In particular, we are interested in the Nitrogen 
blanketing outside the core region, not the Helium\Nitrogen 
mixture which is used in the graphite volume itself. 

2. Would the region between the upper shield and the pile cap 
normally have been inerted? Ae a corollary, and following from 
question one, if it is normally inerted was it indeed inerted at 
the time of the accident? 

3. What is the design coolant pressure when the reactor ie at 7~ 
power? Thie is a straightforward factual question, we have just 
not been able to extract from our information, this particular 
piece of data. 

/5RU United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority 



4. Was the coolant flow rate the same as during normal full-power 
operation or reduced for low power operation? 

5. Is i-t: possible to know what instruments were available to 
measure core temperatures and reactivity? We are particularly 
concerned about the details of the Chernobyl reactor in particular 
because it is possible that changes were made from the original 
Leningrad and Solensk designs which could be very important in 
trying to determine the level of information from readings which 
may have been available. A corollary of this ie whether the 
instruments were actually available at the time of the accident 
rather than ae a matter of design intent. 

Questions on Initiating Events 

1. We are told that the reactor went to 50% over power. Was the 
reactivity transient localised or widespread? For example, doee 
the 50% refer to the overall core power, during which the entire 
core suffered a reactivity insertion, or doee it correspond to a 
50% increase in total power localised in a few channels. 

2. What wae the cause of the transient? This, of course, is the 
crucial question and may be the one which we will have moat 
difficulty providing the answers to. 

3. The unauthorised experiments which have 
the Observer involve control rod movement. 
the newspaper but has not been confirmed in 
you managed to get for ue laet time. 

now been reported in 
This was reported in 
the information which 

4. We are told that the refuelling machine fell into the reactor 
core. Is there any way of being able to establish whether this 
was because the supporting structure failed or whether it was 
displaced by a steam or hydrogen explosion in the internal volume 
with the refuelling machine itself? 

5. My previous question concerning the availability of AC power 
was not answered. It ie important to know if and when AC power 
was lost. 

6. We are told that operations were in action on the pile cap at 
the time of the accident. Is there any possibility of knowing 
what these operations were? Were they connected with these 
unauthorised experiments or something else? 

Questions Concerning Immediate Coneequencee of the Accident 

1. Did the pumped emergency core cooling system to pipes below 
the core operate? Thie depends on the availability of AC power. 

2. Was cooling maintained in any fuel channels after the 
explosions? 

3. What wae the condition of the pile cap following these 
exploeione? Had it collapsed onto the core, was the graphite 
moderator exposed? These may be very difficult questions to 
answer. 



4, Did the initial explosions eject either fuel elements or 
control rods or any other radioactive material from the core at 
that time? 

5. Did the safety relief valves on the pressure circuit lift, and 
if so when? 

6. Related to the above. Was there, at any stage in the 
accident, a blow down to the pressure suppression pools? 

7, Photographs that we have of the turbine hall roof show that 
the damage could have been caused by fire or by masonry falling on 
it from the reactor hall. Is there any possible means of telling 
which (or even both) of these mechanisms was responsible for the 
damage? 

8. We are told that the walls of the reactor containment are 
intact, is it possible to know whether the walls of the steam drum 
cells were breached by the event? This is to try and establish 
whether hydrogen could have built up, not only in the reactor hall 
itself, or in the above core structure but in the cells containing 
the primary circuit pipework and that this was the locality of the 
hydrogen explosion. 

9, Is the design requirement for the electrical circuits to be 
fire resistant? Do their regulations require segregation of 
emergency safeguards equipment control systems? 

Questions on Subsequent Events 

1. Our calculations would indicate that at some point, possibly 
after a week or more, heat would have to be removed from the core 
following the initial events, even with the nuclear chain reactor 
shut down. How was core cooling established following the initial 
events? Reports of cooling with Nitrogen gas would require the 
injection of the order of tons per minute in order to provide 
cooling. This would seem to be a very stringent requirement. If 
Nitrogen was used, where was the hot Nitrogen being rejected to 
since the top of the reactor core had been covered by the 
sand\boron\lead\limestone mixture? 

2. We are toid that falling core temperatures were measured some 
2 weeks into the accident, is there any way of knowing where 
abouts in the core such temperature variations were measured? 

3. Is the cooling system, which we are told is being installed, 
being put there to arrest melting of the building foundations, ie. 
to stop the core melting through the concrete basemat, or to 
relieve the heat burden on the system being used to freeze the 
groundwater? We really want to know whether they are trying to 
guard against a future "China Syndrome" or not. 

4, Was the water which was drained from the suppression pools 
active? This is related to the earlier question on whether there 
was blowdown into the suppression pools. If there was no blowdown 
and it was active, then it would mean that core debris must have 
penetrated the reactor cavity concrete floor. 



5. Did the operations to smother the pile cap divert gas flows 
from the core through the suppression pools? By piling on sand 
and other materials they have clearly blocked off a normal cooling 
route and if the material had been diverted through the 
suppression pools then considerable mitigation of the possible 
fission product release might have been expected later in the 
accident sequence. 

Questions Concerning the Present Condition of the Plant 

1. Are current measurements available of: 

a. Core temperatures 
b. Temperature\radiation levels in the suppression pool area 
beneath the reactor 

2. Is there any way of knowing the present location of most of 
the fuel debris? I suspect that the Russians will not know the 
answer of this question, either now or even in the next months or 
even years. 

3. Is there any evidence at all which would indicate that the 
fuel debris is still in a molten state? This evidence would be 
either measured temperatures or some hint that radioactivity is 
still being v~latalised out of the core. 

~ 

4. Related to the question above concerning the suppression pool, 
is there any evidence that the fuel debris has actually penetrated 
the floor of the reactor vault? 

5. Is there any evidence that non-condensible gases such as 
carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide are seeping from the reactor 
cavity? These gases are produced by core debris\concrete attack 
and would indicate that the core debris has reached the concrete 
floor of the reactor cavity and could be gradually melting its way 
into it. 

6. At this particular location, how far beneath the reactor 
basemat is the water table? 

7. Do we have any indication as to the nature of the ground 
beneath the reactor, ie. the soil type, thickness, rock type, 
thickness, etc? 

8. Is there any indication that there has been structural 
collapse in the reactor vessel\core region? Any recent collapse 
would indicate that core debris has penetrated to, and attacked, 
supports for the reactor cavity and perhaps even the foundations 
of the reactor. 



I realise that this is an extensive list of questions, some are 
more detailed than others and some indeed are only put in to make 
a complete set because the likelihood of getting an answer is low. 

Yours sincerely 

M R Hayne 

cc Dr J H Gittus ~ 
Dr G I W Llewelyn 
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Sir Peter Hirsch 
Isaac Wolfson Professor 
University of Oxford 
Parka Road 
Oxford 
OX1 3PH 

~ 
Dear S~er 

of Metallurgy 

'8°'04.3 
6-<o 

Please find enclosed the briefing material which I promised you to 
provide background to your lecture which you will be giving in 
Liverpool next week. The briefing material consists mainly of 
relatively brief summaries of what we know or can aummiae about 
what caused the accident, how the accident progressed and the 
nature of the consequences of the dispersed radioactivity. Thia 
information has been gleaned from a large number of sources, some 
of these are more trustworthy than others and it is almost 
impossible to provide, in a simple way, a method for separating 
the wheat from the chaff. I must emphasise that we are still in a 
state of speculation concerning the precise nature of the causes 
of the accident and some aspects of the mitigating measures taken 
by the Russians during its course. We are resisting the 
temptation to make early statements concerning our view of what 
happened. Having looked at this material in detail the only point 
of which I have some concern is the statement (which I have left 
in the briefing material) which says that we believe that some, 
possibly unauthorised, experiments were going on at the time of 
the accident. I have left this in but I am unsure at to its 
status. I am concerned that this information is not generally 
available and I would pl~aae ask you to treat its further 
dispersion with caution.T 

We are currently looking to the promised international conference 
at which the Russians will give the West all the information that 
they have on the accident and its sequence, or so they claim, as a 
milestone which we must pass before we can give any sort of 
definitive interpretation of the events that led up to the 
accident. Thia is a line being taken increasingly by several 
countries and provides a reasonable response if people press for 
details which we just do not have available at this time. 

t ~ ia«. l'aJ eoW,hskd fJeJ. ~ ~ f~,.,... fk O 6 ~ / 
so ~I«- "~·w.~ .' 

f!:tHLJ/ United Kingdom 
Atomic Energy Authority 



I hope this material is of use to you and that your lecture goes 
well. 

Yours sincerely 

;a 
M R Hayne 
Head, Nuclear Safety 

Technolgy Branch and 
Overseas Relations 

cc Dr J H Gittua, SR~ 



1. What is the Collective Dose to the UK from Chernobyl? 

As a result of exposure in the first year after the accident, the 
collective dose to the UK will be a few thousand manSv. As a 
result of exposure in the 50 yeare following the accident, the 
total collective dose will be....,104 manSv. This means that, 
assuming a linear dose-ri~k retationship for cancer fatalities 
with a risk factor of 10- sv- , as a result of Chernobyl, we 
might expect,..,., 100 cancers in the UK over the next 50 years or so. 
This is not entirely consistent with the figure of a few tens of 
cancers suggested by John Dunster of the NRPB s~ortly after the 
accident occurred. However, the figure of,..,, 10 manSv has been 
agreed with the NRPB and they are aware of the point. 

2. How does the UK Collective Dose from Chernob l are with 
that 

The average dose rate from background is-2 ~ 10-3 Sv yr-1, This 
results in an annual collective dose of ~ 10? manSv in the UK, 
which may be compared with the few thousand manSv in the first 
year from Chernobyl. EquaGly well, the 50 year collective dose 

4 from background is~5 x 10 manSv, which may be compared with 10 
manSv from Chernobyl. Either way, the background dose is 
significantly greater. 

3. How does the UK Collective Dose from Chernobyl Compare with 
that from Weapons Testing? 

Currently, the dose rate from weapons testing is~10-5 Sv yr-1. 
This results in an annual collective dose to the UK of~500 manSv. 
If it is assumed that this dose rate applies for 50 yr (it was 
greater ten years ago and will be less in years to come), the 50 
yr collective dose to the UK is ....... 2.5 x 10~ manSv. On the basis 
of these figures, it can be seen that the effect of Chernobyl is 
roughly comparable to that from weapons fallout. 

4, How do the Risks from Chernobyl Compare with that from 
Smoking? 

According to Sir Walter Marshall et al (AERE R10532 - "Big Nuclear 
Accidents"), "if a pyrson is exposed continuously to radiation at 
a level of d rem yr- from birth, it is equivalent to a compulsory 
cigarette smoking pattern which builds up from zero at the age of 
10 to approximately 2d per week at age 40". It is not easy to put 
Chernobyl in this context, since the dose rate from the accident 
will not remain constant in succeeding years. However, according 
to the NRPB (Fry et al, letter to Nature, vol 321, May 1986), the 
estimated dose in the first year following the accident to a one 
year old child is 50.-«Sv in the south of the UK and 900.A(SV in the 
north. If we take the upper figure (900..,MSV 0.09 rem) and very 
conservativelt assume that the same dose is received in subsequent 
years, then t e parameter d from Marshall et all becomes 0.09, and 
the number of cigarettes per week at age 40 is--'Q.2. Based on 
this, the risks from Chernobyl are minute in comparison with the 
risks from smoking. We have to re-emphasise that these figures 
are very rough indeed; the cigarette smoking analogy is 
~articularly difficult to use in comparison with an accidental 
{ie. one-off) release. 



SH/CHERNB 

THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT 

1 The Reactor 

The reactor is sited 70 miles north of Kiev and 400 miles 
south-west of Moscow. 

The reactor is a light water cooled, graphite moderated 
pressure tube type generating 1000HW(e). 

The reactor and primary pipework are contained in a modular 
concrete containment with design pressure of 4bars. The operating 
floor and refuelling machine are in a lightweight steel and con
crete building. 

2 Probable accident sequence 

The accident occured at 1.23am on Saturday 26 April when the 
reactor was in a hot shutdown state at 7J power. 

The most likely accident sequence is that there was a reac
tivity insertion, possibly linked with experiments being per
formed on the reactor at the time. 

Channel voiding, fuel clad melting, hydrogen production and 
possibly steam explosion followed. 

A steam explosion or hydrogen explosion caused damage to the 
operating floor and reactor hall walls. The collapse of the lat
ter caused collapse of the reactor hall roof, refuelling machine 
and bridge crane which caused further damage to the operating 
floor. 

Air ingress to the core led to a large scale graphite fire. 

3 Radiological effects 

Initially, radioactive material was transported at high al
titude towards Scandinavia. 

Later, material was transported over most of Europe at lower 
altitudes leading to contamination in rainwater of many thousands 
of Becquerels per litre of I131 in several countries and the 
presence of I131 in milk. In general, the levels of I131 in milk 
in Western Europe did not necessitate protective action. 

Activity was first recorded in the UK on Hay 2, some six 
days after the accident. 

--···-------. 
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So far, some 25 people have died as a direct result of the 

accident; most from the effects of radiation. All of these people 
were either employed at the plant or were involved in emergency 
work. 

Total long term health effects are likely to be of the order 
of 10 1 000 cancer deaths in the USSR, 1 1 000 in Europe as a whole 
and 100 in the UK (3 per year over a 30 year period). This latter 
number should be compared with 600 cancer deaths per year from 
background radiation and 144,000 cancer deaths per year from 
other causes. 

Some 200,000 people have been evacuated from the immediate 
vioinity of the reactor and from areas of high activity up to 100 
miles away. 

4 Recovery Measures 

5,000 tonnes of sand, boron, lead and limestone have been 
dropped onto the reactor by helicopter to control the graphite 
fire and filter the release to the environment. 

The suppression pool under the reactor has been emptied of 
water and filled with concrete to support the weight of material 
dropped on the core and to inhibit melt-through. 

The ground around the plant has been frozen to prevent move
ment of ground water and embankments have been built along the 
river Pripyat to prevent contamination of water supplies. 

It is planned to encase the reactor completely in concrete. 

SF Hall 
05/06/86 
SRD 
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1 DESCRIPTION OF CHERNOBYL REACTORS 

The Chernobyl site, 70 miles north of Kiev and 400 miles south
west of Moscow, has four 1000HW(e) reactors of the RBHK ("High 
power, pressure tube reactor") type which came on line between 
1978 and 1984. Units 1 and 2 share one reactor building and units 
3 and 4 another. The accident involved unit 4 and has had some 
effect on unit 3 because of shared reactor hall, refuelling 
machine and some services. 

These reactors consist of vertical pressure tubes, containing the 
fuel elements, inserted into holes in a stack of "interconnected 
graphite bricks which serve as moderator. 

The graphite stack is contained in an inerted vessel, filled with 
a mixture of helium and nitrogen, at atmospheric pressure. 

The fuel channels meet the operating floor in refuelling heads 
and a charge machine runs on an overhead bridge within the reac
tor hall to give on-load refuelling capability. 

The Chernobyl reactors have a once-through coolant system with 
two parallel loops comprising 1661 pressure tubes. The core is 
roughly cylindrical with effective diameter 12.2m and height 7m, 
and the pressure tubes are on a square lattice of 250mm pitch. 
The pressure tubes are made of zirconium-niobium alloy with wall 
thickness 4mm and diameter 88mm. The coolant leaves the core 
region as saturated steam at 7HPa and passes to separators before 
going directly to SOOHW turbines. 

The fuel elements contain 18 pins of uo2 ,enriched to about 2$ 
and with an average linear rating of 15kW7m and maximum linear 
rating of 21kW/m, clad in zirconium-niobium alloy cans of outside 
diameter 13.Smm, 0.9mm wall thickness and filled with an argon
helium mixture. Each fuel element is 3.Sm long and there are two 
in each channel. The fuel has a design burn-up of 22.3 GWd/tonne. 

Control of the reactor is achieved by means of 221 control rods 
with CRDH's beneath the reactor core. The control rod channels 
have a separate water cooling circuit. 

The emergency cooling system oomprises an emergency feedwater 
tank with a pump discahrging directly into the inlet headers 
beneath the reactor core. This system is designed to deal with a 
break in a main coolant pipe. In the event of loss of power the 
reactor is capable of natural circulation. 

The reactor and primary pipework are contained in a concrete 
modular containment with design presure of 4 bars. Under the 
reactor is a pressure suppression pool conected to the contain
ment by bursting disks. This system, along with the ECCS is 
designed to cope with a break in one of the 900mm steam headers. 
The reactor hall is covered by a lightweight concrete and steel 
building. 
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1 - Core; 2 - C1roulat1on pumps; 3 - Inlet lines to pressure 
tubes; ' - Lower oore support structure; 5 - Opper biological 
ahield; 6 - Retuelling machine; 7 - Steam/water outlet lines; 8 -
Drum separators; 9 - Pressure suppression pool; 10 - Concrete 
containment; 11 - Reactor hall; 12 - Ope~ating tloor. 
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2. POSSIBLE PROGRESSION OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCE 

The "initial• event appears to have been an explosion or 
explosions that occurred at 1.23 am on Saturday 26 April. This 
resulted in a fire in the reactor building, which may have spread 
to the turbine hall roof. The IAEA experts who vi~ited Chernobyl 
have reported that at the start of the accident, there was an 
explosion in the reactor vault. Subsequently, the refuelling 
machine and overhead crane fell onto the reactor causing further 
damage. The event occurred when the reactor was at low power 
(7,), said to be normal for a routine short-term shutdown. It 
had been at full power a few hours prior to this. 

Hore recently, Gorbachev has made a statement on Soviet 
television that has been interpreted as indicating a power 
increase initiated the accident. It has also been reported that 
an unauthorised experiment was in progress at the time of the 
accident, possibly involving control rods. 

Under normal conditions, none of the materials in the core have 
the potential to cause explosions. For an explosion to occur, 
either chemical reactions must reduce water to produce hydrogen, 
which could then explode if mixed with air, or fuel rod materials 
must melt and then mix with liquid water to provide the initial 
conditions for a steam explosion or steam spike. Either case 
would require greatly elevated core temperatures. For such 
temperatures to be attained, either the coolant supply to a fuel 
channel would have to be reduced or there would have to be an 
overpower transient, or some combination of the two. 

The graphite moderator of the Chernobyl reactor was inerted by a 
He/N2 mixture which was in turn surrounded by a nitrogen blanket 
prior to the accident, so failures of these blanketing systems 
would have had to occur to allow air access to the core if a 
chemical explosion occurred. 

A steam explosion could not arise unless liquid coolant re
entered the channel. Thus, there would have to be water 
remaining in other parts of the primary circuit that could re
enter the channel at some stage, or emergency injection to the 
channel would have to occur to reflood it. If fuel melting 
occurred as a result of a reactivity transient, then although 
water would be forced out of the channels by the increase in heat 
transfer, the pumps would restore the flow as the transient 
subsided. The resultant explosion might displace the stand-pipe 
closure expelling steam, hydrogen and molten material into the 
reactor hall. The combination of steam pressure, hydrogen and Zr 
burning would probably collapse the relatively light reactor 
hall. The accident would then develop as a LOCA with the 
contain~ent bypassed. 
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If the initial explosion in the reactor vault were a hydrogen 
explosion, breach of the pressure circuit would have been a 
necessity to allow the hydrogen to mix with air. 

Following a breach the ECCS would be activated. Part of the core 
might have been uncoolable because of explosion damage. However, 
the rest of the core would be cooled, provided the breach did not 
exceed the ECCS capacity, although the water would gradually be 
lost through the breach. Normally for breaches inside the 
containment the ECCS water would run back into the pressure 
suppression pool from whence it could be recirculated. However, 
for a breach outside the containment this water would be lost and 
eventually the ECCS pumps would be starved of supplies and the 
core would uncover and melt. 

Molten fuel debris would fall down the pressure tubes, which pass 
through the shield beneath the reactor, and would collect on the 
floor of the reactor vault. The molten debris would attack and 
melt-through the floor into the pressure suppression pools 
beneath. Steam explosions could then have occurred if there was 
water in the pools, but it has been reported that the Russians 
drained these pools. The debris would eventually melt through 
the foundations of the building and might form a pool of maximum 
radius about 19m after about a year before finally resolidifying. 

At present, the most likely possible accident sequence appears to 
be one in which a local reactivity transient leading to a rise to 
50J full power over 10 seconds caused dry-out of a few fuel 
channels and fuel melting. This might have resulted from 
withdrawal of control rods, failure of a bottom entry control 
rod, or a dropped fuel stringer and was possibly related to the 
experiments reported to be in progress. In this type of reactor 
at low power there is the possibility that neutronic 
instabilities will occur because of the positive void 
coefficient. Under these circumstances a reactivity insertion 
could rapidly become uncontrollable. 

As the fuel temperature increased the zirconium cladding of the 
fuel would react with steam to produce hydrogen. Holten fuel 
might mix with water remaining in the bottom of the fuel channel 
or on reflood to cause a steam explosion. Steam explosion(s) 
could have disrupted the pile cap and ejected fragments of 
zirconium and hydrogen into the reactor hall and adjoining cells. 
(There is a suggestion that a steam explosion might have occured 
in a fuel channel connected to the refuelling machine.) The 
zirconium and hydrogen would have burned or exploded in the air 
and caused the structural damage to the building seen in 
photographs. Subsequent loss of coolant from the pressure 
circuit caused that fuel not melted in the initial event to heat 
up and melt in the following days. Air ingress into the now 
exposed graphite caused a graphite fire. It should be recognised 
however, that it will probably be a long time before the full 
facts of the accident are known and until such time, discussions 
of the accident sequence will be mainly speculation. 
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3. DISPERSION OF ACTIVITY AND RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 

The meteorological conditions prevailing at the time of the 
accident and over the succeeding 24 hours or so were responsible 
for the transport of released activity in an almost direct 
trajectory towards Scandinavia. Material initially injected at 
very high altitudes in the early stages of the accident appears 
to have led to the first reported measurements of increased 
activity levels, following rainfall in central Finland on 27 
April. It is likely that material transported in this manner at 
relatively high wind velocities was responsible for the 
subsequent radiation levels detected in countries bordering the 
pacific Ocean. 

Radioactive material transported at lower altitudes in the 
atmosphere was probably responsible for the majority of the 
contamination reported in Europe. Increased radiation levels 
were reported from Sweden on 28 April, due to activity release at 
or soon after the accident on the 26th. The release of 
radioactivity from the damaged core appears to have extended over 
several days. After some 24 hours, the plume began to follow a 
more westerly trajectory than that taken initially, passing over 
the continental mainland, across West Germany and into France. A 
component of this section of the release reached the United 
Kingdom on 2 Hay. The developing meteorology over the western 
Soviet Union then led to relatively light and variable winds in 
the vicinity of the accident site. Activity released in the 
final days of April therefore tended to begin to be transported 
towards the East before circulating more locally and passing 
towards the Balkans and south east Europe. 

Reflecting this picture of plume dispersion, increased levels of 
radiation had been detected throughout almost all of Europe by 2 
Hay. Considerable effort has been made by international bodies 
such as WHO to obtain a consistent survey of contamination. 
Nevertheless, data collected by national monitoring networks is 
directed primarily towards radiological protection within 
individual countries, and an overall view of the consequences is 
progressing relatively slowly. 

Notable variation in levels of contamination arising from the 
deposition of material from the plume has been reported in all 
countries, due to the selective removal by •washout• during 
periods of rainfall, which extend over only relatively small 
areas. The efficiency of this removal process led many countries 
to introduce recommendations for limiting the consumption of 
fresh rainwater by members of the public. Contamination of 
rainwater by I131 ran to many thousands of Becquerels per litre 
in a number of countries. Rainfall in the north west of the 
United Kingdom was particularly heavy in comparison with the rest 
of the country in early Hay, leading to the widely-reported 
increased levels of contamination in those parts of the country. 



Dairy cattle being fed from pasture were able to consume both 
contaminated rainwater and grass, such that I131 became present 
in milk supplies. In general throughout Western Europe, however, 
levels in milk supplied by dairies rarely approached values 
necessitating protective action. 

A number of countries have reported measurements of the relative 
proportions of different radionuclides within the plume. By 
comparing these with the relative quantities of activity assumed 
to be present within the reactor core at the time of the 
accident, it has been estimated that roughly equal fractions of 
Iodine and Caesium were released, with smaller amounts of other 
radionuclides, including Ru103, Ru106, Te132, La140, Ba140 and 
Np239. A considerable proportion of the released iodine appears 
to have remained in the vapour phase (or, less likely, in a 
desorbable form on particulate material), which led to an initial 
underestimation of the contribution to airborne activity levels. 

Numerous teams have attempted to use these environmental 
concentration data to infer conclusions regarding the magnitude 
of the release, arriving at as many results from different 
modelling techniques. The situation is complicated enormously 
the long time scale over which the release took place and the 
likely reduction in source strength with time, together with the 
developing meteorological conditions. However, SRD, NRPB and a 
team at Imperial College, London appear to be in broad agreement 
with the tentative initial conclusion that some 5% of the initial 
inventory of core volatiles (Iodine and Caesium) was transported 
towards Scandinavia, with approximately 20% released overall. 

The overall health impact of the accident for the Soviet Union 
and the remainder of Europe remains to be assessed fully. Soviet 
authorities have reported that some 300 people were flown to 
Moscow for hospital treatment, including bone marrow transplants. 
Approximately 25 of these have died to date, two of whom were 
fatally injured at the time of the accident, the remainder 
apparently due to radiation effects. All those taken to Moscow 
appear to have been involved in the teams dealing with the 
accident on site; eg firemen and plant personnel. No early 
deaths have been reported among members of the public away from 
the reactor site. Firemen who fought the original fire at the 
plant are said to have received doses as high as 10 Gy (1000 rad) 
- early health effects such as nausea might normally be expected 
above 0.5 Gy, death above 2 Gy. In addition to the reported 
fatal illnesses and injuries arising from bone marrow dysfunction 
and acute gastrointestinal syndrome, it may be expected that 
directly attributable disease and deaths will arise in the coming 
months from high radiation doses to the lungs, or any combination 
of these. 

Once the scale of the release had become known, rapid evacuation 
from an area within a 30 km radius of the plant appears to have 
been achieved. According to SRD•s calculations for the assumed 
release, this seems to be in line with the area which might be 
subject to ERL - based countermeasures; alternatively the area 
may reflect existing civil defence plans. Nevertheless, it has 
recently become apparent that further evacuation has taken place 
outside this zone to the north of the plant. It is quite 
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possible that rainfall in this region in the first few days 
following the accident, when the plume was still travelling in a 
northerly direction, may have brought about local dose levels as 
high as those within the 30km zone. 

In the longer term, it is likely that some cancers appearing in 
the next few decades among the exposed population will arise as a 
result of the accident. However, the numbers of fatalities 
involved are likely to be so small that they will be undetectable 
against the normal incidence of such effects. Based upon 
monitoring data, and making interpolations where such information 
is sparse, it has been estimated that about 100 fatal cancers in 
the UK in the next 50 years will be due to Chernobyl, with about 
1000 in Western Europe. Computer estimates based upon the 20% 
volatile release discussed above predict about 10,000 fatal 
cancers in the Soviet Union. The figure of 100 cancer deaths for 
tha UK might be compared instructively with the 600/year from 
background radiation which would be predicted under the same 
assumptions regarding the risk from low level irradiation, and 
approximately 144,000 cancer deaths per year from all other 
causes. 
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4 STATE OF PLANT AND RECOVERY MEASURES 

Photographs published in the press show severe dammage to the 
reactor building resuting from the effects of fire and 
explosion. Concrete rubble from the reactor building end walls 
and probably from the steam drum oells is strewn on the ground 
and turbine hall roof, The lightweight reactor hall roof has com
pletely collapsed as has the refuelling machine bridge. Both of 
these latter two structures are normally supported by the con
crete walls of the steam drum oells and it is probable that one 
of the initial explosions oooured inside the containment and 
resulted in the collapse of these walls. It has been reported 
that the collapse of the refuelling machine caused extensive 
damage to the operating floor and this contributed largely to the 
graphite fire. 

Damage to the core is a matter of speculation but it is olear 
that the has been large soale melting and oxidation of cladding 
and pressure tube materials and posssibly of the fuel itself, A 
large amount of the graphite has been burned. 

On the second day of the accident helicopters began dropping 
sand, lead and boron on top of the core in an attempt to control 
the fire and radiation release, The total amount of material used 
is reported to be 5000 tonnes. 

Fire appliances were used to pump out the suppression pool under 
the reactor and concrete is being poured in to form a base for 
the encasement of the reactor. This work was neooessary partly to 
support the weight of the materials dropped onto the top of the 
reactor. This base has some form of cooling built into it. The 
eventual aim of this work is to encase the reactor completely in 
a cooled concrete vault. 

The ground around the reactor has been frozen to prevent ground 
water movement and embankments have been built along the Pripyat 
river to prevent the contamination of water supplies. 
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A NOTE FROM THE CENTRAL ELECTRICITY GENERATING BOARD 

CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR ACCIDENT 

1. There is intense public interest and concern about the 
Chernobyl nuclear accident - its cause, its effects in the 
Soviet Union, its effects in the United Kingdom, its 
implications for UK reactors and its implications for the future 
of nuclear power worldwide. Many of these points of concern 
cannot be answered at this moment, because we know so little of 
what has actually happened at Chernobyl. Obviously, the British 
nuclear industry is following events with great concern and the 
purpose of this note is simply to record what limited comments 
it seems possible to make at this point in time. 

2. We know that a Chernobyl there were four pressure tube 
reactors of a Soviet design already operational and two under 
construction. The first two reactors are reasonably well 
separated but the third and fourth reactors are housed close 
together in a single building. The fifth and sixth r~actors are 
not yet operating. The Soviets have told us that it is 
reactor 4, the most recent, that has had the accident and they 
have now closed down the other three reactors, that is the first 
two and reactor 3 which is in the same building as reactor 4. 
We have no information about the initiating event which caused 
the trouble in the first place other than the information 
released by the Soviet Union or the IAEA. We do not know 
whethP.r fire was the initiating event or the consequence of the 
initiating event. Discussion about that is not much better than 
speculation and guesswork. However, we do know something about 
the reactor design and its safety characteristics, which is 
relevant and certainly is helpful in understanding the 
speculations made about the accident sequence. Therefore, what 
we know about the Soviet reactor design is set out in the next 
section. 

Reactor Design 

3. The technical description of the Soviet reactor is a 
boiling-water, pressure-tube, graphite-moderated reactor. There 
is nothing like it anywhere in the Western world in civil 
nuclear power. It has close similarities in principle to the 
reactors first used in the Soviet Union to produce plutonium for 
the weapons programme. They also were cooled with water, were 
pressure-tube reactors and were moderated by graphite. As its 
name implies, the Soviet reactor has some similarities with the 
American BWR (use of boiling water in a direct cycle), the 
CANDU reactor (use of pressure-tubes) and our own gas-cooled 
reactors (use of graphite as moderator). The reactor it least 
resembles is the PWR proposed for Sizewell (PWR has indirect 
cycle, no boiling, a pressure vessel and water as a moderator). 
Its safety characteristics are unique and it is best to describe 
it as a hybrid not like any civil reactor operatiopal in the 
Western world. 
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4. However, there are some superficial similarities 
between the Soviet reactor and the British design of a pressure
tube reactor called the Steam Generating Heavy Water-moderated 
Reactor (they both are direct cycle reactors and have a similar 
layout of the primary circuit). Thia is a reactor that was 
never built on a commercial scale (a small prototype has been 
constructed and operated by the UKAEA in Winfrith in Dorset). 
The comparison of the two reactor designs is instructive. 

s. The technical description of the SGHW reactor is a boiling-
water, pressure-tube, heav~ water moderated reactor. The 
circuit diagram in the Soviet reactor and the SGHW reactor are 
superficially similar except for the use of a graphite moderator 
in the Soviet design and heavy water in the British design. In 
the 1970's the Government of the day made a decision to build 
the SGHWR subject to detailed design and safety studies. As 
part of that work the Nuclear Power Company (NPC), now the NNC, 
consulted a number of countries involved in the development of 
pressure tube reactor concepts. In particular, a visit was made 
by the British Nuclear Forum in 1975 to the Soviet Union. 
Following that visit, the Nuclear Power Company produced a 
report on the Soviet reactor comparing its features to those of 
the SGHWR. The report is now somewhat out of date having been 
published ten years ago in March 1976. Nevertheless, it 
demonstrates conclusively that the British nuclear reactor 
designers had important technical reservations about the Soviet 
design at that time and in view of the public interest in the 
Chernobyl accident, NNC has decided to make that report public 
to serve as background information to the on-going debate. That 
1976 report highlighted a number of deficiencies of the design 
as related to UK safety licensing criteria. These include: 

i) the lack of a direct in-core core coolin 
system (as used on the SGHWR 
cool the fuel in the case of 

ii) the lack of a full containment for a water cooled reactor 
(the commercial SGHWR was designed with a full pre-stressed 
concrete containment): 

iii) the mechanical instability of the graphite core particularly 
the possibility of loads coming onto the pressure tubes due 
to earthquakes or due to dimensional changes in the graphite 
due to irradiation effects: 

iv) insufficient protection against the failure of a pressure
tube, in particular the structural geometry of the graphite 
core might not be retained in the event of a pressure-tube 
rupture due to insufficient venting of the excess steam 
pressure in the gaps between the bricks: 

v) the reactor has a positive void coefficient that is if the 
water coolant is lost and the fuel channel is filled with 
steam the neutron population increases. Insufficient 
shutdown margin was provided for in the Soviet design 
compared with UK criteria. The possiblility of zonal 
instabilities and local criticality in the core was noted. 
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vi) no back-up to the control rods for reactivity shutdown is 
provided. 

vii) the high temperature of the graphite core (7oo0 c) as noted. 
NPC undertook an analyis of the graphite temperatures 
throughout the life of the reactor and noted that under some 
assumptions they could increase to beyond 10oo0 c at end of 
life. These temperatures were considered excessively high. 

6. The 1976 NPC report relates to the particular reactors 
installed at Leningrad. There is little doubt that the reactors 
at Chernobyl do incorporate a number of improvements in design 
including a pressure suppression containment pool beneath the 
reactor and an improved emergency core cooling system. However, 
the other basic features of the design remain the same. 

7. Broadly speaking, the designers of that day decided that we 
could learn little from the Soviet Union about pressure-tube 
reactors because their safety thinking was so different from our 
own. Work therefore proceeded using our own ideas on the 
development of the design of the SGHWR until late 1976. The 
SGHWR has a number of major advantages over the Soviet graphite 
reactor. In particular the moderator is heavy water, contained 
in a separate tank (calandria) and kept cool (7o0 c) by a 
separate cooling system. Other features which represent 
improvements over the soviet design have been identified above 
viz. in core spray emergency cooling system, full containment, 
negative void coefficients. 

a. Nevertheless, as the work progressed it became clear that 
the cost of the reactor was escalating rapidly due to the need 
to meet the very stringent UK safety licensing criteria. For 
that reason the Atomic Energy Authority advised the Government 
of the day that it was not possible simultaneously to satisfy 
British safety rules and produce economic nuclear power using a 
pressure-tube reactor in this country. That same report 
recommended to the Government that there were two reactor 
concepts which could simultaneously meet British safety rules 
and be economic. They were the AGR's and PWR's. That remains 
the position today - subject to the results of the Sizewell 
Inquiry. This exercise from the past, 1975 and 1976, 
demonstrates that the Soviet reactor concept did not meet 
British safety rules and the very much better concept of heavy 
water moderated pressure tube reactor could meet the UK safety 
rules but only at the sacrifice of economics. 
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9. Consequences for our own Reactors 

Despite the unique hybrid design of the Soviet reactor we 
are most anxious to learn what we can from the Chernobyl 
accident. We are not expecting to learn a great deal about 
reactor design or construction. We are, however, hoping to 
learn some useful lessons concerning reactor operation and by 
comparing and contrasting Soviet practice with our own plans for 
dealing with nuclear emergencies. However, that obviously 
depends upon free access to Soviet experience. We must hope 
that that becomes available in due course. 

13 May 1986 

Issued by Department of Information and Public Affairs 
Central Electricity Generating Board 
Sudbury House, 15 Newgate Street, London, EClA 7AU 
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The Accident at Chernobyl - The Containment Issue 
(Brief issued by LOrd Marshall - 12 May 1986) 

The nuclear accident at Chernobyl has understandably 
led the public to ask questions about the safety of our own 
reactors. One major issue is containment. In the accident at 
the Three Mile Island nuclear power station, Pennsylvania, 
USA, there was a partial core meltdown, but there was no 
significant harm to the public because virtually all the 
radioactivity was retained inside the containment building 
when the primary pressure boundary was breached. The Chernobyl 
reactor accident on the other hand has led to a large release 
of radioactivity and does not have similar containment. 
People, therefore, naturally ask what containment do we have 
on our own Magnox and advanced gas cooled reactors? This note 
compares the containment features of different types of 
reactor systems. We hope that this will reassure the public 
about the safety of our own reactors. 

Unfortunately the word "containment" can have either 
a general or a specific meaning depending on reactor type or 
national habit - the objective of all safety devices in a 
reactor is to "contain" the radioactivity. To avoid confusion 
we shall refer to physical boundaries or buildings as 
"barriers". 

411 nuclear fuel is enclosed inside sealed cans, 
often referred to as the fuel cladding. These cans are the 
first barrier against the escape of radioactivity and are 
common to al~ reactor types. 

The fuel together with the other components of the 
reactor core and the primary coolant, whether it be gas or 
water, are enclosed within a primary pressure circuit, which 
provides the second "barrier" to the escape of radioactivity. 
In a light water reactor like the PWR or BWR, this second 
barrier is provided by the pressure vessel and the main 
coolant circuit, made of extremely thick, tough steel. In 
the early Magnox reactors the pressure vesse·l is also made of 
steel. 4lthough not so thick because the gas pressure in a 
Magnox reactor is only modest compared to a light water 
reactor we are nevertheless confident that it too will not 
fail catastrophically. In the later Magnox reactors and in 
all the· 4dvanced Gas Cooled reactors, a concrete pressure 
vessel is used. Sometimes in the UK this second barrier is 
colloquially referred to as "primary containment". 

I ... 
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For all the reactor systems mentioned above, the 
pressure vessel ''contains'' the pressure of the system. In 
practice, this barrier cannot be complete, it canrot be a 
totally closed cylinder· or sphere, otherwise there would be 
no way to get the coolant, either water or gas, in and out. 
There must be pipes penetrating this barrier so the heat can 
be removed, so the control rods can get in and out and so 
that instruments can be inserted and taken out. 

The golden rule of safety in the Western world is 
that we must be pessimistic and assume Murphy's law applies 
to all pipes breaching a steel pressure vessel or a concrete 
vessel. That is, we assume that they can fail completely and 
we must then prove that no harm comes to the public 
nevertheless. Sometimes it is also necessary to protect the 
public by providing a third barrier, the "containment 
building". This is a large sealed building surrounding the 
reactor, the primary circuit, and all the pipes and apparatus 
connected to it. Sometimes, depending on the nature of the 
technology, it is not necessary to provide that third barrier 
because of the precautions we take to ensure that significant 
radioactivity does not escape in the first place from the 
first or second barriers. 

In the Western world, for water reactors like the 
PWR or the boiling water reactor, where there is a breach in 
the primary boundary for whatever reason, steam will escape 
from the primary circuit. That steam will be radioactive 
because water borne corrosion products are irradiated in the 
reactor core, and there are sometimes failed fuel elements in 
the reactor. That steam must be contained so that the 
radioactivity is not released into the environment. For this 
reason all water cooled reactors must have a third barrier in 
the form of a containment building. In the event of such an 
accident, the steam trapped inside the containment building 
is automatically sprayed with cold water and thereby 
condensed back into water. 

In our gas cooled reactors the situation is very 
different. ~gain, our safety rule& insist upon Murphy's law, 
namely, we assume a breach in the primary circuit and that 
therefore the co2 gas will escape through the hole. However, 
the gas escaping from the gas cooled reactors is relatively 
free of radioactivity. 

I . . . 
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The reason is that radioactive corrosion products 
are not readily transported by the gas, and great care is 
taken fo ensure that no fuel with damaged cladding remains in 
the reactor. 

Gas cooled reactors also behave very differently 
from water reactors in the event of a loss of coolant 
accident. In gas cooled reactors the gas will simply stream 
out and the pressure inside the primary circuit will steadily 
drop, but nothing much else will happen. Gas cannot change 
suddenly into something else as water can change into steam. 
Consequently, the environment of the fuel elements changes 
'relatively slowly and there are numerous devices which ensure 
that we can keep the coolant circulating past the fuel. In 
those circumstances, we know that leakage of radioactivity 
from the fuel, if any, into the coolant will only occur to a 
limited degree and the coolant will remain relatively clean. 

Therefore, in these accidents, in contrast to the 
water reactors, there is no harm in releasing the co2 gas 
directly to the environment and there is no necessity to 
provide a containment building. 

For both water and gas cooled reactors we can 
imagine even larger accidents. The worst credible accident in 
the UK system might require an evacuation of the public from 
within a radius of about l~ miles. 

The discussion given earlier should make clear the 
essential task of the primary circuit to hold the coolant in. 
In gas cooled reactors it serves a second equally important"" 
role, to keep air~ and thus prevent graphite fires. 

We can also look at how these general principles 
apply to pressure tube reactors. The principle of a pressure 
tube reactor is that the second barrier will not be provided 
by a steel pressure vessel or a concrete pressure vessel, but 
by a stout pressure tube. The pressure tube therefore 
surrounds either a single fuel element or small number of fuel 
elements and is then connected up to steel pipes and steam 
drums. The Canadians in tneir safety assessments assume that a 
failure in the primary circuit can occur, and they put their 
entire primary circuit inside a containment building which can 
withstand the failure so that, in broad principles, their 
safety arguments are somewhat .similar to those for light water 
reactors, though, of course, they are different in points of 
detail. 

In the RBMK reactors in the Soviet Union they use 
pressure tubes, water cooling and a graphite moderator, a very 
different concept from any commercial plant in the West. 

I . . . 
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We do not know in detail the safety principles 
followed in designing that reactor but from fundamental 
principles this design needs a "barrier" with a unique 
function. This barrier need not be robust enough to contain 
the primary pressure (that is done by the pressure tubes) but 
it needs to have sufficient strength to ''contain'' the pressure 
if a tube fails (as the Canadians do.) and to surround the 
graphite to prevent the air getting in. It is this unique 
''barrier'' which appears to have failed at Chernobyl - because 
it did have a graphite fire and therefore air did get in. In 
UK reactors this second function (preventing air getting in) 
is achieved automatically by the robustness of the primarY
circuit (i.e. second barrier). 

We must avoid jumping to hasty conclusions and we 
must learn what we can from this unfortunate accident, but 
present evidence suggests that it would be wiser to have a 
graphite moderator cooled and contained within the primary 
circuit rather than have a graphite moderator hot, outside the 
primary circuit and contained only within a weaker containment 
building. 

The provision of a "containment building" or 
of graphite as a moderator - has no intrinsic value or 
importance at all as an isolated fact. Neither is the 
of water or gas as a coolant itself an important fact. 
is essential is that each reactor concept is provided 
consistently with whatever the technology demands. 

12 May 1986 
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Note for the Record 

Telephone conversation with Bob Cairns of the Australian High 
Commission, London 

Bob Cairns rang enquiring after documents that he had been told we 
had produced on the damaged state in the Chernobyl reactor. This 
information had been passed to him from the OECD delegation in 
Paris and he specifically mentioned the fact that Professor 
Teague's name was known to them. There was no suggestion that Mr 
Teague had told them about this document. I indicated that I knew 
of no such document, certainly that the Authority had produced, 
and would have been very surprised indeed if such a document 
existed within the UK nuclear industry. I advised him to 
telephone Brian Edmondson's office, that is in particular the 
group of the CEGB running the CEGB newsletter and the information 
service on Chernobyl. In addition, after checking with the CEA, 
it proved possible to pass to Cairns the document that CEA have 
produced in French on their view of the Chernobyl accident. All 
this happened over two telephone conversations. Eventually Cairns 
responded that he had had much success with the CEGB and that with 
the additional information from the French document, he appeared 
very satisfied indeed that he was able to satisfy the requests 
from his home office for information. 

M R Hayns 
SRD 

cc Dr G I W Llewelyn 
Mr M Preston 
Dr J H Gittus 

4 June 1986 
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TO ALL SENIOR STAFF IN CENTRAL SERVICES 

The Working Party set up by Lord Marshall to examine the issues 
raised by the Chernobyl accident, on which the Authority is represented 
by Dr. Gittus and Dr. Hicks, has produced the attached papers. The 
EDC this week agreed that the papers should be circulated to all Senior 
Staff in the Authority with discretion to pass them on to those of 
their staff who need to be aware of the information in them. The 
CEGB are making the documents freely available. 

2. The EDC felt that the papei:s were not in themselves adequate 
for UKAEA purposes as briefing material for staff who might need to 
appear at public debates etc. and each site is producing briefing 
notes regarding the safety characteristics of its own reactor system as 
fuller defensive briefing. Copies of that briefing will be sent to the 
Information Services Branch in London Headquarters. 

3. Please circulate the attached documents to those of your staff 
who would find it helpful to see them • 

. /l1~{~v~ 
M. A. W. BAKER 

23rd May 1986 
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MR, CHAIRMAN, AT YOUR REQUEST, THE COMMISSION APPEARS BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY TO DISCUSS THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE SOVIET 

ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL ON THE LEVEL OF SAFETY OF THE U.S. 

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY AND THE ADEQUACY OF THE NRC 

PROGRAMS TO ASSURE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY, WE HAVE NOT YET BEEN 

PROVIDED WITH INFORMATION RELATED TO THE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT, 

HOWPIER, MEASUREMENTS OF RADIOACTIVITY OUTSIDE OF THE SOVIET UNION 

HAVE BEEN USED TO ESTIMATE THE SEVERITY OF THE ACCIDENT, WE HOPE 

THAT THE SOVIET UNION WILL PROVIDE DETAILS ON THE CAUSE AND 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACCIDENT DURING THE NEXT SEVERAL MONTHS, 

As YOU.KNOW, DETAILS REGARDING THE ACCIDENT ARE SKETCHY, HOWEVER, 

THE AVAILABLE EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT THE ACCIDENT WAS SERIOUS, 

MY FELLOW COMMISSIONERS AND 1 WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUP. 

. '. ·' •. - .... ~.-.. . . : ... :·:~ . ·::·· 
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CONDOLENCES TO THOSE SOVIET CITIZENS, AND OTHERS, WHO HAVE BEEN OR. 

MIGHT BE IMPACTED BECAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL, IT IS 

OBVIOUSLY A MATTER OF DEEP CONCERN TO US ALL WHEN TRAGEDIES OCCUR. 

THE WHITE HOUSE· ESTABLISHED AN INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE TO MONITOR 

THE HEALTH, SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE CHERNOBYL 

Ar 'DENT ON THE UNITED STATES, THE TASK FORCE WAS CHAIRED BY LEE 

THOMAS, ADMINISTRATOR OF THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 

MEMBERS REPRESENTED VARIOUS FEDERAL AGENCIES, INCLUDING THE 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION CNRC>. THE NRC REPRESENTATIVE WAS 

MR, HAROLD DENTON, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION, 

I REGRET THAT MR. DENTON COULD NOT BE WITH US.TODAY. HE IS 

PARTICIPATING IN·AN IAEA MEETING IN VIENNA RELATED TO CHERNOBYL. 

AN NRC INCIDENT TRACKING TEAM WAS ESTABLISHED ON MAY 1. 1986 TO 

COLLECT INFORMATION AND REVIEW THE EFFECTS OF THE CHERNOBYL 

INCIDENT IN SUPPORT OF EPA. THE PURPOSE OF THE EFFORT WAS TO 

OBTAIN AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE REACTOR ACCIDENT AND THE 

RADIOLOGICAL SOURCE TERM IN ORDER TO ASSIST EPA IN ASSESSING ITS 

IMPACT ON THE UNITE~ STATES, 

AS YOU ARE AWARE, MR, CHAIRMAN, WE HAD A SERIOUS ACCIDENT IN THE 

UNITED STATES AT THE THREE MILE ISLAND UNIT 2 FACILITY, OUR STUDY 

OF THAT ACCIDENT IDENTIFIED EXTENSIVE CHANGES THAT THE COMMISSION 

CONCLUDED WERE NECESSARY TO IMPROVE THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR PLANTS 
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MR. CHAIRMAN, AT YOUR REQUEST, THE COMMISSION APPEARS BEFORE THE 

SUBCOMMITTEE TODAY TO DISCUSS THE POTENTIAL IMPACT OF THE SOVIET 

ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL ON THE LEVEL OF SAFETY OF THE U.S. 

COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR POWER INDUSTRY AND THE ADEQUACY OF THE NRC 

PROGRAMS TO ASSURE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY, WE HAVE NOT YET BEEN 

PROVIDED WITH INFORMATION RELATED TO THE CAUSE OF THE ACCIDENT, -

HOWEVER, ·MEASUREMENTS OF RADIOACTIVITY OUTSIDE OF THE SOVIET UNION 

HAVE BEEN USED TO ESTIMATE THE SEVERITY OF THE ACCIDENT, WE HOPE 

THAT THE SOVIET UNION WILL PROVIDE DETAILS ON THE CAUSE AND 

CONSEQUENCES OF THE ACCIDENT DURING THE NEXT SEVERAL MONTHS, 

AS YOU KNOW, DETAILS REGARDING THE ACCIDENT ARE SKETCHY, HOWEVER, 

· THE AVAILABLE EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT THE ACCIDENT WAS SERIOUS, 

MY FELLOW COMMISSIONERS AND l WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUP. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES. BECAUSE OF THE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN THE COMMERCIAL NUCLEAR PLANTS IN OPERATION IN THE UNITED 

STATES AND THE CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR FACILITY IN THE SOVIET UNION, IT 

IS DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY AT THIS TIME ANY LESSONS TO BE LEARNED 

FROM THIS ACCIDENT THAT MIGHT BE APPLICABLE TO THE PLANTS WE 

REGULATE. 

WE, OF COURSE, WE WILL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO LEARN WHAT WE CAN FROM 

THE SOVIETS, BUT UNTIL WE HAVE SUFFICIENT INFORMATION, IT IS 

PREMATURE TO SPECULATE WHETHER ANY CHANGES IN UNITED STATES' 

COMMERCIAL PLANTS ARE WARRANTED, I HAVE ASKED THE EXECUTIVE 

DIRECTOR FOR OPERATIONS CEDQ) TO APPOINT A GROUP OF OUR SENIOR 

SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS TO CONTINUE THE STUDY OF THE ACCIDENT AND 

RECOMMEND TO THE COMMISSION ANY ACTION THAT MIGHT BE NEEDED FOR 

THE U.S. REGULATORY PROGRAM. 

1,~ WOULD NOW LIKE TO COMMENT ON THE ITEMS YOU SPECIFICALLY 

REQUESTED THAT OUR TESTIMONY ADDRESS, 

I HAVE ALREADY ADDRESSED THE ACTIONS WHICH THE NRC HAS TAKEN TO 

DATE IN RESPONSE TO THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT, As PREVIOUSLY STATED, 

THERE ARE SUBSTANTIAL DESIGN DIFFERENCES BETWEEN COMMERCIAL 

REACTORS IN THE UNITED STATES AND THE CHERNOBYL REACTOR, SOME OF 

THESE DIFFERENCES INCLUDE A REACTOR ENCLOSURE PHILOSOPHY THAT 

APPEARS SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT FROM THE CONTAINMENT PHILOSOPHY 
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EMBODIED IN WESTERN-STYLE PLANT DESIGNS AND A CORE DESIGN THAT 

CONTAINS APPROXIMATELY 1700 TONS OF GRAPHITE COMPARED WITH NONE IN 

U.S. COMMERCIAL LIGHT WATER REACTORS, WE HAVE ALSO IDENTIFIED 

MANY OTHER DESIGN DIFFERENCES THAT THE STAFF IS PREPARED TO 

DISCUSS, THE SiGNIFICANC[ OF THESE FUNDAMENTAL DESIGN DIFFERENCES 

IS THAT THE NATURE OF ACCIDENT INITIATING EVENTS, AND THE WAY THEY 

C.vJLD EVOLVE IN A PLANT LIKE CHERNOBYL, AS .WELL AS THE NATURE OF 

THE CONSEQUENCES, ARE VERY DIFFERENT FROM U.S. DESIGNS, FOR 

EXAMPLE, RELEASE OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL TO THE ATMOSPHERE AS A 

RESULT OF A LARGE GRAPHITE FIRE IS NOT AN ACCIDENT THAT NEEDS TO 

BE CONSIDERED FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS, 

BECAUSE OF THESE PRONOUNCED DESIGN DIFFERENCES, COMBINED WITH OUR 

LACK OF ANY DETAILED INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CAUSE OF THE 

EVENT, IT IS PREMATURE TO DRAW CONCLUSIONS REGARDING ANY 

i iULATORY CHANGES THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN BY THE COMMISSION AT THIS 

TIME. WE HAVE NOT LEARNED ANYTHING TO DATE FROM THE CHERNOBYL 

ACCIDENT THAT WOULD LEAD US TO CONCLUDE THAT U.S. DESIGNED 

REACTORS ARE UNSAFE, 

IN THE AFTERMATH OF TMI, AND AFTER EXTENSIVE EVALUATIONS AND 

DELIBERATIONS, THE COMMISSION PROMULGATED ITS SEVERE ACCIDENT 

POLICY IN 1985, ON THE BASIS OF CURRENTLY AVAILABLE INFORMATION, 

THE COMMISSION CONCLUDED THAT EXISTING PLANTS POSE NO UNDUE RISK 

TO PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY AND SAW NO BASIS FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION 
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ON GENERIC RULEMAKING OR OTHER REGULATORY CHANGES BECAUSE OF 

SEVERE ACCIDENT RISK. HOWEVER, SHOULD SIGNIFICANT NEW SAFETY 

INFORMATION BECOME AVAILABLE, FROM WHATEVER SOURCE, TO QUESTION 

THE CONCLUSION OF "NO UNDUE RISK," THEN THE TECHNICAL ISSUES THUS 

IDENTIFIED WOULD BE RESOLVED BY THE NRC UNDER ITS BACKFIT POLICY 

AND OTHER EXISTING PROCEDURES, INCLUDING THE POSSIBILITY OF 

GENERIC RULEMAKING WHERE THIS IS JUSTIFIABLE, 

TO IMPLEMENT THIS POLICY, WE WILL BE ASKING THE OWNERS OF 

OPERATING NUCLEAR PLANTS IN THE U,S, TO PERFORM A SYSTEMATIC 

EVALUATION OF THEIR PLANT'S DESIGN TO SEARCH FOR WHAT WE CALL 

"SEVERE ACCIDENT VULNERABILITIES," THE INDUSTRY HAS RESPONDED TO 

THE SEVERE ACCIDENT POLICY AND HAS SET UP AN INDUSTRY-WIDE GROUP, 

KNOWN AS IDCQR, TO DEVELOP THE METHODOLOGY TO BE USED IN THIS 

EVALUATION, AND TO PROVIDE OVERALL INDUSTRY COORDINATION, To DATE 

.IEY HAVE ANALYZED FOUR REFERENCE PLANTS AND DEVELOPED A 

METHODOLOGY FOR THE EXAMINATION OF INDIVIDUAL PLANTS. THIS 

METHODOLOGY IS CURRENTLY UNDER STAFF REVIEW. THE NRC STRONGLY 

SUPPORTS THE IDCOR EFFORT AND UNDERSCORES THE NEED FOR THIS 

PROGRAM TO GO FORWARD RAPIDLY, 

I WOULD LIKE TO NOTE THAT THERE IS ONE NRC-LICENSED COMMERCIAL 

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IN THE U.S., THE FORT ST. VRAIN PLA~T IN 

COLORADO, THAT HAS A GAS-COOLED, GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR, IN 

VIEW OF THE SOVIET REACTOR ACCIDENT AT CHERNOBYL, THE STAFF 
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RlL1.M ..... .:;, THE ORIGINAL LICENSING BASES FOR THE FORT ST, VRAIN 

FACILITY. OUR REVIEW REVISITED BOTH THE DESIGN FEATURES OF FORT 

ST, VRAIN AND THE ACCIDENT ANALYSES DONE AT THE TIME OF LICENSING. 

WE ALSO REQUESTED THAT THE LICENSEE EXAMINE CERTAIN BEYOND-DESIGN 

BASIS EVENTS, IN ORDER TO UNDERSTAND THE IMPLICATIONS OF SUCH 

EVENTS. 

IN LICENSING FORT ST. VRAIN, THE STAFF EXAMINED A NUMBER OF 

ACCIDENT SCENARIOS CONSIDERED CREDIBLE FOR THIS TYPE OF REACTOR, 
. 

INCLUDING EVENTS INVOLVING MULTIPLE FAILURES, THE STAFF FOUND 

THEN AND HAS REAFFIRMED THAT THE CONSEQUENCES OF THESE ACCIDENTS 

ARE WITHIN THE COMMISSION'S LIMITS SET FORTH IN 10 CFR PART 100. 

ADDITIONALLY, THE LICENSEE WAS REQUESTED BY THE STAFF TO EXAMINE 

THE ~0NSEQUENCES OF RAPID OXIDATION OF THE GRAPHITE CORE, ALTHOUGH 

A CREDIBLE MECHANISM FOR SUCH AN EVENT COULD NOT BE IDENTIFIED, 

..-.iE OFFSITE DOSES RESULTING FROM SUCH A POSTULATED EVENT WERE 

CALCULATED TO BE WITHIN THE 10 CFR PART 100 LIMITS AT THE Low 

POPULATION ZONE BOUNDARY. 

BASED UPON ITS EVALUATIONS, THE STAFF HAS DETERMINED THAT NO ADDJ-. 

TIONAL ACTION NEEDS TO BE TAKEN TO ENSURE THAT THE HEALTH AND 

SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC JS ADEQUATELY PROTECTED DURING CONTINUED 

OPERATION OF THE FORT ST. VRAIN REACTOR, 
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You ALSO ASKED WHAT THE MOST SIGNIFICANT UNRESOLVED SAFETY 

PROBLEMS AT U.S. REACTORS ARE, LET ME PREFACE MY REMARKS BY 

STATING THAT IT IS THE COMMISSION'S FIRM BELIEF THAT ALL OPERATING 

REACTORS IN THE U.S. TODAY ARE OPERATING AT A LEVEL OF SAFETY THAT 

ENSURES THAT THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF THE PUBLIC IS ADEQUATELY 

PROTECTED. THE ISSUES, OR PROBLEMS, BEFORE THE COMMISSION TODAY 

~ ... o/E BEEN CODIFIED, AS I AM SURE YOU ARE AWARE, AS EITHER 

UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES CUSl'S) OR GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES. 

OF THE UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES PENDING FINAL RESOLUTION, THE 

THREE MOST SIGNIFICANT AND HIGHEST PRIORITY ARE: (1) US! A-44, 

HSTATION BLACKOUTn, (2) USJ A-45, HSHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT REMOVAL 

REQUIREMENTSu, AND (3) US! A-47, "SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF CONTROL 

<'"r---·•f"" 
.... I ... I '-' ·- I ~ PROPOSED RULE FOR STATION BLACKOUT HAS BE~N ISSUED 

FOR COMMENT; SHUTDOWN DECAY HEAT REMOVAL HAS BEEN ADDRESSED 

- :HNICALLY BUT FINAL RESOLUTION PENDS COMMISSION ACTION ON 

STATION BLACKOUT; AND SAFETY IMPLICATIONS OF CONTROL SYSTEMS IS 

SCHEDULED FOR COMMISSION REVIEW THIS FALL. 

IN ADDITION TO USI's, THERE ARE GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES, THESE 

ISSUES ARE CATEGORIZED AS EITHER HIGH, MEDIUM, OR LOW PRIORITY, 

DEPENDING UPON THEIR SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE, THERE ARE A NUMBER OF 

HIGH PRIORITY ISSUES FOR WHICH RESOLUTION HAS NOT BEEN REACHED, 

HOWEVER, THE LIST OF SUCH GENERIC SAFETY ISSUES IS A LIVING LIST 

WITH ISSUES BEING ADDED AND CLOSED OUT ON A CONTINUING BASIS, 
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BOTH THE UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUES, AS WELL AS THE GENERIC SAFETY 

ISSUES, PRIMARILY ADDRESS TECHNICAL AREAS WHICH THE COMMISSION 

BELIEVES ARE BEING TREATED ADEQUATELY AND APPROPRIATELY IN THE 

REGULATORY PROCESS, BUT HAVE A RESIDUAL UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED 

WITH THEM THAT IS LARGER THAN DESIRABLE, THUS, OUR EFFORTS ON 

THESE ISSUES ARE EITHER TO REDUCE THESE UNCERTAINTIES TO CONFIRM 

JR ORIGINAL JUDGMENTS, OR TO·CONSIDER THE IMPOSITION.OF COMPEN

SATING FEATURES, FOR EXAMPLE, BACKFITS, TO ACHIEVE THE NECESSARY 

LEVEL OF CONFIDENCE, 

You ASKED WHAT ARE THE PROBABILITIES AND CONSEQUENCES OF A SEVERE 

REACTOR ACCIDENT IN THE U.S. DUE TO THE WIDE VARIABILITY OF 

NUCLEAR PLANT DESIGNS AND NUCLEAR PLANT SITES IN THE U,S,, IT IS 

NOT POSSIBLE TO PROVIDE YOU WITH A PRECISE ANSWER FOR EACH AND 

EVERY PLANT, 

As STATED IN THE SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL PROVIDED BY THE NRC FOR THE 

APRIL 17, 1985 HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE, THERE ARE REASONS 

TO SUSPECT THAT"THE ASSUMED VALUE OF 10-4 PER REACTOR YEAR MIGHT 

BE CONSERVATIVE, INDEED, MORE RECENT ANALYSES APPEAR TO BEAR THIS 

OUT, RECENTLY, THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REGULATORY RESEARCH HAS BEEN 

REBASELINING THE RISKS FROM FIVE REFERENCE PLANTS USING UP-TO-DATE 

PLANT INFORMATION AND PRA TECHNIQUES TO ESTIMATE THE MEAN VALUE OF 

THE FREQUENCY OF SEVERE CORE DAMAGE ACCIDENTS DUE.TO INTERNAL 
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ACCIDENT INDICATORS. THESE RESULTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN SEPTEMBER 

AS DRAFT NUREG-1150, 

IN THIS PROCESS, THE STAFF IS LOOKING INTO THE EFFECT OF CHANGES 

IN THE RECENT PAST WHICH HAVE BEEN INCORPORATED IN THE REFERENCE 

PLANTS; THESE INCLUDE NOT ONLY POST-TMI MANDATED CHANGES BUT OTHER 

.. EFINEMENTS IDENTIFIED IN PRA ANALYSIS TO IMPROVE RELIABILITY. 

PRELIMINARY WORK SO FAR INDICATES THAT IMPROVEMENTS HAVE LOWERED 

THE SEVERE CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY FROM INTERNAL EVENTS TO LEVELS AS 

L~W AS 1 X 10-5 PER REACTOR YEAR, EVEN IN THESE PLANTS NOT ALL OF 

THE POTENTIALLY PRACTICAL RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE, 

To UNDERSTAND THE POTENTIAL INDUSTRY-WIDE SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS 

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT PROCESS, WHICH IS STILL GOING ON, ONE 

MIGHT POSTULATE THAT THESE INTERIM VALUES REPRESENT INDUSTRY 

VERAGES FOR REACTORS OF THESE TYPES. IN THIS CASE THE INDUSTRY 

AVERAGE SEVERE CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY WOULD BECOME ABOUT 6 X 10-5 

PER REACTOR YEAR, AND THE LIKELIHOOD OF A SEVERE CORE DAMAGE 

ACCIDENT OCCURRING IN THE NEXT 20 YEARS IN A POPULATION OF 100 

PLANTS WOULD BE 0.12, OR ONE CHANCE IN 8. THE NRC STAFF BELIEVES 

THAT SUCH REDUCTIONS IN SEVERE CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CAN INDEED BE 

ACHIEVED OR EVEN IMPROVED FURTHER, BY FULL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 

TMI FIXES AND AGGRESSIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE COMMISSl.ON'S SEVERE 

ACCIDENT POLICY "STATEMENT, 
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I SHOULD NOTE THAT SEVERE CORE DAMAGE IS THE STATE THAT IS 

QUANTIFIED IN PRAs, AND IT IS DEFINED AS THE SITUATION WHERE THERE 

IS INSUFFICIENT CORE COOLING TO MAINTAIN FUEL INTEGRITY, HOWEVER, 

SEVERE CORE DAMAGE MIGHT NOT PROCEED TO EXTENSIVE MELTING AND 

PENETRATION OF THE REACTOR PRESSURE VESSEL, AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE 

TMI-2 ACCIDENT. WE CANNOT AT PRESENT QUANTIFY THE DISTINCTION 

BETWEEN SEVERE CORE DAMAGE AND A "CORE MELT" THAT PENETRATES THE 

VESSEL. 

FINALLY, YOU ASKED TO BE BROUGHT UP TO DATE REGARDING THE RADIO

LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE CHERNOBYL MELTDOWN, As I AM SURE YOU 

ARE AWARE, THE SOVIET UNION HAS REPORTED THAT 299 PEOPLE WERE 

HOSPITALIZED AS A RESULT OF RADIATION RELEASED DURING THE 

ACC!D!:NT. THEY HAVE REPORTED 13 PEOPLE HAVE DIED TO DATE, 

THE MOST SEVERE RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OCCURRED IN THE SOVIET 

,NION, ELEVATED LEVELS OF RADIOACTIVITY WERE REPORTED ESSENTIALLY 

WORLD-WIDE, LEVELS MEASURED AT SOME LOCATIONS IN THE UNITED 

STATES WERE ELEVATED, WHICH WITH Ol~E EXCEPTION THE FDA HAS FOUND 

TO BE BELOW LEVELS AT WHICH PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES HOULD BE 

INSTITUTED, 

WE HAVEN'T HAD THE TIME TO PROVIDE WRITTEN RESPONSES TO THE MANY 

QUESTIONS YOU ASKED IN YOUR LETTER OF INVITATION, MR. CHAIRMAN, 

HOWEVER, WE WILL PROVIDE THOSE RESPONSES AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, 
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WE HAVE WITH US TODAY STAFF MEMBERS WHO WORKED ON THE CHERNOBYL 

INCIDENT TRACKING TEAM, AS WELL AS OTHER STAFF MEMBERS, THEY ARE 

PREPARED TO FURTHER DISCUSS THE ACCIDENT AT THIS TIME AND TO HELP 

RESPOND TO YOUR QUESTIONS, 


